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Abstract
The present research concerns some hymns attributed to Gregory
Nazianzen: ~.1.1.29-1.1.38 and 2.1.38 (M.37. cols 507-22 and 1325-
29). The primary aim in the examination of these poems is to see
their position in the Greek and early Christian hymnographical tradi-
tion. To fulfil this in the best possible way it seemed necessary to
spend the first part of the InUbduction on surveying very briefly: a)
the definition of the term u~vos as this is used in Greek literature
and the various types of Greek pagan hymns, b) the extant examples
of them in a chronological order with particular emphasis on the hexa-
meter hymns"and c)the form and content of these hymns. To these I
have added a very brief history of the extant early Christian hymns,
placing particular emphasis on hymns written in quantitative metres.
The second part of the Inttbduction is spent on general
observations with regard to the language, style, content and metre of
the hymns under discussion, in order to give the reader a general
view of these hymns as a group and allow him to see the degree of the
poet's conformity to traditional'Greek practice, particularly with_
regard to his usage of the hexameter.
The text of the hymns in the form it appears in the Migne edition
is unreliable in a number of cases, and so I decided to attempt to
produce a critical edition based on the extant MSS.
The main body of the research consists of a commentary on these
hymns since I considered a commentary to be the best way to analyse
these poems and show their place in the literary genre to which they
belong.
Since the authenticity of some of these hymns is disputed, I
place particular emphasis in the commentary on parallel expressions
and ideas from genuine Gregorian works in order to support their
authenticity.
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I. Introduction
1.1 Brief Account on Gregorian Studies
Of the vast number of Gregorian poems (amounting to about 18.000
lines1) I have chosen only eleven short poems (281 lines in all).
'I'he se poems (although not all edited together in the Migne edition)
may form a group since they are the only poems of the Gregorian poetic
corpus to have been written in the form of a hymn as this is defined
and described below (p. 16 and 21ff . respectively).
Among the innumerable prayers and supplications to Christ (in-
cluded in Gregory's 'autobiographicar poetry: M.37. 968-1452 ) there
are some which appear iD cortainsome features commonly found in hymns:
carm.2.1.3 (1020f.) and the first twelve lines of carm.2.1.22. 1-12
(1281) which seem to form themselves a poem separate from the rest
2,of 2.1.22 . On grounds of the similarity in subject of these poems
with 1.1.36, they are discussed below pp.188ff. where I give the
reasons which led me to exclude them from the scope of the present
research (see below p.162).
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century there was a
1. See A.J.Phytrakis, 'T~ no~nT~Mov EPYOV TOU rpnyopCou TOU Na~~av-
~nvou', in ·E.(1V~M6v ••• TIave:n~aTnJ.l~OV 'A.(1nvwv, 'EnConJ.lot.Aoyo~,
vol.14 (Athens, 1966-67), pp.143~94 (p.155); also J.Quasten,
Patrology, vol.3 (Westminster Md.:Newman Press,1960), p.244 and
A.Benoit, Saint Gregoire de Nazianze sa vie, ses oeuvres et son
epogue, reprint from the Paris ed. of 1876 (Hildesheim: Georg
Olms, 1973), pp.725-42.
2. Apart from the internal evidence and the fact that Cosmas of Je-
rusalem gives a paraphrase of only lines 1-12 (see below p.196)
this may be inferred also from the fact that in many MSS the two .
parts appear as two distinct poems: Vaticanus Chisianus gr.16
(s.xiv), Florent.Riccard.64 (K.I.5)(s.xiv) and Vaticanus gr.482
(s.xiv), while Vat.gr.497 (s.xiii) contains only lines 1-12 (this
information is collected from the brief descriptions of these
MSS in the various catalogues). This has been noticed also by
the annotator in the Migne edition (M.37.1281).
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flourishing interest (shown by scholars of different disciplines and
for various reasons - usually other than the literary) in Gregorian
stumes in the form of general works on Gregory's poetry as a whole,
or on its major sections (didactic/dogmatic, autobiographical/histo-
rical, moral poems)1. This resulted mainly from the fact that a
critical edition of this poetry, though constantly expected, had not
2appeared •
In recent years Gregorian studies have revived and a number of
works (primarily editions with a commentary) on individual poems (or
groups of them) have been published3.
However, no systematic research has been undertaken on these
hymns as a group, apart from some articl~s dealing either with in-
dividual hymns (to which reference is made in the appropriate place),
or with all of them, but not in depth and so they contribute little
to our understanding of these hymns4.
1• See e.g. E.Dubedout, De D. Gregorii Nazianzeni carminibus (thes.,
Paris,1901), P.Stoppel, 'Quaestiones de Gregorii Nazianzeni
poetarum scaenicorum imitatione et arte metrical (inaug. diss.,
Acad. Rostock, Rostock,1881), W.Ackermann, Die didaktische Poe-
sie.des Gregorios von Nazianz (diss.,Leipzig: Fock,1903), J.
Focken, 'De Gregorii Nazianzeni orationum et carminum dogmatico-
rum argumentandi ratione' (Lnaug, diss., BerLUniv.,1912), L.F.M.
de Jonge, 12.eS. Gregorii Nazianzeni carminibus uae inscribi
solent "ne:pl, tcxUTOt)' (Amsterdam. 1910 , G.Misch, Geschichte der
Autobiographie, vo1.1 (Leipzig-Teub:ler,1907),pp.383-402 and M.
Pellegrino, La Poesia di S. Gregorio Nazianzeno (Milan, 1932).
On this see below p. 63
See e.g. the list of editions (below p.348 ), H.t.Davids,
De nomolo ieen van Sint Gre orius van Nazianze (diss., Nijmegen-
Utrecht, 1940 and D.A.Sykes, 'Poemata Arcana of St Gregory
Nazianzen' (un~ublished Ph.D. diss., Univ.Oxford,1967).
See e.g. H.Musurillo, 'The poetry of Gregory of Nazianzus',
Thought,45 (1970), 45-55 (ppt51-54), Phytrakis (cited in n.1 ofthe previous page), particularly pp.168-70, and R.Keydell, 'Die
literarhistorische Stellung der Gedichte Gregors von Nazianz',
in Atti del 8. Con resso Internazionale di Studi Bizantini
(Palermo 3-10 Apr. 1951), vo1.1 ROl:Y1e I 1953), pp,~134-43 (p.136).
2.
3.
4.
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My primary aim in examining this particular group of hymns is
to see their place in the History of Greek hymnography (pagan and
early Christian).
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I.2.a) Definition of the Term vY~vos and Types of it
"
When we are confronted with the word 'hymn' today, we immediate-
1ly think of a sacred lyric or song in honour of God,. However, u~voS,
from which this word derives; did not always carry with it a similar
connotation: so many are the uses of the word u~vos throughout Greek
literature2•
vOriginally, U~Vos did not have a strictly religious sense, but
meant me;ely a 'lay' (see Od.8.429: (5~pa)/ 6a~LC L€ tEpnnta~ xat ao~-
6ns u~vov axoDwv which refers to the performance of Demodocus whoJ
accompanied by the phorminx, sang at a feast of the Wooden Horse of
Troy). Later, from the occurrence of su~h phrases as nws Tap 0' u~vn-
Ow (Hom.hymn.Apoll.19; cf.ib.207) in poems narrating some incident in
the life of a god or her03, u~vos acquired by association its more
specific meaning of a song in praise of a god4.
The first literary :hymns'..were ItWritten in hexameters, rthe metre .of I
epic poetry, and weve recited in competitions to the accompaniment of
kithara by bards or rhapsodes at games (aywv€s), or at a god's festi-
val. Prizes were awarded5• 'Examples of such hymns seem to be the
1•
2.
See J.Edgar, The Homeric H~s (Edinburgh, 1891), p.13.
The etymology of the word u~vos is uncertain. For various
suggestions see RE s.v. Hymnos cols 140-42. '
Cf. Demodocus's lay of Ares and Aphrodite in Od.8.266-366.
hanumber of passages: Plat. Rep.607a, Aelianus Varia Historia
b.39, Aristot. Poet.1448b.27, Procl. Chrestom. ap. Photius Bi-
blioth.319bf. (ed. Henry,B1, vol.v, p.159) etc. u~vos - mainly
in its restricted meaning of a lyric hymn - is contrasted to
eyxw~~o\.l- a eulogy to a man., There also seems to be a re-
ference specifically to lyric hymns in the definition of U~\.IOS
in Plat. Leges 700b (a passage cited very often with regard to
the subject under discussion). See also Allen-Halliday-Sikes,
The Homeric Hymns, second edition (Oxf.,1936), p.xcif.
This is implied from Hesiod. Oper. 654-5~ where Hesiod relates
how, with a U~\.IO~ he won a tripod at the games in honour of
Amphidamas; and from Hesiod's dubious fr.357 (ed. Merkelbach-
West p.176). See also Allen-Halliday-Sikes, p.lxxxviiif.
3.
4.
5. -
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longer hymns of the Homeric Collection, which are unanimously dated
during the last stage of the epic period. Hexameter hymns could
also be used by rhapsodes as preludes (npoo~~~a) to a recital of epic
poetry. '.The hymns referred to a deity in whose honour the bard was
about to recite the rhapsody, or for whom the festival was being held.
Most of the short Homeric hymns seem to fall into this category. In
them we find expressions such as ex creo0' &p~a~Evos XA~crW~Eponwv ye-
cf. ~.32.18-19). These hymns (with the exception of hymns 8,19,
31 and 32 which are even later) are dated at the end of the genuine
. . d1eplC perla
In the course of time and as new forms of art appeared, the
hexameter hymn lost its dignity and importance and was replaced by
different forms of melos, so that the meaning of u~vos was restricted
2to a melic religious song in praise of any god Lyric hymns embrace
all sorts of address to the gods. Alexandrian scholars attempted to
classify lyric poetry in general and hymns in particular. However,
more recently such attempt has been severely - and convincingly -
criticized as based on artificial distinctions and not on real differ-
ences of technique in the compositions themselves3• According to the
Alexandrian classification lyric hymns include : u~vos, npocr66~o\),
na~av, 6~~~pa~Bos, \)o~OS,&6wv~0~ov, ~oBaxxos, and unopxn~a~.
The classification of lyric poetry by the Alexandrians was later
---------------------------
1• See Allen-Halliday-Sikes, pp.xciii-xcv, where a discussion on
the two usages of Homeric hymns (i.e. as distinct hymns, or as
preludes to rhapsodic recitals) and p.cix for the dating of the
long and short Homeric hymns. Besides, it is worthwhile to
mention here the remark made by J.Edgar, ~.cit., p.17 that some
of the short Homeric hymns could have been used also as closing
hymns in the rhapsodic recitals.
See H.W.Smyth, Greek Melic Poets (London, 1900), p.xxviii.
See A.E.Harvey, 'The classification of Greek lyric poetry',
Class. Quart., N.S. 5 (1955), 157-75 (p.164).
See Smyth, op.cit., p.xxivf.
2.
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taken over by later authors -notably by Proclus - who used u~vo~ in
f I ( • tI " # )1its generic sense to mean all types 0 me ic ws E~6n npos YEVOS .
A different classification of lyric hymns (according to the
particular god they are addressed to) is that whereby u~vos is said
to have been sung in honour of Zeus, whereas paeans and dithyrambs
were offered to Apollo and Dionysus2.
Furthermore, the passage from Didymus (referred to in n.1) goes
on to regard u~VOg as a species of lyric poetry distinguished from
the rest by the fact that it was sung to the accompaniment of Kithara.
The same distinction (according 'to the accompanying musical instru-
ment) is made also by Proclus (Chrest. ap. Photius Biblioth.320a 18-
20, ed. Henry, Bt, vol.v, p.159f.) betwe~n what he calls 10 xupCwS
U~VOSI and the other forms of melic. Harvey (art.cit., p.166f.) has
made an attempt to determine the form, content and performance of
this type of hymn on the basis of a number of passages, mainly taken
from Plato. However, such an attempt can only create more difficult-
ies, since the information we get from the ancient sources is not
only contradictory in itself, but also insufficient and ambiguous.
Another way of classifying hymns is to divide them according to
their content and structure. This way was followed by Menander the
Rhetor in his treatise on epideictic oratory. He uses u~vos (the
praise of a god: see 331.20 ed. Russell - Wilson) in its generic
sense and divides it into eight species: 1) xAnT~x~s (cletic), 2)
anonE~nT~xos (apopemptic), 3) ~ucr~x~s (scientific), 4) ~u~~XOS (my-
thical), 5) YEvEaAoy~xoS (genealogical), 6) nEnAao~EVos (fictitious),
7) EUXT~XOS (precatory) and 8) anEuxT~xO~ (deprecatory): 333.1-344.1~
----------------------------
1• See Procl. Chrest. ap. Photius Biblioth.320a 15 (ed. Henry, BL,
vol.v,p.159) and cf. Didymus 'Ev T~ nEpt AUp~XWV no~nTWv (Orion
ap. Etymol.Magn.777.1 S.v. u~vos).
See Menander Rhetor 332.1f. (ed. Russell-Wilson) and cf. Acron in
Horatius Sermon.ii.1.1 (ed. Keller p.116).
2.
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Menander admits the existence also of a mixed-hymn which may contain
two or more of these types (343.27-344.4). His scheme is actually
a conflation of: a) two opposing pairs (hymns calling on god and
saying farewell (1,2) and hymns praying for good and seeking to avert
evil (7,8)),and b) a group of four types based on the content (3i...:6)-.
More precisely, the scientific hymns (3) are those of the physicists
and philosophers in which the nature of the god is seen and analysed
as a natural force (e.g. Apollo as the sun and Hera as the wind: 337.
2-4). The mythical hymns (4) deal with the mythology of the god,
while the genealogical 6nes (5) - which are in real terms a subdivi-
sian of the former hymns - deal with the divine birth, e.g. of Hermes
mentioned in a hymn by Alcaeus (cf. Alcaeus fr.308 (b) ed. Lo.bel-Page
PLF): 340.15• Finally, the fictitious hymns (6) refer to abstract
nouns:e.&~Et~os, ~oSos, uYnvos, rrEv~a for which a mythology is invent-
ed by the hymn-writer.
From the above it appears that Menander's classification (part-
ly based on·the content of the hymns (3-6) and partly on their
structure and purpose (1,2,7,8) is no less inadequate than the class-
ifications mentioned above and that therefore the employment of
Menander's terminology would be misleading, even if this is followed
by some scholars 1.
All the aboveillilustrate the distortions of over~stematization
by late grammarians and'show that u~vos in antiquity was a somewhat
protean conception and could be used in a broader or a narrower sense;
and yet it always had the basic sense of a sacred composition.
--------------
1. See e.g. J. Haldane, 'The Greek hymn with special reference to
the Athenian drama of the fifth century', 2 vols (unpublished
Ph.D. diss., Univ. London, 1963), pp.34 and 138-40, M.Mantziou,
'Hymns and hymnal prayers in fifth century Greek tragedy with
special reference to Euripides'(unpublished Ph.D. diss., Univ.
London, 1981), p.16; .cf, also Cairns, Generic Composition iD:
Greek and Roman Poetry, passim and Russell-Wilson, Menander the
Rhetor, p.xxxi.
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I.2.b) Brief History of Greek ~agan Hymnography
We now pass on to give a brief account oflmost of the extant
Greek pagan hymns, with emphasis on the hexameter ones.
First comes the collection of Homeric Hymns1. As has been said
above the long Homeric hymns differ from the short ones, not only in
the date of composition, but also in the purpose and place of perform-
ance. Both categories of hymns are more secular than ritual composi-
tions, since they seem to have arisen from the rhapsodic tradition and
2not to have been composed for the service of a particular temple .. The
two categories of hymns differ also in style: in the long hymns the
epic narrative (dealing with the birth and other incidents in the life
of the god3) predominates so that, if one leaves out the formulaic be-
ginning and end4, they will not differ from some epic passages dealing
with a similar subject5. This obviously does not apply to the short
hymnS6. Both categories, together with the Homeric and Hesiodic epic~
are of primary importance to the student of Greek hymnography, since
they are the main source of stock vocabulary (particularly of
divine epithets) used by hymn-writers of all periods.
In the archaic period lyric hymns flourished.
various types: some are folk compositions mainly preserved in second-
These are of
ary reports?, and some are personal poetry unfortunately surviving'in
-----------------------
1. The attribution of this collection to Homer is discussed in Allen-
Halliday-Sikes, pp.lxivff.
2. See Allen-Halliday-Sikes, p.lxxxvi.
3. On these themes (used generally in hymns) see below p.28.
4. On this see below p , 23 and p . 31 respectively.
5. See e.g. the reference cited above on p. 13 n.3.
6. One of these (the hymn to Ares: 8) is written in a style very
close to that of the Orphic hymns: see Allen-Halliday-Sikes, p.
384f.
7. See Carmina Popularia (~iii pp.654ff. Bergk).
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1a severely fragmentary state •
From the classical period onwards we have inscriptional lyric
2hymns from Delphi, Epidaurus and other cult-centres. Lyric hymns
are found also in Greek drama. The dramatic dimensions of such hymns
and the degree of their connection with the plot of the play have
been examined in a number of dissertations3 •. Here belong also the
parodies of hymns found in the comedies of Aristophanes and other
Greek (as well as Roman) comedians4.
In the Hellenistic period the hexameter form reappears in the
hymns of Callimachus (apart from the fifth which is written in
elegiacs) and in some Idyls of Theocritus (e.g. 22: to the Dioscuri,
15.100-44: to Aphrodite and Adonis and 1.64-145: the song of Daphni~.
From the same period there are some further hexameter hymns in a
narrative style and with the characteristics of syncretism and
apotheosis of men: e.g. the Aretalogy to Sarapis by Maiistas (Call.
Alex. pp.68ff.) and the fragmentary hymns on PapYrus Chicaginiensis
(ib. pp.82ff.)5.
The hexameter was also the metre of the philosophical ·hymn. From
this period comes the hymn to Zeus by Cleanthes and from the imperial
the hymns of the Neoplatonic Proclus. In the same category one may
also include some Orphic fragments: 62 (Apollo), 21, 21a, 168 (Zeus),
237 (Dionysus) and 32 c-e (underworld deities) (ed. Kern). The main
characteristics of these hymns are first the philosophical ideas used
in the exposition of the nature and functions of the god they refer to;
----------------~------------1•
2.
An account on these hymns may be found in Haldane p.76f.
See Coll.Alex. pp.132ff. Some inscriptional hymns (though from
a later period are written also in hexameters: e.~. the hymn to
Athene and Rhamnousian Artemis in IG 14.1389 ii.
See the dissertations of Haldane and Mantziou (mentioned above
P·16 n.1) and R.Knoke, 'De hymnis tragicorum Graecorum' (diss.,
G8ttingen, 1924).
See W.Horn, Gebet und Gebetsparodie in der Kom8d~ndes Aristopha-
nes, Erlanger Beitrlige zur Sprach- und Kunstwissenschaft, 38
~Nftrnberg,1970) and H. Kleinknecht, Die Gebetsparodie in der
Antike (.Hildersheim, 1967).
See below p.22 ;cf. the encomia of Dioscorus (Heitsch p.127ff.).
3.
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and second the moral nature of the requests made in them.
In the imperial period belong the Orphic hymns which provide a
good example of the syncretism which characterized the religion of
late antiquity, since they are not only addressed to Greek gods, but
also to Oriental deities (Semel~ Sabazius, Korybas)1. The peculiari-
ty of their structure lies in the fact that they are composed mainly
of an accumulation of epithets and other phrases in vocatives and
in apposition to the name of the god (although this style is occasion-
ally replaced with relative clauses with OS : e.g. hymn.13.3ff., 18.
4ff.t. Guthrie has suggested that most of these epithets were not
used for any deity indifferently, but that they were in close
association with the particular deity they were addressed t03•
Besides, we may observe that the majority of them are compound epi-
thets (descriptive of the various characteristics, actions or even
feelings of the deity and not occurring elsewhere)4. A probable ex-
planation for theover-grouping of such epithets and cult-names has
been brought forward by Gruppe: with these epithets the initiates
(~~oLa~) somehow constrained the deity to appear perforce5•
From the same period date the hymns on Magic papyri which have
----------------------
1 . See W.K.C.Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek Religion, second edition
(London: Methuen,1952), p.258. For the authorship, the purpose
and the place of composition of these.hymns see the bibliography
cited in Quandt's edition p.44*, and RE s.v. Orphische Dichtung
cols 1321ff. (Keydell). The similarities of their vocabulary
with that of 3rd and 4th cen. poets led van Liempt to date the
hymns at the same period :see L. van Liempt, 'De vocabulario
Hymnorum Orphicorum atque aetate' (inaug. diss., Purmerend,193~ •.
See U.von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Der Glaube der Hellenen, vol.
2 (Berlin: Weidmann, 1932), p.514 and I.M.Linforth, The Arts of
Orpheus, reprint edition of Berkeley-Los Angeles: Univ.Calif •.
Press,1941 (N.York: Arno, 1973), p.181.
See W.K.C.Guthrie, 'Epithets in the Orphic hymns', Class.Rev.,
44 (1930),216-21.
See below p.26 cf. also M. Hauck, De hymnorum Orphicorum
aetate. (Breslau,1911).
See Roscher, Lexik. Griech. R8misch. MYthol., vol.3, s.v. Orpheus
(0. Gruppe) col. 1150.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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been collected and edited in verse form (mainly hexameters) by
Preisendanz and others1. The characteristics of magic hymns appear
in two poems (to AsclepiuS,and Hecate respectively) found in Hippo":"
lytus's Refutatio omnium haeresium and edited in Heitsch p.170f.
Two alphabetical hymns in hexameters (to Dionysus and Apollo)
are found in AP 9.524, 525 respectively. They are composed throughout
of epithets arranged in an alphabetical order2•
Besides, there are a number of severely fragmentary oracular
hymns: e.g. the hymn to Apollo and Artemis (ap. Clem. Alex. Strom.v.8
48,4 (GCS 2 p.359.~) and the hymn to Apollo (ap. Euseb. Preparat.
Evang. iii 14.4f. (ed. Heitsch ,p.16SY.
Papyrical fragments from the same period include hymns of various
types such as those edited in Heitsch pp.165ff. A collection of lyric
hymns in short verses is edited also in Heitsch pp.22ff. and is
attributed to Mesomedes.
Finally, from the same period come some prose hymns such as thofB of
Aelius Aristides: to Athene (orat.37), Heracles (40), Dionysus (41),
Asclepius (42), Zeus (43) and Sarapis (45); and from the fourth cen.A.
D. the hymn to Artemis (orat.5) by Libanius and the hymns to the King
Helius (orat.11) and to the Mother of the Gods (S) by Julian the
emperor.
----------------------
1. See Preisendanz, Pap.Mag.Gr., vol.iii, pp.24-47; also Heitsch
pp.179-99 and Abel, Orphica, pp.286-95.
The composition of alphabetical poems was very popular in Byza-
ntine times. A fair amount of such poems has been collected
and discussed in D.N.Anastasijewic , 'Die par&netischen Alpha-
bete in der griechischen Literatur' (inaug. diss.,Munchen,1905).
An example of such poems (written in iambics) is found among
Gregory's works: carm.1.2.30 (908-10).
In this category of hymns one may add some invocations from the
Oracula Chaldaica: frs 26,61,216,218,220 (ed. des Places) and
some prose prayers from Corpus Hermeticum: 1.31-32, v.10-11, xiii.
17-20 (ed. Festugiere).
2.
3.
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I.2.c) The Form and Content of the Greek Pagan Hymn
The main parts of a Greek pagan hymn are: 1) Introducti.on or
Prooemium, 2) Praise or Main body and 3) Prayer. I have avoided
using the term invocation for the first part, since, as will be seen
below, this is not appropriate for all the types of Greek hymns
(particularly for most of the Homer~c hymns) •. Besides, I use.l the
broader terms PraisJ or Main body for the second part (since the main
reason for its inclusion in the hymn as the praise of god) instead of
the inexact term 'Pars Epica' used by Ausfeli; or the very general
one 'Middle Section followed by Haldane3, or even the term 'Begrftnd-
ung' used by Schwenn4 and followed by Maptziou5 (as this is based on
the secondary purpose of this part, namely to reinforce the prayer
with a 'Ground'"and secure its fulfilment :see below p. 30 ).
All three parts are constructed according to certain tradi-
tional pr,inciples and contain various topai which have been discussed
by a number of scholars to whom reference is made below.
1) Introduction
This part usually gives the proper name of the recipient of the
hymn, or one of his by-names (which may replace the proper name if
this is not mentioned) accompanied by one or mo.re epithets, or other
titles, and the patronymics of the particular god. In the.:case of
-----------------------
1• The term 'Praise (part)' has no authority outside the present
research and has been employed only conventionally to replace
equivalent terms followed by other scholars which I found not
entirely accurate and sufficient for our purpose.
See C. Ausfeld, 'De Graecorum precationibus quaestiones',Jahrb •
.klas.Philal.,supp1.28 (1903), 507-47 (p.514f.).
See J. Haldane, 'The Greek hymn with special reference to the
Athenian drama of the fifth century', 2 vols (unpublished Ph.D.
diss., Univ. London, 1963), p.103.
See Fr. Schwenn, ~ebet und Opfer, (Heidelberg, 1927), e.g. p.59.
See M. Mantziou, 'Hymns and hymnal prayers in fifth century .
Greek tragedy with special reference to Euripides' (unpublished
Ph.D. diss., Univ. London, 1981), p.S. It is used also by Beck-
mann (pp.46ff.).
2.
3.
4.
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more elaborate hymns this part may be extended to include also
participial phrases or relative clauses, all in apposition to the
name of the deity. A reference to the leading cult-centres and
other abodes of the deity may also be made.
The addressee of a Greek pagan hymn may be any god from the
Greek pantheon: Olympian gods (Zeus,Apollo), minor gods (Pan,Asclepiu~,
or demigods andher.oe~ (Heracles, Leto). To these one may add person-
ified abstract nouns (Tyche, Hygeia), natural phenomena (Boreas, Nyx)
and celestial bodies (Helius, Selene). Finally, hymns were composed
for Oriental deities, both Egyptian and Asiatic (Sarapis, Isis, Saba-
zius). However, when from the Hellenistic period onwards the apothe-
osis of men became an important characteristic of the political and
religious life of the Greeks, hymns could be composed also for empe-
rors)as well as governors, as the extant fragments of the paean to
Titus (Coll.Alex. p.173) and the hymn to Demetrius Poliorketes (ib. p.
173f.) show. Tn these hymns we have an addressee-variation, according
to Cairns's definition1.
The recipient of a Greek pagan hymn cmuld be one or more gods
who have something in common : Hom.~.25 (Apollo, Muses,Zeus); or
all the gods in general : Procl. ~.4.
On the significance of the knowledge of the divine name and the
various topoi employed to express it in hymns, namely the listing of
alternatives: eCre ... eCre and nOTepov ... n ... n ... (hymn.Fortun.
8-10: Coll.Alex. p.196), or the phrase oaT~S nOT' eaT~V (Aesch. Agam.
160) and the epithets nOAuwvu~osmd &ppnTOS (both common in Orph.~)
see, among many others,Norden pp .144ff., Ausfeld pp.517ff ., Adami pp.
221ff. and Haldane p.115f.
I distinguish hymns into two main types: the direct apostrophes
-------------_ ......_------ .:
1. See F. Cairns, Generic Com osition in Greek and Roman Poetr
(Edinburgh: Univ.Press, 1972 , pp.218ff.
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to gods and the hymns in which the name of the god and any ex-
pression attributed to it are in the ae9usative. The former type
of hymns is called by WUnsch 'subjective' and the .latter 'objective'
(see RE s .v. 'Hymnos' co1.142 (WUnsch)).
W,emay have the following types of 'objective'hymns according to
the verb which is used to introduce them:
1) Hymns introduced with a verb of singing such as ~6€~v, a€C-
type is commonly found in the Homeric hymns : ~.12: vHpnva€C6w
and the hexameter hymns of later poets: Procl. ~.5 : 'Y~VEO~€V
Au6€~x€a. An example from the lyric hymns is Aristonous hymn.Vest.2
(~.Alex. p.164): 'EoTCav u~v~oo~Evl.
In the Orphic hymns, however, these verbs are rare as one finds
only a€~rr€o~a~ in ~.3 and ~EAn€~v in~.62. Here, verbs of the
third category are used instead and the same applies also to the Magic
hymns.
The usage of such verbs resulted from similar introductions to
the heroic narrative. The beginning of the Prooemium to Hesiod's
Th i 1 f _f II _f'" , ~eogony s an examp e 0 this: Mouauwv EA~xwv~u6wv apXw~€~ a£~o&~v.
The hymnodic featUres of most of such prooemia have been investigated
by Stenze12.
2) Hymns (mainly the Homeric ones) in which the poet asks the
Muses to celebrate the god: Hom.hymn.Merc.: 'Ep~nv U~V€~ 'Mouoa and
Theocr. Idyl.1.64: apX€T€ Motoa~ .•. &o~6n~.
-------------------------
1• Thseems that~ch verbs are rarely used in lyric hymns. I could
find only three more exam~les: Lasus fr.1 (PLG iii p.376 Bergk)
Attic Schol.3 (ib. p.644) and Alcman fr.2 (ib. p.15). Examples
of the various introductory verbs may be found in Adami p.220f.
J. Stenzel, De ratione, quae inter carminum epicorum prooemia et
h icam Graecorum oesin intercedere videatur (Diss. Breslau,
1908 •
2.
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In the case of lyric inscriptional hymns (e.g. of paeans) the
poet may exhort others to praise god: Isyllus Paean Apoll.-Asclep.1
(Coll.Alex. p.133): 'IE ITa~ava ~EOV aE~oaTE Aao~,/ and Macedonius
Paean Apol1.1f. (!tb.p.138): t.nA~ov .../ EucpnJ.l[E'CL€.
3) Hymns introduced with a verb of summoning: xaAEtv, XA~~E~V,
X~XAnoxE~v, €XnpOXaAE~o~a~ examples of which are: Orph.~.25: ITpw-
TEa x~xAnOxW and 2 hymn.Attis (PLG iii p.686 Bergk): HATT~V XA~ow.1
On the other hand, in the 'subjective' hymns the name of
the god and his titles are in vocativ~which implies a more personal
relationship between the god and his suppliant. Again here we may
have further subdivisions:
1) Hymns Lnbnoduced with a verb of.summoning, singing and
celebrating, or praying in the first personCsingular or plural) and
the name of Iigod in the vocative accompanied by a second person pro-
noun (personal or possessive) which may be repeateq (sometimes at the
beginning of successive clauses): Orph.~.52.1: K~xAnoxW OE, J.laxap
6• ) , "'"'" BaxXEtl, Cleanth.~. : OE (sc. ZEU xa~UJ.lvnOWTE xa~ oov xpa-
TO!;;a~ev aE':owand Sappho fr.1 (Lobel - Page): &.~avaT' 'AcpPoo~Ta ...
A':oOOJ.la':OE. Such hymns are generally characterized as written in
'du-Still (following Norden's terminology)2.
2) Hymns in which the name of the god (in vocative) is not
followed closely by any main verb as happens e.g. in Orph.~.26; or
it may be followed by one or more relative clauses (sometimes headed
by the same pronoun producing thus Norden's 'Relativstil~1): Hom.~
&.J.lcp~noAE~E~S,/; or even it may be accompanied
----------------
1• For further instances see K. Ziegler, 'De precationum apud Grae-
cos formis quaestiones se1ectae' (inaug. diss., Bres1au, 1905),
p.40 and Adami p.220f.
See Norden pp.143ff.; also Stenzel p.18ff. for examples of 'du-
Still hymns.
See Norden pp.168ff.; also Adami p.242 for other examples.
2.
3.
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by one or more participles in the participial style of predications
(Norden's 'Participialstil' on pp."166ff.'where examples).
3) Hymns introduced with a verb in the imperative (or its
equivalents: optative, archaic imperatival infinitive or negative sub-
junctive). This may be: a) a cletic verb : €A~€, ~OAE, eatVE, ~&vn-
~~, (&~-)~xoD, C~~with or without the addition of OEUPO or oe;utE:
O • l' • 1 b)rph.~.34: EA~~, ~axap, rra~av , a verb of appealing to the
deity's attention, usually to his sight or hearing: XAU~~ (XlXAU~~,
TVfav and Pind. Nem.7.1f.(Snell-Maehler, 1971), and c) a verb of
salutation: xatPE (xa~PETe:): 1hymn.Attis (PLG iii p.686 Bergk) and
2Cleanth. ~.3 .
In th!3htroduction (andthe rest of tile~) the divine epithets3,
titles and by-names (€nwvu~~a~~ &vaxAnt~Xa ovo~aTa5) of the god
(which are usually taken from traditional vocabulary, found primarily
in the Homeric epics6) .h~ve particular prominence. They are general-
ly divided into two categories: a) those which apply generally to
any god and may be thus called universal7: ~EO~, ava~, oe:anOtn~, eaa~-
1. For other examples see Adami p.221 and Ausfeld p.516.
2. For examples on this category see Keyssner p.129 and 132 and on
category (b) see Ziegler pp.59ff., Adami p.221 and Ausfeld p.516.
3. By this term I mean any qualifying word or expression added to
the name of the god without the intermediary of the copula. Thus,
it is not only an adjective, but it may be also a substantive, a
composite expression, a participle, or even a clause (particular-
lya relative one). On this see Ausfeld p.521.
4. The term is used e.g. in Plat.~.394 a 2.
5. For the term see Menander Rhetor 445.25f.(ed. Russell-Wilson).
6. On the divine epithets in Homer see e.g. M.Parry, 'The traditional
epithet in Homer', in The Making of Homeric Verse, edited by Ad.
Parry (Oxf.,1971), pp.1-190 and R.J.Cunliffe , Homeric Proper
and Place Names (London-Glasgow: Blackie,1931) which is a suppl.
to "A Lexicon of the Homeric Dialect" compiled by the same
author.
7. See Haldane p.116, Ausfeld p.521 and Keyssner p.83f.
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and their feminineforms,and b) those of a'more restricted application
as xw~aarns for Dionysus (Aristoph. Nubes 606) and ~xnaoAos for
Apollo (Hom.hymn.Ven.151 )1.
Of these epithets the category of compound ones (c~nAa ovo~ata2)
has particular significance. They may describe: 1) the physical
characteristics of god: E:A~XOaA£q>aposof Aphrodite in Hom.~.6.19,
2) what the deity wears or carries ending in~£nAos, -at£<pavos,
-~~tpn, -a~nu~, -n£c~Aos : EuaT£<pavos of Dionysus in Orph.~.74.2,
3) anything connected with the deity and beginning with Xpuao- : Xpu-
aOTo~os of Apollo in Isyllus Paean Apoll.-Asclep.48 (Coll.Alex. p.134),
'<ppwvof Hygieia in Ariphron 2 (PLG iii p.596 Bergk), 5) certain divine
actions: aao~aporos of Athene in Procl.~.7.40, 6) the gifts of the
god ending in -corns, -<popos : nAOuTOCOtnS of Dionysus in 5 Carm.pop.
(PLG iii p.656 B8rgk), 7) particular delights of the god ending in
-xapns or beginning with <P~AO- : onAoxapns of Ares in Orph.hymn.65.2,
and 8) anything the god possesses or does in a great degree begin-
ning with nOAu-, naVTO- (nav-), ~Eya- : nOAuat&<puAoS of Dionysus in
Hom.hymn.26.113.
Some epithets ean be used predi.ca tively 4nainly:in the Prayer)'widr.h
dva~, YEv£a.ea~, EA.eEtV'. 1) EU~Evns, d<ppwv and other similar epi-
thets; EA.e£ ... EU<pPWVof Selene in Orph.hymn.9.11 and 2) awtnp, au~-
-----------------
1• The divine epithets have been collected by C.F.H.Bruchmann in his
Epitheta Deorum quae apud poetas graecos leguntur (Leipzig,1893),
Supplement 2 to AusfUhrliches Lexikon Griechischen und RBmischeQ
Mythologie, edited by W.H.Roscher.
see also Ausfeld pp.52.1ff. and Adami pp.223ff.
See G.Meyer, 'Die Stilistische Verwendung der Mominalkomposition
im Griechischen. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der A~nAa ·Ovo~ata'.
Philologus, suppl.16, part 3 (1923), 1-215 (particularly pp.48-
78).
See K.Keyssner, Gottesvorstellun und Lebensauffassun im Grie-
chischen Hymnus Stuttgart,1932 ,pp.127f.,133,124f.,130,45ff.,
and Haldane p.177f. for examples on these categories of epithet~
2.
3.
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~axos, En~XOUpoS, Enapwyos, En~tappo~os: CAres) SPOTWV En~XOUp€ in
,. 1
Hom.~.8.9 .
The by-names of the deity belong also to the category of divine
epithets. An elaborate example of extended usage of by-names is Orph.
2~.34 where one finds fifteen such by-names .
The parentage (y€vos) of the god (when it is used) may be given
with patr§nymics, or with other expressions of origin, or even with
participles or relative clauses: Hom.~.26.1f.: ~~ovuaov ..•/ Znvos
u~ov, and hymn.Curetum 1f.{Coll.Alex. p.160): Koup€,/
'" Kpove~e,/. Sometimes other relatives besides the parents might be
m t· " ~ 'E' 3en 10ned: Hom.~.9.1: Apte~~v ... xaa~yvljTnv xaTO~O.
A final feature of the Introduction is the reference to the birth-
place, cult-centre , or other abode of the god. This is made through
phrases with the verbs ~€6€~V, XaT€xe~V, V€~€~V, E~€n€~v, a~~~nOA€~€~V.
11{ ) " " 4• Abel: C'AnoAAwv) ... A€tn€ rrapvaa~ovopos xa~ ~€A~~6a rru~w,/ .
The hymns where the poet is wondering about the 'polytopy', 'poly-
nomy' and parentage of a god using various disjunctive expressions :
" """ d th Rh t' ,€~tt ... €~T€, n ... n, are called by Menan er e e or anopnT~xo~
or 6~anopnt~xo~ (343.17-26 ed. Russell - Wilson).
The transition to the second part, namely the Praise, is achieved
in various grammatical and syntactical ways: 1) with any sort of con-
nective::yap, wan€p, vuv aOT€, €C nOte, 2) with the syntactical de-
pendence on a word rrom the first part of a participle, a relative
clause or a vocative in the second part: Hom.~.26.3: (~~ovuaov) ~v
----------------------
1 •
2.
For other examples on both categories see Keyssner pp.87ff.,102f.,
Ausfeld p.538 and-Ziegler p.56f.
On various by-names see H.Usener, 'Beinamen der G8tter', in his
G8tternamen, second edition (Bonn, 1929), pp.216-47.
For various examples of the deity's parentage see Adami p.226f.
Further examples may be found in Keyssner pp.75ff., Adami p.241
and 227ff.
3.
4.
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without any connectives in an asyndeti-
2) Praise
The main purpose of this part is the praise of the deity which
may be achieved in various ways. One is with a narration of his
birth-myth (Hom.~.18.3-9) usually followed by an account of his
nur,tureand education (Hom.~.26.3-6). In the long hexameter hymns
other incidents or activities in the life of the god may be added: for
example the slaying of Python by Apollo in Hom.hymn.Apoll.300-74. Geo-
graphical lists and landscape descriptions are often included in them
(Hom.hymn.Apoll.30-44)2.
Another important topic is the description of the epiphany of the
'god:e.g. of tmDioscuri during a storm at sea: Hom.~.33.8-17 (cf.
Theocr. Idyl.22.10-22); or the &vo6o~ of Persephone in Orph~.43.
7-9 and the return to earth of Adonis in Theocr. Idyl.15.102-05. The
commonest verb used of the deity is ~a~VEa~a~ and sometimes ~A~€tV or
napEtva~ and the corresponding for the worshipper is 6€x€o~a~3. Some-
times the god's epiphany may bring terror and tremor to the whole
nature and sometimes joy and calmness (as may happen also at tfuetime
of his birth)4.
The various benefits granted by the god to mankind may be express-
ed with a narration of the €Up€o~~-legend (Hom.hymn.Merc.25-64,108-14,
and Hom.~.20.2-7). Expressions with npwtO~ or npWt~ota are regular-
ly used in this connection (Hom.hymn,Ven.12)5.
-----------------------------
1. See G. Zuntz, 'ZumHymnus des Kleanthes', Rhein.Museum, 94 (1951),
337-41 (pp.339ff.).
2. A detailed account of the various themes featuring in narrative
hymns may be found in Haldane pp.123ff.
3. See RE s.v. 'Epiphanie', cols 279, 312 (Pfister).4. Examples of both cases may be found in Adami pp.231ff. and Keys-
sner p.33!.
5. For further examples see Keyssner p.17f.
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Apart from the above narrative and descriptive themes, this part
may also include an exposition of the nature (~~cr~~)and other chara-
cteristics (apETa~) of the god, since, according to Plato, it is law-
ful to praise Eros (and generally any god) with reference first to
his nature and then to his benefits: (~EpwTa) ... 6~xa~ov Ena~vlcra~,
achieved not only with the use of relevant epithets (which we have
already mentioned), but also with certain topoi and expressions.
The nature of the god may be illustrated with reference to his
power and generally his virtue (6~va~~~, ~8vo~, cr~lvo~,~crX~~,aAxn,
-~ , ')XpU.TO~,ape:Tn : O h h 28 A'- , '" '.f 1rp . ymn.prooem. : ~WVo~ ~e:y une:~poXov~crXvv .
In t~n the power and other characterist~cs of god may be revealed
in expressions with: a) ~oUvo~: Orph.~.10.28: (~ucr~)cruyap ~ouvn
Td6e:Te:~Xe:~~,and b) na~ or ndvTa: Theogn.373ff.(West): Ze:tl~~Ae: •.:
crov6~ XpdTO~ ndvTwv Ecr~'unaTov, eacr~Ae:U·/.Both expressions (as
well as those with aE~ and the epithets in nav-, naVTO-, nOAU-, a£~~
2serve in praising gods in a 'hyperbolic' style
Gods may be celebrated also for being the begetters/creators of
all things, as well as of mankind. Thus they are called ylve:cr~~,ye:-
3npO~nTwp: Hom.~.1.6 (Zeus):naTnp av6pwv Te:~e:WVTe: .
Furthermore, gods may be celebrated fo~ their gifts to men:Hom•.~.
10.1f.(Aphrodite):epoToCcr~/ ~e:~A~xa6wpa 6~6wcr~v4,and for being Ta-
~~a~: Procl.~.1.2 (Helius): ~dou~ Ta~La5.
The character of gods is rev~aled in the things they delight in,
----------------
1. For other examples see Keyssner pp.48ff.
2. See Keyssner, 'Der hyperbolische Stil', pp.28-48.
3. For further cases see Keyssner pp.20ff.
4. Examples on this subject are collected in Keyssner p.71.
5. For other examples see Adami p.242 and Keyssner p.82f.
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and ,this may be expressed in phrases with xa~pE~v, ~~AEtv, (En~-)t€p-
1nEa~a~: Orph.~.74.4: /xu~aa~ tEpnO~Evn (sc. Leucothea) •
The secondary purpose of this part (Praise) is to incur the
pleasure of the deity so that re may fulfil the petitioner's requests
which follow in the Prayer. So, all the attributes of the god are
carefully recalled to secure this fulfilment and his various chara-
cteristics are chosen to show that he has the power to solve the
particular problems of his petitioner.
Besides, in hymns where a personal relationship between god and
devotee exists, a reference to past kindnesses rendered by the former
to the latter, or to any link between god and mortals in general, is
another method the petitioner may employ in order to receive a favour-
able response. For the same reason a promise of a dedication or
sacrifice may also be included in this part, although the proper place
for these featUres is the Prayer where the.poet may even promise to
2praise god again, if he fulfils his requests .
The transition to the Prayer is achieved by the usage of vUv,
aAAa, aAA' ~, aAA~ vuv, xat vuv , or without any connectives (i.e.
asyndetically)3.
3) Prayer
The subject of this part depends on whether the hymn is o~fered
by a whole congregation (or by one person on behalf of a communitYh
as happens with Orphic hymns in particular and cult-hymns in general)
or whether it concerns only an indivi~ual petitioner. In the latter
case the petitioner asks for the fulfilment of various personal need~
while in the former the requests made ·to gods refer to the needs of
-------------------------
1. For further examples see Keyssner pp.130ff., 67ff.
2. These and other topics have been examined with many examples fun
Ausfeld pp.525ff.; see also Th. Beckmann, 'Das Gebet bei Homer'
,(inaug. diss. Univ. W11rzburg, 1932), p.46f.
3. See Adami p.234f. and Ausfeld p.537. Very rarely a request in the
Prayer may be introduced also with va~: Procl!~.6.8,11.
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a whole community.
In general the Prayer may include requests for the material
necessities of daily life, for the family and city, or for a pleasant
or even requests of a moral character (mainly in the philosophical
hymns)1. Besides, requests could be made for the averting of any
misfortune expressed mainly with the verbs: &noTPEn€~v, &nonE~n€~v,
~n-)&AESE~V, p~Eo~a~, na~E~v, A~€~V2; or simply for deliverance ex-
pressed with a~~E~v3.
At the beginning of the Prayer there is usually a new invocation
to god followed most of the time either by a verb of summoning, of
appealing to the god's attention and of salutation, or by a verb of
are the imperatives of o~oova~ and oEXEo~a~ and the use of various
propitiatory verbs: ~AnxE~v, ~AaoxEo~a~, ~An~~ and the epithet CAaos
or ~AE(j)!;5.
The various verbs used in the Prayer may occur ' in the impera-
tive or its equivalents: optative, negative subjunctive, or archaic
J.' t' 1 i f' 't' 6mpera J.va n J.nllves .
Finally, the Prayer may close with a farewell expression with the
7verb xatp€ , featuring particularly in the Homeric hymns .
--------------------
1• All these requests are discussed in detail and with many ex-
amples in Keyssner pp.136-69. Further examples of such requests
(m~inly taken from the Homeric epics and Greek tragedy) are col-
lected in Ausfeld pp.539-47.
For examples see Keyssner pp.1osrr e "
Examples may be found in Keyssner pp.104ff. .'
For examples see Adami pp.234ff., Ziegler pp.36ff. (particular-
ly pp.43ff. where a list of these verbs), and above p. 24f.
Examples are cited in Ausfeld p.537f., Keyssner pp.91ff.,124, and
Stenzel p.13f.
On this see Ziegler pp.9ff., Beckmann pp.49-55 and Ausfeld p.537.
See Stenzel p.12f., Meyer, p.22,24,34 and Keyssner p.132,134.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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I.3.a) Brief History of Early Christian Hymnography
The so-called early Christian hymnography1 covers a variety of
texts, most of which are in pros~ or non-quantitative metre2 Accord-
ing to hymnologists these texts may be classed into three major
categories: 1) quantitative hymns (personal or anonymous ), 2)
liturgical hymns in 'rhythmic' prose or non-quantitative metre and
3) hymns in apocryphal and heretkMliterature (in prose or verse-
form) • Since all the poems of the present research (with the except-
ion of 1.1.32) are written in quantitative metres I shall place more
emphasis on early Christian hymns of this kind (1) and less on the
non-quantitative hymns (2). Besides, the hymns of category (3).
should be omitted on grounds of their complete dissociation from our
hymns, not only in themes, but also in style3.
In category (.1}belongs the hymn to Christ attributed to
Clement of Alexandria and appearing at the end of the Paedagogus4.
It consists of 66 short lines (according to the edition of Heitsch pp.
157-59) which are formed mainly of epithets and other titles in appo-
sition to the name of Christ. Most of these epithets are taken from
the Bible.
Next come the long hymns of Synesius of Cyrene in short lyric
lines which, although later than Gregory's, are important for our re-
--------------------------
1• The term has been invented by hymnologists dealing with Byzantine
hymnography which begins in the sixth cen. A.D. with Romanos Me-
lodos: see K.Mitsakis, Bu~avT~vn 'Y~voypa~~a, vol.1 (Salonica ,
1971) and J. Sz8verffy , A Guide to B zantine H 0 ra h . A
Classified Bibliography of Texts and Studies I Brookline, Mass.,
1978), pp.1ff .
On this type of metre see below p. 58, n.1.
On these hymns see: Mitsakis pp.141-68, J.Rendel-Harris , The
.Odas and· Psalms of Solomon (Camb.,1909), E.Preuschen, Zwei
gnostische Htmnen (Giessen,1904), A.A.Bevan, The Hymn of t~cul
contained in the Syriac Acts of St Thomas, TS v.3(Camb.,1897), D.
I.Pallas,'·O uY~vos TWV rrpd~~wv TOO 'Iwdvvou M~~.94-99'.in Melanges
Merlier,vol.2(Athens,1956),221-64 and Sz8verffy, op.cit., p.7f.
On the authenticity of the hymn see St~hlin's edition in GCS 1 p.
lxxvf. and Christ-Paranikas, AGCC, p.xviii.
2.
3.
4.
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search, not only for the metrical structure of hymns 5 and 9 (which
is similar to that of 1.1.30)1, but also because they employ various
features and topoi of Greek pagan hymns and contain expressions ,
above all divine epithets, and themes (from the Bible and Christian
literature as well as from various pagan philosophico-religious .
2areas) featuring in our hymns Reference to these is made below in
the commentaries.
In the same category of quantitative hymns hymnolog~ts include
the Parthenion of Methodius, bishop of Olympus, which is found at the
end of his Symposium and consists. of twenty-four stanzas with an
alphabetical acrostic, each followed by a refrain (un~xon) • This
poe~ however, has no connection with our ,hymns either in metre (which
seems to be predominantly iambic with resolutions and syncopations)3,
or in form and content.
In this category (1) one may include also some Christian epigrams
from the first book of the Palatine Anthology which appear in hymn-
form such as for example the epigrams to the Saviour: A~ 1.19-28
(Claudianus), although the date limits of such epigrams in general
extend well after Gregory's time.
Finally, this category contains some papyrical Christian hymns
~hich have come down to us anonymously and mainly in a fragmentary
state. Of these the earliest seems to be the hymn to the Holy Trini-
ty on Papyrus Oxyrh. 1786 which is dated in the third century4. Its
fragmentary state prevents us from determining the content of the
hymn ~hich ends with the common doxological formula (see below p.301).
---------------------------
1•
2.
3.
4.
See below pp.55ft.
According. to J.Bregman, Synesius of Cyrene. Philosopher - Bishop
(Berkeley.Univ.Calif.Press,1982), p.78 n.1,2 Synesius composed
his hymns between A.D. 396-409.
See Methode d' Olympe, Le Banquet, edited by H. Musurillo (Paris,
SC, 1963), p.310 n.1 and Mitsakis p.128f.
See Heitsch p.15-9and Mitsakis p.111.
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With regard to its metrical form it has been suggested by Wellesz
that it is based on a combination of anapaestic metres1•
-A hymn to Christ appears on Papyrus Berol.Mus. 8299 of the fourth
2cen. A.D. . It consists of the last six long anapaestic lines of a
poem with an alphabetical acrostic3• The extant part of it is based
on the theme of the Good Shepherd (cf.Ev.Jo.10.11ff., Ev.Lc.15.4ff.)
and ends also with the common doxological formula.
The poem on Papyrus Amherst (written in a triple alphabetical
acrostic4) is addressed to Christians giving them instructions and
rules of a moral character to follow in their lives. Having this
content, the poem obviously cannot be characterized as a hymn (in the
sense I have described the word above p. 16 ) despite opposite views
of Byzantinologists5 ..
We may now proceed to examine the texts of the second category,
namely the liturgical hymns in 'rhythmicPprose or non-quantitative
metre. In this category hymnologists include various passages from
/'
the Old and New Testament: e.g. Psalms and other prayers (particular-
ly those collected.together by Swete in vol.3 of his edition of The
Old Testament in Greek, PP.811-830)7 and the so-called Christological
1• See E. Wellesz, A Hister of Music and H
second edition (Oxford,1961 ,
See Heitsch p.160.
See Heitsch p.161 (who notes that eighteen lines are missing -
possibly those beginning with a - a ) and the bibliography
cited by him.
See the text as this is edited in Heitsch p.161-64.
See Mitsakis pp.114ff. and Sz8verffyop.cit., pp.8-10 (where
bibliography) .
The term is used by hymnologists (e.g. Mitsakis p.9; cf.
P.N.Tre.mpelas, 'EXAO n 'EHnvt.xiis: 'Op.eo6&~ou
second edition (Athens,1978 , p.12 to refer to prose texts
which may be divided into cola (parallel or antithetical) where
various rhetorical figures may appear: anaphora, isocolon etc.
On these prayers - known as Canticles - see J.Mearns, The Cantwles
of the Christian Church Eastern and Western in earl and medieval
~, Camb.,1914 and for their place in the service of the
early Church H.Schneider, 'Die biblischen aden im Christlichen
Altertum',Biblica,30(1949),28-65; cf. also his articles in the
same periodical pp.239-72 and pp.433-52.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
_o·-·-
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1and other hymns of NT in rhythmic prose. The introduction of such
texts into the liturgical life of the early Church and the origins of
their antiphon~l chanting2 have attracted the interest of many hymn-
ologists and liturgiologists3. However, neither this, nor their colo-
metrical reconstruction is of any importance to us, but only the
various themes they include (particularly attributions to the God~
head or Christ) which, as Biblical, were known to Gregory and could
be used in the present hymns (as other Biblical passages are used
too) .
In the same category hymnologists include some early patristic
texts which they divide into cola~ the long prayer in the first
epistle T,o the Corinthians by Clement of ,Rome (59-61 ed. Lightfoot)
r~Didache of the twelve Apostles (9-10 ed. Funk), the anonymous
epistle To Diognetus (ed. Marrou, SC) and the homily OnPascha by
Melito of Sardis (edited colometrically by S.G.Hall,1979). However,
these texts (far from being hymns at all) have no relevance to our
hymnS5.
Two short hymns (also rearranged colometrically) appear in the
Apostolic Constitutions: the Morning Hymn (rrpOOEuxnEw~~vn or u~vos
op~p~v6s) which is prefixed by the Gloria (Ev.Lc.2.14) and the
Evening Hymn ('EonEP~v6s) in Const.Apost.i'47 and 48 respectively6.
The main characteristics in both hymns are the accumulation of verbs
--------------------
1• See J.T.Sanders, The New Testament Christological Hymns (Carob.,
1971) and R.Deichgr&ber, Gotteshymnus und Christushymnus in der
frfthen Christenheit: Untersuchun en zu Form S rache und Stil
der frfthchristlichen Hymnen (G8ttingen, 1967 •
On this see also below 'the note on 1.1.32.37: &Vt~~wvov.
See H.Avenary, 'Formal structure of Psalms and Canticles in
early Jewish and Christian Chant',Musica Disciplina, 7 (1953),
1-9, and the bibliography in Sz8verffy, op.cit., p.2f.
They are divided into cola e.g. by Leclercq: see DACL s.v.
'Hymnas' cols 2832ff. --
For a general discussion on them see Mitsakis pp.47-50, and J.
Kroll, Die Christliche H odik bis zu Klemens von Alexandri a-,
second reprint edition (Darmstadt,1968 , pp.21ff. '
See Kroll, op.cit., p.32.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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of singing or glorifying and the common doxological formula at the
end. More interesting with regard to the various attributes or
epithets of God, and other Biblical themes they use are the prayers
of the seventh book of Apostolic Constitutions and the liturgical
ones in the eighllibook. For the same reasQns the various liturgies
(of St James, Mark and Basil) and the prayers in the Euchologion of
SC::.rapionare equally important.
Finally, the fragmentary eucharistic hymns and other short non-
quantitative hymns on papyri have also little relevance, either in
form or content, 1to our hymns .
At the end of the exposition on early Christian hymnography it
would be necessary to say a word about the rendering in hexameters of
the Psalms attributed to Apollinarius of Laodicea2• Despite the
severe criticism on the value of this paraphrase 3 it offers us
parallel expressions (mainly divine epithets) to our hymns (as do
also the verse paraphrase o~ the Gospel of St John by Nonnus and
various passages from the Oracula Sibyllina 4).
------------------
1• On these hymns see e.g. Mitsakis pp.51-57 and pp.62-64 respective-
lYjand SzBverffy p.10 and pp.8ff. respectively for bibliogra-
phies on them.
For the disputed authorship see e.g. J.Golega, 'Verfasser und
Zeit der Psalterparaphrase des Apollinarios', BZ, 39 (1930), 1-22,
and Idem, Der Homerische Psalter (Ettal, 1960).
See Mitsakis p.166.
See Kroll, op.cit., p.29.
2.
3.
4.
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I.3.b) The Meaning, Form and Content of Early Christian Hymns
As we have seen in the brief survey of the history of early
Christian hymnography Until the fourth cen.A.D. (I.3.(a)) it becomes
obvious that it includes a variety of texts most of which can not be
strictly called hymns in the Greek pagan sense of the word. There-
fore, it would be unnece.ssary to attempt here to examine the meaning
despite the fact that these terms (first appearing in Ep.Col.3.16
and Eph.5.19) have been interpreted by various scholars and in a
variety of ways: e.g. as denoting different types of the musical
performance of Christian hymns1•
However, it would be interesting to note the meaning Gregory
gives to u~vos and other terms related to it. This is found in carm.
1.2.34.138-144(955f.):
For the same reasons (i.e. multiplicity of early Christian hymn-
ography) I think that it is pointless also to describe here their
form which not only differs from :b.lb.at,ofall our hymns except 1.1.32,
but is also not fixed2. Nor, is it necessary to raise again the
dispute as to whether the various rhetorical figures (particularly the
------------------------
1• This view has been expressed by Wellesz (see Wellesz ~.cit., pp.
32-42). For other views see Mitsakis pp.39-4~and Kroll p.5 n.2
and p.7 n.1. .
A survey of the various theories of Byzantine metric featuring
in an unformulated form already in the examples of early Christ-
ian hymns (written in rhythmic prose or non-quantitative metr~
may be found in Trempela~ op.cit., pp.54-93 and Mitsakis pp.266-
329.
2.
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parallel and antithetical cola) owe their introduction into these
hymns to the influence of Greek rhetoric, or of the semitic style in
general and 'parallelismus membrorum' in particular.
Nor, finally would it be worthwhile to discuss the content of the
early Christian hymns, since this is far more general than that of the
Greek pagan hymns and may include any religious subject and not simply
themes related only to God • These hymns show little similarity in
content with Gregory's hymns apart from the Biblical themes commonly
found in any early Christian hymn.
I have decided to exclude from the brief survey of both the
Greek pagan and early Christian hymnsanr discussion on the subject
of the performance ~ mainly in public - of the two categories of hymns,
since we do not know whether Gregory's hymns were intended for use in
public worship, or,more likely, whether they were used only for his
own adoration of God1• The latter possibility may be implied from
one of the reasons which led Gregory to compose poetry in general
(whichaN described in a poem written by him particularly for this
purpose; ~.2.1.39 (1329-36)). The reason was to console himself in
his old age. Tms poss:ibil:ityis implied also from ~. 2.1 •.34.71-91
(1.312f.)where Gregory describes the content of his poetry in which
the praise of God has a prominent place: ~€A~W o· u~~~lOOVt~ ~€OV
~ey~v, no€ ~~£~vn~/ £L~ EV aY£LPo~Evn~ Ad~~LV E~n~ Tp~doos/ (.•.)
x~t XP~crtoD n~~EWV XAEOS a~~LtOV, OLS ~' E~8wcr£V,/ &vopo~env ~op~nv. ,oUP~v~~ x£pdcr~s (77-78, 83-84:1313).
---------------------
1. For the performance of Greek pagan hymns see the discussion in
Haldane pp.36-91 and for that of the early Christian hymns see
J.Quasten, Musik und Gesan in der Kulten der Heidnischen Antike
und Christlichen Frlihzeit, reprint edition MUnster,1973 passim.
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I. 4 Language, Style and Content of the 'Gregorian' Hymns
The language of our hymns ~s a mixture of epic and late Greek
forms - including koine - as is the language of late poets in general
and of Gregory in particular1 A closer examination of these
hymns reveals that their metre affects their language so that the
epic forms predominate in the hexameter and elegiac hymns (1.1.29,
1.1.31, 1.1.33-1.1.38, 2.1.38), while in 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 (one in
anacreontics and the other in non-quantitative metre) the language is
closer to, if not the same a~that of Gregory's time.
With regard to the epic forms used in our hymns we observe that
the poet follows the practice of late epic writers in extending them
2to cover non-epic words. Thus he uses: a) the epic/Ionic ending -n
in axnpaa~n~ :1.1.35.10 and oupav~nv :1.1.36.21 (see the notes ad
lac.), b) the unaugmented form of aorist in ~6Euaa~ : 1.1.36.14,
aTnaa~ 1.1.34.3 (see the notes ad loc.), and c) the epic ending
-aEa~ in ~~Ea~ : 1.1.36.16 (see the note ad loc.). Furthermore, he
avoids the doubling of the introductory P in augmen~ tenses for
metrical reasons: EpE~a: 2.1.38.51 (see E.Schwyzer, Griechische
Grammatik, vol.1,p.654, Maas, Greek Metre 130; and cf. West, Greek
~,p.15f.). For other examples of this feature in Gregory's De
Vita Sua: ~.2.1.11(1029-1166) see Jun@CKp.29 and Cummings p.51.
In 1.1.36.8 Gregory uses the form EVEto, although in other poems
he prefers the alternative Evoto (see Knecht, Gegen die Putzsucht
der Frauen, Exkurs 1, p.136f.).
Other features of the language in these hymns is the use of the
rare form SPOTOE~ in 2.1.38.27 which is used in a non-classical
------------------
1 •
2.
On this see Pellegrino pp.85ff ., Davids p.130ff ., Jungc.kp.28
n.13, Cummings p.60 and 61ff. and Sykes pp.40ff.
Consttuction of new forms by analogy with existing ones has been
observed by Cummings (p.73) in Gregory's De Vita Sua.
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sense (see the note ad loc.). The poet's custom of using old words
with a different meaning appears also in 1.1.32.44: ~po££~v, 2.1.38.
38: a~£PEuYEo~a~, and 1.1.29.14: U~EPVE~£E~V. Such a custom has been
observed in Gregory's poetry by Pellegrino (p.87): see also below
the section on the hapax legomena ~);c~.Gallay,Langue et Styl~ p.79f.
In the poems the language is varied by the use of the word ~£-
pd~wv in the hexameter hymns (e.g. 1.1.34.20) and its equivalent in
sense 60UAO~ in 1.1.30.46 (see the note ad loc.); and by the use of
the Attic -TT- instead of -00- in. YAWTT~: 1.1.31.11 and TP~TTOU:
1.1.32.5 (see also Jungck p.27'for the same feature in Gregory's De
Vita Sua)1. Furthermore, one finds the epic and lyxic form ~Aaos in
1.1.29.15 and the alternative late Greek .~AEW~ in 1.1.30.36,48; while
in the same hymn appear both the classical word 6 EAEOS and the alter-
native word of koine TO 8A£O~ (1.1.34.27,19). Finally on the fre-
quency of post-classical words in Gregory's writings see Cummings p.
273f. • In this category belongs also a large number of Biblical words
(including those found in the Septuagint )3, required by the content
of the hymns. A list of such words - though appearing in Gregory's
De Vita Sua - may be found in Cummings pp.68ff~.
The language of our hymns is enriched with some hapax legomena5
which may be divided into three categories:
-------------------------
1 . Gregory uses both -TT- and -00- indifferently in his episUes and
funeral orations : see Gallay, Langue et Style, p.15f. and X.
H!irth, 'De Gregorii Nazianzeni Orationibus funebribus', Disserta-
tiones Philologicae Argentoratenses selectae, vol.12 (Argentora-
ti: C.I.Truebner, 1908), p.73f. respectively. .
Frequency of such words has been observed in Gregory's orations,
mainlyh:isfuneral orations: see Hiirth, op.cit., pp.117-31 and Q.
Fabricius, Zu den Jugendschriften des Johannes Chrysostomos.
Untersuchun en zum Klassizismus des vierten Jahrhunderts, (LundJ
1962 , p.116f. For his epistles see Gallay, Langue et Style, p.76~
Hilrth, op.cit., pp.132ff. has shown that fur the majority of the
quotations of OT in his funeral orations Gregory follows the
Septuagint version and in few cases possibly Origen's Hexapla.
See also Hilrth, op.cit., pp.132-38.
For these I rely mainly on information derived from various Lexica.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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1) New words, first ocurring in these hymns: naTPO~a€s: 2.1.38.
oxonnTOV: 1.1.30.32 md navwvu~E: 1.1.29.13.
2) Old words with a different declension: vw~nTa: 2.1.38.11,
3) Old words in a different meaning : unoox~awv: 1.1.36.8,
Most of Gregory's hapax legomena have been collected by Pelle-
grino p.86f. (see also Jungckp.25, Knecht p.142 and Cummings p.65f.)1.
A final point to note with regard to the language of these hymns
is the absence of any distinction in sense among the suffixes -~O~,
-~wv and -~6n!::appearing in the adjectives oupavl"o!::(1.1.31.4), ou-
pav~wv (2.1.38.23) and oupav~6ns (1.1.29.15) which ate all used in
the meaning ofoupdv~os, namely 'heavenly'. This feature had al~
ready been in progress well before Gregory's time (see J.Wright, Com-
parative Grammar of the Greek Language (Oxford, 1912), §269 and
Smyth 845-50 and 858).
We come now to note some peculiarities of these hymns with
regard to their syntax. The poet appears to have mixed the syntax
of E~S 0 + indicative with E~S 0 ME(V) (or av) + subjunctive when he
uses E~S 0 ME + indicative in 1.1.35.8f. (see the note ad loc.). He
introduces a temporal clause with the rare ~€cr~'OTE in 1.1.36.29
(see the note ad loc.). He also uses: a) o~a (+ infinitive) instead
of o~av, b) the syntactical pleonasm E€PYE~V T~va TnAo~~ anc + genit.
in 1.1.36.2~ c) aY~V€E~V T~vd T~a~v in 1.1.36.24f. following the
syntax of aYE~v in Homer, d) ~~€YYEa~at:nva + anc crTo~dTwVin 2.1.
38.1f. combining two different syntactical usages of the same verb
~--------------1. New coinages appear not only in Gregory's poetry, but also in
his orations: see HUrth, ~.cit., pp.141-45.
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followed by Pindar, e) unEPT£AAE~V transitively in 2.1.38.16 follow-
ing the syntax of avaT£AAE~V as this is used in the Bible, f) the
middle verb 6£Eo~a~ transitively in 2.1.38.13f. and g) a participle
(~E~~) in 1.1.32.16 in anacoluthon instead of a main verb (see oh all
the above the notes ad lac.). In these poems one finds the irregular
corresponsion TE ... 6£ in 1.1.29.8, instead of the more common re
... re (mainly used in poetry and appearing in 1.1.34.10 and 2.1.38.
21), or re ... xa~ found in 2.1.38.45 (see the notes ad lac.).
Finally, the poet uses aAAa in postposition in 2.1.38.32 (see
the note ad lac.) and the preposition EV~ in anastrophe in 1.1.29.11
(on this see Jungck p.29 and Werhahn on Comparatio Vitarum: carm.1.
2.8.58).
The use of,optative in Gregory's writings has been examined by
Sister Rose de Lima Henry in her doctoral dissertation under the
title 'The Late Greek Optative and its Use in the Writings of Gregory
Nazianzen' and published in the Patristic Studies (vol.68) of the
Catholic Univ. of America (Washington, D.C.,1943)1. In the hymns
under discussion - provided they all belong to Gregory - one finds
eighteen optatives eleven of which are wishing optatives commonly
Used in prayers and which may be replaced by imperatives, negative
subjunctives or archaic imperatival infinitives (see above p.l1
and Henry op.cit., pp.9-13). These are: 1.1.29.15, 1.1.32.33, 1.1.
33.5, 1.1.34.19, 1.1.36.20,33, 1.1.37.4,5,6, and 2.1.38.32,50 (four
of these are not mentioned by Henry). From the remaining seven:
a) two are optatives without av conthgent f9und in final clauses: 1.
1.31.7: 5~pa ... U~vnoE~E and 1.1.36.24: 5~pa ... ay~vot, (see the
note ad lac.), b) two are optatives in temporal clauses: 1.1.36.29,
30: ~eo~' OTE ... €~av~oa~~~ ... EA~O~~~ (see the note on line 29),,------------------
1. The same subject has been examined for Gregory's De Vita Sua and
Arcana by Jungck (pp.31-34) and Sykes (Appendix A) respectively.
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and c) three are potential optatives without av contingent: 1.1.35.
12, 1.1.37.7 and 1.1.36.27 (see the note ad loc.). Henry too
mentions the examples of (a) (see pp.74-83, particularly p.82), but
none of (b). Furthermore, in the case of (c) she classes under this
category only the first example: 1.1.35.12 (see pp.25-28, particular-,
ly p.27); while she considers the optatives in the other two examples
as assimilative found in relative purpose claus~s after a wishing
optative, although she goes on to observe that they 'could be analyzed
as pure potentials in relative characteristic clauses as most pro-
bably they are.' (see p.66).
Another feature to discuss in the present hymns is the use of
the interjection ~ in order to see wheth~r it conforms with the
practice followed in Greek pagan hymns, prayers and other addresses
to gods. God is generally invoked with voca iives used\'i.thout~:1.1.33.5,
6,1.1.34.14,15,19,1.1.35.1, 1.1.36.1,8,19,28, 1.1.37.2,6,1.1.38.
6,2.1.38.1,5-11,15,27-28,37,1.1.31.12, 1.1.30.36,48, 1.1.32.2,46,
and 1.1.29.13. This is the normal pattern of prayers and address-
es to gods in early Greek epic poetry (Homer, Hesiod)1, adhered to
also by the Alexandrian epic writers (Callimachus, Apollonius Rhodiust.
However, there are seven instances of ~ vocatives in our hymns which
may be divided into three i:;ype.s : 1) 1.1.33.1 = 1.1.34.1, 12: ~
naVTWV Saa~AEu, 1.1.29.1,16 ) 2) 2.1.38.26: ~ ~aos, and 3)
1.1.36.31: ~ elvaXp~aH:. The first and second types follow the
------------------------
1• This has been elucidated by J.A.Scott,'The vocative in Homer
and Hesiod', AJP, 24(1903), 192-6.
The relevant attestations on the vocative in Apoll.Rhod. were
first listed by B.L.Gildersleeve - C.W.E.Miller, 'The vocative
in Apollonius Rhodius', AJP, 24(1903), 197-99 and later analysed,
together with similar instances in the Homeric Hymns i-v and
Callimachus, by G.Giangrande, 'On the use of the vocative in
Alexandrian epic', fn Scripta Minora Alexandrina, vol.1
~msterdam, 1981), 25-32.
2.
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practice of tragedians (Aeschylus, Sophocles) by conforming: the
first to Scott's rule that' the interjection must be used with an
adjective:in the.vocative, when the adjective is used without a sub-
stantive, unless the substantive idea is given by the context'; and
the second to his rule that 'the interjection must be used in
addresses or apostrophe to inanimate objects or abstract qualities,1.
The use of fu in the third case may be explained by analogy to
the religious epicletic formula: fu ava(~) ± name of Apollo (or even
Zeus) which is found first in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (179,526),
later in early lyric poets and sparingly in Greek tragedy (see
Giangrande art.cit., pp.25ff. and MacLennan on Callim. hymn.Jov.8
for such vocatives in Callimachus).
We may say in concaston that in avoiding fu the poet of our hymns
adheres with a h~hdegree of accuracy both to the stylistic usage of
the vocative as fixed in epic genre by Homer and to the style of NT
in which fu completely vanished from prayers (see Scott, AJP, 26
(1905), p.43 n.1) in opposition for instance to the contemporary epic
writer Quintus Smyrnaeus who uses fu in Scott's estimations seventy
times in less than 125 vocatives, although he is an otherwise extreme-
ly accurate Homerist (see Scott, AJP, 24 (1903), p.195).
A feature similar to the above is the avoidance of the article :il'l\
an ~levated, sacred or religious context-such as the hymn (see
Adami p.242). While 1.1.33 and 1.1.35 have no articles, in 1.1.34,
1.1.29, 1.1.36, 1.1.37 and 1.1.38 this is used once or twice, usual-
1 2:' ""Y needed by the meaning: e.g. 1.1.34. Ta vanTa, Ta opata and 1.1.
36.11 : Tnv (standing for the pronoun nv). In the two elegiac hymns
(2.1.38, 1.1.31) it is used four and five times respectively sometimes
-------------------
1. See J.A.Scott, 'Additional notes on the vocative', AJP, 26 (1905'),
32-43 and Idem, 'The vocative in Aeschylus and Sophocles',AJP,25
(1904), 81-84 where both rules appear (p,82f .)• -
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unavoidably. However, great departure from this rule is seen in
1.1.30 and 1.1.32 in which it is used thirteen and nineteen times
respectively. This may be explained from the fact that both hymns
1are written in a 'sermo vulgaris' (or "Umgang.s sprache') , and a
somewhat 'loose' metre (anacreontics and non-quantitative metre)
so that their style departs from the solemnity of the previous
hymns (written in hexameters or elegiacs).
With regard to the word-pattern of the hexameter and the elegiac
couplet we observe that the poet occasionally employs the ~tylistic
device whereby an adjective (or participle) and the noun it describes
occupy each: a) the first sedes of the two lines in an elegiac
couplet: 2.1.38.21-22: /&nAaV€E~ ••./ &crLEPE~ (see the note ad lac.),
or, b) the first and last sedes of the same line: 2.1.38.46, 1.1.
35.9: TapTapEwv ... 6Ecr~wV following thus a common pattern in epic
poetry (see the note ad lac. and A.Wifstrand, Von Kallimachos zu
Nonnos, pp.133ff.).
The hexameters are usually not self-contained. since the poet ex-
pands the sentence to more than one line by the regular use of en-
jambement. An important type of enjambement is that where the sense
continues into the first foot or second princeps of the following
line)after which there is a break or pause; 1.1.33.3,8,9, 1.1.34.2,
17,1.1.35.2,3,1.1.36.11,13,15, and 1.1.29.9. Such enjambement
is extremely common,among other~ in Callimachus (see McLennan on Call.
hymn.Jov.11 and his Appendix I, and West, Greek Metre, p.153) and in
Nonnus (see West p.177).
In the case of the elegiac couplet we see that the poet follows
the earlier elegists in largely avoiding enjambement between two or
----------------------------
1. The two terms aretaken from Scott, AJP,26 (1905), p. 42 and
Giangrande, art.cit., p.32 respectively.
more successive elegiac couplets (see McLennan's edition of Callima-
chus's Hymn to Zeus, Appendix I, particularly pp.140ff.).
Self-contained lines of the form abba (or other similar types)
in which two adjectives are attributed to two nouns do not appear
in these hymns and are very rare in other hexameters of Gregory as
well (see Sykes pp.58ff. and Wifstrand, op.cit., p.138).
The symmetry and balance in our hymns is the result) not only of
the careful arrangement of the various themes, but also,and above all.
of the extensive use of rhetorical figures : a) antithesis which may
be produced either by ~EV - 6E (1.1.32.25,27), or by the juxta-
position of antithetical words : &~8pOtg ~OL 8POTOEL tE (2.1.38.27),
b) anaphora, isocolon, homoioteleuton (.1.1.29.2a,3a), c) chiasmus
(1.1.30.20-21), d) asyndeton or polysyndeton (2.1.38.8-12a~ 1.1.31.
11), e) repetitions1 and anadiplosis (1.1.29.1=16, 1.1.32.30f.), f)
oxymoron (1.1.29.10b) and g) alliteration (of -0- in the three-
syllable sigmatismus in 1.1.29.2,3: see the note ad loc.).
The use of such figures is common in Gregory's poetry in general
(see Pellegrino pp.93ff., Jungck p.24 n.13, Cummings p.76f. and
Knecht on ~.1.2.29, Index C (pp.142-44) t; and is generally thought
to be the result of the influence of rhetoric upon him, so that the
view of Carpenter that Gregory was a rhetorician in his poems and a
poet in his orations seems to have some validity3.
We come now to the question of imagery and themes in our poems.
Since they are hymns of a concise length there is little space in
-----------------------
1•
2.
3.
See below Appendix Ill.
Such figures are abundant in Gregory's orations too: see M.
Guignet, S. Gregoire de Nazianze et la rhetorigue, (diss.,Paris,
1911 ),106ff..and Ruether pp.59ff .
See M.Carpenter, 'The paper that Romanos swallowed', Speculum,
7 (1932), 3-22 (p.22); cf. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa, vol.2,
pp.562ff.
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them for extended use of imagery. However, they occasionally con-
1tain some similes and metaphors a) the series of four metaphors
all taken from the natural world in 2.1.38.34-36 (see the notes ad
loc.), b) the comparison of the sun (overshadowing with its light
the stars) with Christ (surpassing the 'minds') in 2.1.38.15-16
(see the notes ad loc.), c) the image of the creation (as a whole,
or in various parts) praising its Creator is a very common theme in
our hymns (1.1.30.5-12, 1.1.31.7-10, 1.1.29.6-7), d) various Bibli-
cal images: the picturesque scene of the throne in heaven in 1.1.34.
4-13, and the Exodus theme and the calming by Christ of the sea-
storm in 1.1.36.3-11 and 17-18 respectively, and finally e) various
light-images (so common a theme in various philosophico-reli~ous
areas2), mainly used to describe the relationship of the three
persons of the Trinity (2.1.38.5,6,8,26, 1.1.36.28, 1.1.38.6 and the en-
tirety of 1.1.32). Such images are commonly used by GregQry, above
all in his orations3. Examination of the imagery in Gregory's
poetry may' be found in Pellegrino pp.49ff, and Sykes pp.61-65,.
in his orations in Ruether pp.86-105 and Guignet, op.cit., pp.131-86,
and in his epistles in Gallay, Langue et Style, pp.82-87.
The use of divine epithets in our hymns has particular importance
since, as happens also in the "Greek pagan hymns, this is one of the
main ways of praising God. (see above p.25ff.). They may be divided
into: a) universal epithets as they are used of many Greek gods in-
-------------------
1. Ruether (p.86) remarks that from the study of Gregory's use of
images in his orations it becomes blear that there is no essent-
ial difference in the way he uses simile and metaphor.'.
See F.J.D8Iger, 'Sonne und Sonnenstrahl als Gleichnis in der
Logostheologie des christlichen Altertums', Antike und Christen-
tum, 1 (1929), 271-90;cf.A.Theodorou, "H ~~xov~xn-au~BOh~xn &-
vaAoy~a TOU ~WTO~ €v T~ ~~OAOY~~ TOU ay~ou rpnyop~ou Na~~av~n-
voO', Theologia, 47 (1976), 248.
See Theodorou, art.cit., pp.28-44, 235-272,and 500-30, J.Egan,
'The knowledge and vision of God according to Gregory Nazianzen',
(Ph.D. thes.: Inst. Cathol. de Paris, 1971), particularly pp.99ff~
Gottwald.pp.37-41 and M.Kertsch, Bildersprache bei Gregor von
Nazianz (Graz, 1978), pp.150ff.
2.
3.
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differently : a~SpoTo~ (1.1.33.11), a~~~To~ (1.1.30.1), b) epithets
of a restricted application, used of only one or a few Greek gods:
EUPU~~OWV (2.1.38.8), navEn~oxono~ (1.1.35.1 :see the note ad loc.),
c) epithets originating in Greek philosophy : on~ ...oupyo~ (2.1.38.11),
or extensively used in Greek philosophy as the negative epithets
avapxo~ (2.1.38.7). In our hymns there are nine such epithets, some
of which are the poet's own coinages. An explanatfuon for Gregory's
use of both negative and positive epithets to describe God may be
found in his or.28.9 (Gallay p.118; M.36.37Af.): oEt npo~ T~ E~nE~v &. .,
oux Eon"
epithets (d) includes those which apply only to the Christian God and
are: 1) used by other patristic writers : navo~Evns (2.1.38.10), 2)
taken from the Bible : o~pay~~, E~XWV (2.1.38.7)2 , and 3) formed by
the poet himself : naTpo~an~ (2.1.38.5), navwvu~o~ (1.1.29.13).
A• t· ( , 3 " 4)ccordlng to Gregory hese eplthets npoonyop~a~, XAnOE~~ may
describe God's ouot:a (_2E.30.18 (Gallay p.262; M.36.125B)), or His
attributes (~o~6TnTE~) in which case tney
be subdivided into: a) npoonyop':a~ Tn~ E~ouo~a~, and b) npoonyo-
peal. Tn~ o~xovo~t:a!;;(ib.19 (p.264f.;128BC)}J.
From the above it appears that the poet of our hymns combines
the trends of Greek pagan hymnographers (particularly of the later
period) in using categories (a) and (b). (although he avoids complete-
------------------
1• An accumulation of eight negative epithets may be found in or.
41.9 (M.36.441B), used of the Holy Spirit. On Gregory's negati-
ve theology in general see Moreschini pp.1374-78, Gottwald p.19,
Smolak p.443 n.58 and Sykes on ~.1.1.3.41.
All the divine epithets appearing in the Bible and early Christ-
ian texts have been collected and examined by Deichgrgber: see
R. Deichgrgber, Gottesh us und Christush us in de~ frUhen
Christenheit, (G8ttingen, 1967 , particularly pp.87ff. and ~p.
178ff. for God's and Christ's epithets respectively.
See Qr.28.13 (Gallay p.126; M.36.41C).
See or.30.19 (Gallay p.266; M.36.128C).
See Theodo~ou art.cit., p.243f, and below the note on 1.1.33.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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ly for obvious reasons epithets related to an anthropomorphic con-
ception of god) with epithets applying to a monotheistic conception
of God (used not only of the Christian God, but featuring also in
Greek philosophy and other relevant areas).
A final point to discuss in this chapter is the allusions to
previous authors. Apart from the range of pagan and Christian hymns
and prayers, and the texts from various philosophico-religious areas
~hich are all compared in certain aspects with our hymns below in
the commentary) one may here refer briefly to some allusions to other
texts. First come the Homeric formulae in 1.1.33.11 (Il.8.539), 1.
1.34.9a (I1.7.415), ib.23 (I1.5.2), 2.1.38.45b (I1.20.350) and 1.1.
37.4a (Il.9.238).
The poet uses the periphrasis o~~a TO VUXTOS of the moon
recalling Pind. ~.3.20 and Aesch. Sept.390 (see the note below
ad loc.) and in 1.1.35.14b he 'r.ecalls Aristoph. Nubes 357. The
phrase in 2.1.38.41b may be compared to AP.7.439.4 (Theodor.).
Most of the Biblical allusions are easily recognizable and sodo not
need here any particular comment apart from the observation that the
poet appears innovatory in presenting Biblical ideas mainly with epic
language and above all in r.eplacingthe Biblical words with philoso-
phical ones (see below the note on carm.2.1.38.26: VOES oupav~wVES).
A collection of allusions to Greek literature in Gregory's
poetry in general may be found in Dubedout pp.81-96, Stoppel pp.3-19,
A.Rzach, 'Zu den Nachkl&ngen hesiodischer Poesie', Wiener Studien,21
(1899), 198-215, Sykes pp.65-68 and Cummings pp.61-64 (including'also
Biblical allusions). As has been observed,the echoes of and allu-
sions to Greek literature in the writings of ~ trained rhetorician
like Gregory do not necessarily imply direct knowledge of the origiBal
source; many such passages may have been known to him simply as ex-
cerpts transmitted by the rhetorical tradition.' (see Cummings p.61).
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I.5. Metre
Following the practice of other scholars in this chapter I
examine first various metrical aspects of the hexameter and elegiac
hymns (quantity, hiatus, caesura and diaeresis, the long monosyllable,
the propdtion of dactyls and spondees) in order to assess the place
of these poems in the history of these types of metre.
I then analy,e the metre of 1.1.30 in connection wl~h other
poems written in a similar metre. In the case of 1.1.32 I summarize
the various theories provided to explain its metrical structure and,
finally, I examine all the hymns of the present research with regard
to the position of the final accent in each line.
A} Hexameter and Elegiac Hymns
Examination of these hymns may begin with the question of
RIl.osody.
1. The short vowel before a combination of a plosive and a
liquid or nasal consonant remains short (as happens sometimes in
Homer: see Monro, Homeric Grammar, 370), or becomes long according
to the metrical requirements. This may be illustrated with the
following examples where, as we se~ the poet uses in close position
the same (or cognate) word but with a different quantity.
\I
a) "axpov
v
b) "e:ype:TO
c)
v
OE: ltPOS;
d)
\J
o[a SpOTCrS; -
e)
u
TE.: opO].lOV
f)
u
ITaTPos
-, ,axpOTaTOU both in 2.1.38.6
"e:ype:TO 2.1.38.44 - 2.1.38.40
1.1.36.15 - 2.1.38.1
1.1.33.8
1.1.36.9 - 2.1.38.15
0'£ ltPWTOV
2.1.38.7 -1.1.35.7
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g) • u, pe!e;{7pov 2.1.38.10 - 1.1.36.9uljJl.{7pove;
uh) XUXAO!; XUXAOV 2.1.38.19 - 2.1.38.16
i) u , anAave!e;!; both in 2.1.38.21're;nAaVOl.
u -;j) • , , both in 2.1.38.3avvov aYVO'raTOU
u
k) tnve;uoa {7e;onvf.;uO't"ol.!;2.1.38.49 - 1.1.35.11
Similar observations have been made by Sykes (p.47) on Gregory's
Arcana poems (in hexameters), Davids (p.147f.) on the elegiac poems:
~.1.2.31, 1.2.29, 1.2.14 (910-15,884-908,755-65), Stoppel (p.20),
on Gregory's iambic poetry, and Cummings (p.50f.) and Jungck (p.35) on
De Vita Sua.
The above practice is followed in other late epic poems too: see
for the Orphic Hymns Quandt p.40* and for the Hymns of Proclus Vogt
p.43.
2. In the present hymns there is one example of a short vowel
"which does not become long before ~v: 1.1.37.4 're!~vw. For other
examples in Gregory's poetry see Werhahn's note on Comparatio Vitarum
33 (p.35) and Cummings p.51.
3. Short syllables ending in a consonant are lengthened in arsis,
although the next word begins with a vowel. There are four examples
of th~s licence in our hymns: 1.1.36.2 OOO!; t{7e;ta (also in 1.1.37.
3), 1.1.36.18 al.a~o~e;vov av€~ol.ol., 1.1.36.33 EO{7AOV En~, and 1.1.38.
• ~ - T3 oupavo{7e;v uoa!; • This licence appears in Homer (see Monro 375)
and in Callimachus and Euphorion (see Maas 128). However, the above
examples appear rather to conform' to the practice followed in the
Orphic Hymns (see Quandt p.40*). The same licence has been observed
in Gregory's Arcana (see Sykes p.49). See also West p.156 and 179.
4. In these hymns there are some examples where the quantity of
a,l.,U varies for the same word. u _,These are: nave;u~n~~ - navayl.~
(both in 1.1.31.2), v~v (1.1.36.33) - v~v (1.1.38.5), ~foao (2.1.38.
41) - a~oovno~ (1.1.33.8). Such variable quantities are common in
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Greek poetry (see O.Schneider, Callimachea1 vol.1 (Leipzig, 1870), p.
152f. and McLennan, on Callim. hymn.Jov.55). The change of quantity
is common in Gregory's poetry too: see Werhahn p.11, Davids p.156,
Stoppel p.29 n.1 and p.23 n.1, Dubedout p.107 n.1, Sternbach, EOS,30
(1927), p.362f., Sykes p.49f., Cummings p.52 and finally Jungck p.35.
5. The practice described in (3) and (4) is followed also in the
pentameters when a short vowel precedes the middle caesura:1.1.31 .10
~Ey~v.11 Wb, 2.1.38.10 OUPclVI"E, II 1tCl.Vo.(1e;vEs; and 2.1.38.44 .(1cl'vEv,11
ols;. This licence has been observed by Dubedout (pJO~ who gives Qther
examples taken from other elegiac poems of Gregory,.(see West p.181f.)
Hiatus
Most examples of hiatus in these hymns conform to the regular
Homeric patterns and they may be divided into the following categories-:
a) Epic correption. There are thirty-three cases where hiatus
is used to shorten a preceding long syllable and these _aye· arranged
in the hexameter as is shown below.
On hiatus in Homer and other Greek poets see Monro 380, Maas 129 and
West, greek Metre, p.11f., and in Gregor,rs DeVita Sua and some of his
elegiac poems see Cummings p.60 and Davids p.148f;also Sykes pp.51-53.
Two further cases of hiatus appear also in the pentameter:
1 1-v v - v v _ I - IJ U _ v V -
in 1.1.31.12 and 2.1.38.32 respectively.
b) Hiatus where the preceding vowel is short occurs in 1.1.36.25
and 2.1.38.17 at the tnochaic"'caesura of the third foot and in 1.1.37.
1 and 2.1.38.13 before the bucolic diaeresis ( see Monro 382 and for
the same practice in the Orphic Hymns Quandt p.41*).
c) The hiatus in the third foot diaeresis in 1.1.34.28 appears
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also in ~.1.1.7.93 (446) and may find, according to Sykes (p.53)
its parallel in 11.24.593. For other cases in Greek poetry (part-
icularly of the later period) of this licence see R.Keydell,
'Quaestiones metricae de epicis Graecis recentioribus. Accedunt
critica varia' (inaug. diss., Univ. Berlin, 1911), p.30f., and in the
Orphic Hymns Quandt p.41*.
d) Hiatus before words originally beginning with the digamma (see
Monro 388-90 and West p.15). In this category belong five cases, all
involving the word ava~ : 1.1.36.1, 1.1.37.2,6, 2.1.38.1 and 1.1.36.31
(although this case may fall also under (e)). However, the digamma
v
is not always observed as we see from 2.1.38.15 aot. ].lEV, ava~ • The
same attitude towards'Digamma hiatus' appears in Gregory's Arcana
(see Sykes p.51f.; also cf. Dubedout p.107f.) and may be compared to
that followed in the Orphic Hymns (see Quandt p.41*) and other late
Greek poets (see Keydell, op.cit. p.45f.).
e) Tn hiatus the preceding long vowel or diphthong may remain un-
changed in arsis and seldom in thesis (see Monro 380). In this
category belong the cases in 2.1.38.3,41, and 1.1.29.11 (where the
diphthongs ou and o~ are in the arsis) and that in 1.1.36.20 (where
xaC in hiatus remains long at the fourth biceps).
This kind of hiatus has been observed in ~regory's iambics as
well (see Werhahn p.10 and Jungck p.38) and may be compared to that
followed in the Orphic Hymns (see Quandt p.41*), and those of Proclus
(see Vogt p.44).
In the same category falls also the hiatus occurring once in
2.1.38.20 after the third princeps and before the middle caesura of
the pentameter. This kind of hiatus has already been observed in
Gregory's pentameters by Bertels (see J.Bertels, 'De Pentametro In-
scriptionum Graecarum Quaestiones' (diss., MUnster, 1912), p.23f.).
For examples on this from Greek poetry see West p.158.
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Caesura and Diaeresis
From Table 1 (in Appendix I) we see that in 145 hexameters weak
(trochaic) caesura in the third foot occurs in 98 lines, strong
caesura in the third foot occurs in 47 lines and strong caesura in the
fourth foot appears nowhere. This shows a preponderance of the
trochaic third caesura. According to similar investigations made by
Sykes (p.53f.) in Gregory's Arcana the ratio between trochaic 3rd
and strong 3rd caesurae is 79% : 16.5%, namely far greater than
what happens in our hymns where the ratio is 67.59% : 32.41%.
In Homer the ratio is 58.27% : 40.43% (see Monro 367), while~in
Proclus the trochaic 3rd is used 134 and the strong 52 times, namely
in a ratio 72.04%: 27.96% (see Vogt p.42', and for other epic
writers Davids ·p.142ff.).. Thus, the poet of our hymns shows the
influence of post-Homeric verse-techniques (see West p.177f. and 153fJ.
Most of the lines which have a strong 3rd caesura follow the
practice of other epic writers (Callimachus, Nonnus) in having also
a secondary caesura' after the fourth princeps (7th element) or a
bucolic diaeresis, 'or both (see Maas 93). There are two
exceptions to this in 1.1.34.5 and 1.1.35.10.
The caesura in the fourth foot, which in Homer occurs once in
100 lines (see Maas 85), is absent from these poems, but appears 35
times in 773 lines of Gregory's Arcana (see Sykes p.54).
With regard to diaeresis we observe that the poet follows epic
practice in avoiding it at the end of the third foot tsee Maas 86).
In our hymns there are five cases of a 07tOVOEl.<ir,;WV hexameter:
1.1.34.4,10. 1.1.31.7, 1.1.37.7 and 2.1.38.21. In all these cases,
as well as in nine more from Gregory's Arcana (see Sykes p.55), the
verse ends with a four-syllable word following the Homeric practice
of avoiding diaeresis after the spondee of the fifth foot (see Monro
368 j also West p.154 and 178).
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Finally, the caesura after the second princeps featurlng in 1.1.
33.3,8,9, 1.1.34.17 and 1.1.35.2,3 is discussed in connection with
the feature of enjambement above (p.45f~).
The long Monosyllable
From Table 2 (in Appendix I) it a.ppears that the poet avoids the
long monosyllable in the 3rd and 6th principes (5th and 11th element~
and 5th and 6th bicepTIia(10th and 12th elements), while he uses it
~ainly in the 1st, 2nd and 5th principes (1st, 3rd and 9th elements).
Ih this he follows the practice of post-Homeric epic poets (see A.
Wifstrand, Von Kallimachos zu Nonnos, ,Publications of the New Society
of Letters at Lund, 16 (Lund, 1933), pp.55ff., and Maas 99). Similar
practice has been observed by Sykes (pp.55ff.) for Gregory's Arcana.
The Proportion of Dactyls and Spondees
In their study of Gregory's hexameters Sykes (p.57) and Davids
(pp.143ff.) pointed out that dactyls outnumbered spondees in the pro-
portion of 5 to 1. As we see from Table 3 (Appendix I) for our·poems
this proportion is 4 to 1. In Homer and Hesiod the ratio of dactyls
to spondees is roughly 2t 1 and a similar figure may be given for
Callimachus and Asclepiades, while later writers tend to employ fewer
spondees :in Quintus the ratio is 4t : 1, and in Nonnus and Proclus
5t : 1 (see Davids pp.150ff.). Our poet thus appears to follow the
practice of late epic writers. (see West p.177f. and 154).
The above observations apply also to the pentameters as we see
from Table 5 (Appendix I). Here the ~ondees are absent from the
second hemiepes.
B) Carm. 1.1.30
We come now to examine the metre of 1.1.30. The poem is written
uin ionic dimeters : uu--uu-- (b), or ionic dimeters with anaclasis:
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uu-u-u-~ (a) (known as anacreontics : see West p.168 and D.S.Raven,
Greek Metre (London,1962), p.84). There is, however, one irregulari-
ty in the metre of line 3 where the word QEOnOTn~ scanning -u-,
stands in the place of U--. This has been noticed by Boissonade who
emended it by replacing, in his edition of this hymn, this word with
QUVaOTnv (see J.F.Boissonade, Lyrici Graeci. Poetarum Graecorum
Sylloge, vol.15 (Paris,1825), pp.161-63 (text) and p.216f. (notes)).
However, since there is no evidence fvom the MSS for such emendation
I would rather agree with Nissen to retain oEonoTnv by regarding
the metre of this line as a variant of the anaclastic form (a) (see
T. Nissen, 'Die Byzantinischen Anakreonteen', Sitzungsber. Bayer.
Akad. Wiss.,Philos.-hist. Kl. Abteilung, 3(Munchen,1940), p.7). The
poet seems here to have been influenced by the accent of this word
and treated its accented short syllable as long and the preceding
unaccented long as short (see West p.164).
In line 19 the metre is uu---u-~. In order to restore the
ionic dimeter Scheidweiler emended L~ with LE (see Scheidweiler, BZ,
49(1956), p.346). This has been suggested earlier by Nissen too (p.
7). However, as it stands, the metre of this line has been used
occasionall~ among others, by Synesius (see Terzaghi p.xxxiiif. and
West p.168).
As we saw in the case of hexameter and elegiac hymns, here
too the short vowel before a combination of a plosive and a liquid
may either remain short ( u~p :28, uXP :51,44), or become long (-LP;
27, -XP :35 )•
The poet uses alternately the above two types of metre, begin-
ning with (a), namely abab etc. Nevertheless, this order is reverse&1)
in lines 8-9 (where instead of ba we have ab)~) is broken after line
16 (b),(as the following line is also (b)),and3)in line 19 (which, as
we have said above, is a form of (a), while the order requires (b)).
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The second disturbance in the sequence of the two types of metre,
namely the absence of an anaclastic dimeter (a) between lines 16 and
17 has been observed by Scheidweiler and Musurillo. To restore the
order the former scholar claims that line 16 should be omitted because
it repeats the content of line 13 (see Scheidweiler, art.cit. p.346);
while the latter thinks that ' a line has been lost after line 16,
which must have referred to the Union of the Father and the Son in
the creation of the world' (see H.Musurillo, 'The poetry of Gregory
of Nazianzus', Thought, 45(1970), 45-55 (p.53 n.24). The rejection
of both suggestions is made below in the commentary on 1.1.30.16.
Dubedout (p.99) remarks that this poem may be divided into five
strophes of unequal number of lines (12,12,11,12,4). However, since
these units are of unequal length and there is no metrical agreement
between them (see West p.5), I do not think that this remark can be
taken seriously, although these units correspond to sense-divisions
(see below the introductory analysis to this hymn).
Gregory wrote another poem with the same metre, namely ~.1.
2.7 (648f.). It consists of ten lines only in the order bbbaaaaaba.
Hanssen and Mercati have shown that the epitaph In Paulum :carm.2.
(epit.)2.129 (M.38.79-82), also in anacreontics , is spurious.1
The anacreontic was a popular metre in the imperial period,
particularly in many of the Anacreontea (see West p.168). Yet,
neither in these,'nor in the poems of John of Gaza, Georgios Grammati-
kos and others, which ate found in the Appendix Anacreonteorum'(PLG
iii pp.339-75 Bergk), are the ionic dimeters used in so great a
degree and alternately to anacreontics as happens in our hymn.
1. See G.S.Mercati, 'Di un carme anacreontico spurio e mutilo di
Gregorio Nazianzeno', BZ, 17(1908), 389-96 and F.Hanssen,
'Accentus grammatici in metris Anacreontico et hemiambico quae
sit vis et ratio explicatur', Philologus,Suppl. 5 (1889), 197-
229 .(p, 204 n ,11)•
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In writing his h~n in this metre Gregory in not alone. Synesius
too wrote his fifth and ninth hymns in the same metre using not only
the two types mentioned above, but also uu---u-~(as in line 19): see
Terzaghi p.xxxiiif., Nissen, op.cit., pp.9-13 and Wilamowitz, Sitz.
Berlin.Akad.,i (1907), p.290f.
c) Carm.1.1.32
Let us now discuss the metre of 1.1.32. This hymn, together
with Exhortatio ad Virgines : ~.1.2.3 (632-40),is generally regard-
ed as written in an early form of a non-quantitative metre (see West,
1p.162ff.) . The peculiarity of its metre seems to have been the
reason why the hymn is preserved in the poetic and prose MSS in
three froms: 1) in 50 short lines, 2) in long lines (of two short
verses each), and 3) in prose form, although even here the cola are
usually marked with dots.
In non-quantitative metre the accent is regulated in each line
and the total number of metrical syllables is the same (after taking
into account any synecphonesis/synizesis) •. This has led Christ and
Paranikas in their edition of the first 28 lines of this hymn to
violate it) by making arbitrary changes to its text, so that all
lines (with the exception of line 13) became heptasyllabic (see W.
Christ - M.Paranikas, Anthologia Graeca Carminum Christianorum
(Leipzig,1871), p.29 (text) and p.xiiif.). They went on to consider
this heptasyllabic line as an accentuated hemiamb (based not on the
1. This type of poetry is called by some 'rhythmi& (see Pellegrino
p.77 and Meyer, 'Die zwei rhythIDischen Gedichte des Gregor von
Nazianz', p.141) or 'unprosodic' (see Hanssen, Philologus 44
(1885), 228-235); while Maas 24 speaks of a 'Byzantine (stress-
regulated) metric'and Wilamowitz, Die Griechische ..~iteratur und
Sprache (Berlin-Leipzig, 1912), p.297 of 'Akzent~ende Poesie'.
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quantity of the syllables, but on the dynamic accent) in the form
x X x X x X x. In this they seem to have been influenced by a
scholion in Cod. Monacensis gr. 416 (Mo) which describes the metre of
this poem as hemiambic (see appa:v.atuscriticus of 1.1.32).
Hanssen (Philologus, 44, p.232), followed by Nissen eDie Byza-
ntinischen Anakreonteen', p.8f.), rejected this idea, because hemiainbs,
as the metre of jocular and satirical poetry are used in ~.2.1.88
(1435-42), but are in his view inappropriate to the hymnic content of
this poem.
Another scholion which is found in various forms in a number of
MSS could throw some light on the problem of the metrical construct-
ion of our hymn. In Cod. Parisinus Coislianus gr. 56 (D) it reads:
a~ (see also the appar. crit. ad loc.). But the metre of Exhortatio
ad Virgines is no less obscure. The only thing we know about it
comes from another scholion found at the beginning of this poem in a
number of MSS in which we are told that in this poem Gregory has
imitated Sophron, the mime writer from Syracuse
1D, Billy) avaAoYLas xaTa~povnaas (L,D,/V/) • According to the Suda
Sophron wrote mimes xa't'aAoya6nv. This testimony is interpreted by
KBrte (RE s.v. 'Sophron', 1103) as meaning that Sophron wrote in
prose. On the other hand, Norden in his Die antike Kunstprosa, vol.
1, p.46ff. divided into cola some of Sophron's fragments which are
edited in Kaibel, CGF,i,p.152ff. following the scholion on the Ex-- -
hortatio ad Virgines. The long papyrus fragment of a mime, most
1. The scholion is cited in Meyer I. s edition of 1.1.32, p.144. Cf.
also Pellegrino p.?? n.1 and Kaibel, Comic.Graec.Fragm.,i, p.
153 (testimony 9).
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probably belonging to Sophron and discovered in recent years sheds
some light to the way Sophron wrote his mimes. For its text see e.g.
Page, Greek Literary Papyri, fr.73 (pp.328-31). It is written in
cola of unequal number of syllables (varying from seven to ten, with
the octasyllabic cola predominating) in which the colon-end coincides
with the word-end (see G.Vitelli - M.Norsa, 'Da un Mimo di Sophron',
Stud.Ital.Filol.Clas.,10 (1932),119-24 (p.120)). Despite Gallavotti's
attempt to explain the metrical structure of this fragment, our pro-
blem remains unsolved, since Gallavotti disproves the validity of the
echolion at the beginning of 1.2.3 and thus sees no real connection
with regard to metre between 1.2.3 and Sophron's Mime (see C. Galla-
votti, 'Per il nuovo Sophrone', Riv.ai Fhilol.,11(1933),459-76 (p.47~.
Another view expressed by Meyer and Bouvy is that both poems
(1.1.32, 1.2.3) are written in rhythmic hexameters (see Meyer op.cit.,
p.50 and Pellegrino p.79 n.1; also Christ-Paranikas, AGCC,p.xiv).
However, such a view was correctly challenged by Pellegrino (p.79f.).
He compared both poems (divided in long lines) with the first one
hundred hexameters ·of ~.1.2.1 (520-30) and showed that while the
majority of the hexameters contains 16 or 17 syllables, in the case
of the two rhythmic poems the lines with 14 syllables prevail. More-
over, the first hemistich of the hexameters is usually shorter than
the second, while in the rhythmic poems it is usually equal or longer.
The majority of the 14-syllable lines led Dubedout (p.110) and
Pellegrino (p.80) to reject the opinion of Lambeccius that the two
poems are written in acatalectic or catalectic iambic tetrameters.
A final theory with regard to the 'metrical accent' is that
provided by Hanssen (art.cit. p.234f.). He first observed that the
fifth syllable of the heptasyllabic and octasyllabic cola is unaccent-
ed with the exception of 1.2.3.34b,56a, 1.1.32.17,181, and that
1:---The-accent-of prepositions, articles and monosyllabic particles
is not taken into account.
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therefore the heptasyllabic cola are never proparoxytone. He then
went on to suggest that these cola are somehow a catalectic form of
the octasyllabic in which the metrical accent (which sometimes
coincides with the'word-accent) is distributed in the form: - ,
.! - .! - .! . To this form he adjusted the heptasy.llabic cola by
~ # # ,
lengthening the penultim: Xp~crT~~ou, A6y£ ~£-£ -oD (1.1.32.2)
. " "and TP~ttoD ~~T~~ E~~ ~C-~-av(ib.5). In the case of the two
9-syllable lines (1.1.32.9,13) Hanssen says that they must be con~
sidered as having lengthened the penultim. However, this is only a
theory :"c'certainlythe most Jiiusible of all.
D) Position of the final accent ilinthe line
A final point to discuss on the metre of our hymns is the place
of the final accent. It has been observed that the change from the
quantitative to the accented metre took place by the gradual placing
of the dynamic accent at a regular position in the line, and that
from the first century A.D. there bec~me a trend to end quantitative
verses with a paroxytone word (see West pp.162ff. and Maas 21) ..
From Table 6 (Appendix I) we see that in the case of the hexa-
meters 54.48% of the lines are stressed on the penultim , 26.90% on
the antepenultim and 18.62% on the ultim. Similar is the versifi-
cation of Nonnus who avoids proparoxytones and oxytones of more than
two syllables in which the last is short (see West p.180).
In the case of the pentameters we observe a complete aversion
to an accented syllable at the end of the line, a tendency which
begins in the Hellenistic period and is gradually increased in the
imperial times (see F.Hanssen, 'Ein musikalisches Accentgesetz in
der quantitir.enden Poesie der Griechen', Rhein.Mus.,N.F.38 (1883),
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222-44 (particularly pp.228-33) and West p.159 and 182). In
Hanssen's calculations (p.231) in 1473 pentameters Gregory ends only
14 lines with an accented syllable (i.e. 1%). The predominance of
the lines in a stressed penUltim is even higher than in the hexa-;
meters : 88.57%.
The position of the final accent in Gregory's anacreontics has
been examined by Hanssen {Philologus,suppl.,5(1889', 197-228 (p.211))
who gives similar figures to the present ones: 78.7% of the lines
end with a word stressed on the penultim, 8.2% on the ultim and
13.1% on the antepenultim.
Finally, similar figures apply in the case of 1.1.32. as weilil
as for Gregory's iambics in which the ra~io is 18.9% (final accent
on the ultim), 64.3% (penult.) and 17.8% (antepenult.) : see Hanssen,
Rhein.Mus.,38(1883),p.236f., West p.184 and Cummings p.53f.). From
Table 7 (Appendix I) we see that the majority of the cola in 1.1.32
are the heptasyllabic most of which are stressed on the penultim.
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I. 6. Manuscripts
The task for the production of a critical edition of the Grego-
rian poetic corpus was first attempted by Leo Sternbach and his col-
laborators under the auspices of the Academy of Cracow. Unfortunate-
ly, in the disaster of the second world war all the unpublished
material disappeared1. Later, H.M. Werhahn made a collection of
microfilms and collations from the various MSS with Gregorian poems,
the study of which led him to divide them into twenty groups. The
result of this research is the unpublished 'Ubersichtstabellen zur
handschriftlichen Uberlieferung der Gedichte Gregors von Nazianz'
(Aachen, 1967). Since 1971 Werhahn's research project has been taken
over by Prof. M. Sicherl of the Institut fUr Altertumskunde in the
2University of Mun&ter under the auspices of GBrres-Gesellschaft . The
complete works are published in the series 'Forschungen zu Gregor von
Nazianz', and the first two volumes have already aome-to light3• But,
although the research in groups I, XI, XVIII and XX was announced in
the second SymposiUm Nazianzenum to have reached an advanced stage,
nothing h~s been published yet4.
Professor Sicherl was very kind to send me the first collation of
the majority of the MSS containing my poems. I have at my disposal
also some photographs or photostats with the hymns under discussion.
1. See J. Mossay, 'Le Professeur Leon Sternbach, byzantiniste et pa-
triote', Rev.Hist.Eccles.,65(1970), 821-28 and Lefherz p.28.
2. See J. Mossay, 'Travaux preparatoires a une edition critique de
Gregoire de Nazianze', Rev.Hist.Eccles., 74(1979) ,626-40 (632-35).
3. The first is 'Repertorium Nazianzenum. Orationes - Textus Graecus
1. Codices Galliae'. Recensuit J. Mossay (1981) and the second
'II. Symposium Nazianzenum (Louvain-la-Neuve, 25-28 august 1981),.
edited by J. Mossay (1983). A third volume is about to be publish-
ed on the MS tradition of groups XX and XI by Wilfried HBllger, M.
Sicherl and H. M. Werhahn.
4. See M. Sicherl, 'Bericht fiber die Arbeit an den Gedichten Gregors
von Nazianz seit Koblenz (1976)' in II. Symposium Nazianzenum, For-
schungen zu Gr. von Naz. 2 (Paderborn: Ferdinand SchBningh,1983),
137-40 ..
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I have seen in the original only Cod. C (see below). From this it
becomes obvious that only a provisional te4t may be established, the
final and more accurate form of which will appear only after consult-
ing all the MSS in the original and when the research on their stematic
relationship, undertaken by Prof. M. Sicherl and his collegues is com-
pleted. However, as may be seen from the Abstract , the establishment
of a critical text, as accurate as the external evidence allows it to
be, is not the primary purpose of the present research.
The hymns under discussion may be divided into four groups accord-
ing to the MSS in which they appear. The first group contains 1.1.31,
and 1.1.33 - 1.1.35 which are found in two MSS only, while 1.1.31
appears also in Cod. Np. None of these MSS is included in any of
Werhahn's twenty groups of MSS.
The second group is formed of 1.1.36 and 2.1.38. 'I'heaeopoeme
appear in MSS from Werhahn's group V and XVIII. Two of these MSS in-
clude also 1.1.37 and 1.1.38. The third group contains 1.1.30 and 1.
1.32 which are both found in MSS belonging to Werhahn's group XX, while
the former poem alone appears also in Werhahn's group XII and the
latter in XI. Besides, the latter poem is also extant in Syriac and
Arabic MSS1. In the fourth group belongs only 1.1.29 which (with
regard to its Gregorian MSS) is found in Werhahn's gr0up XX.
Group A (1.1.31 and 1.1.33 - 1.1.35)
W = Vindobonensis Theologus 43 (s. xv)
It is a miscellaneous codex the first part of which contains
1. See Andre de Halleux, 'La Version syriaque des Discours de Gre-
goire de Nazianze' and Jacques Grand Henry, 'La Tradition manu-
scrite de La Version arabe des "Discours" de Gregoire de Nazianze',
both in II. SYJI!;PosiumNazianzenum, pp.75-111 (particularly p.87f .),
and pp.113-18 respectively.
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an anthology of 126 Gregorian poems (see D. Nessel, Catalogus ...
Codicum MSS Graecorum ... Bibliothecae Caesareae Vindobonensis, vol.
1 (Vindobonae ,1690), p.126f.). According to the information I re-
ceived from Prof. Sicherl the MS contains 1.1.30, 1.1.32 in ff.79v-
80r(vv. 29-40/ 41-50: WI) - cited in short lines - and in ff.110v-
111r (vv. 1-50: WII), 1.1.34 in f.80rv (1-21/ 22-30), 1.1.31 in f.80v,
1.1.33 in f.86v ( with incorrect verse-division between lines 4-6,
although the end of each line is marked with an angleL) and 1.1.35
in ff.86v_ 87r (1-11/ 12-13) (also with incorrect verse-division in
lines 3-4 ). IIAll the poems, apart from 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 (W ), are
available to me on photostats.
Werhahn considers these poems dubious because they are found
only in Cod. W (in his view in a dubious environment) and in Cod. Bg
which is described below (see Werhahn, TU 92, p.342f.).
Let us see in more detail from the photostats what poems precede
or follow our ~ymns and how. In f.79~ before 1.1.32. 29-50, there
are lines 2-14 and 15-20 of Gregory's carm.1.1.16 (477f.) cited as
two separate poems and written in iambics. The latter section (i.e.
lines 15-20 ) is entitled 'EALOO~~OU ~~~~~T~ and without even ending
with a fullstop it is followed by 1.1.32. 29-50, a poem with far
shorter lines, without any sign to show that this is part of a differ-
ent poem. The style of the handwriting shows that the scribe is the
same in both poems. However, the change from one poem to the other
was noticed by a Latin annotator who added in the margin: 'Desunt :0
versus hic, qui in Paris. extant.' and' haec non videntur huc per-
tinere, extant in hyronovespertino, infra. suntq(ue) illius extremi'.
The first marginal note refers to carm.1.1.16 and informs us that a
number of 0 (70 ? ) lines are missing which are found in the Paris
edition (possibly that of 1609-11 by de Billy - Morel). However,
from 1.1.16 only lines 21-30 (i.e. 10 lines) are omitted. In the
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second note the annotator correctly observes that the short verses
belong to 1.1.32 (Hymnus Vespertinus) which appears in its complete
form later in ff.110v_111r.
Between the two poems (1.1.16 and 1.1.32) there is a lacuna of
at least 39 lines (i, the last 10 lines of 1.1.16 and the first 28 of
1.1.32). The most probable explanation for this is that one or more
leaves of the MS from which Cod. W was copied had been lost and the
scribe of Cod. W wasmo careless to have noticed it.
After 1.1.32. 29-50 follow 1.1.34 and 1.1.31. A Latin marginal
note (of a different handstyle than the one mentioned above) at the
beginning of each poem informs us that these poems are absent from
the extant editions: 'deest in editis'.
Following the above poems and before 1.1.33 and 1.1.35 are in
turn ~.2.1.21, 1.1.17 and 2.2.8 which is entitled 'A~~~AOX~OU £R~-
OXOROU >Ixov~ou. £n~o,oAn npo~ E€AEUXOV1 and 2.1.99 with the heading
'TOU ~EOAOYOU' (which implies that the poems from 2.1.99 onwards
belong to Gregory).
Werhahn was led to consider the hymns of this group as dubious
by the fact that: a) 2.1.21 reappears in Cod. Win f.111r (as does
also 1.1.32), b) 1.1.17 is separated from its sister poem 1.1.16
and c) 2.2.8 is a non-Gregorian poem. However, repetitions of the
same poem in MSS need not surprise us, since these appear also in the
edition by de Billy (ed.1609-11), most probably because it was based
on MSS containing such repetitions2. On the other hand, the separa-
tion of 1.1.16 from 1.1.17 appears also in the same edition by de
Billy (in which different poems are inserted between the two poems).
Finally, and contrary to what Werhahn thinks, the attribution by the
1. See Amphilochius Iconiensis, Iambi ad Seleucum, edited by E.
Oberg (Berlin, 1969), p.5.
2. See for instance the Index of the poems in this edition cited in
MJ)8. co1s.1211ff.
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copyist of 2.2.8 to Amphilochius supports the Gregorian authorship
of our hymns and so does also the addition of the heading ToD ~€OAOYOU
at the and of 2.2.8 and before 2.1.99. It appears therefore that
Werhahn casts doubts on the authenticity of these poems without
strong reasons.
Bg = Vaticanus Borgianus gr. 22 (s. xv) in membr.(ff.I,168).
The codex consists of two main parts: one with the Ps.-
Dionysian De Divinis Nominibus (ff.5-115), and the other with the
Platonic Epinomis (ff.116-145) and fragments of Platonic epistles
(ff.146-154v). The part with ff.156-167 (in chart.) has been insert-
ed in the MS and contains excerpts of philosophical works by Thomas,
Proclus, Plotinus and Plato which were written in Latin possibly by
Marsilius Ficinus (see P.F. de' Cavalieri, Codices graeci Chisiani
et Borgiani (Rome, 1927), p.137f.).
In this MS 1.1.30 - 1.1.35 appear in various folia. From the
photostats at my disposal I see that 1.1.30 is found in ff.1v_2r (1-
40/ 41-51) - where two verses with no clear demarcations are written
in the same line - followed by 1.1.32 in f.2rv (1-32/ 33-50) under
the title u~vo~ €an€p~vo~ and written in long lines. Next comes
1.1.34 in f.2v (1-14) and is completed only in f.155r (15-30), where
it is followed by 1.1.31 in f.155rv (1-2/ 3-12) and 1.1.33 in f.155v
Finally, 1.1.35 appears,unfortunately very badly preserved) in f.168r
with incorrect verse-division in lines 3 and 4 (as happens also in
Cod. W).
The first poem (1.1.30) bears no title, but on the top margin
one reads in parenthesis: 'gregorius nazanzenus'. The poems are
written by a second hand, possibly that of Marsilius Ficinus in de'
Cavalieri's view. This fact, together with the way they appear in
the MS (particularly 1.1.34 which is written on two well-distant
folia), show that the hymns are inserted in the MS. A further reason
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in favour of their insertion is the fact that (always according to de'
Cavalieri) the folia on which our poems appear (ff.1,2,155,168) do
not belong to any quire but are loose. Finally, in the t~margin
of f.168r and above 1.1.35 appears the name of Marsilius Ficinus
which de' Cavalieri is right not to consider as indicating the
authorship of the poem (as did the 18th-19th cen. Latin annotator:
see his note in f.lv), but as only showing the possessor of the codex.
From the above observations we may derive the conclusion that
oUr. poems have no authorship connection with the writers of the works
included in this MS. The reason for their inclusion in this MS should
be sought in the desire of the second hand scribe (most probably that
'of Marsilius Ficinus ) to introduce and end his MS with poetic texts.
possibly for the same reason for which 1.1.29 was inserted in the Ps.-
Dionysian and Proclean MBS (see below group D).
Now, whether Marsilius Ficinus took all or some of these hymns
from a Gregorian MS is for the time being impossible to decide. Nor,
is it clear who added Gregory's name in Latin on the top margin of f.
1v. If this was written by Ficinus himself, he is likely to have
copied all the poems from a Gregorian MS. However, since Gregory's
name appears on top of a non-disputed hymn (1.1.30) it is, I think,
more probable that it was added by a much later annotator who knew
(possibly from the early editions of Qregory's poems) the ownership
of 1.1.30 and implied the same authorship for the rest of the hymns.
Whatever the case may be one thing is certain: the inclusion in
Cod. Bg of this group of authentic and disputed hymns shows that they
should have something more substantial in common than simply being
only hymns to God.
Of these hymns 1.1.31 is found also in:
Np = Neapolitanus Borbon. gr. 128 (II D 32) (s. xv)
The·MS contains a 'Dictionarium Graeco-Latinum et Latino-
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Graecum (see S. Cyri11us, Codices graeci manuscripti Regiae Bib1iothe-
cae Borbonicae descripti atgue illustrati, vol. 1-2(Naples, 1826-32).
The hymn is found in f.130v. Unfortunately, and despite my re-
peated efforts I have no~ yet been able to get hold of any readings
of this MS.
Group B (1.1.36 and 2.1.38)
C = Oxoniensis C1arkianus 12 (s. x)
This is the oldest extant MS of the Gregorian poetic corpus
and the only one I had the opportunity to see in the original. Accord-
ing to Sternbach Cod. C is the oldest representative of family n,
while Cod. L (which is descdbed below) of family ~ (see L. Sternbach,
EOS, 30(1927), 349).
The MS contains 1.1.36 On ff.150rv (1-3/ 4-26). As we see the
hymn is unfortunately, preserved incomplete, since the rest of it.to-
gether with four other poems, should have been on the missing two
leaves after f.150. Such a loss may be easily attested: a) from the
fact that the MS contains, with the exception of the last quire and
that with the number ~n',quires of eight leaves, while quire xS'
(which includes 1.1.36)contains only six leaves; and b) from the
numeration of the poems: while 1.1.36 has in the MS the number ~',
the first poem in the following leaf has the number ~E'. From this
we may imply that the presumed two lost leaves should have contained
four poems and the last lines of 1.1.36. The numeration of the poems
may explain also why the last unnumbered quire contains only six
leaves. In this case the lost leaves are the first two. Quire ,~n
appears between f.120 and 121 and iD be differentiated is marked with an
* *asterisk: ff.121 - 126: Here too, the last two leaves seem to be
missing.
The second hymn (2.1.38) is found in ff.148v-149v (1-22/ 23-45/
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46-52). The same MS contains also 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 (see below group
c).
L = Laurentianus pluto 7,10 (s. xi)
lb.isthe second oldest MS which contains most of Gregory's
poems and has been collated by R.Vari~ Egyetemes philologiai kBzlBny.
Our poems appear in vol.21 (1897), p.141f.
From the photostats of the relevant folia I see that 1.1.36 is
on f.57r (1-30/ 31-33),with its two parts separated by the insertion
,/
of 1.1.37 and 1.1.38, while 2.1.38 is found in f.56rv (1-35/ 36-52).
Poems 1.1.37 and 1.1.38 bear no title and the only sign which shows
that they form different poems is their first letter which is in
larger size than the rest and the sign _.__ in the side margin .
The same sign appears in the margin beside line 39 of 2.1.38, while
the first letter of the same line is also enlarged. This may imply
that possibly the two parts of 2.1.38 (1-38, 39-52) form two differ-
ent hymns (if this sign, as equivalent to a paragraph (--), does not
simply denote here the division of the poem into two main parts)~.
Such a possibility with regard to the internal evidence is discussed
below in the introductory analysis to 2.1.38.
The titles of both hymns appear to have been written by a second
hand. The same codex contains also 1.1.32 (see below group C).
Am = Ambrosianus H. 45 sup. (= 433) (s. xi)
This is a miscellaneous MS including a collection of poems
by Gregory in ff.13v-60.
Hymn 2.1.38 appears in f.40v (1-5) and f.45rv (6-35/ 36-52), and
1.1.36 in f.46rv (1-9/ 10-30) with ihs last three lines missing. :The
latter hymn is followed by 2.1.3 (632-40) which is entitled &AAa (sc.
Evo6~a) in the margin.
1. See E. M. Thompson, An Introductton to Greek and Latin Palaeo-
graphy (Oxford, 1912), p.58f.
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I see from the photographs of the above folia that beside the
title of 2.1.38 (which is written with capital letters) there is a
marginal note: 'edita', while the sign }:f is used to show the begin-
ning of every poem. From the description in the catalogue of this MS
we learn that the order of the folia is wrong and that , among other
changes ff.45-60 should be placed immediately after ff.31-40 (see A.
Martini - D. Bassi, Catalogus Codicum graecorum Bibliothecae Ambrmsia-
nae, vol.1 (Milan, 1906), pp.522-24). In this case the apparent
break between lines 1-5 and 6-52 of 2.1.38 disappears.
Beside the first line in f.45r (i.e. beside line 6 of 2.1.38)
there is a marginal note: 'edit.', while the text of lines 26-34 is
for the most part illegible because it appears to have been covered
by an ink spot. Beside line 39 there is another marginal note written
(as it seems) by a second hand: OtE €V naax(a) €ypa(~n). The total
number of lines included in the hymn is cited in the margin at the
end of it •
At the beginning of 1.1.36 there is the same marginal note:
'edita' and the number A' (30) at the end indicates the total number
of lines.
Mq = Mosquensis Synodalis 156 (s. xii)
According to Prof. Sicherl's list of MSS this codex contains
1.1.36 and 2.1.38 the readings of which have unfortunately not been
available to me. The following two MSS (again according to Prof.
Sicherl) descend from this codex.
N = Neapolitanus Borbon. gr. 24 (II A 24) (s. xiv)
Hymn 1.1.36 appears in f.104v and 2.1.38 in ff.110v_
111v. See also G. Pierleoni, Catalogus Codicum Graecorum Bibliothecae
Nationalis Neapolitanae, vol.1 (Rome, 1962), pp.82-85.
D = Parisinus Coislianus gr. 56 (s. xiv-xv)
According to the description of it the MS is formed of
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two parts, both with Gregorian poems (see R. Devreesse, Bibl. Natio-
nale: Catal. des MSS grecs , vol.2, 'Le Fonds Coislin' (Paris, 1945),
p.j2f.). In the first part (ff.1-168) the poems are followed by an
anonymous paraphrase as happens in Cod. Vb (see below) and with inter-
linear glosses. In this part one finds 1.1.36. and 2.1.38 with their
paraphrase in ff.118-19 and 124v-26 respectively. The second part
(ff.169-94) is without any marginal notes or interlinear glosses. In
this part we find 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 (see below group C).
A copy of the first part of this MS is according to Astruc -
Concasty the part with Gregory's poems in the following miscellaneous
codex.
Ps = Parisinus Suppl. gr. 1090 (s. xvi)
In this MS 1.1.36 appears in ff.150~-151v and 2.1.38
in ff.158v-160 where it is cited as two different poems: No 47 lines
1-38 and No 48 lines 39-52. See Ch. Astruc -M.L. Concasty, Bibl.
national. :Catal. des MSS grecs, vol.3, 'Le Supplement grec' (Paris,
1960), p.216.
Lb = Laurentianus Pluto 32,16 (a. 1283)1
This is a miscellaneous codex part of which (pp.322-79)
contains Gregorian poems, among them 1.1.36 in p.360 and 2.1.38 in p.
366. See A. M. Bandini, Catalogus Codicum MSS Bibliothecae Media~
Laurentianae, vol.2 (Leipzig, 1961), pp.140-46.
From this MS descends, according to Gertz, the following
codex (see N. Gertz, 'Der Palatinus graecus 901, ScriptQrilun, 35
(1981), 65-70)•.
Vp = Vaticanus Palatinus gr.90 (s. xiii-xiv)
This is a miscellaneous MS consisting of two volumes.
See H. Stevenson, Codices Manuscripti Palatini Graeci Bibliothecae
1. See A. Turyn, Dated Greek Manuscripts of the 13th and 14th cens
in the Libraries of Italy, vol.1 (Urbana, 111.,1972), p.30
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Vaticanae (Vatican, 1885), p.43f. In the first volume and among a
section with forty-four Gregorian poems one finds 1.1.36 and 2.1.38
in f.92rv and ff.96v-97v respectively. According to Gertz (art.cit.
p.68f.) the Aldine edition of 1504 is based on this MS.
Ma = Marcianus gr.82 (s. xiii)
A brief description of this MS may be found in A.M. Zanetti-
A.Bongiovanni, Graeca D. Marci Bibliotheca Cmdicum MSS per Titulos
digesta, vo1.2 (Venice, 1740). The codex contains 1.1.36 (but
only lines 1-30) in ff.217v_218v and 2.1.38 with a paraphrase in ff.
229v-231v.
Vb = Vaticanus gr.497 (s. xiii)
This is a miscellaneous codex which contains in section 12
fifty-six Gregorian poems accompanied by a paraphrase. See R. Dev-
reesse, Codices Vaticani Graeci, vol.2 (Rome, 1937), pp.325ff.
According to the photostats at my disposal 1.1.3~ followed
v rby its paraphras~ appears in ff.290 -291 • Two verses well disti-
nguished from each other are written in the same line, while the
paraphrase is in prose. Hymn 2.1.38 with its paraphrase is found in
ff.295r-296r (1-6/ 7-52 and paraphr.) written in the same way as
1.1 .36. An apograph of this MS, accordimg to Prof. Sicherl is the
codex which follow's~
I = Hierosolymitanus Hag. Taph. 254 (s. xvi)
See A. I. Papadopoulos - Kerameus, 'IEpoaoAuU~T~~n B~-
SA~O~n~n ... ,vols1-5(Saint-Petersburg,1891-1915). Hymns 1.1.36
and 2.1.38 appear in ff.234v-236r and ff.249v-250v respectively.
Va = Vaticanus gr.482 (s. xiv)
This is a miscellaneous codex which includes a section of
various Gregorian poems (ff.19v-144v) among which 1.1.36 in ff.110v-
111v (lines 1-30 as No 92) and f.112r (31-33 as No 96), and 2.1.38 in
r vff.108 -109 .' See R. Devreesse, Cod. Vat. Gr., vol.2 (Rome,1937), pp.
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284-90. The poems which are written between the two parts of 1.1.36
are: carm.2.1.22. 1-12 (in f.111v as No 93) and 1.1.37 and 1.1.38
(in f.112r as Nos 94 and 95 respectively). From the photostats I
have I notice that the only indication that a new poem begins after
1.1.36.30 is the enlarged first letter whereby 2.1.22 begins; while
for 1.1.37, 1.1.38 and 1.1.36.31-33 there is no such indication but
on the contrary they appear as if belonging to 2.1.22.
Pj = Parisinus gr.1220 (s. xiv)
This is another miscellaneous codex contain~ng a section with
Gregorian poems among which 1.1.36 in f.145rv and 2.1.38 in ff.149r-
150r. The same codex contains also 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 (see below group
C). For the description of this MS see H. Omont, Inventaire sommaire
des MSS grecs de la Bibliothegue nationale et des autres Bibliothegues
de Paris et des Departements, vol.1:'Ancien fonds grec' ((Paris,1886),
p.270f.
Vt = Athos Vatopedi 120 (s. xiv)
This codex contains mainly Gregorian poems. See S. Eustra-
tiades - Arcadios Vatopedinos, Catalogue of the Greek Manuscripts in
the Library of the Monastery of Vatopedi on Mount Athos (Cambridge,Mass.,
1924), p.30f. Hymn 1.1.36 is found in ff.80v-81r and 2.1.38 in ff.
85v_86r•
Cg = Rom. Colleg. gr. 8 (s. xv)
This is a Gregorian MS. , " , .See Sp. Lambros, To EV Pwu~ EA-
Hellenomnemon, 10 (1913), p.16f. Hymn 1.1.36 is found in p.437rv
and 2.1.38 in pp.461r-466v. From this MS Bescends the following one:
Pe = Parisinus gr. 992 (s. xv)
See Omont, Inventaire, vol.1, p.198. In it 1.1.36
appears in ff.244r-245v and 2.1.38 in ff.253v-255v.
Ld = Leidensis Vossianus gr. 0.10 (s. xvi)
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This MS is based on the Aldine edition of 1504. (see Gertz,
art.cit., p.69) and contains 1.1.36 in f.125rv and 2.1.38 in f.130rv.
Apart from the above MSS 2.1.38 may be found also in the follow-
ing two codices:
Bs = Basiliensis F viii. 4 (s. xv)
See H. Omont, Catalogue des MSS grecs des Bibliotheques de
Suisse (Leipzig, 1886), p.18f. The hymn appears in ff.269v-271r.
Ie = Athos Iviron 193 (s. xvi)
See Sp. P. Lambros, Catalogue of the Greek MSS on Mount
Athas, vol.2 (Cambridge, 1900), p.55.
Group C (1.1.30 and 1.1.32)
rvThe hymn is found in f.1 .
I have decided to put these two poems in the same category
because they are both written in short verses and the MSS containing
1.1.30 contain also 1.1.32. The latter poem shows some peculiarity
in its MS tradition, since it is found not only in poetic MSS, but
also in prose ones. Therefore, in order to facilitate things, I shall
mention first the MSS containing both 1.1.30 and 1.1.32, then the
rest of the poetic MSS which contain only 1.1.32 and finally I shall
refer in brief to some of the prose MSS in which 1.1.32 is appended
among other texts.
a) Poetic MSS containing both 1.1.30 and 1.1.32
C = Oxoniensis Clarkianus 12 (s. x)
The description of this MS is given above under group B. Here
it is sufficient only to mention that 1.1.30 (as No 40) appears in
f.127rv (1-30/ 31-51). Two verses are written in one line with enough
empty space between them. In the outside margin and beside the first
line appears the number 185 which indicates the page on which the poem
is found in the edition of 1609-11 by de Billy; while beside the last
line the nUmber 51 indicates the total number of lines in the poem.
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Hymn 1.1.32 precedes 1.1.30 (as No 39) and is found in ff.126v-
127r (1-36/ 37-50). It is written in the same way as 1.1.30 and the
total number of lines in the hymn is cited also in the margin beside
the last line. The same MS contains. as we have seen.also 1.1.36 and
2.1.38.
Mo = Monacensis gr. 416 (s.xii)
This is another fairly early Gregorian MS. See I. Hardt,
Catalogus Codicum MSS Bibliothecae Regiae Bavaricae, vols 1-5(Munich,
1806-12) . It contains 1.1.30 in ff.161v-162v (1-22/ 23-46/ 47-51)
and 1.1.32 in f.169. The text of the former poem is available to me
on photographs.
Pj = Parisinus gr. 1220 (s.xiv)
The description of this MS may be found under group B as it
contains 1.1.36 and 2.1.38. Hymn 1.1.30 is in f.207r and 1.1.32 in
ff.207v-208r.
D = Parisinus Coislianus gr. 56 (s. xiv-xv)
The MS contains 1.1.36 and 2.1.38 and therefore its descript-
ion is found above under group B. Hymn 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 appear in
the second part of the MS in f.193rv and f.193 respectively)
P = Papiensis 80 (s. xv)
This is another Gregorian MS which contains 1.1.30 in f.20v
and 1.1.32 in f.20. See E. Martini, Catalogo di Manoscritti greci
esistenti nelle Biblioteche Italiane, vol.1. part 1 (Milan,1893), p.
211f. The same MS contains also 1.1.29 in f.11v (see below group D).
Apographs of this MS according to Prof. Sicherl are the following
five MSS:
a = Ambrosianus gr. Z 78 sup. (=753) (s.xv)
For the description of this MS see A. Martini - D. Bassi,
Catalogus Codicum Graecorum Bibliothecae Ambrosianae, vol.2 (Milan,
1906), p.862f. Hymn 1.1.30 is in f.32r and 1.1.32 in f.31. The same--------------1. After COd.D fonows Cod. G (described below on p.81).
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MS,as well as the rest of the apographs of Cod. P, contains also
1.1.29 (see below group D).
v = Vaticanus gr.480 (s. xvi)
See R. Devreesse, Cod.Vat.Gr~, vol.2 (Vatican,1937), pp.
280-82. Hymn 1.1.30 appears in ff.29v-31r and 1.1.32 in f.29rv.
M = Monacensis gr. 582 (s. xvi)
The description of this MS is not included in Hardt's
Catalogue. As an apograph of Cod. P and following the order in which
the various Gregorian poems are cited in the latter MS , we infer
that both hymns (1.1.30,1.1.32) should have been written somewhere on
pp.49-64 which are now missing from Cod. M. See the description of
this MS in Amphilochius Iconiensis, Iambi ad Seleucum, edited by E.
Oberg (Berlin,1969),.p.6.
R = Vaticanus gr.1347 (a. 1554)
A desription of this MS is, as far as I know, not yet
available. Hymn 1.1.32 is found in ff.180-181r, while for the exact
position of 1.1.30 in this MS I have unfortunately no information.
V = Vaticanus gr. 1949 (s. xvi)
From the des~iption of this MS in P. Canart, Codices
Vaticani Graeci, Codd 1745-1962 (Vatican,1970), pp.734-62 (particular-
ly p.745) it appears that the MS contains only 1.1.32 in f.200rv.
A MS descending indirectly from Cod. P (according to Prof. SicherU
is the one which follows:
Mr =Marcianus gr. II 55 (s.xvi)
Hymn 1.1.32 is in ff.6v_7v (1-18/ 19-42/ 43-50) and is
followed by 1.1.30 in ff.7v_8v (1-17/ 18-42/ 43-51). As I see from
the photostats of·these folia Cod. Mr is an inferior MS with omiss-
ions and repetitions.
Bg = Vaticanus Borgianus gr.22 (s.xv)
The·descr.iptionof this MS is given above under group A,
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since it contains also the poems of that group. Hymn 1.1.30 is
found in ff.1v_2r (1-40/ 41-51) and is written in long lines each
containing two verses which are not always distinguishable from one
another. Immediately after it comes 1.1.32 in f.2rv (1-32/ 33-50)
written also in long lines of two short verses each.
W = Vindobonensis theologus gr.43 (s. xvi)
This MS contains also the poems of group A and therefore its
description is given under that group. Hymn 1.1.32 appears, as we
have seen,twice: in.f.79v (29-50: WI) and f.110v (1-50: WII). For
the exact position in the MS of 1.1.30 I have unfortunately no inform-
ation.
b) Poetic MSS containing only 1.1.32
L = Laurentianus Pluto 7,10 (s. xi)
The description of this MS is given under group B since it
contains also the poems of that group. Hymn 1.1.32 is found in f.
165v (1-50). From the photograph of this folio I see that in the
side margin there is a paragraph (--) after lines 6,12,18,20 and 32
which is very likely to have been used in order to mark the subdivi-
sions of the hymn (see E.G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient
World (Oxford,1971), p.10 and R. Devreesse, Introduction a l' Etude
des Manuscrits Grecs (Paris,1954), p.26 n.2).
K = Athos Karakallou 74 (s. 'xiv)
This is a miscellaneous codex containing, among other texts,
some groups of Gregorian poems in one of which we find 1.1.32 in f.
387rv. For the description of this MS see Sp.P. Lambros, Catalogue
of the Greek Manuscripts on Mount Athos, vol.1 (Cambridge,1895), p.
137f.
Vi = Vaticanus gr. 1226 (s. xvii)
As far as I know no description of this MS is at present
available. vHymn 1.1.32 is in ff.33 -34 written in long lines. THe
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same MS contains also 1.1.29 (see below group D).
c) Prose MSS containing 1.1.32
/
HymnuS Vespertinus (1.1.32), together with Exhortatio ad Virgi-
nes (~.1.2.3 in M.37.632-40) and some other prose texts (Significa-
tio in Ezechielem, Metaphrasis in Ecclesiasten, Epistles 243,202,101
and 102, Vita Gregorii, ~estamentum, scholia and other minor texts)
is appended to a large number of prose MSS (containing Gregory's ora-
tions)1. Sinko divided these MSS in two families (N,M) according to
the total number and the order of the orations included in them. The
. 2first includes MSS containing 52 orations and the second 47. Of
these MSS I have the readings of twenty-one (eighteen sent from
Munster and three on photostats). But before listing them I think it
is necessary to mention that our hymn (together with Exhortatio ad
Virgines) has been edited also by Hanssen3 and Meyer4 who used both
poetic and prose MSS. However, the sigla they used for the same MSS
usually differ from one another, while some are the same as those
employed here for the poetic MSS. In order to avoid any confusion,
and at the same time enable the reader to distinguish the prose from
the poetic MSS, I have decided: 1) to keep the sigla Meyer used for
his prose MSS, 2) to replace with new the sigla used by Hanssen, 3)
to invent my own sigla for the three MSS I have on photostats, and
4} to enclose each of them in parallel lines: Ip/.
The list of prose MSS used in the present edition has as follows:
1. See J. Mossay, Repertorium Nazianzenum, pp.13ff. and T. Sinko,
De Traditione Orationum Gregorii Nazianzeni I, Meletemata Patri-
stica 2 (Cracow, 1917), pp.149ff.
2. See Sinko, op. cit., p.2 and pp.84ff.
3. See F. Hanssen, 'fiberdie unprosodischen Hymnen des Gregor von
Nazianz', Philologus, 44 (1885), 228-35.
4. W. Meyer, 'Die zwei rhythmischen Gedichte des Gregor von Nazianz',
in Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur mittellateinischen Rhythmik, vol.
2 (Berlin, 1905), pp.141-52 (also pp.48-51).
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/Co/ = Parisinus Coislianus . 1gr.51 (s.x-xi) f.472
/Bs/ = Parisinus Supple gr.215 (s.x) f.450 (1-33 only)
/F/ = Parisinus gr. 510 (s. ix) f.215
/V/ = Marcianus gr. 70 (s. x) f.435
/L/ = La.b [/La/ = Laurentianus plut.7,22 (s.xi) f.420, f.425
(the poem is cited twice)
/Lb/ = Laurentianus pluto 7,7 (s.xii) f.289v-290r
= Ma.b.c [/Ma/ = Marcianus gr.74 (s. xi-xii) f.303
/Mb/ = Marcianus gr.72 (s. xii-xiii) f.182
/Mc/ = Marcianus gr.75 (s.xiii ) f.202
/A/ = Aa.b.c.d.e /Aa/ = Vindobonensis gr. 16 (s.xi) f.333
/M/
/Ab/ = Vindobon. theologus gr. 19 f.95-96
/Ac/ = Vindobon. theol. 79 f.310
/Ad/ = Vindobon. theol. 80 f.327
/Ae/ = Vindobon. theol. 84 f.255
/B/ = Monacensis gr. 216 (a. 1349) f.336
The first two MSS have been used by Hanssen as Codd A and B re-
I IIspectively,together. with the poetic MSS: Mo,D,W ,Wand a; while
the rest by Meye~ together with the poetic MSS: L,D,WII and Mo./
I received from Prof. Sicherl the readings of the following MSS
as well:
/T/ = Vindobonensis theologus gr. 30 (c. a.1000) ff.257v-258r
/Af/= Vindobonensis theologus gr. 74 (s. xi) f.329rv
/Pa/= Patmiacus 33 (a. 941)
In addition to these MSS I have photostats of three more:
/Va/= Vaticanus gr. 497 (s. x ) ff.256v-257r
/Vb/= Vaticanus gr. 469 (s. xi) f.71v
/Vu/= Vaticanus gr. 97 (s. xiv) f.304v
1. The description of all the Paris MSS may be found in J. Mossay,
Repertorium Nazianzenum, passim. Some of the folia given above
denote the beginning of 1.2.3 when 1.1.32 follows it.
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Apart from the above prose MSS there are about .forty further
which are mentioned in Sinko, op. cit., p.149f., or are used for the
edition of Gregory's orations and his epistles 101 and 102 (see Gre-
goire de Nazianze. Discours 1-3, edited by J. Bernardi, SC 247 (Paris,
1978), pp. 53ff. and Gregoire de Nazianze. Lettres Theologiques,
edited by P. Gallay and M. Jourjon, SC 208 (Paris, 1974), pp. 29ff.
For the Paris MSS with 1.1.32 see J.Mossay, Repertorium Nazianzenum,
Paris. gr.518,532,552,560,562 and Paris. Suppl. gr.154; while the
Catalogues of the Vatican MSS mention about ten such MSS oritop of
those already mentioned above.
Before proceeding to examine group D I must add here a codex
belonging to the first category of poetic MSS containing both 1.1.30
and 1.1.32 which I failed to mention above on p.76, after COd. D.
This is:
G = Laurentianus Pluto 7,2 (s. xv)
This is a Gregorian MS in which 1.1.30 appears in p.137
band 1.1.32 in p.136. See Bandini, Catalogus, vo1.1, p.201.
Group D (1.1.29)
/
The MSS \o[ith1.1.29 are dividE;ldinto two groups: Cl,Smainly on
grounds of their three different readings: 12:XCll.oUo£'J(a.)-u1tdpXE:I.~(8);
13: ltCl'Jw'JUllf: ~)-1tOAi1hAOY£ (13), 14: U1tf;pv£cpE!a~ (a.)-u1t£Pcpavta~ (8) •
Group a : Lines 8-10 are missing (see below pp.305, 313ff.).
Vh = Vaticanus gr. 485 (s.xiii)
The MS contains an anthology with works of Gregory, Ps.-
Dionysius the Areopagite and Maximus the Confessor. See Devreesse,
Cod.Vat.Gr., vol.2~ pp.294-98. Hymn 1.1.29 appears in f.167r at the
beginning of a section which includes some of Gregory's hexameter
poems. The discussion on the position of the poem in the MS is given
below in the introduction to 1.1.29.
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Vaticanus gr. 484 (s. xvi) is a copy of this MS (see Devreesse,
op.cit. pp.293f.).
P = Papiensis 80 (s. xv )
The description of this MS and its apographs is given above
under group C since it contains also 1.1.30 and 1.1.32. Our hymn is
found in f.11v. The following MSS derive from Cod. P :
a = Ambrosianus Z 78 sup. (=753) (s. xv) in which 1.1.29 is
in f.18r, v = Vaticanus gr. 480 (s. xvi) with 1.1.29 in f.16rv,
M = Monacensis gr. 582 (s. xvi) with 1.1.29 in p.32,
R = Vaticanus gr. 1347 (a. 1554) with 1.1.29 in f.181r. As
I see from the photostat of this folio there are three marginal glosses:
yp. ROAUAOYE (for R~VWVU~E of the text: 13), yp. OEU (instead of the
second OO~ in line 11) and yp. UREPVE~€~~ (for UREp~~ve~~ of the
text: 14). These glosses, together with the interlinear gloss tOAU-
AOYE (above R~VWVU~E:13) in Cod. P, show that groups ~ and B have
been contaminated at some stage of the MS transmission. In Cod R
the hymn bears no title and follows immediately after the text of
1 .1 .32.
/V = Vaticanus gr. 1949 (s. xvi) with 1.1.29 in f.200.
Vj = Vaticanus gr. 1282 (s. xvi ex.)
The hymn appears in f.Iv. As I see from the pbotostat of
this folio the hymn is entitled: Tou ay~ou rpnyop~ou TOU 9EOAOyOU.
Vi = Vaticanus gr.1226 (s. xvii)
rIn this late MS 1.1.29 appears in f.33. Unfortunately,
the text of it in the photostat is in the most part illegible. The
poem carries a heading which seems to read: rpnyop~ou TOU 9EOAOyOU.
Group B
Vk = Vaticanus gr. 1525 (s.xi,xiii)
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This is a Ps.-Dionysian MS, partly of the 11th and partly of the
13th century (see C. Giannelli, Codices Vaticani Graeci, Codd 1485-
1683 (Vatican, 1950), pp.80-82). The hymn appears in f.88v and is
a later interpolation by a 14th cen. scribe (see the discussion below
in the introduction to·1.1.29).
Lr = Laurentianus Pluto 5,32 (s.xv)
This is another Ps.-Dionysian MS with 1.1.29 in f.135 intro-
ducing the scholia on the preceding Ps.-Dionysian works (see below the
introduction to 1.1.29). The text of the hymn is cited in Bandini's
Catalogue, vol.1, p.57.
Pl = Vaticanus Palatinus gr. 39 (s. xv)
/
This is too a Ps.-Dionysian MS in which the hymn (attri-
buted to Ps.-Dionysius himself) appears in f.138v-139r (1-4/ 5-16)
after the text of De Divinis Nominibus and before De Mystica Theolo-
gia (see below the discussion on this MS in the introductfuon to
1.1.29). The appearance of the hymn in this MS was first noticed
by J. B. Pitra who then published it as belonging to Ps.-Dionysius
in his Analecta Sacra, vol.2 (Typ1s TU8culanis, 1884), p.xlvif.
Ms = Monacensis gr. 547 (s. xv)
This is a Proclean MS in which the hymn i.· appears written
on an interpolated parchment leaf :f.IIv (see below the discussion
on this MS in the introduction to 1.1.29).
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1.7. Editions
The hymns under discussion all appear only in Ca~au's edition
of 1840 (which was repr~nted by Migne in 1862: see the Table of
editions below in Appendix 11)1.
Ar)Carm.1.1.31, 1.1.33 - 1·~1.35
These poems appear first published by Tollius, nearly two
centuries after the editio princeps of the Gregorian poetic corpus:
J. Tollius, Insignia itineris Italici (Traiecti ad Rhenum : Franci-
scus Halman, 1696)2. This edition was reprinted in : Bibliotheca
veterum Patrum antiquorumque scriptorum ecclesiast!corum •.• edited
I
by Presbyter A. Gallandius, vol.6 (Venice: J.Baptista, 1770).
The hymns are later included in the Paris edition of Gregory's
works in 1840 which is reprinted in the series of Patrologia Graeca
by Migne in 1862 : S. Patris nostri Gregorii Theologi ... opera omnia
••• edente et accurante D.A.B.Caillau, vol.2 (Parisiis: P.Desparres,
1840)3and J.- P.Migne, Patrologia, series Graeca, vol.37 (Paris, 186~.
B) Carm.1.1.36, 2.1.38 (1.1.37, 1.1.38)
These are the only poems of the hymns under discussion to have
been included in the editio princeps of Gregory's poetry, namely the
Aldine edition of 1504 : Gregorii Nazianzeni carmina ad bene beateque
vivendum utilissima e Graeco in Latinum ad verbum conversa ab AIda
Manutio Romano et eiusdem typis excusa Graece et Latine (Venice : Ald.
1. The task of collecting the information used in this chapter has
been extremely laborious, not only because such old books (as
these edd are) a~e difficult to be found (unless a number of
visits to the major British Libraries - and not always with
success - are undertaken), but also because, as will be seen,
our hymns are not included only in Gregorian edd. Therefore, I
fear that some edd might have escaped my attention for which I
beg for the reader's appreciation.
2. The exact page on which each poem appears is listed in the .Table
of Editions (below Appendix II ) and the same applies to all edd.
3. As Cummings showed (p,24), this ed. is based on the ed. of 1609-11
and Codd Paris. Coisl. 56 (D) and Vat. gr. 480(v).
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Manutius, 1504). The dependence of this edition on Vaticanus Pala-
tinus gr. 90 (Vp) has been shown by N. Gertz (see in 1.6.C. the de-
'scription of Cod. Vp).
The two hymns are found also in the Basel edition of 1550 which
. I I b d th . 1 G . N .lS arge y ase on e prevlous one: regorlUS aZlanzenus, opera
omnia, graece et latine (Basel :Joh. Hervagius, 1550). They were in-
cluded in LBwenklau's latin rendering in 1571 : Operum Gregorii Nazia-
nzeni tomi tres, •.• quorum editio ... elaborata est per Joannem Lev-
venklaium, vol.2 (Basel :J. Hervagius, 1571). As LBwenklau says in
his edition (f.4r) the contents of vols 1-2 are all taken from the de
Billy ehition (of 15691), while in the third volume (which includes
1.1.29, 1.1.30 and 1.1.32'and is charact~rized by him as 'Cygneorum
carminum Lfber ! ) he includes poems basedon a MS at his possesslon2•
Unfortunately, I have not been able to consult the de Billy edition
which seems to include these two poems and contains only a latin
rendering of Gregory's works: Divi Gregorii Nazianzeni opera omnia
••• nunc primum latina facta sunt J. Billio Prunaeo labore (Parisiis:
Joan. Benenatus, 1569). This edition was later revised in: D. Gre-
gorii Nazianzeni ..• Opera omnia quae extant .•• in duos tomos
distincta .•• J. Billio Prunaeo .•. interprete et scholiaste (Paris.:
Nic. Chesneav, 1583).3
Later the two poems appear in the de Billy - F. Morel edition
of 1609-11: S. Patris nostri Gregorii Nazianzeni Theologi opera edd.
Jac. Billius - Fed. Morellius (Paris: Cl. Morel, 1609-11 reprinted in
Paris in 1630 and Cologne in 1690).4 This edition, as Cummings show-
1. See M.35 cols 13-14, A. Misier, 'Origin de l' edition de Bale',
Rev. Philol., N.S. 27 (1903), 125-38 and Cummings p.21.
2. See on this edition Cummings p.19, Jungck p.47 and Sykes p.83.
3. See Cummings p.19.
4. On this edition see Sykes p.85f.
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ed (p.19ff.), was based on the Basel edition of 1550 and the exemplar
of Codd P,M,a,v";'listed in group C\- (see also Jungck p.48).
Hymn 2.1.38 appears among other Gregorian poems in the edition
of Zimmermann in 1647 : Divi Gregorii Nazianzeni Theologi, Poemata
quaedam select ~ i... Addita est ... interpret. , maximam partem metri-
ca (Lunaeburg M. Lamprecht, 1647).
Finally, the two hymns are found in the Paris edition of 1840 by
Caillau (reprinted by Migne in 1862); while 2.1.38 alone is included
also in the Anthology of Christ - Paranikas : Anthologia Graeca Carmi-
num Christianorum,edited by W. Christ - M. Paranikas (Leipzig :B.G.
Teubner, 1871).
The two short hymns: 1.1.37 and 1.1.38 are first published by
Muratori in 1709 : Anecdota Graeca, quae ex MSS codicibus nunc primum
eruit ... Ludovicus Antonius Muratorius, vol.2(Patavia :J. Manfre,
1709). The same edition was reprinted in Monumenta Graecae veteris
Ecclesiae ..• ed. Bandini, vol.2 (Florent., 1762) and in Bibliotheca
veterum patrum ••. ed. A. Gallandius, vol.6 (Venice, 1770)1. They
were later edited by Vari in his collation of Cod. Laur. pluto 7,10
(see above p.70). Finally they were includ.ed in Caillau'sedition(184)).
C) Carm.1.1.30, 1.1.32
The two hymns appear first in Synesius's edition of 1568 by
Portus2: Synesii Cyrenaei episcopi ptolemaidis Hymni vario ly-
ricor. versuum genere. '1 Gregorii Nazianzeni Odae aliquot. Utris-
que, nunc primum in luce prodeuntibus. Lat. interpretationem adiunxit
Fr. Portus Cretensis ([Geneva) : H.Stephanus, 1568). Unfortunately,
of 1.1.32 only the first twenty-eight lines are included. The
Greek text of the entire hymn appears only in 1696 in Tollius'sedition,
although it is included together with 1.1.30 in vol.3 of the Latin
1. See Lefherz p.21.
2. See Terzaghi p.xxxixf.
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edition of LBwenklau in 1571 (see above).
A number of editions (all Synesian apart from the last) seem to
have been based on that of Portus :1) Synesii Cyrenaei Episcopi :"YlJVOI"
6£x~, rpnyop~ou ToD N~~I,,~v~nvoD,w6~t T€UU~PES ;•• (Paris :I. Benena-
tus, 1570), 2) EUVEU~OU ToD Kupnv~Cou €RI"UXOROU rrTOAElJ~C6oS vYlJVOI"
£V 61"~~opol,,s lJ£AEUI" (Rostoch :St. Myliander, 1586), 3) Synesii Cyre-
naei ... Hymni •.. Gregorii Naz . Odae ... Lat. interpretatio Fr.
Porti Cretensis (Paris: Cl.Morel, 1618) and 4) the edition of Zim-
mermann in 1647 (mentioned above).
Hymn 1.1.30 alone appears in the small iaria edition of de Billy
of 1575 : D. Gregorii Nazianzeni ••• opuscula quaedam, nunc primum in
lucem edita, aliaque item versibus reddi~, magnaque ex parte Cyri
Dadybrensis episcopi commentariis illustrata. Interprete Jacobo Bil-
l'lio Prunaeo ... (Paris: I.Benenatus, 1575), but only in latin; and
later in the major edition of 1609-11 (see above) and that of Boisso-
nade in 1825 (see above p. 56 ); while 1.1.32 is included in the ed.
of Gallantius in 1770 , see above).
Both hymns, finally, occur in the edition of Caillau in 1840)
that of Migne in 1862\and in the Anthology of Christ - Paranikas in
1871 (in which only lines 1-28 of 1.1.32 are edited).
In 1890 1.1.32 was edited by Sakkelion : Joh. Sakkelion, rr~TlJ\"-
~xn Bl"aA\"o~nxn (Athens, 1890), p.23. Its text is based on Cod. Patm.
gr. 33 (/Pa/) as Lefherz informs us (see Lefherz p.66).
The more recent editions of 1.1.32 by Hanssen and Meyer are
mentioned above (p. 79).
D) Carm.1.1 .29
The hymn appears first in the editio princeps of Synesius's works
by Canter in 1567 : Synesii De dono ... Hymni carmine •••. interprete
'I • See Sykes p ,83f .
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Gulielmo Cantero (Basel: I. Oporinus, 1567)1.
The hymn appears among Gregorian poems in vol.3 of the latin
edition by L8wenklau in 1571 (see above), and in Greek only in the
de Billy - F. Morel edition of 1609-11 in which verse 6 is missing
from the Greek text, but not from the latin verse-translation which
accompanies it , so that this omission should be regarded as a simple
typographical error.
Later we find 1.1.29 in the edition of Caillau in 1840 (which is
reprinted in 1862 by Mi'gne, : see above).
Finally, the hymn was edited by Jahn : A.H. Jahn, 'Hymnus in
Deum platonicus' in Eclogae e Proclo de philosophia Chaldaica sive de
doctrina oraculorum Chaldaicorum (Halis Saxonum : M. Pfeffer, 1891),
p.76 (where the text is based on Monacensis gr. 547 (Ms) and the hymn
is attributed to Proclus); and by J.B. Pitra in his Analecta Sacra,
vol.2 (1884), p.xlvif., based on Cod. Vaticanus Palatinus gr. 39 and
attributed to Ps.-Dionyslus the Areopagite (see below the introduction
to 1.1.29 and,above I.6.D,the description of these MSS).
1. See the introduction to 1.1.29, Terzaghi p.xxxviiff. and Jahn
p.49ff. for a discussion on the edd of 1.1.29.
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II. Sigla Text
As 1have sakiin the introduction to the chapter on manuscripts,
the hymns under discussion may be classed into four groups with
regard to their MS tradition, as this is not the same for all of
them. This classification, together with the metrical structure of
each hymn, determines the order in which I have arranged their texts
below and the subsequent commentaries on them. Besides, to enable
the reader I cite the sigla of the various MSS and editions used at
the beginning of the apparatus criticus in each hymn, as these
usually differ from one hymn to the other.' I also mention there
for which MSS I have readings available on photostats· or photographs
and for which I rely on the readings I received from Munster (i.e.
from Prof. Sicherl ).
In the appararus criticus I avoid mentioning common errors re-
lated to orthography (i.e. iotacism and the like), particularly
when these appear in inferior MSS. However, I have decided to use
all the MSS for which I have the readings, even if this results in
havrung an over-loaded apparatus criticus (particularly in the case
of 1.1.32), since the stemmatic relationship of these MSS has not
been fixed yet by Prof. Sicherl and his collegues (who ane still
working on it: see above p.63, n.3).
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Carm. 1.1.33
Codd ~ W,Bg (readings available on photostats)
tit. : npooEuxn npwCxn W, omit. Bg
7. as T~S W 10. n~as TOlliusJ ~~~EV W , ~~~~V Bg
Carm. 1.1.34
5
Codd.~ as above
tit. : npooEUxn
1. OE:) n: Bg
apxnv W
o~a npwCxou W, omit.Bg
3.~' omit. W; E~a~avous W 6• ,. aPXal. Bg
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U J # I, t\ '"u~VOV aVU~VE~OVtE~ axnpatOV n xa~ anaUaTOV'
'''' T 'Q' ('1. , J::.' ."ao~ xap~~, W naVtWV ~aa~AEu, naVTWV uE nO~nta.
or I, V "" _OUtO~ axnpatO~ U~VO~ En oupav~o~o xopo~o.
~ , , ~ _f • ~, " ' , ", "~AA~ au ~ O~XTELPO~~, EAEOU~ ITatEp, ~Aao~ Eaao
11. n omit. W, sed ne€ in marg. avu~vE~OV xa~ Bg
13. oupavo~o Bg 15. al3poTE W 16. £x~6va W 18.
AEua~~v Bg 19. Eao W 23. €V~ atn~Ea~v W 24. XE~-
AEa~v W 25. YEvEtnp~ TE~ corr. CaillauJ Y€V€Lnp~ a~ codd,
Y€VETnp' W~ a~ Tollius 26. l3~otTOV W 28. a~aAeuv~~ oQO'
corr. Tollius ] al-laA6uVE~aaa W, &~aedv€La~ caa' Bg, &~aA6u-
V€~ caa ed. 1840 29. CT~ J Eat~ sed Ct~ in marg. W
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Carm. 1.1.35
or ~" , , ,'\ ).. "OUTO" 0, aUToYEvE&AOV EV~ ~wOt'.&EuV EYVW
" " , , , ,\ ,0, ROT ERO~XTELpa, ~EpORWV YEVOS a~va Ra&OVTWV
, '" , '\', , '1: 'ITaTpo, UR EVVEaL~aLV EXWV nAAa~aTO ~op~nv·
Codd.: the same as for 1.1.33
tOt " , s: ' " w ·t B1.: ER~XAncr~, u~a npWWV ,oml. g
2. xap~~w w. 3. EAauvE~ scripsi] EAauvwv codd, ~Aauvo~
Tollius 4. aUToY€VEa&Aov ut Yid. W; ~wo~, W 7. UREVV€-
a~naLv W 8. YELVETO TOlliusJ YECTova W, Y~YVETO Caillau;
a~&~TTo, W 9. TapTap~wv W; Auaa~To ut vid. W
Carm. 1.1.36
C\ \ '\, '\" Cl, ('\ ~OS RUp~ xa~ V£~EA~ aTpaTOV nyaYE" 0, & OOOV EUPE'
Codd.: C (consulted in the original), L,Am,Vb,Va ( readings
available on photostats or photographs), N,D,Lb,Ma,Cg (readings
sent from Munster), Mq,I,Pe,Vp,Vt,Pj,Ld,Ps, (readings not
available) .
tit.: Evoo~a L,Am,D,N,Lb,Vb, Evoo~a o~' ERWV
1. aota~ Am,D,N,Vb,Ma,Cg; ~EpoREa~v Vb 2.
na&ECa ut vid. Vb 3. xat post primum~, Va
C
Vb;
9.3
,., , • J: \ J: '10 E~~EV EnELyo~Evo~a~v, OuOS u
20 an~Epov, EUoo~nv O£ nopoLS xaL aYYEAov Ea~A6v,
7. 0' omit. Cg,Pe, edd 1550, 1609-11; aTnad~Evos edd 1504,
1550; OL€aXEV Vb,C,Va 8. uno ax~dwv Am; X€Pas] ~€ya~ L
11. xaTEuvaaas Vb 12. O]JOV]JEponEaLv Un€OE~~as Vb 13.
~nE]JLy~as Am; aTpanov Vb 14. TE post ~EOS Vb; oOEuaa~
scripsiJ wOEuaas C,Vb, wOEuaas Va, oOEuaas ~ett codd et
edd 15. oE omit. Am 16. L~E' EEAoo]JEvoLaL Lb, ~~E EEA-
oO]J. Cg, edd 1504, 1550, n~Ea~ EAOO]J.D, C~Ea~ Vb; ~advTE-
pov O.Vb 17. EnESnaas D; nooEaau 0, nooEa~v Vb 18.
n€aE D,N,Vb, post scr. V supra lin. Og; aVE]JoLaL C 19.
yE ed. 1840] au L, omit. cett codd, et edd; xaAEUVWVTL Vb
20. dE] TE N 22. n]JaT~wv VUx~wv] VUXTOS n]JaTl:wv Am; TnAO-
~EV ELPYWV L 23. oooto omit. Ma 24. apTE]JEovTL Vb; ~']
]J€ edd'1504, 1550, omit. Am; aYLvoC ] aydyo~s Va, ayvo~ Og
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, ' ~ " Q ' ",A~crcrO~~nv XaXoTnTO~ a~~y£a cro~ ~~OV £AXWV,
# , , " ""cro~ T£ VOOV nT£pO£VTa, B~ou ~ao~, a~£v a£~pwv,
25. nnoLcr~ D,N,Vb,Va,Cg; primum T£ omit. Vb; &~~~Enoucr~ Am,
Vb 26. &TpO~EWV Va 27-33 omit. C 27. A~cro~~nv Vb;
BGOV ] omit. sed add. supra lin. Cg 28. &£~pwv] E:Y£~pwv Va
30. ~oyou] AOYOU Am; dcr£se:£cr~v' Vb, dJcr£B££crcr~v Va,Am,Ma,L
31-33 omit. Am,Ma, add. post carm. 1.1.37 et 1.1.38 L, ad~ post
carm. 2.1.22. 1-12, 1.1.37 et ~38 Va 31. tertium cro~J
carr. crOG ex cro~~ ut vid. Cg, crou Va 32. &£~pw Va
Carm. 1.1.37
Codd : L,Va (readings available on photographs)
tit. : Omit. codd
1. xwpl~ crEo edd] crEo xwp~~ codd 5. ~crcr'EAo£Ta~ Va
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Carm. 1.1.38
Codd: the same as in 1.1.37
tit. : omit. codd
2. MaL post nEAdYE~ L 3.
Va
sed corr. in marg.
Carm. 2.1.38
Codd : the same as for 1.1.36 plus Bs and Ie the readings of
which are not available.
tit. : ~~vos E~S XP~cr1oV ~E1a 1nv cr~wnnv L,Am, add. aL' £A(€Y€~-
wv) C, £v 1~ ITdcrXaVb, ~€1a 1nv cr~ynv, u~vos 1~ xup~~ EM V€XPWV
avacrTavH Va 5. ~u-\JwvVb 6. QlWTOS] QlwS Cg; t,' ed. 1550]
an' L,Am,Ma,Va, omit. Vb,D,N,C,Lb, scr. £~ supr. lin. Cg 8. €u-
pu~€aov Ma,Lb; cru~QlU€SL 9. ~~yakX~os Ma 10. u~~-\JpwvC,Vb
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s: ' , _f • ,'. ,unaa~EVo~ ~OPEE~~ VEv~aa~v anAaVEW~.
20
pEuaw ~apyapEov, SopSopOV waa~EVO~·
11. 6n~~oupy£ Va 12. £ao~Evwv Vb 13. ~EAOVTO~ J ~£AOVTO~
Va 14. &nAavEwv vs, &.nAaV€O~ L 17. ~~~VU~E~] ~nvu~E~ L
22. nya~EES Va 24. En' oupav~n~ C 25 6l post aov L,Am; a~
add J omit. Ma,Vb,D,N,C,Va, post. ser. supr. lin. Cg 27. Spo-
TOE~ ] SPOTOE~6E~ Va, apOTEE~ ad. 1609-11 32. A~aao~' L;
&.~~(hpa Va 33. aaa'] aa' Vb, 000' L,N,Ma 34. SOPSopov]
Sopov C,Vb,D
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1" , o, ' 1" , 't''' ,. ,O~~ yEVEv , o~a~ .eaVEV, O~~ EYPET EX VEXUWV,
,
I \ 'I. , Cl I #aYYEA~XO~ ~EAKWV U~VOV EK~aTE~LOV.
35. ~a~~d.eo~o D,N, ~&.eOLO Vb 40. &KEaxe6aaEV L,Am,Vb,C,
Va 43. ~EP6KEa~ Vb; .e8pwv N 44. 0~aL1 ot~ Vb; EYPE-
TO Vb 45. KaA~vYEveE~ Ma; w~ XE] waTE L 47. &~~~yeYn-
.eE C,Am,Ma 49. nxov £KvEuaa] u~vove~EA~a Va, ECXOV EltVEU-
aa Am; a~y~ Va 50. EXE~~ Cg et edd 52. £.e£AE~ C
Carm. 1.1.31
Codd : W,Bg (as for 1.1.33), Np (readings not available)
tit. : £~0~oA6ynaL~ xat 60~oAoyCa 6~' npwCxn~ xat £AEYE~WV W,
omit. Bg 1. navBaa~An~ Bg
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3. EOn W;
Ol..AE'Ca.W
RAnOE TE] RAnoETa.l... Bg 8. ~ELV Bg
Carm. 1. 1 •30
1 l:E: TCV acp·&!..Tov ,uovopynv
60!; , 60!; &'d6EI..Va.VUj.lVELV,
,
" TeV 6EOR(hnv,TOV a.Va.XTa.,
61.., .. u 61.., QV a.lvo!;,ov Uj.lVOS,
5 61.., <. &'YYEAwv ,ov XOPEl..a.,
61.., <. a.l.WVES "ov a.Ra.UOTOI..,
61.., ,. nAl..OS RpOAa].lREl..,ov
61.., .. • 6po].loS OEArlVnS,ov 0
61.., t. aOTpwv j.lEya.XdAAOS'ov
Codd : C (consulted in the original), Mo,Mr,Bg
able on photostats or photographs), G,D,W,Pj,P
from Munster)
tit •. : Uj.lVOS 6l..a
X 0 \) u ET P • Mo,
2. omit. Mr;
Mr 5. XOPELa.l..
10.80.-
(readings avail-
(readings sent
AUPl..XO\) C,D,P,G,W, TO\) a.UTO\) Uj.lVOS
U].IVO~ 6l..ahUPl..XO\)].IETPOU Pj, omit.
aE~6n~ ut vid. Pj 3. ava.xTov W
P,Mr,Bg, et ed. 1568 9. xdHo!;]
6l..aAUPl..-
Bg,Mr
4. omit.
XhEO!; P,Mr
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15 auvEXwv TE T~ npovo~~'
It.f ~,o~oova~os yapEaT~v,
20
" \.1 ,EVa xa~ ~uVOV ~ovapxnv,
11. EAaXEv C et ed. 1568J EAaXEv Mo, EAaXE cett. codd et ed.
1609-11 20. E~np~oaEv ed. 1568J E~np~oaE Mo,Pj,C,D;P;Bg,
&~np~waE G,W et ed. 1609-11 22. nEP~Aa~8&vov Mr,Bg et ed.
1568] nEp~Aa~8dvwv Mo,G,W,Pj,C, et ed. 1609-11, nEP~Aa~8&v~~
D, nEP~A&~8avov P et ed. 1840; n&vTa] ndvTwv G,W 22 post
23 ponit Mr 24. ~uA&aaE~ C,Bg] ~uA&aa~~ D, ~uA&aan cett codd
25. Tp~d6av G,W 26 post 2~ sed corr. Mr; Eva] ~va W 30
xp&TBv Bg; anauaTov codd ] ana~aTov ed. 1609-11 30. axaTa-
a)(OnnTnV'Mr
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8a~os OUOEV ayvoouoav
o~a ~aVTOS ~Epa~EUE~V,
TO o~8ao~a TOUTO 06s ~O~
I
j
.'
45
, , t ,yovu Xa~~TWV ~XETEUOW
v ,'\ ", 'OT av EA~~ 8aO~AEUOWV .
39. •t.~OOV P' 42. oot;az;;wP,Mr 45. , Mo,Pj, , 0p~ ov J xa~~TOV Xa~ltTWV
D; . , Mr 46. T6TE ed. 1568 ] " codd 47. <hav Bg ,l,XETEUOns OTE
Mr, et ed. 1568; "A~ aao~AEuoWV ed. 1568 ] £A~~S aaO~A€UWV£ ~
codd , €A~~ l3ao~AEuwv ed. 1609-11 51. aL.wvas allETpous G,W
Carm.1.1.32
Codd poet.: C (consulted in the original), Bg,wiIMr,L,Vi (read-
dings available on photostats or photographs), W ,K,G,Mo,D,P,a,
v,V (readings sent from Munster), Pj,M (readings not available).
Codd in pros. : /Vu/, /V,a/,/Vb/ (readings available on photostat~,
/Co/,/Bs/ (= Hanssen A,B),/P/,/V/,/L/ (=La.b), /M/ (= Ma.b.c ),
/A/)(= Aa.b.c.d.e), /B/ (= Meyer P,V,L,M,A,B), /T/,/Af/,/Pa/
(readings sent from Munster). ,
tit. : omit. C,Mr,/T/,/Af/, Aa.c.d.e , /Vu/,/Vb/, ' u~vos E:O~EPl,-
v6s (L,Bg,/P/,/M/,/L/ ) nTOl, (ECTOl, K) ~pOS T~ T£A£~ EL.pn~~Vos
(K) O~Ol,oS T~ ~Ept ~ap~Ev~as (~pos ~ap~~vous ,P;a,v,V,Vi ) D,
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u~vo~ £aREp~vo~ ~I~RPO~ TO TeAO~ Etpn~eVo,. OOTO~ O~O~O~ T~
REP~ Rap~eVOu W , O~TO~ O~O~O~ T~ REP~ Rap~EVLa~ 0, TOU
aUTOU U~VO~ £aREp~VO~ L~~a~S. Mo, EUxn VUxTEp~vn /Ab/, 6o~0-
AOYLa /Pa/,/B/,/Bs/, n 60~oAoYLa IVai, TOU aUTou 60~oAoYLa
/Co/, 60~oAoy~a ER~ XOLTn~ et i~Ifine 60~oAoYLa /V/.
vv sing. disting. C,L,D,G,WI ,W ,Mr,/Pa/, bini vv coniu. Mo,
K,a,v,V,Vi,Bg,/B/,/D/, ut prosa scr. p,/V/,/M/,tL/,/A/,/Vu/,
/Va/,/Vb/,/Co/,/Bs/,/P/ (sed versus punctis notati sunt).
1. xa~ omit. WII 2. ~EOU] ~E£ ~ou /Co/,/Vu/,/Pa/, ~EOU
~ou /V/,/Bs/ 4. rrVE~~aTo~ Ta~~a~ Mo, et codd in pros.] nVEu-
~aTO~ Ta~ELa K, /Bs/, nVEu~aTo~ avapxou C,D,G,WII,p,Mr, nVEU-
~a ~ avapxou Bg, et ed. 1568, naTpo~ avapxou a,v,V,Vi 5.
Tp~aaoD K, TPLTOU ed. 1568; d~ ~Lav] avapxou D,G,WII,P,a,v,
V,Vi,Mr 9. ~va Mr; T~ ante ~WT~ /Vu/,/V/,/B/,/Co/,/Bg/ ;
XTLat;l~Ta. RaVTa ] naVTa xTLan G,wII, XTLcrTCxnaVTa K 11.
~oP~wvJ ~6pcpwal..va,v,V,Vi 13. O~] EL~ /T/,/Aa1/,/Ac.e/,
/P/,/Ma.b/; av~pwnwv K 15. TnH lVa/, Tnv /T/,/Aa1/,
/Ac.e/,/P/,/Ma/ 16. {}d~ ] eris K, TL~EL~ IVai 17. SAEn~
TO] SAEnE~ TO Mo ,K, SAennTa~ /Vu/ ,/V/ ,/Co/, SAE<jJnTE /Bs/
18. YEvnTE /Bs/; OAOV 1 OAO~ /Ab/, (lAOU~ /Vu/
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25 xat T~ ~EV €nauoa~ xonou~
35 W~ ~n YAwooav u~v~6ov
20. not.x~AAot.S;/Vu/ 21. 01.5 omit. /T/,/Af/,/Aa.c.d.e/,/P/,/M/,
/L/,/Vb/; n~€pa~ P,a,v,V. 22. aAAnAot.~ K,/Vu/, aAAnA' P,a,
v,V,Vi,Mr; nXE!.!vL,C,Mo,J<,£Cxnv /p/ 24. a6EAcpchnn G,WII
25. T~] TO WII, TT;V /Bs/;£ nauoav a, V 26. no>.u~6X.(1ouJ
nOAU~O~!OU G,WII, no>.u~6X.(1ou~Bg, KOAU~O!aOu C 27. T~]'
TO G,W I; 6' J 6£ /Va/,/Vb/,/P/,/M/,/B/,/A/,/Pa/,/T/,/Af/;
£pya P,a,v,V,Vi,Mr,/Vu/,/Ab/, £PYOtI ed. 1568 29. cpUy6V1~~]
acp£v1E~ /Pa/ 30. cP.(1cioO~EVK,G,W ,Mr 31. n~€pav omit.
/Bs/,/Lb/; TT;V] TT.1V; ~n omit. /Bs/ 32. 1T.1o'tuY'J\)
omit. IVaI sed add. in marg., aTu6v~ L 33. 8ctAo~~ D,WI, .
IVu/,/Ab/,/Aa.c/, edt Meyer, ~ahEts IVai, eahEt~ /Vb/,/P/,
/Ma.b/,/L/,/T£,/Af/,/Ad.e/ 35. ~nJ ~O~ Bg; u~vnoov /T/,
/Aa1/,/Ae/,/P /,/La/ 37. ~nT' codd poe~., /Mc/,/Ab/,/B/]
~n6' /Va/,/Vu/,/V/,/Co/, ~nT£ cett codd in pros. 38. nau-
Xci~E~V G,WII,/Ab/,/Vu/, nouxci~2t V, nouxcioo~ Mr I
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OO~, ~EE, npOOAaAE~TW,
or , r. 'I:" '~ TL~n, uo~a, XpaTOS
39. XO~TnV a,v,V; EUOESEtS ex corr. D, EuoESE~as IVai,
/Vb/,/Vu/,/Pa/,/T/,/Aa.c.e/,/P/,/V/,/M/,/L/,/Co/ 40. £vvo~as]
Euvo~as /Pa/; £Ta~£TW 1 £~ETa~£TW K,WI,Bg, £~nTa~nTW IVai
41. ~D6E TL 1 ~n 6£ TL C,K,D,WI,P,Mr,/Va/,/Vb/, ~n6' ETL L,
V,G,WII,/p/, ed. Meyer 42. .£A£yXT.1D, £A£yt,;~LV, £vEv~n
Bg, £~EAElt,;na, £AEY~OL IB/; n~{pav Mr, ~Epas L 43.
~n 6{ C,W ,Mr,/Vu/,/Va/,/Vb/; ~{post ~n6{ /Vu/,/Pa/;
44. ~OpdTW L 45. 6{ omit./Va/,/Vb/,/T/,/Af/,/Aa1/,/Ac.
d.e/,/P/,/M/,/L/ 46. ~~~ /Va/,/Vb/,/P/,/M/,/L/,/B/,/T/,
/Ac.e/, Tlji ~E1ji/Af/,/Aa /,/Ad/; npooAaAE~Tw] npooAaArhw
Mo, npooo~LAELTW /Vu/,/Pa/ 48. T~ omit. /Vb/,/T/,
/Af/,/Aa.c.d.e/,/P/,/M/,/L/,/B/ 49. ~eps. omit. /Va/,/Vb/,
/Pa/,/T/,/Af/,/Aa.c.d.e/,/P/,/M/,/L/,/B/,/Co/ 66~a omit.
a,v,V 50. TQV aLwva Mr, vDv xat aEt xat ELS TOUS aLwvas
TWV aLWVWV a~nv /Vu/,/Ab/, ELS TOUS aLwvas TWV aLWVWV lvi,
/Co/,/Pa/
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Carm. 1.1.29
Codd : a : Vb,P,R,Vi,Vj,Mr,
are available on photostats
from Munster ).
tit. : u~vos ELS ~E6v
~E~WV OVO~c!TWV Vk,
u~vos npw~M6s Ms,
npWCMwV PI
2 • , n " , , n P ']-~• ouvnocv P 3. voos J AoyosLr; a~pncre:l- ; vO<jl Vu-
W Lr verso 3 post v. 4 pan. B 6. verso 6 post v. 7 pos.,
sed in marg. li tteris ordin. rest. Vk 7. ){a~ prius] omit.
Lr 8-10 omit. a 8. woCval"S PI 9. o£ prius ] omit.
PI 11. £V~ Vb,Mr, Eve P,Lr; cro~ secund. R,P supr. lin.]
osu a., Vk,Ms,Lr, in marg. R, crEu~' PI 12. T£AOSJ oEAas
Vb; Mat ouo£V '~]Ultc!PXEl"S 13. ltaVWVWE a J itoAuHoye: S,
ltOAUAOye: sup. li~. P, in marg. R; MaAEow P,Vi,Mr, in marg.
yp. Mat MaAo~nv Vh 14. Ulte:pve:<p€as]ulte:p<pav€asS, R sad in
marg. Ulte:pve:<p€as 15. ELOoUOOETal- Vk,Pl, EL06uoontal- Lr
a : Vk,Lr,Ms,Pl (all the readings
apart from P,Lr which are sent
Vh,P,Vi,Vj, omit. Mr,R, ELS to ltEPL
OTeXOI" e:LSTO ltEpt~E~WV ovo~dtWV Lr,
tOU ayeou ~l"ovucrCouu~vos ~EtOS Ol-aOt~xwv
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III. Commentary
I have chosen the form of a commentary as the best way to analyse
these hymns and show their place in the literary genre to which they
belong.
My par~icular aims in each commentary are:
1) To give a number of parallels from other authentic Gregorian
works in order to support the disputed authenticity of some of the
hymns under discussion,
2) To-' underline any common or rare features and topoi of the
Greek pagan and early Christian hymns which are used in our hymns,
3) To clarify when possible any difficulties in understanding the
the text with regard to its content and structure,
4) To find the obvious or possible sources of the various ideas
and expressions used in them, and
5) To note the allusions to, or similarities in terms of parallel
ideas and expressions with earlier Greek pagan and Christian writers.
Since my approach to these hymns is purely literary, in my com-
mentary I have not placed great emphasis on theological aspects
arising from the religious content of these texts.
In each commentary I begin by stating the particular problems
arising in each hymn. I then give a detailed analysis of its content
accompanied by a brief survey of the type of hymn it represents
together with any other .informative material if available. At the
end of the actual commentary I draw some conclusions with regard to
the form and structure of the hymn •
Before proceeding to give the commentary on each hymn, I think
it is necessary to explain the order in which they have been arranged
in this research. In deciding this I took into account their metri-
cal construction and MS tradition. Therefore, I first give the
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hexameter poems (1.1.33-1.1.36), then the elegiac (2.1.38, 1.1.31)
and then those written in short verse: anacreontic and non-quantita-
tive (1.1.30, 1.1.32) leaving the disputed hymn to God (1.1.29) last.
The two short poems: 1.1.37 and 1.1.38 (one in hexameters and
the other in elegiacs) are appended to 1.1.36 since they have a
similar subject matter t(F1.1.36. With the exception of the
position of 1.1.31, the above order corresponds also to that follow-
ed in my exposition of their MS tradition according to which these
poems are divided into four groups: A) 1.1.31, 1.1.33-35, B) 1.1.36,
2.1.38,C) 1.1.30, 1.1.32, and D) 1.1.29 (see above vpvSz.},
III.1. Carmina 1.1.33 - 1.1.35
We begin our investigation with the first three hymns, namely
1.1.33 - 1.1.35,which have survived onlyi,n two MSS (Codd Bg and W)
and have thus been d~ribed by Werhahn as dubious ~ As has been
shdwn in the exposition of their MS tradition (see above pp.~4ff.
the extant external evidence is not sufficient to determine their
authorship which seems to depend, at least until further such evide-
nce comes to light, entirely on internal evidence. Consequently,
in the commentary on these poems (as well as that on 1.1.31 'and
1.1.29) a great emphasis has been placed on parallel passages from
authentic Gregorian works in order to support the poems' authentici-
ty.
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,Carm. 1.1.33
To pass on now to 1.1.33: this is a short hexameter hymn in
'du-Still and may be divided into: I. Introduction (1), II. Praise
(2-4: of the Godhead and 6-11: of the Son of God), and III. Prayer
(5a: to the Trinity and 5b: to the Son of God). As we see, Praise
is interwoven with Prayer so that the poem does not follow the
,.
straightforward division of the majority of the Greek pagan hexameter
hymns (see above p. 21 ).
Lines 1-4 are addressed to the Godhead (or, more precisely to
God the Father), but the poet does not actually use the usual words
.ee:o, or Hcnnp. On the contrary, he add.ressesGod by the general
The first
hemistich of line 5 is addressed to the Trinity and from line 5b
onwards the address is made to the Son of God:
The theme of the Godhead's praise (2-4) is the creation and
preservation of the world (accomplished by all the three persons of
the Trinity); while the Son of God is praised (in lines 6-11) by
reference to the mystery of redemption: incarnation, crucifixion,
victory over death and restoration of the divine nature of mankind.
Both of them are traditional Biblical themes: the former occurs in
OT (primarily in the Psalms and other prayers) and the latter in NT
(mainly in the so-called Christological hymns). However, Greek
gods - above all Zeus - were also praised for being the creators/
begetters and lords of all (see Keyssner pp.20ff., 48f., 53f. and
above p ,29).
The theme of both requests in line 5 is that of 'mercy' which
is commonly found in the Greek pagan and Christian hymns and prayers
alike.
Finally this ,poem (as well as 1.1.34) falls in the category of
thanksgiving hymns (see below the discussion on oat xap~s: 1).
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I. Introduction (1)
1. Lot X&p~~: In the Migne edition this poem (as well as
1.1.34 ) is entitled Euxap~atnp~ov (A thanksgiving) allnough, as it
seems without any MS support. This title is justifiable as the
hymn begins by addressing the expression x&p~~ (sc. Etva~) to the
Godhead. The usage of this expression in a thanksgiving context has
its mrigins in St Paul as one may discern from: 1Co~.15.57, 2Cor.2.
14,8.16,9.15, Rom_.7.25 and 6.17 where phrases similar to TijiOE: -\}e:-
iji X&p~~ are used. Such usage may be also attested from Origen. orat.
15.2 (GCS 2 p.334.17f.): Euxap~atOOVtE~ oov o~ &y~o~ EV ta~~ npoae:u-
xa[~ ~auTrnV t~ -\}E~O~& XpuaToO 'InaoO xdp~Ta~ 6~oAoyoOa~v autiji. See
Deichgr&ber p.43f.
The more common verb Euxap~aT£[v was here avoided since in
liturgical language it is primarily used in a eucharistic context
(see Lampe s.v.); while E~o~oAoYEta-\}a~ is mainly restricted in LXX
Psalms.
Generally speaking the thanksgiving was not considered by the
various hymn-classifiers as a particular type of hymn (see above
p. 14ff..), aIihough,undoubte1!yhymns should have been composed and
performed in order to thank gods for delivering men from this or that
bad situation, or for bestowing on them various benefits. See e.g.
Aesch. Agam.821f., Eur. Heraclid.870, Maiistas Praescr. lines 20f.
(Coll.Alex. p.69),and LSJ s.v. Euxap~atnp~a and Cairns p.75f.
Unlike what happens in the majority of Greek pagan hymns, the
name of the recipient of the present hymn is replaced by aoe (while
in 1.1.30.1 by aE), partly because the poet may want to underline
his close connection to a 'persona~ god, and partly because the
Christian Godhead has no proper name, but is always addressed by one
or more of His characteristics or appellations. According to Gre-
gory such appellations may refer to God's nature ( ouaLa~ ov6~ata)
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in QI.30.18 (Gallay p.262; M.36.125C), or to,His power and divine
, , ( , 't" ' " ,economy npoanyop~a~ EsouaLa~ xaL OLxovo~La~: or.30.19(p ,264;128B)).
Apart from this introductory second person pronoun,in the hymn
there are five more such pronouns which determine the style of the
hymn. This feature of extensive usage of such pronouns appears in
most of the hymns tinderdiscussion, so that they appear to comply
with the characteristics of Greek pagan hymns from the later period
(see Haldane p.108). An instance from the Psalms where such a
pronoun is used to introduce a Psalm is LXX Ps.64.1: aot npln~~ u~vo~
o ~EO~ (cf. 73. 13-17 where an or au is used eight times).
1. ili navTwv 8aa~A~u: The use of the interjection ili (found
also in 1.1.34.1,12 and 1.1.29.1,16) complies with the practice of
Greek tragedians (see above p. 43f.). For this appellation cf.
~.1.2.1.409 (553): navTwv 8aa~AnO~ (sc. God) and 2.1.1.599f.
,
e:a-
at ~Ey~aTov (sc. Christ). The title 8aaLAE~~ is common of any
god: pagan or Christian (see above p. 25f.) . However, there are
very few examples of the combination navTwv 8aa~AE~~ as it appears
here. These are: Pind. fr.169.1 (ed. Snell-Maehler, 1975): No~o~
o navTwv ~ovapxo~ 8aa~A~~~. From the Christian texts see Serap.
E h 5 11 ' ,,. ., , 'Q' .e d~ •• : au yap E~ ••• 0 naVTWV MUp~O~ MaL ~aaL~Eu~ an 19.1:
The origin of this phrase should be sought in a philosophical
context as for instance in Demodritus fr.30 (H. Diels, Vorsokr. ii
p.151): 8aa~AEo~ OOTO~ (sc. Zeus) TWV navTwv and Plat. Crat.396a
where Zeus is called by Socrates 8aaLAEu~ TWV navTwv. See also
Idem Epist.ii.312e 1-2, Orph. fr.21a.7 (Kern) and ib.168.5.
Different expressions of the same idea, namely that Zeus governs
everything, may be found in the following poetic texts: Pind. Isth.
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5.53 (ed. Snell-Maehler 1971): zd~0 navTwv X~PI.O~, Soph. OT 903f.:
~ xpaTuvwv ..• ZED, naVT' avaaawv and above all the philosophical
hymn to Zeus by Cleanthes: ZEU, ~vaEw~ apxny£, v6~ou ~£Ta navTa MU-
8EPVWV (2). (¢f. also lines 14 and 35). Further examples on these
and other expressions may be found in Keyssner pp.30ff. and 83.
Finally, the kingship of God was a theme particularly celebrated
in the Psalms: e.gc LXX Ps.46.8.
In this hymn there are six expressions with na~. Such express-
ions are common in all the hymns of the present research: in 1.1.34
(nine times), 1.1.35 (once), 1.1.36 (three times), 1.1.37 (three
times), 1.1.30 (four times), 1.1.32 (once) and 1.1.29 (eleven times).
The particular emphasis the poet places on these expressions may be
explained by the fact that they are used directly or indirectly to
praise God by underlining the universality of His power or dominion.
(see above p , 26 ). The use of such expressions is a common
feature of both Greek pagan and Christian hymns,exampl~of which may
be found in Keyssner p.30ff. and Deichgr!ber p.102 n.3 respectively.
Cf. Const.Ap-ost.8.48.3: ~EO~ ••. TWV 0-
AWV Ol.~ Xpl.aTOU nOLnTn~, 37.2 and Serap. Euch.21: aot (sc. God) T~
TWV navTwv nOLnT~. The common epithet nOLnTn~ stands here instead of
the Biblical XTt:aTn~ (used in 1.1.31 ~7),or ybvETWp and YEvETnp (both
used of the Greek pagan gods: see Keyssner pp.20-22 for such examples).
The transition to the Praise is made asyndetically as happens
also 'in 1.1.31.3 and 2.1.38.5 (see above p ,27f.).,
II. Praise A (2-4): Creation and preservation of the world
2f. oupav6~ ••. ao~~n~: 'the heavens were filled with your
glory and the earth with your wisdom'. With these two images the
poet seems to show in a way reminiscent of Biblical images how God's
glory and wisdom is revealed in Creation. The first image may there-
" \ ,fore be compared to LXX Ps.18.1: 01..oupaVOL oLnyoDvTQI. oo~a\l ~EOU
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and 112.4 Ent TOU~ oupavou~ n 6o~a aUToD, whereas for the second
image the closest Biblical passages I could find are: LXX Pr.3.19: 0
ncra~. However, a better parallel (which combines both images) seems
to be a passage from Abacuc's prayer in LXX Abac.3.3: ExdAU~EV 06-
(as a specific characteristic of God) is replaced with the more
general apETn, and 6o~a with its equivalent aLvEcr~~ , both used in a
reversed order (i.e. apELTl with heavens and aLvEcr1..~with earth). To
this one may add a variation of the hymn of the Seraphim in LXX Is.
6.3 : ... nAnpn~ 0 oupavo~ xa~ n yn Tn~ 6o~n~ crou as this appears in
e.g. Liturg.Jac.( Brightman p.51.1).
The restriction of the poet in mentioning only heavens and earth
when analysing the content of navTwv (1), seems to follow that in
The enjambement in line 2 and the strong caesura after the
second princeps/langum of line 3 are common features of the present
hymns (see above p.45).
Lines 3b-4: These lines were possibly added in order to show
the function and part.tcipatlol'lof all the three persons of the Tri-
nity in the creation and preservation of the world. The importance
.of this subject for the Fathers in general (see e.g. Irenaeus haer.
4.3B.3 inM.7.110BB), and for Gregory in particular may be attested
from a number of Gregorian passages. Apart from 1.1.30. 13-16,20-
24, 1.1.31. 3-6, 1.1.32. 7~12 and 2.1.3B. 11-14 (which are discussed
below ad lac.), one may refer to or.34.15 (M.36.256A), Q!'.39.12
(cf. Ep.1Cor.B.6 and Rom.11.36), or.45.7 (M.36.632A) = £!:.3B.11 (321C)
~e
wherelLogos is
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called 6n~~oupyo~, or.32.10(185A): Aoyou TaU
RaVLa 6n~~oupynoavLo~ , ib.7(181B): 6 6~axoo~noa~ Aoyo~ and or.41.14
(448A) where the Holy Spirit co-creates with the Son: TOUTO TO ITveu-
On Gregory's cosmology to which anthropology and angelology are
included see Ruether pp.130-36, J.F. Callahan, 'Greek Philosophy and
the Cappadocian Cosmology', Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 12(1958), 29-57
and B. Otis, I Cappadocian Thought as a coherent System', Ibid.,95-
124.
3. ~EO~ y~o~6 oo~ Aoyo~: One may discern a didactic tone
behind the phrase. The same tone is found also in 1.1.34.3 where the
poet supports the view of the creation ex nihilo (see below the note
ad loc.), 1.1.35.3-5 and 1.1.31.3a. In most cases the didacticism
in Christian hymns in general refers to various dogmatic beliefs
which form the content of confessions so that Kroll seems to be right
to suggest that' a confession-like formula can easily find its place
in a hymn which can then receive an expressly doctrinal character'
(see Kroll, p.16 n.2). This dogmatic character of early Christian
hymns later becomes a primary feature of Byzantine hymnography ~ee e.g.
P.N.Trempelas, 'ExAoyn 'EAAnv~xn~ 'Op~o6o~ou ·YHVoypap~a~(Athens,1978),p.~.
Cf. carm.1.1.10.14 (466):/ 0 TaU ~EOU
Aoyo~ TE xat xL~OTn~ OAWV. In the fourth theological oration Gregory
attempts to explain Christ's by-name A6yo~ as : Aoyo~ 6£ (sc. EO.tv 6
or.30.20 (Gallay p.266f.; M.36.129A); cf. also
Mason's note ad loc., £!.23.11 (Mossay p.302; M.35.1161C), ~.45.30
(M.36.664A), ~.1.1.3.64 (413) and the discussion on this by-name
in Moreschini p.1382f.
However,.the choice of this particular by-name in a passage
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dealing with the subject of creation has not been made without strong
reasons. To prove this we may refer e.g. to or.41.14 (M.36.448A)
where Gregory appears to support the participation of the Son of God
in the creation by reference to LXX Ps.32.6 which he cites as: t~
A~ , t' " ,oy~ Kup~ou o~ oupavo~ EaTEpEw~naav. The implication is obvious: the
Psalmic AOYO~ is interpreted as the Logos (i.e. the Son of God). The
same interpretation may be found also in 1.1.30.16f. with the close
position of AOYO~ (referring to ~he Biblical exposition of the act of
creation) and Aoyo~ (the second person of the Trinity).
Line 4: Cf. carm.1.1.31.6 (and the note ad loc.). In the
various Creeds the Holy Spirit is called ~wono~ov (see A. Hahn, Bi-
bliothek der Symbole unq Glaubensregeln der alteh Kirche, third edit.
by L. Hahn (Breslau: E.Morgenstern, 1897), pp.130,135,146,164). The
same appellation is used by Gregory in or.33.17( M.36.237A); while in. -
~.1.1.3.6 (408) the Spirit is called: oupav~wv X~ov~wv TE ~Ep£aB~-
ov (cf. 2.1.38.11 and the note ad loc.). The Spirit is called ~wo-
Ro~6v in the triadological doxology whereby a number of liturgical
p:rayers end. cr..Liturg.Jac. (Brightman p.31.13, 32.13,22, 36.12
etc.) and Liturg.Marc. (Idem p.122.6, 123.30 etc.). The above
passages show that the idea that God is a life-giver became a
characteristic restricted to the third person of the Trinity, although
at first this was used of God in general: see e.g. in the prayer of
Anne (LXX 1Reg.2.6): Kup~o~ ~avaTO~ xaL ~WOYOVEt, in St Paul's speech
on Areopagus (Act.17.25): aUTo~ 6~6ou~ naa~ ~wnv xat nvonv xaL Ta
naVTa (cf. Ep.1Tim.6.13), Serape Euch.30.1 and Const.Apost.8.12.22:
The same idea, namelY. that gods are life-givers, occurs in the
Greek pagan hymns as well and is expressed particularly with the
epithets B~o6wTwp:/Orph. ~.73.2, and B!Jo6.wTL~:Orph. hymn.29.3,
55.12 (see further examples in Keyssner p.125).
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The usage in lines 1-4 of second person pronouns (five times)
produces a. similar stylistic effect as that in Aristotle's hymn to
Arete (PLG ii p.360f. Bergk). or in the hymn to Zeus by Cleanthes.
III. Prayer (5)
The request for mercy (which appears also in 1.1.34.19, 1.1.29.
15 and 1.1.30.36,48) is found very often both in pagan and Christian
hymns a~d prayers. Various propitiatory expressions to pagan gods
are collected in Keyssner pp.91-93 (see also above P.31).
5. CAa~L Cf. Gregory's carm.2.1.1.403 (1000), ib.632 (1017)
and 2.1.22.22 (1282); also Hom.hymn.20.8, Callim. hymn.Cer.138, Mag.
hymn.Helius 24 (Abel), Procl. ~.7.40 and Synes. ~.1.113,114.
5. ~£~a Tp~&~: The poet departs from using ay~a (the more
common attribute of Trinity) and chooses ~€~a instead (which cor-
responds in sense to 6LO~ , an epithet of general application to
Greek pagan gods and men alike: see above p. 26).
In 1:1.30,2.5 \:.he Trinity is characterized as z;;woa and in 2.1.38.24
as. £1tOUpaVLn (see the notes ad loc.); while in 1.1.31.3 it is not
accompanied by any epithet.
IV. Praise B (6-11): Mystery of redemption
Line 6: It is a brief declaration of the Christological dogma
of incarnation. The same subject appears also in 1.1.35. 6-8, 1.1.
36.14 and 2.1.38.27f, and is discussed very often by Gregory, part-
icularly in his orations, the two epistles To Cledonius:'~.101,102
(Gallay p.36-94 ; M.36.176A-201C), the second Arcana poem On the Son:
~.1.1.2 (401-08), 1.1.9. 31-84 (459-63) and the two dogmatic poems
On Christ's incarnation: 1.1.10, 1.1.11 (464-71). From these texts
I choose two passages where there are verbal similarities with our
hymn. These are: or.38.2 (M.36.313Bf.): 0 (sc. Christ) aoapxo~
- t. ,\ _ t, N' , , (oapXOUTa~ •.•.0 y~o~ TOU ~€OD y~o~ TOv av~pw1tOU yLV€Ta~ cf. ~.39.
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13,(348D) and or.40.45 (424B)), and or.45.9 (633D) = or.38.13
(325Bf.): (6 TOU ~€OU Aoyo~) ... EV EX 6uo TWV EvavT~wv (sc. y~€,a~»)
\ \ .~ l' \ \ " \ \, ,aapxo~ xa~ nV€u~aTO~, wv TO ~€V E~€Wa€, TO 6€ €~€W~n.
On Gregory's Christology one may consult, among others, A.J.
Mason, pp.xviff., J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, fifth re-
vised edition (London, 1977), p.297f., A. G~illmeier, Ghrist in
Christian Tradition, vol.1, trans. by J. Bowden, second revised edit.
(Lon.-Oxf., 1975), pp.368ff., R.V. Sellers, Two ancient Christolo-
gies (London, 1940), pp.65-79 and H.A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of th~
Church Fathers, vol.1, second revised edition (Cambr. Mass.,1964),
pp.370f.,396f., 421f., 424.
The expressions Y~E ~€OD and (sc. YLE) av~pwnou are Biblical:
see e.g. Ev.Mt.16.16, 20.18.
Finally, note the contrast: ytt ~€OU - (YL€) av~pwnou and xa-
Ta nv€u~a - xaTa aapxa and the word-arrangement: a-b-a-b. Such a
style is typical of Gregory (Gee above p.46).
Lines 7~11: The result of Christ's incarnation
This section may be compared with Gregory's or.44.4 (M.36.612B):
, )' \ \, '"EVT€U~€V (sc. from Christ's incarnation ~avaTo~ xa~ Ta~n xaL ava-
aTaa~~. 'EVTEU~€V n xa~vn xT~aL~ (cf. ib.2 (608C-609N and or.45.1
~24B)), and or.45.9 (636A) = or.38.13 (325C): ~€TaAa~aaV€L Tn~ E~n~
,,, '\ " , \ \ , '0. 'aapHO~, Lva HaL TnV €~HOVa awaQ HaL TnV aapxa avavaT~aQ. Both these
passages help us in understanding ~ua~v (10) in the present context
as man's 'new nature 'in Christ' • To these passages one may add
carm.1.1.10. 5f. (6)'\ \ -r" ,,, 'I4 5 : €n€~ yap ouv €y~yV€T av~pwno~ ~€O~
h€t,' &v~pwno~, 1.2.14. 90-92 (762) and 1.1.11.9f.(471).
7. ~6pov •.. En~an€Cv: This may be compared to the regular
Homeric formula no~~ov En~anEtv which is used e.g. in Od.24.31, 4.
562 and Il.6.412 (in the same sedes).
8. ola .aPOTO~: This expression is contrasted with ola ~EO~
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and both occupy the first sedes in two successiv.e lines. The anapho-
ra produced and the strong caesura after both expressions mark em-
phatically Christ's dual nature. The same contrast between the
human and divine nature of Christ may be seen in Gregory's carm.1.1.
10.23f. (467): vOAO~ ~eo~ Te xat SPOTO~ aw~wv ~' QAOV/ u~o~ VOOU~€-
vo~ Te xat OPW~EVO~./, ib.27 :(sc. Aoyov)/ aUTOV ~eov Te xat BpOTOV
aw!np~ov and carm.2.1.19.88 (1278): ~€O~ SPOTO~ (sc. Christ).
Anaphora at the beginning of lines is found also in 1.1.34.1,2,
1.1.36.31,32, 2.1.38.15,17,19 (ao~),23,25 (aov),29,31, (aoC),39,43,47,
49 (an~epov), 1.1.31.1,2, 1.1.30. 4-10 (o~' QV), 27,28 (~ua~v), 1.1.
32.7,8,13 (o~)and 1.1.29.2,3 (nw~),4,5 (~ouvo~),6,7 (n~vTa). This
feature as a common Hellenistic device may be seen e.g. in Callim.
hymn.Jov.6,7 (see also McLennan ad loco where reference is made to
Homeric instances exemplifying the same feature). An elaborate
example of it from the later period of Greek literature is Procl.~.
6.1-3,13-15 (xatpe).
8. nUAa~ ... &~oovno~ Cf. 2.1.38.41: nUA€Wva~ &Coao, the
Homeric phrase nUAa~ 'ACoao in e.g. Il.5.646, 9.312 and Od.14.156
(cf. Aesch. Agam.1291), and the Biblical nDAa~ ~oou in Ev.Mt.16.18.
9. oGa ~€o~ : The phrase appears in the same sedes in carm.2.
1.1.14, 379 (971,998). Cf. also 2.2.5.254 (1540).
ax€oaoe and the note ad loco The present passage may be compared
also with two liturgical passages in Const.Apost.8.12.33: (~va) ...
~avaTou E~€AnTa~ (se. Christ) TOUTOU~ (sc. the dead), ... xat pn~~ Ta
o€a~a TOU o~aSoAou and Liturg.Bas. (Brightman p.404.18) : EAuae (sc.
Christ) Ta~ oouva~ TOU ~avaTou. Both passages 'are in the Ahaphora: the
first of the so-called Clementine Liturgy and the second from that of
St Basil.
The expression is used in the same sedes in
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Nonn. Dion.3.253. Cf. also Clem.Alex. hymn.Christ.17 ap. Paed.
(ed. Heitsch p.158), AP 1.22.2 and Orph. ~.18.5. The neuter
2form SPOTE~OV YEVO~ may be found in e.g. Eur. fr.898.13 (Nauck ,
TGF, p.648) and Aristot. hymn.Arete 1 (~ii p.360 Bergk); while
SPOTEOV ylvo~ in Orph. hymn.59.6.
10. q>uo~V :"man 'S divine nature'. On this interpretation
see'above the note on lines 7-11.
10f. rh order to have the obvious
sense 6f this passage : 'you have granted the human race a nature
such that we may live in eternity' ora should have been o~av (see
Smyth 2497, 2003). This change may possibly be explained as an
attraction to the neuter form : n~aTa navTa.
This is a correction suggested by Tollius (see the
note on 1.1.33 in ed. 1696) in the place of the obviously corrupted
readings of both MSS.
This expression is used twice in the
Homeric hymn to Aphrodite :221, 240.
" • fn~aTa naVTa : ·C . 1.1.34.29,30. This is a regular Homeric
formula (!::If.11.8.539, 12.133) and seems to have been employed by'the
poet instead of the Biblical a~wv-formula (see below the note on 1.1.
34.30) • It is found quite often in the Homeric hymns: hymn.Apoll.
485, hymn.Cer.367, in Orac.Sibyl.11.265, Mag.hymn.Ven.10,13 (ed.
Heitsch p.199) and Apoll. Met.Ps.144.3,6, 90.32.
11. &~SPOTOV: Cf. 2.1.38.27, ~.1.1.18.37 (483) and 1.1.34.
15. This is a universal divine epithet used for instance of Dionysus
in Orph. hymn.30.7, of Apollo in AP 9.525.2 and of Athene in Soph. OT
159. See Bruchmann, Epitheta Deorum, for further examples and above
p. 26. The same epithet may be found in Orac.Sibyl.3.628, 693, 5.
66, 14 .37, fr.1.11.
11. (ol).~. aU:v aECoE~v Cf. Hom.hymn.21.4 where the same
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expression (found in the same sedes) is used of Apollo. The .formula
3 \ " (a~ev ae~6e~v whereby the poet expresses his wish to hymn God cease-
lessly) is a regular feature of Greek pagan hymns and prayers. See
~.g. Hesiod. Theog.34, Theogn.3f., Cleanth.~.6 (Zeus) and Mesom.
hymn.Helius 19 (ed. Heitsch p.25). On this formula see Keyssner p.
42f. The same notion may be expressed negatively as happens in Hom.
hymn.Apol~.177f.: ou An~W ExnBoAOv 'AnoAAwval U~V€WV which may in
tarn find its Biblical parallel in the way Ezekiah's prayer ends in
LXX I 8 0 '.~' ~, t ,~.3 .2 : ou navcro~a~ eUAoywv cre ... nacra~ta~ n~epa~ Tn~ ~wn~
~OU. The present phrase may be compared also to 6~nvexg~ (or 6~a
navTOS) aet6e~v in 1.1.34.10 and 1.1.31.9 respectively (see the notes
ad lac.).
The hymn I have discussed here resembles in various aspects with
the one which follows (1.1.34). The comparison between the two in the
form of a brief analysms of their content, structure and sources is
made at the end of 1.1.34. Therefore, as a conclusion to this poem I
am confined to make only the following remarks.
With regard to.hymn-features 1.1.33 provides an example of the
a~Ev a€L6e~v-formula, makes extensive use of expressions with nas,
uses epithets with general application: Bacr~Aeu~,a~BpotoS, and the
common request for mercy (5). The divergencies of the hymn from the
Greek pagan ones lie, apart from the general Christian content of
Praise (creation and mystery ofl redemption) , primarily on the use of
the introductory phrase xdp~s €rvaL, on the replacement of the proper
name or by-name of god with the personal pronoun croLand on the dida-
.ctic tone which marks the Praise in general and line 3 in particular.
All these are.features.found.either in the early Christian hymnogra-
phy or in the Bible.'
1. A Table of the main features appearing in the hymns under dis-
cussion may be found below in Appendix IV.
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Carm.l.l.34
The present hymn is very carefully constructed as the theme of
each part leads naturally to that of the following one. This may be
illustrated as follows: The Introduction (1-2a), which is the same as
, ,that in 1.1.33 with the exception that ao~ xap~~ is repeated in line 2,
leads to the first theme of the Praise part (2b-13): the creation from
non-existent matter of the intelligible powers and of the visible world
(2b-3). The reference to angels leads consequently to the second theme
of the Praise part, namely the scene of the throne of God surrounded
by the choirs of hymn-singers: angels, the Church triumphant and stars
who all raise a pure and ceaseless hymn to God (4-13). The repetition
of the first line in line 12 shows that this verse itself may be the
actual hymn sung by the heavenly choir, whereas line 13 serves to
join the Praise part with the Prayer (14-29a) since it contains the
key-word of the Praise part which is the epithet axnpaTog used to
characterize both the heavenly hymn-singers and their hymn (4,11,13).
The idea of purity expressed in aXnpaTo~ determines the content
of the Prayer. First it brings the poet, who, as a human being, is
liable to sin, into contrast with the sin1essness of the heavenly
choirs and makes him, therefore, approach God as a humble sup1iant
(14-18). On the other hand, most of the requests are connected with
the idea of purity: for mercy (19f.), rescue from eternal death (20f.),
purity of thoughts (21b), or for pure life and death (26). The final
section (29b-30) brings back the subject of the Introduction with the
repetition of aot xap~~ which serves, not only as an additional praise
to God, but a1so..as a sort of promise to Him for a ceaseless hymn by
the poet which thus corresponds to that of the heavenly choirs. In
other words, the introductory address (1) is the core of the hymn
s~nce it serves, not only as a means, or idea, whereon the whole hymn
is composed, but also as the actual heavenly hymn (12). This may be
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further attested by the fact that the poet returns to the intro-
ductory address at the end of the hymn.(although he repeats only
" .ao~ xap~~ - poss1bly for reasons of variation) and, by doing so,
he somehow encircles within it both Praise and Prayer, and thus he
makes their content subordinate to that of the introductory address.
In this way a sort of ring composition is produced. Further
evidence for this ring composltion is the introductory appellation
of God (navTwv) Saa~Ae~swhich is repeated towards the end of the
Another point worth mentioning is the particular appellations
whereby God is addressed. In the introductory invocation and Praise
God is called King and Maker of all. Both appellations present an
objective picture of God i.e. that which is exemplified in the Psalms
and other aT prayers. On the other hand, in the Prayer He is in-
voked as Father, a title which marks the poet's personal relation~
ship with Him and is completely a NT feature (cf. e.g. The Lord's
prayer in §y.~.6. 9-13). Therefore, we may say that the two major
se~tions of the hymn :1-13 and 14-30 present two ways of celebrating
God : the impersonal (of aT) and the personal (of NT) .
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I. Introduction (1-2a)
Line 1 is the same as 1.1.33.1 (see the note ad loc.) and 1S re-
pea ted in line 12. The composition of two poems beginning with the
same line, or the repetition of the whole or part of a line within the
same poem are some of the techniques in verse-composition used in
Gregory's undisputed poems (see below Appendix III).
" .,2. ao~ xap~s~sc.€~va~): The repetition of an introductory phrase
at the beginning of the following line is another common feature -in
Gregory's authentic poems. See e.g. ~.2.1.54.1,2(1397f.). This
feature appears also in 1.1.31.1,2 where the repeated word is the
introductory verbal phrase of the hymn as happens in the present case.
On the feature of anaphora in the hymns covered by the present research
see the note on 1.1.33.8.
With the strong caesura after ao~ xap~~ a ring-form is produced
which shows that particular emphasis is placed on the phrase. Repetitions
of the introductIDry verb or verbal phrase occur also in Greek pagan
hymns: see e.g. Procl.hymn.l.l,2 and 6.1-3,13-15; and they must be due
to the solemn style 6f hymns and prayers as is the case with the feature
of anadiplosis, usually of the god's name: e.g. "Epw~, "Epw~ in Eur.
fiippol. 525. On this feature see also Norden, p.169 n.l.
II. Praise (2b-13)
The transition to the Praise part is made with the relative pronoun
o~ as happens also in 1.1.36.1 and its variation 1.1.37.2, and in 1.1.32.
7 (see above p.27f.). Relative clauses in the Praise part are used in
1.1.35 .4, 6, 2.1. 38.13, 1.1.31.3, 1.1.30 .4-10,20, 1.1. 32.8,13, and 1. 1. 36.
3 (two). The repeated use of them in the present hymns, particularly in
1.1.36, 1.1.30, and 1.1.32, shows that our hymns comply with' toe
characteristics of Greek pagan hymns from the later period of Greek
literature (see Haldanep.108 and abOVA p. 24f.).
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The Praise part contains two subjects: the creation (2b-3) which
shows God's power and is expressed in two relative clauses: OS ... TE ... ;
and the scene of the throne (4-13) which may be further divided into
two sections: the description of it (4-9) and the hymn of the heavenly
choirs (10-13). The description is enclosed within the phrase crov ~p6-
vov a~~LiRoucrLV (4, -ROVT£S: 9), so that the ring form thus produced
corresponds wonderfully to the circular arrangement of the choruses
around the throne of God implied from a~~LER£LV (4,9). This may be seen
also in another ring form produced by EV~£V ••• EV~£V in line 5. The
second section (10-13) describes the opposite feelings of joy and fear
with which the heavenly choir ra1ses the ceaseless hymn to God, the
actual content of which seems to be line 12. Both the choir and its
hymn are characterized as pure: aXnpaTos (4,11,13).
2b-3: Creation from non-existent matter
It is worth noticing that while the equivalent passage in the
previous hymn (1.1.33.2f.) is based on the first antithetical pair: €V
.~ , ..., ',."~soupaVOLS xaL £RL Tns ynS of Ep. Col.l.16, the present passage 1S
baaed·on the second antithetical pair: T~ OpaTa xaL Ta &6paTa of the
\ "same passage. From what follows in the Pauline passage, Ta aopaTa in it
refers to the angels and this is very likely to be also the sense of
Ta VOnTa in the present hymn. Such interpretation is supported by a
passage from Gregory's or.38.9(M.36.320C)= £E.45.5(629A): RPWTOV ~~V
, ( ) \, \ , ~'" d' b la£vvo£t sc. God Tas aYY£ALxaS ouva~£LS xaL oupavLous an ~.
(321Af.)= ib.6(629C): OUTW ~EV OQV 0 vonTOS aUT~ xaL oLa TauTa unEOTn
6 " , t' 'I' "XI'X O~OS •... O£UT£POV £vvo£t XOO~OV UALXOV xaL opw~£vov~xaL OUTOS £OTL
'-" \ ' .... '"" ", ,TO E~ oupavou xaL yns xaL TWV £V ~£cr~ cruOTn~a TE xaL ouyxpL~a. Here, 0
" ,VOnTOS xocr~os is also the angels. Elsewhere Gregory uses the Pauline
pair opaTos-&opaTos to refer to x6o~os. See e.g. or.40.45(M.36.424A)
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OVTWV napa ~£OU y£v6~£vov (cf. also or.44.3, 609Bf.). The latter passage
may be used as a parallel to line 3 since in both cases the patristic
view of the creation from non-existent matter is stated (see below). To
return to the meaning of La VOnLa: both the Pauline passage and the
parallel ones from Gregory show that by La VonTa the poet implies the
angels. Furthermore, the preference for La VonLa in the present hymn and
for 0 VOnLO~ x6a~0~ in the Gregorian passage, instead of the Pauline
term La &.6paTa',must owe something, at least in wording, to the common
Platonic idea of the two worlds expressed as La voou~£va and La ~a~v6-
~£va, or as ata~nT6~, opaT6~ (sc.x6a~0~ ) and vonT6~ (cf. e.g. Rep.509d).
The distinction between the two worlds is used by Gregory in or.18.3
(M.35.988C): LWV 6uo x6a~wv, TOU L£ nap6vLo~ xa~ OUX EaLWTo~, xa~ TOO
, .,VOOU~EVOU xa~ ~EVOVTO~ when he contrasts man's present life with the
life to come. See also or.2.74(Bernardi, p.186; M.35. 481B) and or.7.19
(780B), and Gottwald,p.16 and Moreschini, pp.1356-57.
3. aTnaa~: The form is not cited in Veitch s.v.EaLn~~ and it thus
seems to have been composed by analogy to other existing forms. Con-
struction of such forms was a particular Gregorian habit (see above
p.39 ). On the other hand, the choice of aLnva~ in the sense 'to
, " ",'',create may be owed e.g. to LXX Ps.148.6: EaLnaEV aULa E~~ TOV a~wva, or
!!.40.22. The same unaugmented form of aorist is used also in 1.1.36.7.
3. ou np~v E6vLa xaL E~ a~avou~ xaLE6E~~a~: In carrn.1.1.4(415-23),
the fourth Arcana poem which is a didactic treatise on Christian
Cosmology, the first section (1-23) discusses the Christian view of
creation ~ nihilo (implied also in the present hymn) as opposed to the
Greek philosophical idea of creation from pre-existent matter (see
Sykes, 'Arcana' ,pp.257-73, A.H,Armstrong, 'The Theory of the non-existe~ce
of matter in Plotinus and the Cappadocians', Studia Patristica, V(= TU
80, Berlin,1962),427-29 and G.V.Florovsky, 'The Idea of Creation in
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Christian Philosophy', East.Church Quart.,suppl. ,8(1949-50),53-57).Cf.
also Const.Apost.8.12.7:O Ta naVTa EX ToD ~n OVTO~ E~~ TO 8~vaL napa-
, , .yaywv 6La ToD ~ovoYEvoD~ OOU ULoD.
The careful structure of this section, which is in accordance with
Gregorian practice (see above page 46 on the rhetorical figures), may
be seen, not only in the antithetical pair: Ta VOnTa and Ta OpaTa and
the parallel one: A6y~ - XEAEUOEL, which seems to derive from LXX Ps.
148.5: dnEv EVETE~AaTo, but also in the ah~asmus: oT~oa~(a) - ou
,
npLV EovTa (b) - E~ &~avoO~ (b) - xaTE6EL~a~ (a) which is at the same
time a form of pleonasm.
4-13: Scene of the throne
The picturesque description of the throne of God in heaven
surrounded by angels, the Church triumphant and stars, who all raise a
ceaseless hymn to God, is based on a combination of Biblical passages:
iApoc.5.11f., Ep.Heb.12.22f., Isaiah's famous vision of inauguration
(LXX !!.6.1-3) and various Psalmic and other passages of secondary
importance e.g. LXX Ps.148.3 and Dan.3.62f. The same Biblical passages
influenced a similar" scene at the end of the anaphora of the Clementine
Liturgy (cf. Const.Apost.8.12.27) and of that in the Liturgy of St
James (ed. Brightman, p.50), so that both texts may be considered as
indirect sources of the present hymn. Besides, similar elements appear
also in the section 'Apxn Tn~ rrpooxo~L6n~ of the Liturgy of Gregory
Nazianzen (M.36.708B-D), which is a variant of the Coptic rite (see
the note in M.36.699-700). Cf. also Ser.Euch.13.9-11.
4. OQV ~p6vov &~~LEnouaLv: The phrase is repeated ~n line 9b (but
ending in -{ROVT8~) so that the section 4-9 appears to have a ring form
which in turn seems to have been used in order to depict the circular
arrangement of the hymn-singers expressed also 1n a~~L-EnELV, a verb
used with angels also in ~.2.1.99.2(1452) in the same sedes as it
appears in lirre 9. The present passage may be compared also wi th carm.- -------
i. tor< &regol'J's ~t.tituCJe to Afoo ..1ypse i)'> ul1tMonito,l see ~",.'.'? (47'),-'14).
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1.1.7.13f.(439):oE (sc. angels) pa ~6wxov/ a~~~ ~Eyav aESaWTE~ and
carm.2.1.45.287f.(1373): ~EO~O/ A&TP~E~ (sc. angels ) u4~~p6vou RAnOLOV
EOTawTE~.Worth noticing here is also a passage in Orph.fr.248.9f.(Kern)
= fr. 238.9f.(Abel):o~ OE ~p6v~ Rup6EVT~ (cf. Rup6E~~ in line 6 ) RapE-
OTaO~V ROAU~OX~O~/ aYYEAo~ which, not surprisingly, is cited in Clem.
Alex. Strom.v.14,125.3 (GCS 2. p.411.7).
lines 11 and 13 describing in both cases the hymn of the heavenly choirs.
The idea of purity which lies behind it seems to have particular im-
portance as it determines the content of prayer and, therefore, axnpa-
TO~ must be seen as a key-word in the hymn. Cf. Synes.hymn.8.26.
U~VnTnp referring to human beings is used in ~.1.1.8.69(452),
1.2.1.255(541), 2.2.(epit.)78.3(M.38.51), AP7.19.1(Leonid.) and Oppian.
Hal.3.7.
Line 5: Its structure with the ring form EV~EV ... 8V~EV may be
symbolical of the circular arrangement of hymn-singers around the throne
of God.
5. ~Up~&OE~ xa~'X~A~&OE~: It is a variant of Apoc.5.11 which ~s a
common Hebraism (see Blass-Debrunner-Funk, 164.1).
6. aYYEA~Xn~ oTpaT~n~: The phrase is found in the same sedes in AP
1.9.3. Cf. also Apoll.Met.Ps.103.9. In ~.2.2(epit.).119.9(M.38.72)=
AP 8.3.3 angels are called after Ev.Lc.2.13 oupavLn aTpaT~n. Cf. besides
Synes.~.5.45 and Nonn.par.Jo.1:52(M.43.706B). Furthermore, aYYEA~xO~
xop6~ is often used by Gregory e.g.in 2.1.38.47f., carm.2.1.1.280(991),
2.1.42.29(1346),2.1.45.21(1355) and 1.2.14.117(764).
6. Rup6g~~: The epithet is used of various Greek deities: Dionysus,
Hephaestus, Zeus etc. j or of celestial bodies: stars and the sun
~xamples may be found in Bruchmann's Epitheta Deorum). However, here
, - ' " ,it applies to angels after LXX Ps.I03.4 :0 no~wv TOUS aYYEAouS aUTou
nVgU~aTa xa~ TOU~ AE~TOUPYOU~ aUTOO ROp ~AEYOV . Besides, in Gregory's
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works angels are often called nDp as 1n carm.1.1.7.15(440), 1.2.3.10
(633), or.45.5(M.36.629A)= or.38.9(320C); or oEuTEpa ~wTa as 1n carm.
1.2.1.18f.(523)= ~.1.1.7.11f.(439), or.44.3(M.36.609B) and or.40.5
(364B); or AaJ,lnpotntE!; oEUTEpal" in or.45.5(M.36.629A)= or.38.9(320C).
6. a~~l"TOl"apxa~: The reading apxa~ of Cod. Bg was preferred
instead of apxnv of Cod. W as referring to one class of angels
according to Ep.Co1.1.16 (the same source for lines 2b-3). See also ~.
Rom.8.38 and Eph.3.10. In Orac.Sibyl.2.214 angels are called: a~avclTov
~EOO a~~l"TOl"aYYEAti'jPE!;.Cf. also Synes.hymn.5.40. The epithet a~~l"TO!;,
used here of angels, 1S very commonly used of many Greek gods as early
as the Homeric hymns and Hesiod (Theog.389,397). See e.g. Pind.Pyth.4.
291 (ed. Sne11-Maehler, 1971). For further examples see Bruchmann's
Epitheta. In line 14 of the present hymn the epithet is addressed to
the Father, while in 1.1.30.1 and 1.1.35.8 to the Godhead and the Son
respectively. One finds it also in e.g. ~.1.1.2.83(408),2.1.2.30
(1019), 2.1.21.1(1280), 1.1.8.97(454), applied in all cases to the Son.
As a divine epithet it seems to have replaced the Biblical a~~apTO!;
(see Ep.1Tim.1.17 ,Rom.1.23 and DeichgrMber p.101), and is used in
Synes.hymn.6.10f.: UJ,lVnaOJ,lEVa~~l"Tov/ ~EOV ,7.20 and quite often in
Orac.Sibyl.e.g.5.298,358,12.132, and Apoll.Met.Ps.19.2.
7.: AaoL npwToToXWV: Source for this phrase seems to be Ep.Heb.
interpreted by a number of patristic writers who all take it to refer
to the faithful and not to angels. From these I cite Clem. A1ex.Prot.
9.82.6f.(GCS 1,p.62.25ff. ;M.8.193B): aUTn yap n npwTOTOXO!; 8XXAna~a n
, . " " , , ", ,
al"Ol" ~l"AOl",Ol" npWTOl" TWV aAAWV av~pwnwv TOV ~EOV VEVOnXOTE!; and Chrys.
hom.32.1f. in Heb.12:18-24(M.63.220): T~va!; O£ npwTOTOXOV!; xaAE~ AEYWV,
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XCXL. ltVe:UjJCXTCX 6L.xcx~wV 1e:te:Ae:L.WjJEVWV AEye:l" ••• (221): XCXl" ltVe:Uj.lCXC1l" 6l"xcx~wV
T£T£A£LW~SVWV. Ta~~UX~~ ASY£L TWV £u6ox~].lwv.,See also Euseb.hist.eccles.
lO.4.70(GCS 2, p.882; M.20.877Bf.). Accordingly, it is very likely that
ACXOt ltPW1010XWV of our hymn refers to the faithful and, more precisely,
to the Church triumphant. Hence, ~pwT6TOXOL is used in the sense it has
in the Hebrews passage in order to describe the status of being a 'first-
born' and not the chronological order in which Aao~ were created. On the
same passage (i.e. Ep.Heb.12.22f.) is based also a section from Gregory's
funeral oration to his sister Gorgonia: or.8.6(M.35. 796B): ropyov~~
\ " ( h 1av TnV axaTaAuTov. The Neoplatonic overtones of t east sentence
have been already noticed by Gottwald who compared it with P10t.Enn.vi.
9.8.44f.),The latter passage may be used in support of my interpretation
\of .AaoL npurrordxtov as'referring to the Church triumphant. If this is
the case, then Terzaghi is wrong when, commenting on Synes.hymn.5.45,
he cites lines 6-7 of the present hymn, implying thus that line 7 refers
also to angels, possibly by taking npwToToXOL as 'first-created'. In
the same hymn of Synesius (5.42) angels are called TO npwTocrnopov £G-
6o~, whereas in C1em.A1ex.Strom.vi.16,143.1(GCS 2, p.504.19) the apxo-
VT£~ aYY€AWV are called npwToyoVOL. In both cases the two epithets have
been obviously used to show that angels were created first, before the
creation of the material world and mankind. However, I have not come
across any passage where ~PWTOTOXO~ is used of angels in this sense;
neither have I found any passage with Aao~ referring to angels. In
spite of these, there is a weak point in my interpretation: the
disturbed order. of the heavenly choirs, which, taking AaOl. npwToToXWV
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to refer to the Church triumphant becomes: angels (S-6), the Church
triumphant (7a), stars (7b) and again Church triumphant (8). But the
order is restored if one takes stars (7b) 1n a metaphorical sense to
refer also to the Church triumphant. This possibility, though slight,
1S discussed below ad loco
7. xaL Aa~no~Evwv xopos aOlpwv: Cf. Orac.Sibyl.l.140: aOlpwv ~E
(se. God) xopos nEp~6E6po~E navln/ (cf. also 8.4S0) and Synes.hymn.8.
34f /' ", / '" " /.: ~a~SnOE 6 aXnpalwv XopOS a~SpoloS aOlEpwv .
The inclusion of the chorus of stars among those of angels and
the Church triumphant may be explained by a number of Biblical
passages in which God appears to be praised by the various celestial
bodies. See e.g. LXX Ps.148.3 (following the invitation made in verse
2 by the poet to the angels and powers of God to praise Him): a~vEC1E
,.... " , '\" '\"a~VE~1E aUl0V, naVla La aOlpa xa~ 10 ~WS and
part of the hymn of the Three Holy Children in LXX Dan.3.62f. The same
inclusion appears in the parallel scene from the anaphora of St James's
Liturgy (Brightman p.SO.16-19): QV u~voDo~v o~ oupavo~ xaL o~ oupavo~
lWV aOlp~v xopOS, y~ ~aAaooa xaL naVla La EV aUl0Cs. The passage 1S
followed by a reference to the hymn of the Church triumphant and then
to that of angels; and the order is the reverse of that used here.
It would seem justifiable to take xopOS aOlpwv also in a metapho-
rical sense according to Ep.lCor.lS.41: aAAn 66~a aOlEpwv, aOlnp yap
a01Epos 6~a~EpE~ EV 6o~9 (cf. also Ep.Phil.2.1S and Ev.Mt.S.14). The
interpretation of the passage from 1st Corinthians, whereby the
difference in brightness of the various stars shows metaphorically
that of men 1n heaven, is given e.g. in Chrys.hom.41. 3 in lCor.lS:3Sf.
(M.61.3S8): TL 10LVUV EV1EQ~EV (se. from lCor.lS.41 ) xala~av~avo~Ev;
On these Biblical passages is based also Gregory's carm.l.2.1.213f.
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, \" / h , " '" l' , _UaUyEa ~W10~ EaOn1pa o~ ~EOV E~aOpOWa~, xa~ WV ~EO~, O~ 1E ~EO~O/ which
refers to the status of men in heaven. See also or.7.17(M.35. 776B)
where Gregory wishes that his brother Caesarius is among the angels
and the Church triumphant: xa~ UYYEAWV €nOn1EUo~~ (se. Caes~rius ) xo-
pE~av, xa~ ~axap~wv av6pwv 66~a~ 1E xaL Aa~np61n1a~. Another reason in
favour of this interpretation is the balance produced in the section
where two lines are used for angels (5,6) and two for men (7,8).
Line 8: It seems to be based on Ep.Heb.12.23: xaL nVEu~aa~ 6~xa~-
WV 1E1EAE~W~€VWV which is interpreted in Chrys.hom.32.1f. in Heb.12:
18-24(M.63.220f.) - the passage is cited above on line 7a. Cf. also
Apoc.6.9. Two close parallels are: a line from the hymn of the Three
Holy Children (LXX Dan.3.86):EUAOYE~1E, nVEu~a1a xa~ ~uxa~ 6~xa~wv,
1CV Kup~ov and the Anaphora of Liturg.Jac. (Brightman p.50.21f.): nVEu-
9. n&v1E~ O~nYEp€E~: Cf. 11.7.415 and 2.789, both in the same
sedes.
Line 10: Cf. catm.1.2.1.723(577): ·yn~6auvo~ ~€AnW~EV £6p1~OV u~vov
&vax1~ (cf. Kaibel ~.1027.36),2.1.1.634(1017): yn~6auvov u~vo~~ aE
6~nVEX€Eaa~ YEpo'IPE~Vand Apoll.Met. Ps. 144.4f. :yn~6auvo~ ~€AnW oe 6~n-
10f. 6~nVEX€~ aE~6oua~ / u~vov ... anaua10v: Cf. carm.2.1.54.20
(1399) = 2.1.22.12(1281): 6~nVExEEaa~v €V u~vo~~/. The passage may be
compared to the a~€v (or 6~a nav1o~) aEL6E~v expressions in 1.1.33.11
and 1.1.31.9. See the notes ad loco
For the combination of fear and joy 1n the feelings of hymn-singers
the closest Biblical parallels I could find are: LXX Ps.2.11: 60UAEU-
" "", \ ,So~ Kup~ou 1EP~E~ xap6~av, xa~ 6waE~ Eu~poauvnv xa~ xapav and Ps.46.1f.
On the subject of Greek and Christian gods alike causing fear to
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inferior beings see e.g. Synes.hymn.8.33 and the examples cited by
Terzaghi ad loc. On the other hand, the description of gladness or fear
of mankind and inanimate nature at the time of a god's birth or epiphany
was a common feature of Greek pagan hymns (see above p.28n.4).
11. ~~vov avu~vE~OV'E~ axnpaLov: Cf. Carmina popularia 8.4f.(PLG
~~~, Bergk p.657): axnpa.ov/ xa.apxo~Ev Lev u~vov and Liturg.Jac.
(Brightman p.61.26f.): npca6E~a~ (sc. ACYE) .QV axnpa.ov u~vov.
11. n xa~ anauo.ov: Cf. carm.1.2.3.95(640): ouv aYYEAo~~ XOPEU-
Line 12 = Line 1. Repetition of the same verse within a hymn may
be seen also in Mesom.hymn.Nem.1=15 (ed. Heitsch p.26), although it is
very likely that lines 16-24 of it form a separate hymn. The present
verse seems to contain the actual hymn sung by the choirs of hymn-
singers. This possibility is supported by oo.o~ in the following line.
The poet thus identifies the opening line of his hymn with the hymn sung
by the heavenly choirs which in turn substitutes the Tersanctus i.e.
the Seraphic hymn of the various liturgies (see Brightman p.589) .
. 13. En' oupav~o~o: The phrase may be taken also as one word: E-
noupav~o~o, an epithet used of the Trinity in 2.1.38.24.
13. oupav~o~o xopoto: In the same sedes we find o6pav~o~o xOpE~n~
~n ~.1.2.1.188(537).
III. Prayer (14-29a)
The Prayer may be divided into two parts: the description of the
poet as a suppliant (14-18) and the actual prayer (19-29a) consisting
of various requests. The content of both parts (as has been said ~n
the introductory analysis of the poem) is in accordance with and
necessitated by the key-idea of the praise, namely that of purity.
14-18: The poet as a suppliant
I
14. va~: The transition to the Prayer ~s made by va~which is found
very often ~n Christian hymns and prayers and rarely ~n Greek pagan
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ones (see above p.]O n.]). Some Christian examples are: Ev.Mt.ll.25f.=
Lc.10.21 (see also Apoc.16.7 and Norden p.50 n.4), Synes.hymn.1.529,
Clem.Rom. 1Cor.60 (ed. Lightfoot p.177), Naassin.hymn. ap. Origen.Ce1s.
vi.31 (GCS 2, p.100f.; M.11.1341ff.).
14. va~, A~To~a~: The same expression is addressed by Nicobulus
to his father in Gregory's ~.2.2.4.100,101(1513). This is found also
in AP 5.165.2 (Meleag.), IG ii/iii.2, 13134 ( ed. in W. Peek, Griech-
ische Vers-Inschriften , vol.l: 'Grab Epigramme' (Berlin,1955), No 1920.3),
Procl.hymn.6.8,11, 7.45 and Nonn.Dion.12.26. Further examples of the
common verb A~To~a~, or A~aao~a~ - in line 17 and 2.1.38.32 - which
are used to introduce the Prayer part of Greek pagan hymns, are given
in Adami pp.234f. (see also above p31 n.4).
14. rrdlEp a~~~TE: Cf. rrdlEp a~SpoTE in line 15 and €A~OU~ rrdlEp
in line 19. On the other hand, rrdTEp alone is used in 1.1.31.12 and
1.1.30.36,48. The present expression is used of Apollo in Kaibel ~.
1025.4 and of Ocean in Orph.hymn.83.1 (in ace.). On the divine epithet
a~~~10~ see above the note on line 6; while for rralnp as a common
appellation of many Greek pagan gods and in particular of Zeus see
Keyssner p.23f., Ausfe1d p.512f. and 522, and Beckmann p.34.
The renewal of the introductory invocation at the beginning of the
Prayer, or inserted 1n it, 1S a common feature in Greek pagan and
Christian hymns alike: see e.g. C1eanth.hymn.32 and Procl.hymn.1.33ff.
for the first type of hymns and Synes.hymn.6.40 for the second (see
also above p. 31 ). Apart from the cases with rrdTEp cited above,
other invocations to God in the Prayeripart of the present hymns are
found in: 1.1.33.5 (~E~a Tp~d~),6 (Y~E ~EOO), 1.1.36.19 (~dxap),28
(S~ou ~do~),31 (fu ava Xp~al€), 1.1.37.6("Ava~), and 1.1.32.46 (~E€).
In lines 14b-18 the poet gives a description of himself as a
suppliant of God (~x€ln~:17) which consists of four elements, the
first two taken in a metaphorical and the rest in a literal sense.
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These are :1) the kneeling of the heart (14f.), 2) the prostration of
the mind (15f.), 3) the bending of the head to face earth (16) which is
further emphasized as it is expla:inedin a negative way (18), and 4) the
shedding of tears (17). The Biblical overtones of the description will
be discussed in detail below. Here, it would be interesting to show why
the poet has chosen the way of supplication and not any other of the
various manners of praying to Greek or Christian gods alike: e v g v iby
raising the head and stretching the hands out to heaven, partly
described in 1.1.30.43 (see the note ad loc.). (On the various postures
of the body during prayer see RAC s ,v. "Gebat I', cols 1216f. and 1228-
34.) The explanation for this may be found e.g. in Origen. orat.31.3
(GCS 2, p.396.21ff.; M.11.552Af.) and Basil. Spir.27(M.32. 192C). In
the former passage Origen sees kneeling as an act of repentance through
which one wants to receive forgiveness of sins and healing from God:
Tn~ &~EaEw~ aUTwv. Basil on the other hand, sees kneeling as a con-
of the actual prayer in the present hymn is primarily the requests for
mercy (19f.), and purification and forgiveness of sins (20f., 26, 28f.),
on which all the other secondary requests depend. Therefore, the
addition of lines 14b-18 with their description of the poet's supplica-
tory posture is obviously made to pave the way to the content of the
actual prayer (19-298).
14f. yovu M&~RTW/ n~ETEpn~ Mpa6Cn~: The metaphor appears ~n the
Prayer of Manasses,1l (ed. Swete, Jhe Old Testament in Greek, vol.3. p.
825 = Const.Apost.2.22.14): Ma~ vDv MACVW yovu Map6Ca~ (~ou) and in
Clem.Rom. lCor." 57(Lightfoot p.166): Ma~~avTE~ Ta.y6vaTa Tn~ Map6Ca~
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u~wv, and has, according to Lightfoot (see the note on Clem.Rom. ICor.
57), a strong oriental character. The same metaphor is used also by
Gregory in carm.2.1.50.58(1389): o~ KOTE oo~ (sc. 6a~~ov) xa~~w youva-
T' €~n~ xpa6Ln~, while a similar one appears in Const.Apost.8.37.6:
'I , .I "tOU~ xa~~avta~ aux~va xapo~a~ autwv and in Orac.Sibyl.3.3.: X~X~nX€
y~p ~VOO~EV ~TOP (= 12.298). On the other hand, y6vu xa~KTE~V in its
literal sense may be found in e.g. ~.2.1.45.126f.(l362), 2.1.1.577
(1013), Synes.hymn.2.234ff.: r6vu oo~ xa~ntwv,/ ~6E roOro, Aarp~~ /
nLntw xat~ ya~,/ ~xf.ra~ aAa6~ and Orac.Sibyl.3.616f.
15. n~€tf.pn~ xpaoLnS: The phrase is used in the same sedes in
Apoll. Met.Ps.48.6. The possessive pronoun n~Et8pn~ is used instead of
the more appropriate €~n~ metri gratia and according to the common
Greek practice followed from Homer onwards. Cf. Od.10.334 and LSJ s.v.
"15. ITatEp a~SpOtE: On the divine epithet a~Spoto~ see above the
note on 1.1.33.11. However, I could not find any case where the
invocation naTEp a~SpoTE is addressed to any Greek god.
15f. xa~ v60~ ~voov/ KpnVn~ 000 nponapo~~E: The metaphor of the
prastrating mind seems to have been built by the poet according to the
n€~v~~f.Vnv in LXX Ps.50.19 (cf. also ib.12 and Is.58.10) and: tan€~vo~
tqinVEu~an in Ps ,33.19. Besides. the choice for v60~ instead of the
Biblical nVEOj1a may be owed also to the influence of Greek philosophy as
is the case with ta VOnta in line 2 (see above the note ad loc.). Note
the alliteration of K and p in the second half of the sentence.
16. xapn of.~o~ €~ x~6va VEU€~: The phrase €~ x~6va VEUE~, though
in the sense of dying, appears in the same sedes 1n ~.2.1.13.53(1231):
xa~ yap ayoO KLntOVtO~ OAOS OtPatO~ €S x~6va VEU€~, which, as Sajdak
correctly observed, 'is the origin of the uncertain Orphic fr.288(Abel)
(see J. Sajdak, 'Nazianzenica', part 11, EOS, 16(1910),91); while in
1.2.15.150(777) the body (68~as) is said to VEU€~ npos x~6va TnV GOLnv,
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as it ~s made of earth. The expression E~ x~6va may be found in the
same sedes, in e.g. 1.2.1.676(573) and 2.1~17.87(1268). See also Orph.
~.38.18, Nonn. Dion.42.289 and van Liempt p.22.
17. A~crcrO~EV~: See the note on A~To~a~ in line 14.
Line 17b may be compared to Synes. hymn.l.455ff.: npnvn~ ~METa~/
6anE6ov eAE~apwv/ 6EUWV VOT~cr~ (cf. also 1.47,695f. and 2.241), to
Clem.Rom. lCor.9(Lightfoot p.42): ~METa~ YEv6~EVO~ TOO EAEOU~ Ma~ Tn~
EnL TOU~ OLMT~P~OU~ aUTOO, to Procl.
~.1.36 and Orph. hymn.3.13 (cf. also 13.9, 34.27 and 9.12).
As has been shown above the supplication to God described ~n 14b-
18 is oriental, or more precisely Biblical, and ~s used in Gregorian
passages as well. However, when Gregory refers ~n his poems to
supplications to men, he describes bhem in the Greek way, r.e. by hold-
ing the beard and knees of the person entreated (see e.g. !!.8.371, 10.
454f., Eur. Herc.Fur.1208f. and Bacch.1318). Such examples may be
found e.g. in carm.2.2.3.340f.(1504) and 2.2.4.100(1513), where ~n
both cases the appeal is made to Nicobulus's father, and 2.l.17.65f.
(1266).
17. 6aMpua XEUW: Cf. carm.l.2.9.45(671): 6aMpua ~Ep~a XEWV and
2.2.3.110(1488).
Line 18 may be compared to a passage from the Prayer of Manasses
9(ed. Swete,OT,iii, p.825):
utjJO~TOO oupavoO, or even to that from the Prayer of Heaek iah (LXX Is.
38.14), or Ev.Lc. 18.13. The latter passage is rendered by Gregory in
~.2.1.1.399-402(1000) as follows:
'..I ' .... ,,, " 6 'E~crOpuwv, AEUcrcrwV6E MaT OU6EO~ ou~acr~ OUAO~~,
The posture of praying by facing the sky ~s very common nearly ~n
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all religions, including the Greek pagan. See for instance Il.16.231f.:
I £UX£T' ... I oupavov £Goav~6wv which 1S said to describe Achilles's
prayer to Zeus (233-248), and 24.306f. On the various manners of pray-
ing appearing in the Homeric Epics see Beckmann pp.69-73.
19. aAAa : It is used to introduce the actual requests of the
Prayer (see above p. 30 ) and appears also in 1.1.36.19,33, 1.1.37.4
and '2.1.38.32,50.
19. crull
, ,O~XT£~PO~~: Cf. Synes. ~.3.31:/Tav oav oC}('r£~pov
xoupav. The requests to Greek gods with OGXT£~p£~V are very rare com-
pared with those for LA£O~ or EA£O~. Actually, from the various
scholars who dealt with the content of Greek hymns and prayers, only
Ausfeld (p.540f.) appears to cite three examples of requests with OL-
XT£~P£~V : Aesch. Choe.130, 502 and Soph. QC 109. To these one may
add also Mesom. hymn.Phys.23 (Heitsch p.27),]8yllus paean72(ColLAlex.134).In
LXX and other Christian texts God is often called OGXT~p~WV xa~ €A£n-
~wv (see e.g. LXX Ps.85.l5, 102.8, 110.4, 144.8.and cf. Ep.Jac.5.11
and Clem.Rom. 1Cor.60 ed. Lightfoot p.176); or KaTnp OLXT~P~WV (see
e.g. Ep. 2Cor. 1.3,and cf. Serap. Euch. 14.2, 15.1and DeichgrMber p.9lf.
and 93).
19. €AEOU~ ITdT£r: Although the request for mercy is very common
1n Greek pagan and Christian hymns and prayers alike (see above the
note on 1.1.33.5), this particular expression seems to have been con-
structed according to the Biblical appellation xup~£ TOU €AEOU~ (LXX
~.9.1) which is used also in Const. Apost.8.37.5. Cf. Blass-Debrun-
ner-Funk, 165.
19. LAao~ EOOO: Cf. Horn. hymn.29.10 and Allen's-Halliday's-Si-
kes's,note ad loc., and !l.1.583. The same request is addressed to
Apollo-Helius in Pap.Mag.Gr.iii.213(Preis.) and Nonn. Dion.17.285. For
LAao~ £rva~ requests in Gregory see e.g. carm.2.1.1.402f.(1000): LAao~
£Cn~,1 LAa~~ o~ ~£pdKovT~ and those mentioned below on 1.1.29.15: LAa-
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20. cr$~EpanovL~: The same express10n 1S used in line 25 where it
refers to the poet's fathe~ and in 1.1.35.2 and 1.1.38.5 referring to
the poet himself as happens in the present passage. See also 1.1.35.12.
In these hexameter passages ~Epanwv is used in the sense of a henchman,
worshipper or servant of God (cf. LSJ s.v.) and it thus corresponds to
the 'Biblical expression 6oDAo~ LoD Kup~ou (or Xp~crLoD, or ~EoD) - cf.
e.g. Ep.Gal.1.10, 2Tim.2.24 and 1Petr.2.16 - on which 60UAOS in 1.1.30.
46 is based. Gregory calls himself ~Epanwv in a number of instances:
e.g. ~.2.1.1.403(1000), in the same sedes and 2.1.96.2(1450).
20. x~vup~: The epithet is fairly common in Nonnus's Dionysiaca·
e.g. 12.173 where it appears in the same sedes and refers to Bacchus.
20. craou 6E ~E: Cf. Od.13.230: craw 6' E~E in the same sedes. The
request for a rescue or deliverance of men from various unwanted
situations was common in Greek pagan and Christian hymns and prayers.
For the former see Aristoph. Ranae 386 (Demeter): xa~ cr~~E LOV crauLns
xopov, Aristonous paean Apoll.47 (Coll.Alex. p.164) and Eur. Iph.Taur.
1399 and for the latter Synes. ~.7.6 : / cru6E ~ou S~oLav craou, 1.
545,548. On the other hand, cr~~E~V EX ~avaLOU may be found not only in
Greekpagan texts, e.g.Od.4.753 and !!.22.175, but also in Ep.Heb.5.7.
Such a request 1S used in Gregory's ~.2.1.1.386(999): / aAAa ~',
HAva~, EAEa~pE xat ~x ~avaLo~o crawcrov. Cf. also Apoll. Met.Ps.67.50.
'L ' ,However, in the present hymn the poet uses the metaphor E~ ovuxwv ~a-
vaLo~o for which I have not been able to trace any closer parallels,
either in the Bible, or in Greek literature, than the Biblical XEV-
LPOV ~avaLou (see below the note on2.1.38.40) for the former and ~o-
vou (or ~avaLou) RLEPOV in Paroemiographers (e.g. Apost. xvii.88, vol.
11, p.713 and Zenob. vi.31, vol.i, p.171) for the latter. Another
Biblical metaphor, used in a similar context to that of the present
one, is found in LXX Ps.88.49.
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20. XEtpa tavuaaa~: Cf. ~.2.1.1.7,176(970,983), 2.1.55.23
(1401) and 2.2.3.338f.(1504): ~Ava~ ITaT£p,YLE ~Ey~aT£,/ 6o~ XEpa; also
Dioscorus Encom.6.28 (ed. Heitsch p.137): apny6va XECp' atavua(aJ~~ in
the same sedes and 7.21,13.14(ed.H. p.138, 143). To these one may add
Synes. hymn.5.75f.: En' E~oC~ ~Aaov ooa~/ Tavuaov (cf. also 2.296, 9.
123), Serap. Euch.12.3 and Procl. hymn.6.8,11. Finally, the present
expression is equivalent to the Biblical x£Cpa EXT£Lv£~v (cf. LXX Ex.
3.20, Ps.137.7 and Ev.Mt.14.31).
21. VOn~aTa navTa xa~npa~: Cf. ~.2.1.1.347(996): ~oAua~aTa
navta xa~npw in the same sedes, 1.2.1.170(535), 2.1.17.35f.(1264) and
or.32.15(M.36.192A): VOO~ nAna~aa~ T~ xa~apwTaT~ (se. God) x£xa~ap~E-
vo~. Requests to God for purification of the worshippers' mind and
thoughts were not absent from liturgical prayers. See e.g. Liturg.
Jac.(Brightman p.41.14f.): xa~apov n~wv TeV voOv xat Ta ~pOVn~aTa ana
~~apwv En~~u~~wv. The purification of thoughts in the present passage
is the presupposition for the avoidance of eternal death. Similarly,
Socrates in Plat. Phaedo 67c faces his departure for the future life
with good hope having purified his intellect. See also ib.108c.
22. ~n ~'anoyu~vwa~~ aoO ITv£u~aTo~: This is a completely
Christian request which derivE'''' fr-o,"I1LXX Ps.50.13: to nve:O~a TO
&y~6v aou ~n aVTaVEA~~ an' E~oO.
23. xe:oe:~EVO~: Cf. Mesom. hymn.Phys.19(ed. Heitsch p.27): OASOV
xe:uwv, Procl. hymn.7.34 and Synes. hymn.1.490. Greek gods were not only
praised for their strength and power: ~EVO~, a~Evo~, xpaTo~ (see above
p.29 ), but they were also asked to give such power to men (see Keys-
sner p.67 for requests for 6uva~~~, a~Evo~, or xcdr os ). The phrase ~E-
vo~ xat ~apoo~ is a Homeric formula (see e.g. !!.5.2 and Od.1.321),
used purely for metrical purposes since it has no Christian parallels.
Consequently, one may see how the form of the hymn influences its con-
tent.
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23' " ..t. ~apaos EV~ aT'I~Eaa~v: It ~s found in the same sedes also in
Hom. hymn. Apoll.462 (cf. Od.14.169). A request for ~apao~ is express-
ed in Hom. hymn. Mart.15f.: aAAa au ~apao~/ 6o~ ~dxap (se. Ares). See
Haldane p. 143.
Line 24: A common feature in Greek pagan hymns is the petitioner's
promise to praise god if the latter fulfils his requests (see above
p.30). Such a promise, usually expressed in a purpose clause, is
found in the present line, in 1.1.30.42,44 and 45, whereas in 1.1.33.
11 and 1.1.36.26f. it may be implied. See also ~.2.1.45.349(1378).
Examples of such a promise in Greek pagan hymns may be found in Cleanth.
also Synes. hymn.7.48-53 and a passage from the Prayer of Manasses 14f.
(S . . . 8) U " ", / ' '..t 6 'wete,~~~, p. 26 : OT~ ava~~ov OVTa awaE~~ ~E ... xa~ a~v~aw aE ~a
,~ ,,, "On the other hand, the Homeric formula: aUTap EyW xa~ aEeO
xat &AAn~ ~vnao~' ao~6n~, whereby most of the Homeric hymns end, may be
considered as such a promise when a request precedes it (cf.b1mn. Cer~
495." 6.21, 10.6, hymn'. Pan.49 and 30.19).
24. xpa6~D xa~ XE~AEa~: Cf. 1.1.31.11:•
, ,
KVEu~aT~ xa~ 4ux~ xa~
YAWTT~ xat 6~avo~~. The Biblical sources for the combination of a
praise by heart and lips may be found in LXX Is.29.13 (cf. Ev.Mt.15.8)
and Ep.Col.3.16 (cf. Eph.5.19).
24. xaAov aE~aw: Cf. Od.1.155, 8.266 and Hom. hymn. Merc.38.
Line 25: One way, employed by the petitioner in order to receive
a favourable response to his requests, is the reference to past kind-
nesses rendered by the god to him or other mortals (see above p. 30 ).
Examples of this feature in Greek pagan hymns are: Orph. hymn.2.14,
Archiloch. 27.2(PLG ii p.390 Bergk) and Aristides orat.45.14. In the
present hymn the poet reminds God of the help and protection He offered
to his father. ,The past tense Kap£aTn~ may also imply that the poet's
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father was no longer alive when the poem was composed. If this is the
case and if the poem belongs to Gregory, the death of Gregory the elder
in A.D. 374 (cf. Gallay, La Vie, p.125) is a terminus post quem for the
composition of the present hymn.
26. 6o~: The imperatives of 6~66va~, also used in 1.1.31.12 and
1.1.30.38, are commonly used in the Prayer part of Greek pagan and
Christian hymns alike (see above p. 31 ).
26. xa~apov S~010V: Cf. Gregory's or.16.2 (M.35.936B): cro~~a
~ovnv ana~10uvl~ nap' n~wv ~ucrLav lnV x&~apcr~v, 1.1.36.27 and carm.
1.2.34.173(958) where purification (x&~apcr~~) is defined by Gregory in
its Christian sense as £xnAucr~~ ~OAUcr~&lWV while ~OAUcr~O~ is lunwcr~~
lWV xaxwv. See also 2.1.23.21f.(1284): w~ aUlo~ o~6a, 6E6~EVO~ xa~ap-
cr~wv, / 6E~VOV xa~a~pE~v SopSopou ~oAucr~ala and £!.32.12,(M.36.188C):
for Gregory purification is also the means for the knowledge, vision
and. contemplation of 'God since God Himself ~s pure: carm.2.1.34.104
6o~ /, 2.1.45.196(1367), xa~ xa~apo~ xa~apn~ anlo~Evo~ cro~~n~, 2.1.55.
20f.(1400f.): BOPSOPE, ~n ~E ~OAOU, / W~ xa~apo~ xa~apoCcr~ cruvavlncrw
~a€Ecrcr~v / oupav~o~s and or.20.12 (Mossay, p.80 M.35.1080B): ll~a.no-
A~lELa~ &V£A~E· 6~a xa~clpcrEw~ xlncra~ 10 xa~ap6v. To these one may add
the passages cited by Gottwald which he compares with Plat. Phaedo 67b
and Plot. Enn.vi.9.11 (see Gottwald p.41 and Moreschini p.1362); and
those cited by Sykes('Arcana', on 1.1.1.8) and discussed in detail by
Plagnieux (pp.81-113). Finally, the purification of the mind by its
separation from the body is an idea discussed beLow on 1.1. 32.45-46.
26. xa~apclv lE lEAEUlnv: The epithet xa~apo~ is found in NT
connected with ~ap6~a or cruvEL6ncr~~, but not with SL010~ or lEAEuln
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as ln the present hymn. Besides, in LXX ~.14.24 the meaning of xa-
Sapo, seems to be restricted to bodily instincts. On the other hand,
requests for a happy or pleasant life and death were common in Greek
pagan hymns: Orph. hymn.19.21 (Zeus): ~wnv T' 6AS~6Su~ov (se. OLOOU)
-and 11.22 (Pan): ayaSnv 0' onaoov S~6TO~O T8A8UTnV. For further
examples see Keyssner p.136f; see also above p.31.
Line 27: Cf. 1.1.30.49 and 2.1.83.28 (1430). The requests for a
the present context Christian and may be compared to Ep.2Thess.2.16,
Heb.4.16, 2Jo.3 and 2Tim.1.2. Requests for xap~" yet in a different
context, appear also in Greek pagan hymns: Hom. hymn.24.S (Hestia):
xap~v 0' &~' onaooov ao~o~ and Anacreon 110 (PLG iii, p.284, Bergk).
See also Keyssner p.1S2f. Examples ofaxap~,~request in a Christian
context are: AP 1.24.3 and 27.4.
Note the use in the same poem of TO £A80' - a word of koine - in
line 19 and its classical equivalent 0 £A80' in line 27 (cf. Bauer s.v).
28' " , V'". naVTa 0 a~aAouv~, 000 nA~TOV: a~aAOUV~' 800' is a correction
f~rst suggested by Tollius instead of a~aAouv8~ &oa of Cod. W (or ooa of
ed. 1840~ and a~aAoav8~a, of Cod. Bg. The reading of W is unsuitable
not only for the double hiatus it produces, but also because the verb
is in the third person while one would expect a second person' form
with which the poet would express his final request to God. On the
other hand, the reading of Bg seems to be a corrupted form of a~aAoUv8~a,
and as suoh. is metrically also inappropriate.
28. nA~TOV: The verb is used in ~.2.1.27.1 (1286), 1.1.2.59
(406), Orac.Sibyl.1.74,399, 2.304,341, Apoll. Met.Ps.50.7 and Procl.
hymn.7.39. A request for purification from sins is addressed to Helius
in Procl. hymn.1.3S: xaL ~8 xaSnpov a~apTaoo,.
On the title Sao~A8u, see above the note
on 1.1.33.1. In the present hymns the same epithet appears also in
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1.1.35.5 connected with aA~~~xaxo~ and in 1.1.31.10 with ~Eya~ (see
the notes ad loc.). The adjective aya{]6~ , used also in 1.1.31.10 with
na1n'p, is a common Biblical attribute of God (cf. e.g. LXX P 72 1~ .. ,
117.1,29 and Ev.Lc.18.19).
IV. Final Praise (29b-30)
In Greek hymns praise reappears at the end, usually with a xa~p~
formula addressed to god (see above p.'31 ) as happens very often
with the Homeric hymns: e.g. hymn.Apoll.545, hymn.Merc.579 and hymn.
Ven.292. An elaborate example of this formula from the later period
of Greek literature is Proclus's hymn 6 which, not only ends, but also
begins with a triple anaphora of xa~p~. On the other hand, the intro-
duction of a final praise, usually of a doxological character, with
~1~ is common in Christian hymns and prayers and it appears also ~n
1.1.30.50. Such examples are: The Prayer of Manasses 15 (Swete, ~~~,
p.826) - given below on 1.1.32.49f. - Ep.Rom.ll.36, the closing of the
Eucharistic prayers in Didache 9.4 and 10.4 (ed. Funk, i, p.410 and
412), and Const.Apost.8.12.50 and 15.9.
Line 29b = 30a .. The repetition of the whole hemistich i n the
following line is made for emphasis and must be due also to the solemn
Istyle of hymns (see above the note on 1.1.34.2: ao~ xclp~~). Such
repetitions comply also with the techniques used by Gregory ~n verse-
composition and may be seen e.g. in carm.2.l.95.2f.(1449). See below
Appendix III.
For ao~ xap~~ and n~aTa navTa see the notes on 1.1.33.1 and 11
respectively.
30. xa~ d~ a~w\la~ &na\l1a~: The closing with an a~w\l-formula is
typical of Psalms and other Biblical prayers: LXX Pss.II0, 113, 120,
130, 144, Prayer of Manasses (Swete, iii, p.826), Hymn of the Three
Holy Children (LXX Dan.3.88) and The Magnificat (Lc.l.55). The same
formula is used to end the doxological formulae in NT: Ep.Rom.ll.36,
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Eph.3.21, 1Tim.1.17, Apoc.5.13, and t&ereafter those Ln various prayers
and hymns: e.g. Const.Apost.7.33.7, 45.3, 8.7.8, The Evening Hymn (ap.
Const. Apost.7.48.3) and The Table Prayer (ap. ib.49.1). Such a doxo-
logical formula appears alsoin 1.130.50f. and 1.1.32.49f., and is used
quite often by Gregory to end most of his orations .
.With regard to the hymn-features used in the present poem we may
I "
now make some general remarks. The hymn is constructed throughout in
the 'du-Stil', while the relative-style appears only in line 2f. The
poet makes use of expressions with nas (1, 12, 21, 28, 29, 30) and with
In the Praise part he refers to the feelings of the hymn-singers
(10), and in the Prayer he employs two topoi : first he promises God
another praise (24) and second he reminds God of past help given to his
father (25). Some further elements in the same part are: the use of
A~To~a~ (14, 17), the imperative form 60$ (26) and the cwUunction aAAa
(19) which begins the actual list of requests; also the new invocations
to-God (14, 15, 19) and the employment of the universal epithets: a~-
SpOTO$ (15), a~~~TO$ (14) and Saa~AEU$ (29). From the requests, parti-
cularly Greek pagan is that for ~£vos xa~ ~&pao$ (23), while those for
mercy (19f.), for rescue from death (20f.) and for grace (27) - although
exemplified in Greek pagan hymns also - have a Christian content.
Finally, the hymn ends with a closing praise.
Divergencies from the form and content of Greek pagan hymns, apart
from the use of ao~ X&p~$ , already mentioned in 1.1.33 are: 1) the
transition to the Prayer by va~ (14), 2) the
beginning of the final praise by ~T~ (29) and 3) the use
of an a~wv-formula (30). All these features are Biblical. Such are
also the themes of the Praise: creation and scene of the -throne. On
the other hand," most of the requests have a Christian content, parti-
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cu1ar1y those in lines 22 and 28f.
As a conclusion to both hymns (1.1.33 and 34) it would seem
interesting to make a brief comparison between them in terms of
their content and sources and thus see the techniques employed by
the poet for the composition of these poems.
Both hymns begin with the same line. However, while the
introductory line in 1.1.33 is self-contained, in 1.1.34 it con-
tinues in the following line with the repetition of aot xap~~.
After the common introductory line in both hymns, 1.1.34 follows a
different development from that of 1.1.33. Therefore, although in
both hymns nne 1 leads to the theme of creation which is based on
Ep.Co1.1.16, 1.1.33 develops the first part of the Pauline passage
and 1.1.34 the second. Furthermore, while in the former poem the
reference to the participation of Logos in the creation (3) leads
naturally to the praise of Christ (6-11),after the request to Him
for mercy, in the latter poem the reference to TO: VOnTa and ~ro :
• •~paTa (spiritual and material world) reminds the poet of the cease-
less hymn of the heavenly choruses around the throne of God, which
forms the second theme of Praise (4-13). In other words, the Praise
in 1.1.33 concentrates on the creation of this world and the mystery
of redemption; while that in 1.1.34 on the creation of the spiritual
and material world and, above all, on heaven and its population.
The content of the Prayer in 1.1.34 is determined by the epithet
, . .aXnpaTO~ (4,11,13), and the fulfilment of the var10US requests is the
presupposition for the final praise (29b-30) which in turn corresponds
to 1.1.33.10f., not only in the expressions used, but also in their
theme: the ceaseless hymn.
From tm~comparison it appears that the techniques used for
their compos! tion do not differ fll:Oln those employed by Gregory ,m'"
1~
discussed in Appendix III. Therefore, the poems must, not only
belong to Gregory, but also merit the recognition of being somewhat
artistic compositions.
Carm.l.l.35
The next poem to be discussed is 1.1.35. It begins by call-
ing the attention of God the Father to the poet's prayer which con-
sists of only one request: to grant that he may compose divine
poetry (1-3a). Then, as an indirect praise of God the poet makes a
general statement that those who have come to know and believe in
God ~s the only self-generated among the living beings) and in Christ
~s the king who for mortals drives away evi~ lead a divine life
(3b-5). The reference to Christ allows the poet to expand His
praise by dwelling once more on the various aspects of the mystery
of redemption (6-9) : Christ became god-man following willingly the
suggestion of the Father because He felt pity for the suffering
h~an race which He·ultimately set free from the bonds of Tartarus.
It is not surprising that, as happens in 1.1.33, most of the Praise
is devoted to Christ, although the present hymn is addressed to
the Father and 1.1.33 to the Godhead. This section of the Praise
part (6-9) is expressed in the narrative style and begins with OS
nOT (see below).
The last four lines of the poem present a difficulty in
interpretation, since it is not clear whom the poet is addressing
when he uses OEUP' C~~, aTCTaAAE and a~pncrE~as; nor is it self-
evident in what sense he uses the word SCSAOS.
One possibility I can think of is that the poet is addressing
himself and is calling on himself to nourish his soul with the god-
inspired sayings of the Holy Bible; another is that he addresses
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his fellow-Christians or audience (conceived as one person) and
calls them to nourish their souls with the god-inspired sayings of
the holy book (i.e. the Bible, or his book of poetry); and the
,
final one is that between lines ··1-9and 10-l3 there is a lacuna:
either a few lines containing the connecting part of the two
sections have been lost~ or it could be that there is a lacuna of
more lines in which case the two sections may have belonged original-
ly to two different poems. Whichever the case may be, the presumed
missing lines must have been dropped at an early stage of the trans-
mission of the text.since none of the two surv:llvingMSS supports
in any way such a lacuna. Thus, the possibility of a lacuna wou~d
be confirmed only if and when further MS evidence comes to light.
There remain the first two possibilities. In Greek pagan
hymns and above all in the Psalms it was not uncommon for the poet
to refer to himself, or to the choir, or even comment on the scene
of worship (cf. Isyllus paean Apoll.-Asclep.37 (Coll.Alex. p.l33)
.and paean Erythr.lf. (Ib:M. p.136». In particular, the Psalmist
often addresses his.soul (cf, LXX Ps.145.l); or exhorts and urges
his compatriots to do this or that, usually expressed in the LXX
by an imperative or exhortative subjunctive withoEDTE (cf. LXX
Ps.33.l2, 65.5,16).
Following the habit of Greek pagan hymnographers or that of
the Psalmist, the poet of this hymn might have been addressing him-
self, or his fellow-Christians when using oEDp' C,el"
(lOf.). However, in either case there is a weak point: if we take
B~SAO~ to refer to the Bible (although as will be seen below ad lac.
the plural form B~8AOI" and not the singular 8~BAO!; is commonly used
in this sense the content of lines'10-13 does not fit naturally
into the rest of the hymn (1-9» since there is·no reference to the
Bible in any of the preceding lines.
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Therefore, the only explanation remaining is that the poet
exhorts his fell.ow-Christians to nourish their souls with the god-
inspired words which appear in his book of poetry. I was inclined
to accept this interpretation after having read a suggestion made
by Tollius (see the arinotation on 1.1.35 in ed.1696) that this
poem must be intended as a preface to Gregory's hexameter poetry.
If'this suggestion is correct and if the present poem belongs to
Gregory, then the hymn becomes a sort of a hymnodic prooemium. As
such 'the poem,may be compared to the Greek pagan hymnodic prooemia,
(see above p.23 n.2) and to the Homeric hymns, the majority of which
served as preludes to epic recitations (see above p. '14 ). In
this case, ~OA~nv •.. ~8a~8aCnv (2f.) must refer to the entire
corpus of Gregory's hexameter poetry which should follow the hymn,
and the request to God to grant the poet divine song must cor-
respond to the request : 6o~ 6' ~~8po8aaav ao~6nv in Hom.hymn.
10.5 (cf. also Hesiod. Theog.104), or other similar ones (cf. Horn.
~.25.6, Arat. Phaen.18). In otHer words, when the poet begs
for a divine song ,what he should actually mean is that he needs
God's help in order to compose his poetry which he characterizes as
divine (~e:a11:8aCnv: 3), since it refers directly or indirectly to
God. That Gregory saw his poetry as such may be attested from carro.
2.1.34. 71-91 (1312f.).
The apostrophe of the poet to his audience can thus be easily
explained: at the end of his hymnodic prooemium (1-9) the poet calls
his fellow-Christians' to uS€ his book of poetry which follows'in
order to nourish their souls with its god-inspired content;- When
Gregory describes his book of poetry as holy and pure this should be
interpreted in the same sense as J.lOA~nV •.. ~Eo~80{n\J is inter-
preted above, and not as implying any arrogance. Besides, when he
uses the phrase' servants of the truth' (12) he should refer, I
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think, to any human being he mentions in his poetry as a good
example of the Christian way of life (particularly to the prophets of
aT and the apostles and other saints), and not to himself as ~~p&RWV
in line 2 does. In other words, lines 10-13 form the passage of
transition from the hymnodic prooemium (1-9) to the corpus of Grego-
ry's poetry as do lines 104-15 of Hesiod's Theogony (see M.L. West's
note on Theog. 104).
To conclude. lines 10-13 serve not only to jqin the hymnodic
prooemium with the corpus of Gregory's poetry, but also to show
Christians how to approach this poetry so that they may benefit
from it.
Following the above interpretation it appears obvious that the
title of the hymn in the Maurist edition 'EK~xAna~~ KPO Tn~ TWV
ypa~wv &vayvwa~w~ is without any merit. By adding it the Maurist
editors seem first to take S~SAOU (10) as referring to the Bible
and second to see some connection in content between the present
hymn and the prayer Euxn KPO TOU EuaYY~A~oU , said before the
gospel-reading during the lections which form part of the mass of
catechumens and are found both in the liturgy of St James and
that of St Chrysostom (see Brightman p.36. l5b-28b and p.37l.24ff.
respectively). In this prayer God is asked to enlighten (EAA&~K~~V)
the congregation's hearts and minds to understand the gospels and
conform their lives according to them. A similar prayer follows the
reading of gospel in the liturgy of st James (see Brightm~n p.38.
27b- p.39.6b), while a variation of the first may be seen in Liturg.
Gr. Naz. (M36.70lBf.). See also Serape Euch.l.4.
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I. Introduction (1-2a)
1. XAU~~: The solemn imperative form XAU~~, or its equivalent
forms, first appears to introduce a number of epic prayers, collected
and discussed in Beckmann, pp.2sff. Of these cases only g.16.s14,
23.770, Od.3.ss, 5.445, 9.528 and Hom. Epigr.6.1 have XAD~~ only
without being followed by ~EU/~O~. The same form is sparingly used ln
..
lyric poetry and finally, makes its way into the late hexameter hy~ns:
Orphic and Proclean, where it is used extensively (see above p.25, n.2 ).
If. XAU~~ ... Twv6E A~Tawv/ n~ETEpwv: The present phrase may be
compared to XAU~~ (or xAuTE ) ~O~ (or ~EU, ~ou) EUxo~Ev~ (or -vou) used
in Hom. Epigr.12.1, Theogn. 13 (addressed to Artemis), Solon fr.13
(West) (addressed to Muses) and six times ln the Orphic Hymns (see e.g.
28.11, 34.10 and 59.2). On the other hand, the close position of
XAU~~ and a partic~lar request may be seen in Theognis 4 (Apollo).
In-Biblical prayers, above all Psalms, EvwT~~Ecr~a~, ELcraxouE~v or
EnaXOUE~v are used instead (see 9.e. LXX Ps.142.1).
1. rraTEp Xp~crTOU: Cf. Orph. ~.8.13: Xpovou naTEp (se. Sun),
10.18, 12.3, 13.1. The present phrase seems to have been based on!E_.
of which has then been used as a stereotyped expression at the begin-
ning of various liturgical prayers: e.g. Liturg.Jac.(Brightman, p.s8.
19) and Liturg.Marc. (B. p.113.14, 114.23f., 11s.6f.). See also Canst.
Apost.7.35.10: 6 TOU Xp~crTOU ~E~S xa~ naT~p and 6.10.1, 11.1, both
cited below on 1.1.35.4: a6ToyEvE~Aov.
1. navEnCoxonE: The epithet is used of Chronus in AP 7.245.1
(Gaetulicus) = Kaibel ~.27 and appears twice in the same sedes in
Orae. Sibyl.2.177 and 1.152. In MAMA 1.171 (i.e. Monumenta Asiae Mi-
naris Antiqua, vol.1, p.91) it is used as a title of an offical and
in LXX ~.7.23 of the spirit of Sophia. In Clem. Alex. Strom.vii.3.
15,3 (GCS 3, p ..11.27f.) it refers to God, while in Idem Paed..3J2,101,3
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(GCS 1, p.291.14) it desribes A6yo~. The equivalent n~vT~n~axono~ 1S
used by Gregory in ££.31.29 (Ga11ay p.336; M.36.168A) for the Holy
Spirit, while in Act. Phi1.132 (LB 2.2 p.63.17) it seems to be used
of the Father. However, in Christian literature more commonly used 1S
naVTEn6nTn~ , first appearing in Clem. Rom. lCor.55, 64 (Lightfoot
p.162), and used of the Father 1U Liturg. Gr. Naz. (M.36.70lC). Further
examples of it are cited in DeichgrMber p.10l and Lightfoot's note on
C1em.Rom. 1Cor.55. The similar nav~n6nTn~ may be found in Orae. Sibyl.
fr.1.4; while in Greek pagan literature nav6nTn~ (or navT6nTn~) 1S
used of Zeus and Helius (see Bruchmann, Epitheta, p.137 and 147
respectively) and navoEpXn~ of various deities in the Orphic Hymns (see
e.g. 4.8). The idea that God sees everything appears 1n 1.1.30.33 (see
below the note ad lac.). On the other hand, the similar idea that God
surveys and observes everything, expressed in navEn~axono~, is common
for Greek gods also (see Ziegler pp.67-74 and Keyssner pp.99-101).
Apart from navEn~axono~, in the present hymns there are some more
~o~, navdy~o~ (1.1.31.1,2) and navwvu~o~ (1.1.29.13) which are used to
show that God possesses the various qualities they describe in
degree (see above p.26 ).
1f. (XAU~~) ... A~Tdwvl n~ETEpWV: Cf. XAUOVTE~ ~EO~ •.. A~Ta~/
n~ETEpa~ TEA~~~' in Aesch. Sept.626f,(~EO~) .../ XAUETE nap~Evwv XAUET~ •
..1... A~Td~.1 in ib.171f. and / A~TaV 0' axouE~ ~EV O~T~~ ~EWV,/ in
Agam. 396.
2. n~ETEpwV: See the notes on 1.1.34.15: n~ETEpn~ and on 1.1.33.
3 on caesura after the second 10ngum.
II. Prayer (2b-3a)
\ ,2. ~oAnnV OE xap~~Eo: Cf. owpa xap~~lJ in Orph. hymn.27.l0
(Mother of gods). Other requests with xap~~Ea~a~ are found in Julian.
orat.5.180A (hymn to the Mother of gods) and Archiloch. 75.2 (PLG ii
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p.404 Bergk). See also Keyssner p.153. The phrase may be compared to
1.1.30.2 (see the note ad loc.). Besides, the structure whereby XAD~L
is followed by a request introduced with ot is very common in the
Orphic Hymns: e.g. 2.13, 8.20, 29.17, 39.9 and 30.8. Such structure
may be seen also in the Homeric prayers in Il.5.l15ff., 10.278ff .•and
Hom. Epigr.6.1ff. and 12.l( xAD~L ... o6~ 08 ).
2. a~ ~€panovLL: See the note on 1.1.34.20.
2f. ~oAn~v ...j ~€an€a~nv: The poet seems to follow the Homeric
pattern in Od.9.210f. where the noun (6o~~) begins the sentence and
its qualifying adjective (~€an€a~n ) ends it, having been placed at
the beginning of the following line. The same pattern is found in ad.
24.48f.: ao~ ..• j ~€an€a~n·. A strong caesura after ~€an€a~nV, found
in the same sedes, is used also in 11.20.342 (cf. 15.669).
III. Praise (3b-9)
The transition to this part of the hymn is made with yap as
happens also in 1.1.29.1 and 1.1.30.13 (see above p. 27 ).
Lines 3b-5: A common feature in Greek pagan hymns was the praise
of Ji deity by reference to the happiness and welfare of those who were
benefited, or those whom the deity was said to honour (LL~aV), or love
(~LA€CV) : e.g. Hom. hymn.30.7f.; or even those who have watched the
mysteries of gods : e.g. Hom. hymn.Cer.480. On these see Keyssner
p.139, 67ff. and 141ff. A similar feature may be said to appear in
the present hymn when he, who has come to know and believe in God and
Christ is said to lead a divine life. On the didactic tone discerned
behind the present passage see above the note on 1.1.33.3b.
3. €AaUV€L: The reading €AaUVWV of both Codd must be a corrupted
form of €AaUV€L which is necessary, since there is no ma~n verb in the
passage 3b-5. Tollius has suggested €AaUVOL but I do not see any place
here for a wishing or imperative optative without av in an independent
sentence (cf. Smyth, 1814-20). €AaUVWV in the same sedes is used in
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Orph. hymn.8.7 and 19.1 (see van Liempt p.18).
3. ~a~£nv E~ atpan6v: The present metaphor of man following a
divine path of life reminds us of the Biblical metaphor of the two
paths of life in Ev.Mt.7.13ff., a theme taken up by Gregory in e.g.
carm.1.2.1.466-68(557), 2.2.5.l23ff.,128ff.(1530) and 2.1.45.81f.
(1359); or even that of the two ways of Heracles which is related by
Prodicus in XenophonMemorabi1ia ii.1.21-34 and is used by Gregory
himself in ~.2.1.45.229-63(1369-72). On this metaphor see also
B. Lorenz, 'Das Bild der zwei Wege', Liter.-wissensch.Jahrb. ,N.F.20
(1979), 277-85. On the other hand, the common metaphor of the various
paths of life was a beloved subject to Gregor~ since it inspired two
of his moral poems: carm.1.2.16(778-81): IIe:pttWV toD S~ou OOWV and carm.
1.2.17 (781-86): 8~a~6pwv S~wv ~axap~cr~o~. See also 2.2.5.11~-64.-
(1530-33) .
The epithets ~a~£nv, used by Gregory for his father in carm.2.l.
95.1 (1449), and ~e:crne:cr~nvas stock traditional vocabulary are found
in the Homeric Hymns. Examples for the latter epithet are: hymn.Merc.
42~ and hymn.Apol1.360 and for the former hymn.Ven.258 and hymn.Apoll.
223,523. See also Isyllus pa~an Apoll.-Asclep •.38 (CoIl. Alex. p .133) •
4. OOtO~: The pronoun is placed in an emphatic position.
4. aUtoy€ve:~AOV: In carm.1.2.2.528 (620) the epithet is used of.-
the bird Phoenix: yovov aUtoy£ve:~AOV. The same phrase, but referring
to Christ, may be found in Apoll. Met.Ps.Proth.84. The epithet is
fairly late and is found in Nonn. Dion.41.52 (Physis), four times in
Pap.Mag.Gr.i.342, iv.1989 (Preis.) = Mag.hymn.Helius 4.24(ed. Abel),
iv.943 = Mag. hymn. Helius 3 ..5 (ed. Pr'ei.s.,iii, p.25) and Mag. hymn. Apol!.
1.27 (ed. Abel); also in Orac.Chald.fr.39.1 (ed. des Places, SC, p.77):
I
natp~xo~ v6o~ aUtoy£ve:~AO~. On the other hand, the same epithet 1S
used in Euseb. prep.evang.9.10.4 (M.21.697B) = Idem dem.evang.3.3 (GCS
6 p.110.9; M.22.189B) in a passage taken from an oracle to Apollo. See
J
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also I. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, vol.1 (Berlin, 1814), p.465.30.
Besides, in Const,Apost.6.10.1, 11.1 gnostics are accused of call-
ing God by this epithet among other appellations. The passages, which
may be also characterized as a protest against the usage of philoso-
phical terminology, run:
, \ ... l' "TouTo~~ 6E nacr~v (se. heretics) ... axono~ nv ... TOV ~EV
TOO Xp~crTOO ... &~A' &AEXTOV, &ppnTOV, &xaTov6~acrTov, a~TO-
and:
1 '" "1, t ,- "naT~pa, OUX aUTa~T~OV xa~ aUTOY~VE~~OV, w~ EXE~VO~ O~OVTa~,
,,, ,., "OUX ayvwcrTov n aAEXTOV ...
respectively. See also Jungck's comment on De Vita Sua 1169f.
In Christian literature, the epithet is used in Didymus De Trini-
, ""tate iii.2.1 (M.39.788A): (God) a~Toy8vE~Ao~/ T~XTWV auto~ EaUTOV -
taken from an unknown hexameter poem (see the note in Migne ad lac.);
and in Nann. par.Jo.l:18, 5:18 and 13:20 (M.43.752C, 788B, 864B) all
in -the same sedes.
The equivalent aVToy8vvnTo~ 1S found e.g. in Orac.Sibyl.8.429
and Pap.Mag.Leid. W ii.18,xiii.25 (ed. Dieterich, Abraxas, p.176.3);
while aVToYEvn~ in e.g. Orac.Sibyl.fr.l.!7 and Orph.fr.245.8(Kern),
and aUT6crnopos (of A~wv) in Nonn. Dion.7.73.
The epithet in the present passage describes the Godhead (~Eov:4)
and is used in order to underline that God is the only self-subsistent
or self-existent Beimg among the living ( EV~ ~woC~:4) who are all
created by God and depend on Him. Therefore, a~Toy£vE~Ao~ is used to
contrast God with the living and created world and not as a term to
describe the relationship between the three persons of the Trinity, or
the nature and qualities of the Father with regard to those of the
other two persons. To describe such qualities Gregory uses for the
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Father the terms avapxo~ and aYEvvnTo~, for the Son apxn and YEvVnT6~
and for the Spirit ExnOpEUOl,jlOV. See e.g. carm.1.2.10.988ff.(75lf.):
De Virtute, £E.32.5 (M.36.180B), or.33.17 (236B), £E.39.12 (348Bf.),
or.20.7 (Mossay p. 72.19f. ;M.35.1073B) and ib.10(p.78; 1077A).
, " .Cf. YI,YVWOXEI,VTOV ~EOV e.g. ln Ep.Rom.1.21 and
ICor.1. 21.
5. aAE~~xaxov SaOI,ATja: On the common divine epithet·SacrI,Ad~ see
the notes above on 1.1.33.1 and below on 1.1.31.10. On the other hand,
aAE~~xaxo~ is used of various Greek deities: of Dionysus in Nonn. Dion.
7.176, 29.90, 32.198, 45.52, of Asc1epius in Orph.hymn.67.5(in Abel's
edition, while Quandt's edition has a1taAE~~xaxo~), of Nemesis in Nonn.
Dion.48.414, of Hermes in Aristoph. Pax 422 and of Zeus in Orph. Lith.
1 (ed. Abel), Nonn. Dion.13.280 and 44.86. As a by-name of Athene it
is found in Aristides orat. 37.26, while, according to Aristophanes' s
ancient sho1iast ad pac.422 (ed. Rutherford,ii,p. 77), 'AAE~~xaxo~ was
a by-name of Apollo and Herac1es (cf. also scho1. ad Ran.501 (ed. Fr.
DUbner, p.290.26». As a title of the latter it is used in Hellanicus
fr~109 (ed. Jacoby, FGH,i,p.134) and Aristides orat.40.15. See also
RE, s.v . ' Alexikakos' (Went zeI) .
The same epithet could be used ln hymns with varlOUS nouns
associated with the celebrated deity. See e.g. Procl. hymn.5.2, 1.21,
39, 2.7 and Apoll. Met.Ps.17.109, 118.326.
Being a compound with aAE~I,-the present epithet belongs to a
group of such epithets which are mainly used of the gods of healing
(Apollo-Asclepius). From these particularly Asclepius, as Keyssner
observes (p.109f.), appears to carry features similar to those of
Christ and ,therefore, the use in the present hymn of this epithet for
Christ is made not without good reason.
,
Gregory uses the same epithet in carm.1.1.9.91 (464):/ cr~pnYI,~
aA8~~x&XOI,O ~EOU where it appears to refer also to Christ. Finally,
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the combination a.AE~GXaXO~ SacrL.AEU~ 1.Sused also of Christ in the same
sedes in Nonn. par.Jo.ll:3 (M.43.S40A). See besides ib.3:2 (765B) and
Apoll. Met.Ps.19.4.
6-9: Mystery of redemption
The same subject is used for. th€ praise of Christ in 1.1.33.6-11.
See the notes ad loco
.Lines 6-7 underline that Christ became a god-man following willing-
ly (exwv:7) the suggestion of the Father because He felt pity (tnoL.-
XTECpa~:6) for the human race which had been suffering. The same
reason for Christo's incarnation may be attested also in'Gregory's carm.
1.1.2.57-59 (406): 'EL 0' 5TL. crw~' unEoExTo (se. Christ) TEO~~ na~EEcr-..
5~ o ' tAE~PEV;', and ££.29.19 (Gallay p.216; M.36.100A): 'Ev a.PX~?jv
)' " (\1" \ "t'god-man OL. aL.TL.av· n OE qV TO crE crw~nvaL. TOV'USpL.crTnV. See also
~.2.1.S6.5f.(1433).
6. 5~ nOT' The phrase is appropriate to the narrative style of
the section 6-9 and it has been used in Greek pagan hymns to open the
narrative. See e.g. Eur. Iph.Taur.1235, Macedonius paean Apoll.8 (Coll.
Alex. p.138) and Philodamus paean Dionys.6 (Coll.Alex. p.166). Cf. also
Call. hymn.Del.30S, Aristoph. Aves 1731 and E~r. Hel.1301. It 1.S
followed by Gregory in ~.2.1.1.1,10 (969, 970) which is cited below
p , 179.
6. €nOL.XTELpa~: Cf. 1.1.34.19: OLXTELpOL.~ and the note ad loco
6. ~Ep6nwv YEVO~: Cf. Horn. hymn.Cer.310, 31.1S. On ~EponE~ used
as a sub stan t i.ve see the note on 1.1. 36.12 ..
6. aLva na~6vTwv: It is found in the same'sedes 1.n11.22.431.
See also Synes. hymn. 1.504.
Apoll. Rhod. 1.7. The present phrase may be compared to Liturg. ap.
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Const!Apost.8.12.30 (Brightman p.19.15f.): E:U60MTjOE:VaUTOS; (sc. Christ)
8. YE:~VE:TO: The correction was suggested by Tollius to replace
the corrupted reading YE:~!ova of Cod. W. Caillau used Y~YVE:TO, while
the reading of Cod. Bg is unfortunately illegible.
The contrast in the juxtaposition of the words ~VnTos; and ~E:6s;,
made'to underline the double nature of the incarnate Christ, may be
seen also in 1.1.36.14 and carm.1.1.9.48 (460).
8. &~~~TOS;: See the note on 1.1.34.6.
8b-9: The ultimate purpose of Christ's incarnation was to set
free all those suffering from the bonds of Tartarus with His sacrifice
on the cross. The same theme appears in 2.1.38.42 (see the note ad
loc.) and carm.1.1.2.79 (407). The only difference in the present
passage is the addition of navTas; (8) which implies that all who
t" ,accepted Christ were released according to Ep.1Tim.2.4: os; naVTas; av-
~pwnous; ~EAE:~ ow~nva~. On the development of this idea 1n patristic
literature see Kelly, Creeds, pp.378ff. See also AP 1.56.
Bf . ds; 0 ME: ....AuoaTo: The poet appears to have mixed the
syntax of E:~S;0 (until) with indicative and E:~S;0 ME:V (or &v) with
subjunctive (see KUhner-Blass-Gerth 567.1,2, Smyth 2383 and Cunliffe
s.v. OS; ii.9.(a).
9. TapTapEwv Cf. 1.1.33.9 ~avaTou "E:-
Auoas; 6E:o~oV and the note ad loco In carm.l.1.7.79 (444): / TapTapE:-
o~ seems to refer to daemons, whereas in 2.2(epit.).40.5 (M.38.31) =
AP 8.104: / TapTapE:O~ TE:~uXo~ is used of Hades. Note that the
adjective TapTapEwv and the noun it describes (6E:o~wv) stand at the
beginning and end of the line, following a common stylistic device in
epic poetry from Homer onwards (see McLennan's note on Callim. hymn.
Jov. 60) and at the same time expressing figuratively the idea of bonds
by enclosing ~O,yEovTas;. The same device may be found in 2.1. 38.20.
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Furthermore, the juxtaposition of the two words (antithetical in sense)
: Auoalo - OEO~WV (which are used in the same sedes in carm.l.l.20.l3
(489)) is also emphatic.
On the prominent place which Christ's descensus ad inferos occupied
~n the belief of the early Church see e.g. Ignatius Antioch. Magn. 9
(Lightfoot, ii.l, p.13l): nap~v nYE~pEV aUl0u~ (se. 10U~ npO~nla~) EX
VEXPWV and Lightfoot's note ad loco Christ's descent into Hades
attested in Ep.lPetr.3.l9, 4.6 and possibly in Eph.4.9 is the theme of
Synes. hymn. 8.16-27.
9 • , .,. uq> a~IlCl.n: The phrase seems to have been chosen not merely
to refer to Christ's death, but, above all, to underline the common
Biblical notion expressed e.g. in Apoc.l.5: AUOCl.Vl~(se. Christ) n-
Ila~ EX lWV a~apl~wv [n~wv] EV 1~ a~~al~ aUl0U. See also Ep.Rom.3.25,
5.9, Eph.l.7, Heb.9.14, 1Jo.1.7 and Apoc.5.9. The idea appears in
Gregory's or.29.20 (Gallay p.220; M.36.l0lA): esayopd~E~ (se. Christ)
,
XOOIlOV, xa~ ~eydAn~ l~~n~, lOU Go~ou yap a~~al0~.
IV. Poet's exhortation to his fellow-Christians (10-13)
As has been said in the introductory analysis of the present
hymn, in Greek pagan hymns and Psalms apostrophes to the audience
were not an uncommon feature. The present apostrophe serves most
probably to lead over to Gregory's poetic corpus by giving instruct-
ions to Christians ,how to use his poetry in order to nourish their
souls.
10. oeup' C~~ vuv: The exhortative adverbs OEUPO or oeuTe,
connected or not with cletic verbs, are commonly used in Greek pagan
hymns, either at the beginning of the hymns (see above p. 25 ), or
to introduce various requests in the Prayer. Cf. e.g. Orph.hymn.54.
7 and Mag.hymn.Hecat. 1,10,27 (Abel). However, in the present hymn
oeup' is used, following the custom of Psalmographers, as a means of
addressing the ,poet's fellow-Christians (cf. Hesiod. Oper.2 where
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the adverb is addressed to the Muses). In Psalms oEurE is used nine
tirnes:e.g. LXX Ps.45.9. The whole phrase OEUP' e~~ vuv is used in
the present hymn, not only to mark emphatically the change of
addressee, but also to show that the poet passes onto a different
subject.
Gregory uses OEUP' C~~in ~.1.2.1.352 (548) to address the
personification of Virginity and OEUP' erE in the sarnesedes in
2.1.13.75,89,90 (1233,1234) to refer to his fellow bishops. See
1 ' ua so 2.2.7.235, 238 (1569),and for OEUP ayE 1.1.11.15 (471), 1.2.1.
215 (538), and 2.1.32.51 (1304).
10. ~EpnS: The form (not cited in LSJ or Bauer s.v.) is a
regular epic form (see Cunliffe s.v.).
10. ~Epn~ •.. eCeAOU: Although eCSAO~ is described as ~Epn
and one would have thought that it refers to the Scriptures, the
fact that it is in singular makes this interpretation improbable,
since the Scriptures are usually expressed by the plural BCeAO~
(the singular form found in LXX 2Macc.8.23 refers very likely to one
b90k of OT ). Such instances from Gregory may be seen in or.32.32
(M.36.209c) and epist.ll.4 (Gallay,i, p.17; M37.41B) where the.
Scriptures are caled ~EpaL eCeAo~~and carm.2.1.1.438 (1002) and
De.Vita Sua: 2.1.11.296, 790 (Jungck p.68, 92; M37.1050, 1083) where
they are called ~~ta~ eCeAO~. See also Clem.Rom. lCor.43 (Lightfoot
p.130) and Lightfoot's note on lCor.53
According to the interpretation of the hymn followed in the
introductory analysis of it, eCeAOS in the present passage should
refer to the poet's book of poetry which is described with the epi-
thets ~Epn and axnpaaCn as holy and pure, since its contents
directly or indirectly refer to God. Note that this phrase recalls
10. axnp~aCns ana eCeAOU: The feminine form axnpaaCn, if not
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a corruption, seems to be the poet's own creation, instead of the
epic n axnp&crLo~(which is metrically also suitable) in order to have
the same ending as the preceding epithet. Cf. AP 8.1,.4:(q>WtO~)
&xnp~cr~ou/, Hom.hymn.Merc.72 and Synes ..hymn.l.676f. The equivalent
, ,~Xnp~TO!; is used in 1.1.34.4, 11, 13 (see the notes on 1.1.34.4,11).
Our phrase may be compared also with Procl. hymn.4.5, Nann. par.Jo.
1:23(M~..43.753B) and Proel. hymn.3.4.
11. &tLT~AAE: The verb is found in the same sedes in Hom. hymn.
Ven.115.
, ,', ,11. ~Eo~VEUcrTo~~ EV~ ~u~o~!;: The poet uses ~EonvEucrTo,- (an
epithet found once in the Bible in Ep.2Tim.3.16) in order to
characterize the content of his poetry as 'god-inspired words'.
Such a characterization would not, I think, be extremely inappropriate
for Gregory's religious poetry which is mainly based on the Bible.
Besides, since in line 2f. the poet begged God for divine inspiration
to compose his poetry, it is quite legitimate to go on and describe
this poetry as 'god-inspired' by using ~EonvEucrtO~ not in its
~estricted Christian application (see Lampe s.v. A ) but in its
general (see LSJ s.v.,aridBauer s.v. in which are cited all the six
instances with the word among which Ps.-Phocylidea 129 (PLG ii p·.99
Bergk) and Orac. Sibyl.5.308, 406). The epithet is used of the
Scriptures in Gregory's carm.l.2.1.331 (547).
Lines 12-13: In the poet's book of poetry his fellow-Christians
may see the servants of truth showing the way to eternal life.
This should be a potential optative without av
contigent found in independent clauses as happens in Homer (see
Smyth 1821 and above p. 42f. ).
12. aAn~ELn~ ~Ep&~OVT~!;: The phrase can either have a general
application referring to all those who serve the truth in one way or
another, or be restricted to the servants of God (i.e. the prophets
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or apostles). The word ~8panWV seems to have been chosen deliberate-
ly to be contrasted with the same word used in line 2 where it refers
to the poet himself.
13.~wnv: In this context the word means, I think, 'eternal
life' or 'life leading to heaven' and as such it recalls ~a~~nv ...
., 1ES aLpanOV ('the divine path of life') in line 3.
13 .,' I". un oupavO~nX8~ ~WVO : 'with a voice that reaches heaven'.
Cf. Aristoph. Nub.357 :/ oupavo~nxn pn~aL8 xa~o~ ~wvnv . Oupavo~nxns
connected with other nouns is used also in Od.5.239, Aesch. Agam.92
and Aristoph. Nub.460. On the poetic instrumental dative with uno
see Smyth 1511.
Before we proceed to summarize the various hymn-features of
1.1.35 it seems necessary to add a final word about the problem of
unity and the general structure of the hymn.
As we have seen from the commentary on the hymn, its similari-
ties in various aspects with the Greek pagan hymnodic prooemia and
t~e Psalms present,· I think, sufficient evidence to explain the
apparent abrupt.change of addressee from line 10onwards.and the
reason which led the poet to act in this way. Further support
for the unity of the poem is supplied by the cross-references
between the two sections (1-9 and 10-13).
We now turn to summarize the particular features used in this
hymn. The poem begins with a XAO~~ verb and is written partly in
'du-Stil' (1-3a) and partly in 'er-Stil'i (3b-9). The transition to
the Prayer is made. by 6~ (which iscomrnon1y used in xAu~~-hymns and
prayers) while the transition to the Praise by yap.
The addressee of the hymn is God the Father, although the Praise
refers mostly to Christ. Praise is expressed not only by the three
, 'I,"compound epithets: naVEn~axonos, aULoYEvE~hOS, aAE~~xaxos, but, and
"...~
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above all, by the theme of Christ as the redeemer of mankind which is
given in a narrative style. An indirect praise of God and Christ is
the reference to the welfare of the faithful (3b-5). The theme of
the Prayer is the request for successful religious poetry.
Apart from the three compound divine epithets mentioned above,
there are two further of a universal application: Saa~A~u~ (5), a-
~~~TO~ (8). The ornamentation of the hymn is enriched by some more
epithets and other stock. traditional vocabulary commonly associated
with Greek gods and thus found in pagan hymns : ~oARnv, ~~aR~aCnv,
r 0.' '-' , ,?av~nv, ~~pn~, aHnpaa~n~, ~~paRovTa~; and also by the two metaphors
in lines 3 and 9. with all these elements the hymn appears to have
an elaborate style.
A final feature in our hymn is the apostrophe to the poet's
audience in the last four lines.
Counterparts of all the above features are found to a greater or
lesser degree in Greek pagan hymns. The only completely non-pagan
element in 1.1.35 is the theme of Christ's praise in lines 6-9.
A general conclusion for 1.1.33-35 with regard to their authe-
nticity may be drawn here. 'The passages from Gregory's works with
parallel expressions and similar ideas ~ited in the commentaries on
these poem~are, I think, sufficient to show their Gregorian author~
ship. To these one may add further evidence derived from the
structure and style of these hymns: 1) The techniques used for the
composition of these poems are similar to those employed by Gregory
(see Appendix III ). Some of these are : repetitions of whole or
parts of lines (e.g. 1.1.33.1 = 1.1.34.1,12 and 1.1.34..29b =ib.30a),
use of anaphora (e.g. 1.1.33.8,9) and employment of the art of
variation in the composition of two different poems based pn a
common introductory line (see also below p. 188ff.).
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2) The hexameter is usually not
self-contained, since the sentence is extended over the following
line by the regular practice of enjambement. A particular type of
this is that where the sentence continues only into the first foot or
second princeps of the next line with a break or pause after it. See
e.g. 1.1.35.1f. and 2f.. Such enjambement is a common feature of
Gregory's hexameters also (see above p.45).
3) Another characteristic of the
hymns under discussion, which complies with a common Gregorian
practice (see above p. 46) , is the use of rhetorical figures: anti-
thesis (e.g. between the two hemistichs o·f1.1.33.6), ring-form
(1.1.34.1f.) and chiasmus (1.1.34.5).
4) The poet ag.reeswith Gregory
also in making cross-references within the same poem, or using key-
words: e.g. in 1.1.34.30 the phrase £~~ a~wva~ arravLa~ is a cross-
reference to O~nvEX£~ (10) and arrauoLov (11); while in the same
poem &XnpaTo~ is a key-word. This tendency appears also in the
authentic hymns: 1.1.36 and 2.1.38 (see the introductory analysis on
them) • 5}In these hymns one finds also
, ,new forms constructed by analogy with existing ones :e.g. axnpao~n
in 1.1.35.10. This is a common habit of Gregory's according to
Cummings's 'investigations on De Vita Sua (see above p.39, n.2).
6} A final point which shows
also Gregorian tendency is the preference for philosophical terms
which replace the Biblical ones: e.g. La vonLa in 1.1.34.2 and voo~
in ib.15 which are used instead of La &opaTa and nv£u~a respective-
ly.(see below the note on 2.1.38.23: VOE~ oupav~wvE~).
i
All the abo~e similarities of hymns 1.1.33-35 with the authentic
poems of Gregory, together with the external evidence, strongly
support the Gregorian authorship of the hymns.
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111.2. Carmina 1.1.36-38 (and 2.1.22. 1-12, 2.1.3)
The next poem to be discussed is 1.1.36. To this a commentary
on 1.1.37 and 1.1.38, and a brief analysis of the content of 2.1.22.
1-12 (1281) and 2.1.3 (1020f.) is appendea, since the above poems
have various features in "common. It is therefore fitting to consider
them as a group. Their similarities lie: 1) in the common subject-
matter: a departing hymn or prayer addressed to Christ before an
actual journey, or the journey of life, and 2) in the use in all the
poems, apart from 1.1.3~ of the Exodus theme to praise Christ, or to
be used for other purposes.
Of these poems the first two, namely 1.1.37 and 1.1.38, have
whole or parts of lines in common with 1.1.36. Their analysis was
considered necessary in order to illustrate further the various
techniques employed by Gregory in verse-composition (discussed in
Appendix III ).
The analysis of the last two poems (2.1.22. 1-12 and 2.1.3t not
only will explain why they have been excluded from the scope of the
present research, but above all will enable us to identify the sort
of journey 1.1.36 refers to and consequently to assess the date of
the composition of the hymn.
Greeks and Romans alike were accustomed to make departing prayers
before a journey. Examples of such prayers in Greek pagan literature
may be found for instance in Od.6.324-27 (to Athene), Eur. ~ec.534-41
(to Achiles), Idem Iph.Aul.1570-76 (to Artemis), Apoll.Rhod. Arg.l ..------
411-24 (to Apollo), 4.1597-1600 (to a sea-daemon) and Mesom. hymn.
,
Adrias (ed. Heitsch p.28) where the poet praises the Adriatic sea in
order to beg for a safe journey home (see also_Ausfeld p.539f. and
Appel p.6l). ·Besides, E~v66~o~ was a cult-title of Hermes (cf. Theocr.
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Idyl.25.4, AP 10.12.8 and 6.299.1), while its feminlMeform is used as
a by-name of Hecate as well as of Persephone, Artemis and Selene (cf.
AP 6.199). Finally, Greek and Latin literature alike offer a number
of poetic compositions which have as their content: a) the farewell
,
of a departing traveller, usually addressed to his fellow-men, b) the
speach on his arrival; or,c) the response to (a),and d) the welcoming
address. Poems belonging to the first category often include a fare-
well to various divinities, or express the wish that gods may give
the traveller a safe journey. See e.g. Solon fr.19 (West) and Soph.
Philoct. 1452-71. For further examples on the above four types of
poems see Cairns p.38f.,283ff. and 18ff., and Russel-Wilson, Menander
Rhetor, p.343 and 304~
Prayers for safe journeys and other relevant requests are not
absent from the Christian liturgy and other private Euchologia. Such
are for instance the Euxn Ent ~€AAOVTO~ nA€E~V in J. Goar's, Eucho-
logion sive Rituale Graecorum, reprint of the 1730 Venice edition
(Graz, 1960), p.684, and the request for a guardian angel which may be
~ound in Liturg.Jac·. a~d Liturg.Chrys. (Brightman p.39.21f. and p.
381.17ff. respectively), and in Serap. Euch.5.8. A similar request
appears also in the Office of Vespers and that of Lauds (see Canst.
Apost.8.36.3 and 38.2 respectively); while requests on behalf of
~~€OVT~~ and o6oLnopouVT~~ may be found in Const.Apost.8.10.5, 12.
45, Liturg.Jac. and Liturg.Chrys. (Brightman p.46.15a and p.363.15f.
respectively) .
Carm.l.l.36
To turn to the analysis of 1.1.36: the hymn is addressed to
Christ who is first praised as being all good things to men and the
straight way for all (1-2). The second major section of Mis praise
is devoted first to His works and help offered to the Israelites in
their Exodus (3-11) and second to events from His life on earth as a
god-man (12-18).
The particular themes of the Praise part are based on the con-
cept of way or journey taken in a metaphorical or literal sense and
expressed with 606~or other similar words. So, Christ is the way
(2), while lines 3-11, not only themselves refer to the homeward
journey of the Israelites, but also in them 606~is used twice to
indicate the passage through the divided Red Sea (3) and the river
Jordan (la) respectively. Finally, in lines 12-18 the poet refers
first to Christ·s incarnation, ascension and second corning, all of
which may be interpreted as a sort of journey (14-16); second to His
walk on the sea (17-18); and third to the pathway to heaven (oupa-
v~nv O~]..Iov: 12 ) and the imposition of the new path (of life) on the
old (12-13). As is suggested below in the commentary, this pathway
to heaven (which seems to refer to the way of life leading to heaven)
arises from the combination of the new path of life (indicated in NT)
with the old (exemplified in aT).
From what has been said above the Praise (lb-18) appears to have
been carefully constructed, since it begins with a metaphorical sense
of the concept of way (2'), progresses to a literal in lines 3-11 and
ends in lines 12-18 with both a metaphorical (12-13) and a literal
(14-18). The reason why the poet based the Praise on the concept of
way or journey is obvious: by doing so, he anticipates the content of
the Prayer and thus follows the feature of Greek pagan hymns whereby
the content of Praise is carefully chosen in order to secure the
fulfilment of the requests (see above p·30 ).
The Prayer includes a request to Christ to be the poet's companion
and grant him an auspicious journey and an angel as his escort,
protector and,helper. Three further reasons why the poet wants the
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angel are expressed in the long final clause o~pa •.. a~~~Enoua~v
(21-25): the first two with the two participial phrases (navTwv ...
, , ~, ,££pywv and T£AO~ ... xap~~o~£vo~ ) and the third with ay~vE£~V which
he~e is accompanied, not only by an acc. and a dat. (which denotes
direction: see below ad loc.), but also with the two opposite adverbs
oCxo~£V and oCxa6£. The three reasons are then: a) to keep the
petitioner away from diurnal and nocturnal dangers, b) to grant him
a happy end to his journey and c) to lead him safely from home and
back to it and to his relatives and friends.
The first two reasons do not help us in identifying the sort of
journey the poet was about to undertake. From the third reason,
however, it appears that the poet does not refer only to his depart-
ing, or outgoing journey (implied from oCxo~£v), but also to his
return (implied from oCxa6£). If we now take olxo~ not in its re-
stricted sense of Ihome I , but in its more general of I homeland I -
better here Ihometown I - (see LSJ s.v. oCxa6£) , then one can, I
think, easily explain why, with regard to his homeward journey, the
poet mentions also his friends and relatives.
From the above we may, therefore, infer that the present hymn
could have been composed before the poet's departing journey for
another town, but his requests refer also to his homeward journey.
In this case TEAO~ 8a~A6v (23) is more likely to refer to the
completion of both journeys than to one of them only.
TQ come to the analysis of the rest of the hymn: in lines 26-30
the poet imagines himself already back home (Ev~a: 26) after the end
of his journey and shows his everlasting devotion to Christ express-
ed in his wish/decision: a) to pray to Him day and night, b) to lead
a sinless life and.·c) to raise his winged thoughts to Him, until he
passes the final way, cornmon to everybody, and comes to the heaven-
ly abode. This section serves as an indirect praise to Christ as
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does also the invocation which follows (31-32); and to some extent is
used to secure the fulfilment of the requests (see above p.30 ).
Finally, after the culmination of the poet's devotion to Christ
which is expressed in the ~du-Stil' in lines 31-32, the poet closes
his hymn by repeatirng his request for a prosperous and happy end to
his journey.
Of the hymns which form the subject of the present research this
hymn, together with 2.1.38, is the only poem included in the Editio
Princeps of the Gregorian poetic corpus, namely the A1dine edition of
1504 (see above p.84).
In the majority of the MSS (and Edd ) the poem is justifiably
entitled 'Evo6~a since both Praise and Prayer deal with the concept
of journey.
The first part of the hymn (1-18) has been paraphrased by Cosmas
of Jerusalem in his Aoyo~ MZ' : 'Evo6~a (see M.38.452f.): while an
anonymous paraphrase of it appears also in some MSS: e.g. Parisinus
90islianus gr. 56 and Vaticanus gr. 497. I have at my disposal on
photostats the paraphrase of the latter MS and I refer to it a few
times in the commentary.
Finally, the problem of the date of composition of 1.1.36 is
discussed at the end of section 111.2.
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I. Introduction (la)
1. Xp~aT~ &va~: On the avoidance of the interjection ~ in the
present line see above p. 43f. Gregory uses this phrase many times to
introduce his prayers to Christ. See e.g. 2.1.38.1, ~.2.1.92.1
(1447), 2.1.19.9 (1271) and 1.2.15.109 (774). On other occasions he
addresses Christ simply by the title HAva~ which stands for the common
Biblical appellation Kup~o~ first applied to the Godhead and later to
Christ (see DeichgrMber p.96f. and 179). Some of these cases are:
carm.2.1.49.7 (385),2.1.62.1,2 (405): "Ava~, / "Ava~ in anadiplosis
and 1.1.37.6. &va~ is a universal epithet commonly used of many Greek
deities (see above p , 25) , although primarily and more widely it "
applied to Apollo and Zeus. However, the occurrence of a title of a
god, or his proper name, followed by &va~ , both in vocative and at
the beginning of a hymn or a prayer - or at least of a line - as
happens in the present hymn, is not very common. I could find only
Theogn.5, 773, Hom. hymn.Apoll.257, Eur. Cycl.599, Orph. hymn.34.8,
65.3, Nonn. Dion.21.11, and a number of prayers bagi.nningwith Ze;U &va
e ..g. !!..3.35l, Od.17.,354, Apoll.Rhod. Arg.1.242 and Nonn. Dion.2.209.
II. Praise Ob-18)
On the transition to the Praise with O~ see above the note' on
1.1.34.2. The pronoun LS repeated twice in line 3 according to the
relative style of predications commonly found in hymns from the later
period. See above p. 24.
The Praise may be divided into two parts: the first (1-2) whereby
Christ is praised as being the good and the way, and the second (3-18)
which may be further subdivided into two sections. In the first (3-11)
Christ's power is revealed in the help He offered to Israelites during
their homeward journey, and in the second (12-18) the particular themes
of Christ's praise are all taken from His life on earth. All these
are Biblical themes commonly used in Christian hymns and prayers (see
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e.g. below the note on 66~~ G6Eta (2).
1b-2: Christ is the good and the way
If. ~avLa ~EAE~~ EG6Aa: On expressions with ~a~ , commonly
used in the present hymns, see the note on 1.1.33.1. Greek gods were
occasionally called EG6AOL (cf. Hesiod. Theog.435, 439, 444: Hecate),
or were asked to give men EG6Aa (cf. Theogn.4). See also Keyssner
p.158f. Accordingly, in the present hymn Christ is said to be all
good things to men. EG6A6~ is used in carm.1.1.3.42 (411) to describe
the nature of the Godhead.
2. 66o~ G6E'Ca: The phrase seems to be a combination of the well-
known passage in Ev.Jo.14.6, where Christ calls Himself the way, with
a number of other Biblical passages from Old and New Testaments where
the ways of God are characterized as Eu6E'Ca~'(see e.g. Ev.Mt.3.3, Act.
13.10, LXX 1Reg.12.23 and Ps.26.11). In Clem. Alex. hymn.Christ.34~j>.
Paed. (ed. Heitsch p.158) Christ is called 66o~ oupavLa (cf. line 12
of the present hymn).
2. LELu~a~: This verb, as well as LEA~6E~V and E~U. are used for
t~e praise of a Greek deity (see Keyssner p.119f.). Two such examples
may be Hom. hymn.32.13 and hymn. Yen. 32
3-11: Christ's deeds in Jewish history
In Greek pagan hymns gods were occasionally praised for the part
they played in historical battles: cf. Isyllus paean Apoll.-Asclep.62-82
(Coll.Alex. p.134f.) and Limenius paean Apoll.32f. (ib. p.150), apart
from the more common way of praise by reference to their personal
mythological deeds in a narrative style (see above p.28). On the
other hand, the manifestation of the power and other qualities of God
by reference to various events from the Jewish history was a common
theme in Old Testament Psalms and prayers: cf. LXX Ps.104, 77, 134.8-12
and 135.10-24, and the Prayer of Moses in LXX Ex.15.1-19. Such a
custom was followed by the early Christian Church as may be seen from
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the prayers ~n Const.Apost. e.g. 7.33.4-7, 36.3-4 and 37.2-4.and from
the anapho ra of Liturg. ap , Const.Apost.8.12.6-27 (Brightman pp.14-18).
The inno~ation of our poet lies in the fact that he uses the
reference to Jewish history for the praise of Christ and not of God as ~
Jew would normally expect. He does the same also in De Vita Sua:
~.2.1.11.186-92 (Jungck p.62; M.37.l042f.) and 1.1.38.1-4 (see
belo~); while in ~.1.1.9, Wyss, Lines 27-33, he presents Christ as
the Divine Lawgiver ~see B. Wyss, 'Zu Gregor von Nazianz', in Phyllo-
bolia fUr Peter von der MUhll (Basel, 1946), p.162). The Exodus
journey is made with the help of Christ also in Melito of Sardis, Ho-
milia in passione Christi 83-85 (ed. S.G. Hall, p.46).
The same journey is recalled, among other passages, in carm.l.2.
2.164-71 (591f.) and £!.32.16 (M.36.192C), to which one may add those
mentioned in Jungck on De Vita Sua, 188-91. In £!.45.21 (M.36.652C),
a homily on Easter, it ~s used metaphorically to show that God's help
will be given to Christians as it was given to the Jews. See also ~.
120 (Gallay, ii, p.12; M.37.2l6A) where the event is recalled in order
to show Gregory's desire to depart for the next life. However, while
~n the present hymn the various events which took place during this
Journey are all given in a chronological order, apart from the last
event (i.e. the crossing of the river Jordan:9b-11) which chronological-
ly precedes the previous one (i.e. the battle of Israelites with the
five Amorite kings:9a), such an order does not always exist in the
above passages, namely in 1.2.2.164-71 (591f.) and or.32.16 (M.36.192C).
This fact casts a doubt in Jungck's rearrangement of lines 187-91 of
the De Vita Sua' for which there is no MS evidence (see Jungck ad loc.).
3" ". o~ ... l1yaye:~: The reference is to LXX Ex.13.21f. The event
~s also recalled in LXX Ps.77.14, 104.39, Sap.18.3 and 2Esd.19.12.
The same event in ~.1.2.2.165f. (591) is expressed as follows: toD
( ) 6 \,. 1 /' , "sc. of Israel np a~e: nupo~ atUAO~ l1ye:~uve:ue: xaL ve:~e:AI1~ e:AXOVLO~
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aan~avTou 6~' €pn~n~. See also or.32.l6 (M.36.192C), or.38.2 (313A),
or.45.21 (652C), and or.40.6 (365A), and Orac.Sibyl.3.250f.
3. aTpaTov: The 'band' or 'body' of Israelites (cf. LSJ s.v.).
3f. o~ ~' 660v ... €xaAu4a~: Cf. LXX Ex.14.15-31, Ps.135.13-15,
Red Sea is rendered in De Vita Sua,188 (Jungck p.62; M.37.1042) as:/
, : t, , ,KOVTOU pay£VTO~ IapanA W6£UXOTO~, in ~.1.2.2.167 (591) as: / ~
(se. for Israel) K6vTo~ 0KO£~~£ and in or.45.21 (M.36.652C) as: ~aAaa-
32.16 (M.36.192C), or.11.2 (M.35.833B), or.13.2 (853B) and or.24.13
(1184 c).
3. 66ov: The word, meaning 'passage', has been deliberately
chosen to serve the general ide~ carried out by the whole of the hymn
as has been stated in the introductory analysis on 1.1.36.
4. q>LAo~~:Behind the word one immediately thinks of the NT
, ""passages in Ev.Jo.15.14,15 : 0~£L~ q>LAO~ ~ou £aT£ and u~a~ o£ £~pnxa
q>LAOU~. This is another innovation of the poet when he applies to
OT events ideas and expressions appearing in NT.
5. apTov "WKaaa~: It follows chronologically the two
previous ones and is related in LXX Ex.16.1-36 in order to be recalled
later Ln LXX Ps.77.24 and 104.40 where the phrase apTov oupavou is
used. See also Gregory's carm.1.2.2.167 (591): xa~ ovpavo~ £t6ap ~-
owx£ /, or.13.2 (M.35.853B): OOTO~ (se. God) E~p£4£V EV Epn~~ Aaov
qluyaoa ~~vov U£T~V xap~aa~£vo~, or.32.16 (M.36.192C), or.45.21 (652C),
or.11.2 (M.35.833B).
5. wKaaa~: It is used in the same sedes in 1.1.33.10. The
imperative form of the verb, or its equivalent ones, are commonly used
in the Prayer part of Greek pagan hymns when gods are asked to give
the petitioner various benefits. See e.g. Hom. hymn.Cer.494, Orph.
hymn.67.8 and ~rocl. hymn.1.40, and Keyssner p.125.
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5 ' ,,,f. ex 6 ope " fe P nll4l: C. LXX Ex.17.1-7, Dt.8.15, ~.48.21,
Ps.I04.41, 77.15f. and 113.8: I lOU crlpE~a.Vl0~ lnv nElpa.v e:~~ ALllVa.~
to have been Gregory's source for the choice of the epithet axpolo-
1l0~. A variation of our passage is used in 1.1.38.4 (see the note
ad loc.); while carm.1.2.2.168 (591) runs: I xa.l nElpn I3Aa01ncre:v u-
6wp. Cf. also or.32.16 (M.36.192C) and ££.45.21 (652C).
6. e:I3Aucra.~••. poov: 'you made a stream flow'. The poet uses
I3Au~e:~v as a transitive verb (see LSJ s.v.). The present passage may
be compared to Orph. Arg.599f. (ed. Abel): (yn) I I3Au~oucr' apyupoe:~6E~
6. llEya. ~a.Ull' : The phrase is used to express the poet's
~stonishment with the miracle. A sLmilar parenthetic exclamatory
phrase is used ~n ~.2.2.1.179 (1464) and 1.2.1.148 (533): ili ~alll3o~
a~a.upOlal0~cr~v an~crlov I,when Gregory relates the mystery of Christ's
incarnation. The origin of the phrase seems to be found in the long
Homeric Hymns and particularly in hymn.Merc.219 (the same line is used
four times in the Iliad and once in a slightly different form in Od.
19.36), 270, hymn.Apoll.156, 415 and hymn.Cer.403. See also Ps.-Mane-
tho 1.32.
Greek gods also were praised for their miralces, or for being
themselves a miracle (see Keyssner p.122).
The same astonishment for the greatness of the miracle is express-
ed when the event is related in or.ll.2 (M.35.833B): u6wp anLcrlov EV
Epnll4l. On the other hand, the juxtaposition of llEya. ~a.Ull' (or an~crl0v
of the previous passage) and EV Epnll4l has the effect of making the
miracle even greater since it took place in the desert.
, , ,e:v e:pnll4lmay
have been taken from LXX Ps. 77.15.
7-8: Defeat of Amalek by the sign of the cross formed with the
raised hands of.Moses.
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The event is related in LXX Ex.17.8-16. The theme is used by
Gregory quite often. See e.g. carm.1.2.2.170-71 (592): / xat naAa~~-
De Vita Sua 189 (Jungck p.62; M.37.1042), or.45.21
CM 36 652)" """ ... .... . C: A~aAnX xaTanoA~~n~na~Ta~' oux onAo~~ ~ovov, aAAa xa~
anTTnTOV, £!:.. 32 .16 092C): xaT~noAE~naa~ ,A~aAnX ~Ux~ xal.X~~pwv EXTa-
a~~ xa~ T~ aTaup~ npoTunou~Ev~ and finally ~.2.1.1.1-3 (969) which
is cited and discussed below p.179. Cf. besides or.11.2 CM.35.833B),
or.13.2 (853B), Cosmas's of Jerusalem paraphrasis of the present
MwUaEW~, his own scho!' on 2 .1.1.1.ff.(347f.) and the rendering in the
anonymous paraphrase in Cod. Vb : 'unoTunwv TbV aTaupov 0 Mwuafi~'.
The same event is the subject of a Christian epigram, consisting
of one elegiac couplet and found in AP 1.60, in which the phrase :j
"See also Orac.Sibyl.8.251f.:/ ov
n~aT~~ and Geffcken's comment ad loco
7. 6ua~~vEwv 6' av6pw~: From the above passages it becomes clear
that by this phrase the poet refers to the Amalekites.
7. aTfiaa~: See the note on 1.1.34.3.
XEpa~: The phrase is used in its literal sense
~n Plutarch. Anton.20, while ~n Idem Cim.19.3 and Polybius 4.52.1 it
has a metaphorical meaning.
8.aTaupov ~noax~awv Mwafi~: The verb unoax~a~~v, which in LSJ
I
appears only with its literal meaning of 'overshadowing', is used
by Gregory, apart from the passages cited above, also in carm.2.1.45.
178 (1366): ypa~~aT~ aTp~X~nV Xp~aTo~ unoax~awv (se. 'outlining') and
1.2.1.191 (537): (avnp tC6wAa xapaaawv) ",j ~~6o~ unoax~a~~ (se.
'sketches') n~~p~~~vo~, in two different metaphorical ways. From
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the wording of the parallel passages cited 'above, i.e. aTaupoTuno~~,
nou~€v~, one has to understand the present passage as meaning that
Moses stretched out his arms sideways forming with his body, or the
shadow of his body, the shape of cross and foreshadoYilg thus Christ's
cross. This description of Moses complies with the Biblical one (cf.
TOU, ~v.~u~~v ~~~ xat ~v.~U~~v ~~~ in Ex.17.11 and 12 respectively).
Therefore, the poet appears to have chosen carefully 6~€X~~v XEpa~,
instead of the very common Biblical expression EX'€~VE~V x€tpa~, as
more accurate to express Moses's posture.,
8. aAxap E~~tO: The paraphrase in Cod. Vb takes the phrase in
apposition to a.aupov, but the similar passages cited below show
that it is more likely to be addressed to Christ.
The phrase is found in the same sedes, but addressed to God, in
~.2.1.1.623 (1016). See also ib.422 (1001),2.1.83.25 (1430) and
Apoll. Met.Ps.26.1, 61.4 (both in ace.). Cf. 11.11.823: aAxap 'Axa~-
wv/ in the same sedes but different context. Gregory seems to be
the first to use aAxap as a divine epithet, if Apoll. Met.Ps. depends
on him (cf. Golega, Der Homerische Psalter, p.83). The epithet
possibly stands for the common Biblical ones: un€paan~a.n~, Son~o~,
or ax€naa.ns e.g. in LXX Ps.26.1, 32.20 and 70.6. On the other hand,
on the proportion in the usage of E~~to or E~oto in Gregory's poetry
see above p. 39.
9. llrlVn ax€~ov: Cf. LXX Jos.10.12-14. The event appears
also 1.n~.1.2.1.317 (546): Mnvns 6' nEA~OU'~ 6po~0\) axe:~~vnUs
'Inaous (se. Joshua, the son of Nun ), 1.2.2.169 (591): nA~Os £aX~~E
6~~pov and or.24.l3 (M.35.1184C).
• '"' .I '9ff.ws 6~ P~€~pov/ ... xa.~\)~uaas: The list of events from or
closes with the reference to the crossing of the river Jordan, which
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chronologically precedes the previous event of the battle of Israelites
with the five Amorite kings and is related in LXX Jos.3.13-16. The
crossing of the river Jordan, together with that of the Red Sea ~s re-
called in LXX Ps.113.3: / n ~clAaooa ELoEV xat E~UYEV, 0 'Iopoclvn~ E-
o1'pcl~nd.~ 1'a OltGOW (see also ib.5). Gregory refers to it m carmi
1.2.2.168f. (591): 0 0' Ex&oOa1" oltGowi EUPU PEWV lto1'a~6~,2.1.22.10f.
(l281) and 2.1.3.8 (l020), both cited b elow p.196 and 198 respectively.
See also or.45.21 (M.36.652C) .
. 9f. P€E~pOV/ Er~EV: Cf. ~.1.2.2.167 (591):/ ~ (s c , Israel)
lt6v1'o~Ult6E~~E, although the phrase refers to the crossing of the
Red Sea.
la. EltE~YO~EVO~~: Cf. 1.1.38.2: EAauvo~EvO~~, although it again
refers to the crossing of the Red Sea.
10f. o06~ ... j pni:OGn: The phrase i s used in Hesiod. Oper.292
where the epithet appears in the same sedes.
la. E1'Ux~n: In the same sedes the verb appears in carm.2.1.1.16.
(971).
11 \ " 1.1 ' .I. 1'nV au1'O~ U~~OXEO xa~ Xa1'~VEuoa~: The phrase explains ya~av,
~.e. the promised land (cf. Ep.Heb.11.9). For the same expression see
~.2.2.1.17 (1453) and cf. 2.1.22.9(1281). The combination of the
two verbs isa Homeric formula found e.g. in Od.13.133, 4.6, _!l.15.374,
4.267 and 12.236. Cf. also Horn. hymn.Merc.521 and Orac.Sibyl.1.202.
The reversal in the order of the last two events seems to be
caused by the importance of the crossing of the r~ver Jordan: firstly
because of its connection with the general idea of the hymn (cf. o06~
in line 10); and secondly, in order to lead over to the following
section of the poem (12-18), namely to Christ's deeds related in NT
by the contrast: ooo~ 0' Elttya~av:10 - oupavGnV oL~ov:12 (i.e.
promised land - way to heavens); and by the repetition of aU1'6~ ~n
lines 11 and 12.
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12-18: Christ in New Testament
12-16: The way of life which leads to heaven. In this section
the poet finds the opportunity first to refer once more to Christ's
incarnation (14f.), as he does also in 1.1.33.6 and 1.1.35.7f., and
then to pass on to His ascension (15) and second coming (16).
12. aU16~: The pronoun, used also in lines 11 and 17, stands ln
emph~tic position without being accompanied by a personal pronoun (see
LSJ s.v. 10.b) .
The same
metaphor is used in Orac.Sibyl.6.9f.:/ 6EL~E~ (sc. Christ) 6' av~pw-
12. oupavLnv: The poet, writing in dactylic meters, naturally
extends the Ionic (Homeric) ending -n (instead of the Attic -a) of
feminine epithets and nouns to non-Homeric words, following the
f ' ,example of later epic writers, e.g. Nonnus. See, apart rom oupav~nv,
.also apxaL~ (13), nO~ELn~ (33), olpal~n~ (1.1.34.6), XOpELn~ (2.1.38.
19) and EnOUpaVL% (2.1.38.24), all used by Nonnus, and Euo6LnV (1.1.
36.20) and aXnpaoLn~ (1.1.35.10), which both seem to be the poet's
own creations (see also above p.39).
The epic epithet, which is found in 1.1.35.6
(see the note ad loc.), and in the same sedes in 2.1.38.43, is used in
all the cases as a substantive following the Greek practice from the
tragedians onwards (see LSJ s.v.).
13. uOlal0v: Cf. carro.2.l.1.l5 (971). The adverb in Homer is
usually connected with npwl0v or nu~alov. See 11.22.203, Od.20.ll6
and Hom. hymn.21.4. After recalling a number of ways in literal or
metaphorical sense : o6o~ t~Eta (2), o66v (3) and o66~ pnL6Ln
(10f.), the po~t gives the final one: oupavLnV OG~ov: 12, which
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seems to be the combination of the two ways: apxa~n and V€n aTapn6~.
I take oupav~nv o~~ov in a metaphorical sense to refer to the way of
life which leads to heaven. Such a ,life is based in actual fact on
Christ's teaching which, according to Christ's own words ln Ev.Mt.5.
17, is a review of and supplement to the teaching of aT. Accordingly,
when the poet refers to the way of life which leads to heaven as a
mi xtur e of the old way with the new, he seems, I think, to take apxa~n
(sc. aTapn6~) as the way of life indicated by the teaching of aT and
V€n aTapn6~. the life which is based on the teaching of NT. Gregory
refers to the two Testaments as TIaAa~d and N€a in De Vita Sua 1169
(Jungck p.110; M.37.1109).
Cf. carm.1.2.1.149 (533)= ~.1.1.9.
14. xpa~E~~: The verb is carefully chosen to describe the
nature of the incarnate Christ and may be contrasted to ~n€~~~a~~13(used
to show precisely the mixture of the old way of life with the new).
14. ~,nl,yaCav oOEuoa~: ' you came on earth'. Cf. carm. 2.1.45 .
.117 (l361): (sc . <jJuxriv)En~ yaCav OOEUHV!, 2.1.1.10 (970), Orac.
Siby1.3.367 = 5.466, Apo11. Met.Ps.66.8 and Nann. par.Jo.7:3 (M.43.
805A). The present phrase may owe its construction to the Homeric
expression ~n~ vna~ OOEUE~V in 11.11.569.
14. oOEUOa~! The participle oOEuoa~ of the majority of MSS is
syntactically inappropriate, since a main verb is needed in the
sentence. On the other hand, the reading wOEuoa~, an augmented form
of aorist. of MSS Vb and C is metrically also unsuitable. Therefore,
its correction into the unaugmented form oOEuoa~ (cf. Smyth 438 and
Monro 69) is necessary, although such a form is not recorded by
Veitch s.v. 06EUE~V. But as has been said above p.39 the construct-
ion of new forms by analogy to existing ones (cf. e.g. opE~a~ in !!.
24.743 and Cunliffe, Lexicon, s.v. OAAU~~, o~vu~~, 6v~vn~~, 6VE~6~~w)
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~s a common habit of Gregory's.
15. n~ETEpnV: Cf. 1.1.35.2 and 1.1.34.15 and the note ad lac.
On the enjambement in line 14 and the pause after the second longum
see the note on 1.1.33.2f.
15. E\I.lJ€\Ia€p.lJ€~s;:The same phrase appears in carm.1.2.1.171
(535). Cf. also ib.180 (536), 1.2.9.83 (674), 2.2.1.75 (1457), 2.1.
45.55 (1357) and 1.1.7.56,67 (443, 444), and Od.8.375, 12.432.
16. ~~€a~: The form is constructed according to the Homeric
ending -a€a~ (cf. Smyth, Greek Dialects 607.2(a». See also carm.
1.2.14.32 (758): o<jJ€a~ and Od:12.39.
Christ's second coming is recalled, among other passages, in
~.2.2.3.9f. (1480): ~ (sc. man) ~€OS; ~~€Ta~ aDT~S;,/ e~€Ta~ uaTa-
T~O~a~\I E\I n~aa~ ~~\lTas;EAEYXW\I/ and or.38.16 (M.36.329C): xa~ n~O\lTa
(sc. Xp~aTO\l) ~€Ta TnS; EauToD 6o~ns;.
16. EA6o~€\lo~a~: It reminds us of the credal phrase
a\l~aTaa~\I\I€XPW\I(see A. Hahn, Symbole, p.135 and 165).
16. ~a~\lT€poS;: An epic comparative form, the superlative of
~po(J60X€'C\I
which is found in the same sedes in ~.2.2(epit.).97.1 (M.38.59) =
AP 8.54.1. Cf. also 2.1.34.145 (1317), 2.1.87.23 (1435), 1.2.2.687
(632) and AP 9.210.12. The epithet stands for the Biblical phrase ~€-
T~ 6o~ns; (Cf. Ev.Mt.24.30, Lc.21.27 and Mc.13.26).
16. ~ T~ ~~PO~~€\I: It is used once in Od.l.322. In the present
hymn the phrase refers to Christ's first coming on earth, namely to
His birth.
17-18: Christ walks on the water and calms the seastorm
The event is related in Ev.Mt.14.22-33, Mc.6.45-51 and Jo.6.16-
21. It may be found also in carm.2.1.1.10-13 (970f.) which is cited
below p.179, in Orac.Sibyl.8.273f.: / TOUS; a\lE~OUS;~aua€~€ AOY~,
aTOp€a€~ 6£ .lJ~Aaaaa\l/~a~\lO~E\ln\l~OaL\I €~pn\lns;~CaT€~ T€ ~aTnaas;./
and 6.13.
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17. ER£~naao: The form has been composed according to the Ionic
(Homeric) ending -ao of the second person first aorist middle. Cf.
Smyth, Greek Dialects 608.1.
18. o'l:6~JaR€a£v: 'the rough sea became calm'. The closest
parallel passage I could find is Eur. Iph.Taur.l412: o'l:6~aVnvE~ov
In carm.1.2.15.55 (770) = 2.1.1.21 (971) = 2.2.5.203
(536) Gregory uses the phrase aYPl-ov o'l:6~a.(1aAaaans;/which appears
to be taken from'Callim. fr.370 (Pfeif.). For references to ~a.(1up-
poov or6~a .(1aA~aans;/in Apoll. Met.Ps. e.g. 105.23 see Golega p.49.
1'8. (or6~a) ~l-ar;6~£vov&.v€~ol-al-v:Cf. Ev.Mt.14.24: ~l-ar;6-
(
• ) , \ #'01 , l' \, , ,,,~EVOV sc. sh~p URO LWV xu~aLwv, nv yap EVaVLl-0S;0 aVE~OS; and Ev.
Jo. 6.18. Note that ~l-ar;6~EVOVapplies here to or6~a and not to
RAOtoV of the Biblical passage.
Before passing on to examine the content of the Prayer it will be
worthwhile to pause for a moment to compare the Praise part of the
present hymn with carm. 2.1.1.1-16 (969-71): De Rebus Suis, ~n order
to show some of Gregory's poetic techniques which are parallel to
~hose discussed in Appendix III. The De Rebus Suis consists of 634
hexameters and belongs to Gregory's autobiographical poetry. In
composing its prooemium, lines 1-36(969-72), as well as its epilogue,
623-34 0016f.), in the. form of a hymn, Gregory followed the example
of Greek epic writers (see above p. 23).
The Praise of the hymnodic epilogue (623-31) consists of an
accumulation of epithets and other appellations first to the Father,
then to the Son and, finally, to the Spirit, all used to describe the
nature, characteristics and relationship between the three persons.
Therefore, it may be compared both in content and structure e.g. to
2.1.38. 5-12a (see below ad loc.).
On the other hand, the Praise of the hymnodic prooemium refers
to Christ and may be compared, not only ~n structure, but also in
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content with that of the present hymn. The citation of the text it-
self LS inevitable in order to illustrate these similarities better.
This LS given after the Migne edition:
(.\ \ '\ , , '\, " t' _ov 6~a xa~ ~EyaAou ano XnTEOS EX~OP Iwvas
" '''' ' ,'" \ '6'10 os no~ OAnV ~E~oucrav unE~p aAa nE~os 0 Euaas
With regard to structure, both hymns begin with the invocation
Xp~aT~ ava~ which LS followed by three relative clauses expressed Ln
1.1.36 by 5s "'f o~ ... , O~ TE and in 2.1.1. by O~ ..., os ~,TE ... OV
6~d. In content both hymns praise Christ with reference to various
Biblical events taken first from the OT and then from Christ's life on
earth. Some of these events are the same in both hymns, namely the
victory over king Amalek in 1.1.36. 7-8 and 2.1.1. 1-3, the cessation
of the seastorm in 1.1.36. 17-18 and 2.1.1. 10-12, and Christ's
incarnation in 1:1.36. 14f. and 2.1.1. 14-16. However, more important
from the viewpoint of poetic techniques seems to be the deliberate
choice of the particular OT ev~nts in both hymns. So, in 1.1.36. 3-11
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these are all taken from the general theme of the Exodus journey 1n
order to correspond to the main concept of the hymn: the idea of way
or journey. On the other hand, in 2.1.1. 1-9 all the three events
related: the salvation of Israelites from the threat of Amalek, the
rescue of Daniel from the lions (cf. LXX Dan.6. 1-28) and of Jonah
from the cetacean (cf. LXX Jon.2. 1-11) have also one thing in common:
the salvation of those involved comes as a result of their prayer
made with their hands extended. Furthermore, the events from Old and
New Testament mentioned in the Praise part are all based on the con-
cept of salvation, which is in harmony also with the main request :/
( EA~') ~~ ~E aawa~~ /, following in line 18 (971). Therefore,
in both hymns the content of the Praise anticipates that of the
Prayer. Hence, the poet appears to follow the common practice of
Greek pagan hymnographers, whereby the content of Praise is carefully
chosen in order to be appropriate to the fulfilment of the petitioner's
requests (see above p. 30).
In conclusion, both the Praise of the hymnodic prooem1um in 2.1.
1. 1-16 and that of the present hymn are built in the same way and
their content, apart from being similar in various parts of it, 1S
deliberately chosen to serve a particular purpose in each case.
III. Prayer (19-33)
All the requests of the Prayer are related to the main concept
of the hymn: the idea of journey.
Line 19: A variation of this line may be found in the opening
line of the Prayer in the hymnodic prooemium we have dealt with just
above: 2.1.1.17 (971):/ c1i6e:, ~(ixap, xa'(. E:~o'(' -I1e:O!; ~AaO!; E:A~E: xaAe:uvH.
19f. aAAa ••• an~e:pov: A request to Christ to become the poet's
fellow traveller
19. aAAa, ~axap: In the same sedes the phrase apppears in ~.
2.1.83.31 (1430) and quite often in the Orphic Hymns (e.g. 6.10, 11.
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21, 19.18) whereit begins the Prayer part (see also above p.30,n.3).
,~axap is a universal epithet applied to many Greek gods indifferently
(see above p. 26) and stands for the Biblical ~axap~o~ (lTim.l.ll, 6.
15 and, DeichgrMber p.l0l). It is used by Gregory quite often: carm.
1.2.1.64, 175 (527, 536), 1.2.15.110 (774), 2.1.1.110 (978), 2.1.19.
32 (1273) and ib.l03 (1279), where ~axapLaL~ is used instead. Among
other Christian hymnographers, the epithet is used by Synesius (e.g.
hymn.1.21), in hymn.Christ. ap, Pap.Bero!. Mus. 8299 (ed. Heitsch
p.161) and in Method. Olymp. Parthen.285.13, 286.21, 288.56 etc. (ed.
Musurillo-Debidour, SC ).
19. ~A~€: Imperative forms of cletic verbs, or its equivalent,
often introduce the Prayer part of Orphic Hymns: 48.5f.:/ aAAa, ~a-
vn (see above p. 31 and Keyssner pp.87-91).
19. xaA~uvn: The participle' is found in the same sedes three
times in Homer (Od.l0.229, 255 and 12.249).
19. cruvE~nopo~: Gregory's source for the word seems to be found
.~n Plat. Phaedo 108c'where gods are called ~uvE~nopo~ and ny~~6v~~ of
the human soul. Cf. also Orac.Chald. fr.217.2 (ed.' des Places, se,- -
p.118). A closer parallel to the Platonic passage is carm.2.2.4. 81f.
(1511): crUV€~KOPOV, ny~~ovna,/ xp~crLov £xwv. See also 2.2.5.275 (1541)
where the epithet is in the same sedes and seems to refer also to
Christ; while in ~7.9 (M.35.765A) it refers to Gregory's brother
Caesarius. Q'UVE).1nOpOs;ri.vi,is employed by Apollinarius a number of
times in his Paraphrasis of the Psalter as the version of ~~ta t~VO~
used in the Septuagint text. See e.g. Met.Ps. 25.8 (cruvE~nopov
used also in Nonn. Dion.14.l92. In both cases the
fellow travellers are both men as are also in Greek tragedy when
'auv€~nopo~ is 'used. Cases where one partner is a god as happens in
the present hymn may be found in Nonn. Dion. 4.101:/ ~~o~a~ 'AnoA-
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AWV~ auvE~~opO~, 1.368 and Aristoph. Ranae 396. In Christian
prayers ouvooo~~6po~ is used instead: Liturg.Marc. (Brightman p.127.
14f.): Od~~AOU~ MaL ouvooo~~6po~ a~T~v (se. 'of travellers) YEvEo6a~
MaTa~~woov and Serap. Euch.5.8 where the guardian angel is called ouv-
ooo~~6po~. Cf. also Ac t cThom , 10.1 (LB 2.2, 1959, p.1l4.5f.).
20. an~Epov: It may imply that Gregory refers to a real journey.
The word is in emphatic position as in 2.1.38.39, 43, 47, 49 (see the
note on 2.1.3~.39).
20. E~OO~nV OE ~6po~~: A request for an auspicious journey.
For EUOO~nv cf . .£!!.ill_.2.1.1.246(988), 1.2.29.114 (Knecht p.24,; M.37.
892) and Knecht's note ad loc., and 2.2.1.168 (1463). See also 2.1.
22.6 (1281): AE~nV OE ~6po~~ oo6v and 1.2.9.101f. (675): / Xp~oT6v
.•./ ~~ ~E ... E~Opo~~ovTa T~6no~/.
The verb ~oPEtV is,occasionally used in Greek pagan hymns and
prayers when various benefits are sought from the gods: Anacreon 112.1
(PLG iii p.285 Bergk), Pap.Oxyrh. 1015,16 and Soph. OC 1086 (see also
Keyssner p.126).
20. Ma~ &YYEAOV'€o6AOV (se. ~opo~~): The poet begs also for a
good angel. On €a6A6~ see below the note on line 23. The phrase
appears 1TI the same ~ in £!!!!!.1.1.8.62 (45l);while a similar
request in 2.1.3.5f. (1020)~ cited below p. 198. On'requests for a
guardian angel in liturgical or private prayers see the introductory
note (above p.163 ); cf. also Synes. hymn. 2.264ff.
21. ~o~~6v: The poet applies to the angel an epithet of Hermes
as the latter was the escort of the souls of the dead to the nether
world. See e.g. Aesch. Pers.626, Soph. OC 1548, 11.24.153, 182,461,
437 and Orph. ~.57.6.
21'. &.AE~nTnpa: 'protector'. The epithet is used of Herac1es in
Kaibel ~.831.13 (= IG 14.1003) and of Dionysus ~n Nonn. Dion.33.232
(gen. same sedes) and 7.96. The equivalent &.AE~nTwp and &.AE~nTnp~O~
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are both used of Zeus in Soph. OC·143 and Aesch. SeE!. B respectively.
21. Son~6ov: Greek gods were often called to come as helpers to
men: e.g. Artemis at child-births in Callim. hymn.Dian. 21f. See also
Nonn. Dion. 33.345 (Sea), 30.73 (Hephaestus), 27.292 (Athene) and
Bacchyl. fr. 49 (Jebb ) (Zephyrus). Apart from Son~o~.gods were called
1 (' )' .t " " o,a so En- apwyu~, En~xoupo~ and En~TappovO~. See above p .27.
In Psalms God is often called Son~6~ LXX Ps. 113.19, 117.7,
IB.15 etc.
22. n~aTCwv vuxCwv TE xaxwv: The phrase seems to have been based
on LXX Ps.90. 5-6: ou ~oSn~na~ ano ~oSou VUXTEP~VOO, ano SEAOU~ nETO-
xat oa~~ovCou ~Ean~Sp~voO. See alsoOrph. hymn. 3.14: ~6Sou~ 0' &n6-
22. xaxwv ano TnA6~' EEPYWV: Cf. the variation xaxwv (sc. men)
in carm.2.1.13.207 (1243). The syntax of EEPYE~V
with acc. and TnA6~~ ano with gen. seems to be based on EEPYE~V + acc.
+ TnAE Ln II. 23.72 in which TnAE is replaced in the present phrase by
InAo~~ with gen., while an6 is an emphatic pleonasm.
23. xat TEAO~ Ea~AOV ooo~o xap~~6~EVO~: Cf. carm.2.1.19.77
(1277): E~O~ TEAO~ Ea~Aov 6n&~wv/(sc. God). Requests for a happy end
of life may be found in Orph. hymn.2B.11: S~6TOU TEAO~ Ea~Aov 6n&~wv
and 73.9. In general, Ea~A6~, together with aya~6~, is widely used
in hymns to describe the various benefits or requests the petitioner
asks from gods: Theocr. Idyl. 22.214f. (Dioscuroi): n~ETEpo~~ XAEO~
u~vo~~/ Ea~Aov aE~ nE~no~TE and Orph. hymn.57.12, 33.9. See also
Keyssner p.158ff.
On xapC~Ea~a~ see the note on 1.1.35.2.
23. ~OYEOVT~: Cf. 1.1.35.9, line 30 of the present hymn, carm.
1.2.14.110 (764) and 1.2.16.22 (7BO).
24. OCXO~EV ... xat oCxaOE: The closeposition of the two
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opposite adverbs corresponds to the liturgical phrase: Ta~ EL066ou~ xat
Ta~ ~~66ou~ (sc. ,podpnoo~) used in the dismissal prayer in Liturg. ape
Const.Apost. B.15.B (Brightman p.27.Bf.) and based on LXX~. 120.B.
24. (5,pa) aYLvoC: The optative in the final clause is owed to
an assimilation to the optative of wish in the principal clause (n6~
p6L~: 20). See Smyth 21B6.c. and above p. 42f.
The syntax of aYLvEELV with acc. and date seems to follow that of
aYELV .(cf. Od.14.386). See Monro 145.6.
25. nnotoCv TE ,CAOLS TE: Cf. 11.3.163: nnods TE ,CAOUS TE/
and carm. 2.1.3.20 (l021), cited below p.199.
25. b~ov SCov a~'LEnouoLv: (to the relatives and friends)'who
pursue the same life'. Cf. Pind. ~.4.5Bf.(ed. Snell-Maehler, 1971).
26. Ev~a: It refers very possibly to the poet's house as does
also in 1.1.37.7 (see the note ad l£f.).
26. vdxTa xat ~~ap: It 1S a Homeric formula (11.5.490, Qg.2.
345), used also in carm.2.1.1.141 (9BO). The variation of it : vd-
XTas TE xat n~aTa (Il.lB.340, Hesiod. Theog. 724) is used e.g. in
~.2.2.1.63 (1456) and 2.1.1.312 (993). See also Apoll. Met.Ps.1.5.
However, the expression' day and night' is not absent from Psalms
either: LXX Ps. 1.2, 31.4, 41.4 and 54.11.
26f. vdxTa xat n~ap .../ ALoooC~nv: Cf. carm.2.2.1.31 (1454):
27. (e:v.(}a)ALOOoC~·nv: This seems to be a potential optative
found in an independent clause without av conti~gent (see Monro 299
(f) and above p.42f.) as happens in 1.1.35.12 and 1.1.37.7, although
the latter is found in a relative clause.
On ACooEo~aL see the note on 1.1.34.14.
27 ' " , ",. )(aXOTnTO~.-a~LYEaOOL SLOV EI\XWV : 'leading for you a life
unmixed with badness, i.e. a sinless life'. See 1.1.34.26: xa~apov
SCOTOV and the note ad loco For SCov €AXELV cf. carm.2.2.4.4 (1506),
1~
2.1.32.4 (1301) and or.43.80 (M.36.604A); also AP 7.736.1 (Leonid.),
11.62.5 (Pallad.), both in the same sedes, 1.93.3, Nonn. Dion.35.76
and Apoll. Met.Ps.30.22, 20.8, 101.22,(all ln the same sedes). Finally,
ln Eur. Orest. 207 and Phoen. 1535 S~OTO~ and ~oa are used instead.
28. voov nTEpoEvTa: The metaphor may owe its source to the
epic formula EnEa nTEpoEvTa (Od.1.122, 11.13.750), or even to Plat .
Phaedr. 246e .TO Tn~ ~uxn~ nT£pw~a. Cf. also Synes. hymn.5.87 :TO
voO nT£pw~a/. Gregory uses the same metaphor also in ~.1.2.16.31f.
(780): navTa voou nTEpuYEaa~v En£opa~ov, oaaa naAa~a,/ oaaa v£a and
2.1.45.119 (1362):/ nVEu~aT~ ( sc. of man) OE RTEPOEVT~ ; while in
2.2.1.300 (1473) he refers to nTEpoEvTa S~ov.
28. S~ou ~ao~ The phrase must be parenthetic and addressed to
Christ, the light of the poet's life as happens also in ~.2.2.5.3
(1521): Xp~aTo~ ava~ ... , S~ou ~ao~, (nom.), in 2.2.7.300 (1574):
Xp~aTO~, E~OV ~ao~, (same sedes) and 2.1.25.7 (1285). See Ev.Jo.8.12.
However, in 2.1.13.5 (1228) the same phrase is addressed to the bishops.
possibly after Ev.Mt.5.14. Cf. besides Orph. hymn.8.18 (Helius): ~wn~
~w~(same sedes).
28. voov ... a~€v , ,aE~pwv Cf. carm.2.1.1.76 (975): Xp~aTo~ E-
~ov voov a~€v aE~pwv/ and ib. 265 (990): ~E~ voov ayvQv aE~pwv/ (sc.
1 the poet ~ and 1.1.1.22 (400).
The present passage reminds us of liturgical ones when, before
the prayer of the.anaphora, the priest urges the congregation to uplift
its mind or heart: see Liturg. ap. ~.Apost.(Brightman p.14.17):
avw TOV voDv, Liturg.Jac. (B. p.50.4): avw axw~Ev TOV voOv xa~ Ta~
xapo~a~ and Liturg.Marc. (p.125.11).
On expressions with aG£v used in Greek pagan hymns see the note
on 1.1.33.11.
29. ~£a,' OTE ... E~avuaa~~~': Here the optative, as well as that
in the following line, is used in an indefinite temporal clause
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(see KUhner-Blass-Gerth 567,7, Smyth 2404 and above p. 42f.).
Furthermore, Sophocles's Thesaurus and LSJ s.v. ~€a~a cite only
th f ' '" 1 . (ree cases 0 ~Ea~ OTE, all taken from Ca llmachus hymn.Dian.195,
hymn.Cer.lll and!!.££. g_. 260.4 (PfeiL», but followed by aor. indic.
or imper. and not by opt ..(which is used to refer to an uncertain
time in the future) as happens in the present case. Cf. also Hesychi-
us and Suda s.v. ~€a~' OTE.
The last common journey for everybody
lS death. See carm.2.1.3.23 (1021), cited below p. 199.
30. ~ovnv: The word alludes to Ev.Jo. 14.2: EV TQ OLX~~ TOO
naTpos ~OU ~ova~ nOAAa~ ELa~v which lS mentioned by Gregory in ~.
On the other
hand, the Biblical concept of ~ovn as the abode of the faithful may be
contrasted to Procl. hymn.6.12:/ op~ov ES EuaES~ns ~E REAaaaaTE XEX~n-
Lines 31-33: This lS a new invocation to Christ in 'du-Stil~
(see,above p. 31 ), used to underline the close relationship between
Christ and the poet; and a final request for a successful end to the
poet's journey.
31' '..t '\,. ao~ ~w, ao~ AaA~w, ao~ 6 : The phrase is used in the same
~ in 2.1;38;29. The personal relationship between Christ and the
poet is marked throughout the Prayer part with the use of fourteen
personal pronouns and calminates in the last three lines with the
anaphora of ao~ in 31f.: ao~ ..., ao' ..., ao~ .../ ao' .... See
above the note on anaphora on 1.1.33.8.
31. ~ ava Xp~at€: A renewed invocation (see the note on 1.1.34.
14) which is used in the same sedes in carm.2.1.1.106 (978). The use
of the interjection in ~ ava goes back to the Homeric hymn to Apollo
where it can be explained by the religious epicletic nature of the
formula (see above p. 44).
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Cf. ~.2.1.1.122 (979): npo~ a~~8pa
LapOQV aELpa~ (sc. Nonna), 2.1.42.8 (1344): Ent x~ovo~ Cxvo~ EpELoa~/
(cf. Nonn. Dion.18.15) and Synes. hymn.5.89: LapoDv aCpwv/, Although
\ "nooo~ ~xvo~ is commonly used in Euripides (Herc.Fur.125, Phoe~.104f.)
it does not seem to have been used with aCpE~v,
32, XE~pt xaAunLE~~: The metaphor reminds us of similar Biblical
ones: uno LnV oXEnnv Ln~ XE~PO~ aULoD (LXX Is.49.2, 51,16), EV oXEna__ I
LWV nLepuywv OOU oXEn&oE~~ ~E (LXX Ps.16.8; cf. also 35.8, 60.5) and
E~EnETaoa (sc. God.) La~ XEtp&~ ~OU (NT Ep.Rom.10.21 = LXX Is.65.2).
Line 33: After the long ser~es of secondary clauses (21-30),
serving to explain why the poet begged for an angel (21-25) and to show
the poet's great devotion to Christ (26-30), and the new invocation
(31-32), the poet closes the hymn by adding his final request for a
successful erid to his journey.
33. OAA& It is used to introduce the last request after the
long break of eleven lines from the previous request in line 21.
33. xa~ vuv While aAA& (33) corresponds to aAA& in 19. xat vDv
refers us back to On~EpOv in 20 and is used, together with aAA&,to
introduce the final request (see also above p. 30 ).
33, e:'o~\o\"b~~ T1pllN ~ope:I'nr: ... f 1VA v ~"u .~ ~~" u ~ The phrase ~s a var~at~on 0 L~-
AO~ EO~AOV oooto in line 23 and may be compared to carm.1.2.9.112
(676): LEp~a nope~n~/ ; while 2.1,1.489 (1006): S~ou 0' En~ LEp~a~'
LX&VW/ refers to the end of the poet's life as does the request ~n
Procl, hymn.6.4: / Te:UXe:Te:0' aLYAne:ooav €~OO S~6TO~O nope:~nv/.
We now pass on to draw our conclusions on the main features used
in 1.1.36. The hymn is addressed throughout to Christ and begins with
the invocation XP~OT€ ava~ which is further developed in the ~elativstil':
o~ o~ '" o~ Te: ,., (1-4). The poet eulogizes Christ by reference
to His deeds both in Old and New Testament , following thus a common
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practice in Greek pagan hymns and Biblical Psalms' and prayers. The
divine epithets used throughout the hymn are either universal : ava;
(1,31), ~axap (19), or of a particular application : auvt~nopo~ (19),
S~ou ~ao~ (28) and aAxap (8). The by-name Xp~aTO$ is used, not only
to introduce the hymn by replacing the proper name of the addressee,
but also as a renewed invocation in line 31. The hymn is enriched
with some further divine epithets of restricted application : no~no$
aAE;nTnp and Son~O$ (21) which, however, refer to the guardian angel.
In the hymn the poet makes use of expressions with na~ (1,2),
ttTU~a~ (2) and aLEv (28) , and employs a cletic verb (gA~t: 19) with
aAAd, ~axap to introduce the Prayer. Besides, to seek various bene-
fits from Christ he utilizes nopo~$ (20). Finally, before closing
the hymn with his last request the poet adds another invocation to
Christ (31f.) in 'du-Still by using aoe in anaphora:/ aoe ..., aOL
..., aoe .../ ao~ ... au and the vocative ~ ava Xp~aTt .
The ornamentation of the hymn is rich. Apart from the epithets
mentioned above there are about fifteen more, some of which are ex-
_ pressed in pairs containing opposite words : n~aTeWV VUX~wv (22),
, , , 1apxaL~ - VEnV (13). To these one may add the exclamatory phrase ~E-
, # "'" ()ya ~aD~ (6), the comparison ~aavTEpo~ n TO napo~~Ev 16, various
metaphors (28,32,29) and rhetorical figures: oxymoron (~EO$ ~VnTO$:
14), antithesis (OCXO~EV ... oCxaoE :24), anaphora of aoe (31f.);
and finally, some vivid images, above all that of the Exodus (3-11)
and of the cessation of the seastorm (17-18).
All these features, together with the careful structure of the
hymn, provide enough elements which make the hymn an elaborate one.
We now come to discuss poems 1.1.37 and 1.1.38. The former is
written in hexameters and the latter in elegiacs. In their majority
they are S1111iTQr" to . other Gregorian verses, mainly found in 1.1.36,
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as has already been observed by Caillau (see the note on 1.1.37 in
M.37.S20'and J. Sajdak, 'Nazi~nzenica', EOS, 16(1910), p.90). These
similarities and the fact that the two poems have a different MS
tradition led Lefherz to include them among the disputed works of
Gregory's (see Lefherz p.70). On the contrary, I think that such
'similarities prove the two poems to have been written by Gregory
sirlce, as will be seen, they are in accordance with Gregory's
techniques in verse-composition.
Carm. 1.1.37
I. Praise (1-4a)
Line 1: It may be compared with 1.1.36.32a (see the note ad
loc.). The variation lies in the fact that the affirmative sentence
in 1.1.36 is replaced here by a negative one whereby the poet wants
to underline that without Christ's help one cannot make even a single
step. Hence, the negative sentence serves tm praise Christ in a
'hyberbolic' style as does also the use of expressions with n&s (2,3).
(The term 'hyberbolic'style is taken from Keyssneri see Keyssner
p.28ff. 'Der hyberbolische stil'.) Such negative sentences were not
uncommon in Greek pagan hymns, particularly those in 'du-Still: Ari-
phron 9 (PLG iii p.S97 Bergk ): (se. ·Yyt:e:t.a)/ ag-\1e:v oE xwpt-s oun.s;
'1:.' ( " )€uuat.~wv e:~u ,and Orph.~.16.S. See also Keyssner p.29. Similar
to this feature is the rhetorical question used in 1.1.29.1 (see
below the note ,ad loc.). However, a closer parallel tb the present
..passage may be found in carm.l.2.9.l07 (676):/ ws (se. therefore)
The reversal XWpl.S; alo of the Edd, instead of ago xwpCs of the
MS~was necessary for metrical reasons since xwp~s; has tbe ' t. ' short
(see II.7•470 and Od . 9.221) ...__ -
Lines 2 and 3 are exactly the same as 1 and 2 in 1.1.36 (see
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the notes ad loc.). However, it is worth noticing that in this hymn
the introductory invocation Xp~aTg ava~ of1.1.36.1 comes only at
the beginning of the second line.
4 " , #,• ao~ R~auvo~ : Cf. R~auvo~ ~~~ in 11.9.238 and ~~~ (or ~~o~~)
R~auvo~ in Pind. Pyth.4.232 (ed. Snell-Maehler 1971) and Aesch. Sept.
212 respectively. In 11.24.295, 313 R~auvo~ (although referring to
the bird of omen) is in the same sedes.
4. xa~ TnvoE T~~VW TP~8ov : Cf. carm.1.2.17.33 (784): Td~VE
TP~8ov (sc. the path of life) which may be compared to T~~V€~V TP~-
80v 8~OTO~O in AP 9.359 (Posidipp.) - repeated in Schol. on Eur.
Hec.213 (ed. Dindorf) - and i~. 360 (Metrod.); cf. also De Vita Sua
102 (Jungck p.58; M.37.1036): oRo~av TOU AOYOU T~~W TP~SOV and
Jungck's note ad lac.
Another variation in this hymn with regard to the way the poet
follows in 'praising Christ in lines 1-4a is the following: in lines
1 and 4a he praises C!!hristindirectly by referring to what one or
the poet does with the help of His, and only in lines 2 and 3 Christ
. is praised directly· with an exposition of His characteristics as
happens in 1.1.36.
II. Prayer (4b-7)
The Prayer contains three requests to Christ: first to send the
poet off unhurt, second to grant him everything he hopes for and
finally to lead him again back home.
Another feature of 1.1.37 worth mentioning is the fact that the
Prayer begins towards the end of the line and not at the beginning of
it as happens in 1.1.36 and the majority of Greek pagan hexameter
hymns. This may be possibly owed to the brevity of the poem. The
same feature appears also in 2.1.3.5 (see below p.198).
4. aAAd ~£: Cf. 1.1.36.33 and the note on 1.1.34.19.
4f. ~g R~~RO~~/ aaxn~n: 'may you send me off unhurt'. Cf.
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Solon fr. 19.3f. (West):/ CltJTCtP €]JE ••• / da}(n-tJi'jTtE]J1t.OI,.K~1tpt.!;,
Apoll.Rhod. Arg.2.690 (Apollo): aa}(n-tJECl voaTov o1taaa~,/ and Mesom.
hymn.Phys.12f. (Heitsch p.27).
1tE]J1t€t.V and its compounds are among the vertis used in the
Prayer part of Greek pagan hymns when the petitioner begs gods to
send or give him various benefits, or even to avert any missfortunes.
See Keyssner p.125f. for the former case and p.115 for the latter.
5. XClt 1taVTCl 1tOpot.~: The phrase seems to summarize the requests
in 1.1.36.20f. On 1tOpot.~ see the note on 1.1.36.20.
5. oa' EEAO€TClt. ~TOP: Cf. carm.2.1.3.18f. (cited below on p.
199 ). ~TOP is commonly used at the end of the hexameter in Homer.
6. "AVCl~: See the note on 1.1.36.1. The new invocation varies
from the introductory one, or from its equivalent in 1.1.36.31.in
that it includes only "AVCl~, without the addition of Xpt.aT€: in 1.1.
36 we have Xpt.aTE avCl~ (1) - ai avCl Xpt.aTE (31) while in 1.1.37 Xpt.-
,
aT€ avCl~ (2) - "AVCl~ (6).
6. XClC]J€ ••• 1tClACVOpaov ayot.~ €:1tl-OW]JCl 1te.:vt.Xpov: 'and may you
lead me back to my poor house'. Cf. 1.1.36.33 and the note' ad lac.
This request obviously refers to the poet's homeward journey.
1tClACVopaov: It is used in the same sedes in ~.1.2.2.397
(609),1.2.1.166 (535),1.2.9.58 (672),2.1.1.298 (992) and 2.1.45.
321 (1376). I.think that this word is added in order to different-
iate the request in line 6 from that in 4f. Therefore, since the
former request refers to the poet's homeward journey, the latter
possibly refers to his outward journey. In this case 1.1.37 appears
to have been composed before Gregory's departing journey, alilioughit
includes requests concerning both his outward and return journeys.
Line 7: It is nearly the same as 1.1.]6.26 (see the note ad
Loc ,) •
EV-tJCl: It refers to the poet's house
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If Gallay is right to suggest that both 2.1.3 and
1.1.36 were composed at the same time and for the same purpose
(before Gregory's departing journey for Constantinople at the begin-
ning of A.D. 379 ) ; and if, on grounds of the similarities between
1.1.37 and 1.1.36, 1.1.37 is to be considered as written before the
same journey, then EA~U~~PO~ should mean 'free from the worries and
troubles Gregory had experienced in his effort to practice his epi-
scopal duties in Constantinople'.
~AaaxoC~nv: Referring to Greek gods the verb may be found in
e.g. Hom.hymn.Cer.274, 292 (Demeter), 368 (Persephone) and Arat.
Phaen. 14 (Zeus), in all cases in the same sedes. As a propitiatory
verb it is used in the prayer part of Greek pagan hymns (see above
p , 31).
From what has been said above it appears that 1.1.37 contains
the basic formal characteristics of hymns: 1) Invocation (2a), 2)
Praise (1-4a) and 3) Prayer (4b-7), although real distinction at
. least between the first two parts does not exist. Therefore, although
it is short, 1.1.37 can, I think, easily be classed as a hymn; its
length is however equal to,or exceeds. that of one third of the Home-
ric and of some of the Orphic hymns.
The hymn arose directly out of the situation in which Gregory
found himself (i.e. his departure for Constantinopie) and contains
material from 1.1.36. However, the degree of dependence of 1.1.37
on 1.1.36 is such that, I think, it may not prevent us from chara-
cterizing it a nicely constructed poem with its own identity.
Carm. 1.1 .38
The poem. (written in elegiac couplets) is addressed to Christ
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as may be seen from the invocation Xp~aTE appearing only in the last
line. Praise (1-4) refers to some of the events from the Exodus
theme, and is expressed with very little variation from the equiva-
lent part of 1.1.36. The same may be said for the Prayer (5-6)
where two requests are made to Christ: one to be the poet's com-
panion (as in 1.1.36.19) and the other to grant him every good
fortune. The conciseness of the poem results in telescoping to-
gether Invocation, Praise and Prayer. Therefore, when in the com-
mentary I subdivide the poem into Praise (1-4) and Prayer (5-6),I
use the two terms only as headings without implying any intrinsic
distinction between the two parts.
The requests are so general that they do not let us assume
anything about the time and purpose of the composition of this poem.
Only as a variation of 1.1.36 it may have been written for the same
reason and at the same time as 1.1.36.
I. Praise (1-4): Christ's power revealed in the Exodus
Kaibel cites six epigrams beginning with O~ (as does this hymn):
_ 376d, 1113, 656, 970, 761 and 517c. Of these only the last'one -
a tomb epigram of one couplet only - is expressed with a verb in the
second person as happens in our poem:
if. "o~ ... It is the same as 1.1.36.3f. (see the
note ad loc.).
2. nn~~~XU~~T' lA~uvo~Evo~~: It refers to the crossing of the
Red Sea (cf. LXX Ex. 14. 15-31) as does also the rest of the relative
clause • Although Gregory returns in his works to the same event
again and again, I could find no parallel expressions for the preseht
one , possibly because he always presents the event in a different
way. See the,instances mentioned above on 1.1.36.3f., and carm.2.1.
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3.8 (1020) and.2.1.22.10 (1281), which are both cited below on p.
'198 and 196 respectively (although both passages seem to refer to
the crossing of river Jordan and not of Red Sea).
Line 3: This is a close variation of 1.1.36.5a (see the note
ad loc.). It has oaas instead of ~~aaas and ou ooxEoua~v which is
added, not only to fill the hexameter, but above all to mark the
greatness of the miracle and underline the surprise by which the
Israelites were taken having seen the event taking place. Hence,
the negative participle serves the same purpose as ~Eya ~au~' in
1.1.36.6 (although this expression is used for another miraculous
event: see the note ad ~oc.).
3. oaa~: The verb is used transitively as happens in the
Biblical exposition of the event (cf. LXX E~.16.4). In a passive
form it is used in Gregory's or.24.13 (Mossay p.68; M.35.1184C);
while in £!.13.2 (M.35.853B) - cited on 1.1.36.5 - the noun ueTos is
used instead. See also~.45.21 (M.36.652C) where one finds the
equivalent b~apEe~v.
Line 4: This is a variation of 1.1.36. 5b-6a (see the note ad
loc.), but without apa and with ~nynv (used also in LXX Ps.113.8)
instead of poov. See or.45.21 (M.36.652C): ~ETpa ~nydae~ and or.
13.2 (M.35.853B): OOTOS (sc. God ) ~ETpav £~nyaaev.
II. Prayer (5-6): Christ is called t~ become the poet's fellow-
traveller
5. xat vuv: The phrase (commonly used to introduce the Prayer
see above p.30 ) is here added emphatically to contrast the past
time (when Christ helped the Israelites) with the present (when the
poet himself is in need of Christ). See also 2.1.3.4 (1020).
5. a~ ~epd~ovT~: See the note on 1.1.34.20.
5. auvE~nopos £A~€ xaAeDvT~: The phrase appears in 1.1.36.19b
(see the note ~d loc.).
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6. Xp~aT8, ~aos ~EP6~wv: The same invocation is used to
introduce carm.2.1.22.1 (1281) which is cited below on p.196 .
Christ is 'called also BPOTWV ~aos in carm.2.1.46.49 (1381); while
in 1.1.36.28 He is invoked as B~oo ~aos (see the note ad lac.).
Cf. carm.2.1.3.6 (1020) where the poet
begs the Logos of God to send him an angel as 6E~~OV ~apaaTaTnv and
Lb,' 18-21 (1021).
6. ~€pwv: The verb is used above all in Orphic hymns when gods
are asked to bring men various benefits. See e.g. Orph.hymn.35.7:
T€AOS n6u ~€pooaal (sc. AnTw) and Keyssner p.126.
With regard to the various features of 1.1.38 there is little to
be said here.
For the content and purpose of Praise we refer the reader to
what has already been said in the concluding remarks on 1.1.36. In
the Prayer the only elements worth mentioning here are the invocation
, , d~aos ~Eponwv an the indirect request 6E~~a navTa ~€PwV which does
. not seem to have its equivalent in 1.1.36 or the Greek pagan hymns.
As a conclusion to both poems (1.1.37 and 1.1.38), apart from
the remarks already made with regard to the degree of variation in
each hymn separately, one may also observe that the request of 1.1.
38 is the first one in 1.1.36.19 and those of 1.1.37 correspond to
the requests which folow in 1.1.36.20ff. However, a reversed order
appears in the case of the content of Praise, since that of 1.1.37
is taken from the first section of the Praise in 1.1.36. 1-2; while
that of 1.1.38 is taken from one part of the second section (i.e.
1.1.36. 3-6).
From all these observations it looks as if these poems were
written before the poet composed 1.1.36 in which he incorporated the
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content of both hymns and added more material to it .
.Let us now analyse the final two poems of the group: ~.2.1.
3 (1020f.) which is entitled 'Evo6~a KwvaTavT~vounoAEw~ and carm •.
2.1.22. 1-12 (1281) entitled ·IxETnp~Ov. (The possibility that the
latter poem is formed of two distinct poems is discussed above on
p ,10 n:2). In o:uder to illustrate the relationship of these poems
with 1.1.36, I think that it would be better first to cite their
text and then make our remarks on them.
Carm. 2.1.22 1-12 (1281)
The text is taken from the Migne edition and runs:
A paraphrase of .these lines by Cosmas of Jerusalem follows
that of 1.1.36. 1-18 (both being incorporated into one section: Ao-
yo~ MZ' in M.38. 452f.), so that Lefherz did not realize it and
therefore he does not mention it in his index of Scholiasts (see
Lefherz p.295ff.).
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The poem may be characterized as a prayer or petition to Christ.
Written in hexameters, it begins with the invocation Xp~crT€, ~&o~ ~E-
P01tWV which is used also in 1.1.38.6 (see the note ad loc.). Christ
is metephorically called 'fiery column'(1tupoE~ crTuAE),obviously
after LXX Ex.13.21 and Apoc.10.1. Note the use of the unusual form
of vocative: 1tUPOE~ instead of 1tUPOEV (also seen in 8poToE~ in 2.1.
38 :27: 'see the note ad loc.).
The whole poem is built with various Biblical events and images
mainly taken from the Exodus theme, and used metaphorically in order
to describe the journey of the poet's life, or more precisely the
journey of his soul which appears in line 2 to wander in the solitu-
de of life. In f'aveur.of a completely metaphorical approach to the
poem is Cosmas's paraphrase, according to which Pharaoh (2) is com-
pared to the devil, EPyo6~wxlaL to the daemons, nnA6~ to sin and
6Ucr~EVEC~ to Gregory's own enemies (although one could also take
Pharaoh, Epyo6~wxTaL and 6Ucr~EVEC~ to refer to the same people).
The poet begs Christ to protect and deliver him from all these
dangers. He also begs for an 'easy way' ~AE~nv .,. 06ov: 6)',namely
a smooth and trouble-free journey of life, until he reaches the
divine and holy land ( E~ x~6va 6Cav:9, yn~ ~Epn~:12), namely the
kingdom of heaven where he promises to offer a ceaseless hymn to
Christ.
After the brief analysis of the content of the poem we may now
compare it to 1.1.36 making the following remarks:
a) Both poems are written in hexameters and are addressed to
Christ, 2.1.22 in the form of a petition and 1.1.36 of a hymn.
b) The concept of journey lies behind both poems, but,while in
2.1.22 it refers to the journey of the poet's life, in 1.1.36 this
refers to a real journey.
c) The Exodus theme serves a completely different purpose in
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each poem: while in 1.1.36 it is the means whereby Christ is praised;
in 2.1.22 it forms the basis of the poem's imagery and is used in a
completely metaphorical way. This shows how skilfully the poet could
use the same material in order to produce two poems different in
content and style.
From the above observations it becomes, I think, obvious why
2.1.22. 1-12 was excluded from the present research: not only the
lack of any praise of Christ (apart from the introductory invocation),
but also the metaphorical interpretation of its content dissociates
it from the straightforward style of the group of hymns which form
the subject of the present research.
Carm.2.1.3
We now turn to carm.2.1.3 (1020f.). The text runs as follows:
, " . ,., "TE~VO~ BE novTov, pEt6pa B ~aTa~ AOy~,
voawv TE OE~VWV, OUa~EVWV TE np~y~dTWV'
w~ OE~~W~ anaVTa xaL XaT' EAn~Oa~
npd~aVTE~, aCa~6v TE Tn~ OOOV T£AO~
20 EUPOVT£~, ao~~~ npo~ ~~AOU~ xaL aUYYEVEt~
naA~vopo~W~EV &a~€vo~a~v &a~Evo~
~av£VTE~ oCxo~ xa~ novwv nEnau~£vo~.
aE npoaxuvov~EV Tn~ TEAeuTa~a~ OOOV
XP~~OVTE~ EV~EVOV~ TE xat p1aTn~ TUXEtV.
The poem may be divided into three sections:
1) 1-5a: Invocation to the Logos of God whereby the poet ex-
presses that his whole life and events during it are under Christ's
supervision, or take place for the sake of His.
2) 5b-22: Prayer to Christ amounting to two main requests:
one (5b-9) to send him an angel, and the other (13-14) to make his
way easy. The first request may be compared with the third in 1.1.
36. 20b-25 and the second with 2.1.22. 6 and 1.1.36.20a. Between
these two requests there are three minor ones (10-12), all used
metaphorically and based on events from the Exodus .
As is common in Greek pagan hymns and prayers (see above pJO)
the poet goes on to remind Christ of His help in the past and His
protection off~red many times (noAAax~~:15) in lines 15-17. In
particular Christ saved the poet from dangers at sea and on earth,
from serious illnesses and from various hardships. The whole section
may allude to real events, since it is well known that: 1) in his
trip to Athens Gregory nearly underwent a shipwreck, 2) he usually
had poor health and 3) he suffered several hardships, for instance
the seizure of the fortune of his brother Caesarius (see Gallay, La
Vie, passim and De Vita Sua: carm.2.1.11. 368ff. (Jungck p.72; M.37.
1054f.)).
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Lines 18-22 contain the reason for the poet's second major re-
quest (i.e. that in 13-14) and they may correspond to lines 7-9
which form the reason for the first request (i.e. ~hat in 5b-6).
3) 23-24: In the final section, the content of which is
Christ's veneration (OE npooxuvOD~EV) , the poet returns to the
invocatory style of section 1-5a by introducing it with 08. The
reason for this veneration is the poet's desire that his last
journey (namely his death) be propitious and very easy (cf. 1.1.36.
29) •
From the brief analysis of its content 2.1.3 may be described as
a prayer, since it is mainly concerned with various requests (5b-22).
However, in it one finds a few topoi and other hymn-features: a)
anaphora of second person pronouns (1-4), b) the use of purpose
clauses (18ff.)', c) the feature whereby Logos is reminded of the
help .He offered to the poet and how He protected His petitioner
(15ff.), and d) the topos whereby a hymn or prayer closes with a
final praise (23f.).
Another reason' for describing 2.1.3 as a prayer rather than as
a hymn is its iambic metre which is closer to prose than any other
type of metre and consequently more appropriate for prayers (which
are to be reci'~ed) than for hymns (which are usually sung).
Furthermore, the poet, obeying the law of form, avoids in his
iambic poem any epic forms and other stock traditional vocabulary:
archaisms, compound epithets and rare expressions which all mark the
solemnity of hymns (particularly those in hexameters and elegiacs).
On the contrary, the use of common expressions (e.g. of AcrTpn~ in
line 14 instead of ~EP&nwv which is used in 1.1.38.5 and 1.1.34.20)
and language close to ordinary speech add to the simplicity of the
style of the poem also appropriate to that of prayers.
For all these reasons the poem has been excluded from the scope
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of the present research.
To come to the particular occasion which led to the composition
of 2.1.3 : I take the phrase W~ np&~avLE~ (18f.) to refer to
what the poet is going to do at the place which he is about to visit
and ao~~~ (20) in the same sense as naAC~nopov in 1.1.37.6 (see the
note ad loc.), namely to refer to the poet's return to his homeland
after fulfilling the purpose of his outward journey.
If my interpretation is correct and if the title of 2.1.3 :
'Ev66~a KwvaLavL~voun6AEw~ (given by the Maurist editors) has some
justification, then it is probable that 2.1.3 was composed before
Gregory's departure for Constantinople in A.D.379. The same date is
provided by the Maurist editors (see the annotation in M.37.1019-
20) and Gallay (La Vie, p.135f.), while Muratori prefers the date
when Gregory left the capital to return home (see M.37.1019-20).
Both Gallay and Muratori saw a similarity between 2.1.3 and
1.1.36, which to some extent has been illustrated above in the
analysis of 2.1.3. The connection between the two poems may be
attested also from ~he fact that in Cod. Am 1.1.36 (but only lines
1-30) is followed immediately afterwards by 2.1.3 which is entitled
aAAa (sc. Ev66~a).
From what has been said above I believe with Gallay that both
poems were written at the same time and for the same reason: before
Gregory left home to become bishop of Constantinople (at the begin-
ning of A.D.379).
To conclude: the comparison of 1.1.36 with all the poems asso-
ciated with it reveals with what variety Gregory used the imagery of
the Exodus theme in poems dealing with an 'actual journey or life's
journey, so that in the end he managed to compose poems which seem to
be the same, but are quite different from each other.
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111.3. Carmina 2.1.38 and 1.1.31
As has been said above the two hymns (2.1.38 and 1.1.31) are
examined together on grounds of their similarity in metre: both are
written in elegiac couplets.
In the history of Greek hymnography elegiac hymns or hymnal
prayers are~~~ very rare. Some of these are found in longer pieces
of literature (see Meyer, pp.40-47: fGebetsformen in der elegischen
Dichtungf), or in the form of votive epigrams. In the category of
elegiac hymns and prayers fall: 1) The prooemium of the Theognidea
(1-18) which includes two hymns to Apollo (1-4, 5-10), one to
Artemis (11-14) anq one to the Muses and Graces (15-18). The con-
struction of this prooemiumin a hymn-form follows the common tradi-
tion of epic prooemia e.g. of Hesiod. Theog. 1-115 or Arat. Phaen.
1-18 (see above p.23 ) • 2) Theogn.341-50 and 373-80 (a prayer and
a hymn to Zeus respectively), 757-68 (a prayer to Zeus and Apollo),
773-82 (a prayer to Apollo), 1087-90 (a prayer to Dioscuri ) and
.1386-89 (a short hymn to Aphrodite). 3) Solon fr. 13 (West) which
begins with an invocation to the Muses followed by a request. The
whole poem could be a sort of hymn with morality replacing narrative.
4) Ion fr. 1 (PLG ii p.251f. Bergk): an elegy which seems to
celebrate Dionysus and ends with a farewell to the god followed by a
request (13-16). Callinusfs fr. 2 (PLG i1 p.5 Bergk) is too short
to be of any use for our purpose. 5) Callim. hymn.5 to The Baths
of Pallas and epigr.33, 53. 6) Kaibel ~.797 (Apollo and Asclepius)
803 (Artemis), 812, 815,974 (Hermes) and 831 (Heracles). 7) A
hymn to Pan on"IG 14.1014. 8) Anacreon 110, 112 (Apollo, Hermes:
PLG iii p.284f. Bergk) and 9) Bacchyl. epigr. 1(= fr.33 ed. Jebb)
to Nike.
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Carm. 2.1.38
Before passing on to examine in detail the content of 2.1.38'it
will be worthwhile to pause for a moment to consider whether the
silence Gregory imposed on himself (see lines 1f. and 311 refers to
a particular event of his life or not and, consequently, to determine
the possible date of composition of this hymn.
In a number of Gregory's epistles (107-114 and 116-19) there
are some passages where he refers to the vow of silence he took. In
epist. 119 (Gallay ii p.11; M.37.213Bf.), which is addressed to
Palladius, Gregory gives the precise period during which his vow
lasted, namely the period of Lent. The actual text reads:
,
p~ov, ~v· wa~Ep g~ua~ VOUV aVEXAaAntOV, oUtW ~Daw
The date given to the above epistles by their editor, follow-
ing H. Lietzmann (see H. Lietzmann, Apollinaris von Laodicea und
seine Schule,TU 1 (Tftbingen, 1904), p.72f.), is A.D. 382 (see Gallay
Lettres, vol.ii, p.5 n.1). However, Gallay in his earlier work on
Gregory's life suggested a year between A.D. 384-90 (see Gallay, La
,Vie, p.233 n.2). The date provided by Lietzmann is accepted also
by Marie Madel~ine Hauser-Meury in her Prosopographie zu den Schri-
!ten Gregors von Nazianz, Theophaneia 13 (Bonn: P.Hanstein, 1960),
e •g. p'.52 n ,71. Cf. Pellegrino p.28, Egan p ,60 and Plagnieux p .329no184.
Gallay (in his La Vie, p.234 n.4) and the Maurist annotator
(see the Argumentum on 2.1.34 in M.37.1307) have noted that the four
poems which precede 2.1.38 in the Migne edition, namely 2.1.34-37
(1307-25), refer to the same vow of silence. See particularly 2.1.
34. 1-5, 11 (1307, 1308).
In both the epistles and poems (mentioned above) Gregory gives
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.the two main reasons which led him to take his vow. The frurst
reason (to help himself talk sparingly by keeping complete silence)
may be seen in 2.1.34. 11f. (1308): TO 0' aCT~ov, WS HE ~&~O~~~/
~U~WV ~€Tpa <P€PEt.VltaVTOS €ltl.HpaT€WVand epist. 107 (Gallay ii p.5;
M.37.208A); 'EpWT~S T~ SouAETat. n~~v n a~yn; BouAETat. AOyOU ~€Tpa
,Hat. at.Wltns. The second reason may be inferred from 2.1.34. 177f ..
(1)20):/ YAwaaav EXWV &oci~aaTov, £uAaAov, n ~E TOaOl"at./ltn~aat.ToD
cp~oVEpoD OWHEV &E~ ltaAa~at.S/, 187-89 (1320): AOYOS
ov aE1/ o~~a <P€PEt.·at.yns S£v~os £It£altaaci~nv/:Gregory became the
target of envy on acount of his &o&~aaTos and £GAaAos YAwaaa ('in-
flexible' and 'sweet-speaking tongue'); and, consequently, his decision
to keep silence may have been taken in order to avoid inflaming
the envy against himself. This may be attested also from epist. 110
(Gallay ii p.6; M.37.208B): £ltE~On yap AaAWV OUH Elt£~XOV TaS YAwaaas
(i.e. of Gregory's fellow Christians ), T~a~Wlt~ TO at.yav £o~oa~a,
_, ~ 'u , IT~ 0~0t.~ TO O~Ot.OV EHltat.OEUWV.
Besides, Gregory's silence was much criticized, as one may see
from epist.113 (Gallay ii p.7;M.37. 209B): Mn HP~VE ~E a~ywvTa and
114.1 (p.8;209B):. 'EltEt.onuo t, Tnv at.wltnV£yHaA£Ls ... and ib.6 (p.9;
.212B): ltaDaa~ HaTa<pAuapwv n~wv TnS a~Wltns.· See also the Argumentum
on 2.1.34. in M.37.1307J
In conclusion, the evidence from both the epistles and poems
2.1.34-37 indicat~as a probable time for the composition of 2.1.38
the Easter Day of A.D.382 (which the Maurist annotator dates on the
seventeenth of April: see M.37. 1307 and 207f.).
Turning now from the date of composition to the content and
structure of the hymn we are faced with the problem whether the hymn
in its present form consists of two distinct hymns (1-38 and 39-52);
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or whether the second section itself forms a hymn within a hymn.
Of the oldest three MSS (Codd C, L, Am) Codd C and Am do not
cite the two sections as different hymns, but Cod L seems to do
(see the description of these MSS above p.69ff.). According to the
Maurist annotator the two section~ appear as separate poems also in
a Cod. Coislin. (56 ?1(see M.37.1328). Finally, the copy of Cod.
Paris. Coislin. 56, namely Paris. Suppl. gr. 1090, cites the two
parts as distinct poems (see above p.72). However, on acount of
there being no evidence available to us from the rest of the MSS, it
seems,at present impossible to draw any definite conclusion from the
external evidence on this matter. I shall therefore rely only on the
internal.
A brief analysis of the content of the hymn will help us to
illustrate the possible relationship between the two sections.
In the introductory four lines the poet informs Christ of his
decision to praise him after breaking his vow of silence. Express-
ions in this section carrying particular weight with regard to the
unity of the hymn are: ltPWTOV (1), cp.eEy~O)..l' (2), e:~ {1E)..ll.!; e:Llte:'Gv (3)
and Tcv6e: ACYov (40. As will be seen below, the poet appears later
in the hymn to make,cross-references to ~hem.
The section which follows (5-12a) is formed of a stream of epi-
thets and other appellations which are addressed to Christ and
describe His nature and characteri~tics, mostly in relation to the
other two persons of the Trinity. This part is very similar in
structure to the Orphic hymns (see above p. 19 ) and those of
Synesius.
The last appellation of Christ in the section, namely that He
is the Creator of all that exists and that will come, leads over to
the content of lines 12b-14: the creation (altavTa:12) exists for
Christ who, after laying the foundations of the world and creating
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all that exists by His will, encompasses all with His un.erl~ing
commands. This section is introduced by yap to show the connection
with 6n~~oEPYE (11). Important from the stylistic and structural
point of view is the use of the second person pronoun which opens
the section and is repeated to introduce nearly every couplet of the
following section (15-25).
In the new section the poet presents the representative parts
of creation: sun, moon, fixed stars and planets, 'heavenly minds'
(VOE~ oupav~wvE~) and man taking part in the praise of Christ.
Therefore, the main idea of section 12b-15, found in aot &navta nE-
AE~, is illustrated by the following one (15-26), In praising
Christ by reference to the various parts of creation, Gregory
follows a practice common in Biblical Psalms and prayers.
The last to appear in the list of created beings and things is
man who reminds the poet of Christ's incarnation, since this took
place for the sake of mankind. Hence, in the following couplet
(27-28) the poet praises Christ with reference to His incarnation to
which he adds in the succeeding two couplets (29-32) his personal
devotion with expressions recalling 1.1.36.31. Both couplets too
are introduced with a second person pronoun and thus follow the
style of section 15-26. However, one may discern a slight differe-
nce in the use of such pronouns in sections 15-26 and 29-32. While
these pronouns simply emphasize the general invocatory style in the
former section, in the latter the confessional (or even devotional)
character of 'du-Stil' is obvious.
Line 31 refers to the poet's vow of silence and recalls line
1f.; aia the request in the next line (32) to his desire to speak
or keep silence only when it is appropria te to do so . This request
in turn leads over to lines 33-36: the poet's determination to speak
only what is lawful. Thus, corresponding expressions , ,are: EuaYEWS;
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(32) and v , , ,aoo €n€o~x€v, or even The
idea that the poet will speak only what is appropriate and permitted
is illustrated with four metaphors: of the pearl, gold, r-ose and
wheat. Besides, ~~ly~o~' and ~l~~~ (s¢. €lva~) recall similar ex-
pressions in lines 2 and 3.
The following couplet (37-38) appears to join the preceding
part of the hymn (1-36) with that which follows it (39-52) and,
together with lines 33-36,may form a new introduction which
corresponds in content to the first one (1-4). Apart from what
has been said above for line 33, ~aAuo~a and npw~ov ~no~ in lines
37-38 recall also, 'phrases from the introduction: &'YVQV~uos and
TOV&€ AOYOV respectively.
The Easter section (39-46) opens with on~€pOV and ls expressed
in a narra:tive style. In it the poet relates Christ's resurrection
and the events connected with it: the victory over death and the re-
leasing of the souls of the dea~. All these themes are used for
Christ's praise also in 1.1.33. 8b-12 and 1.1.35.8f.
Lines 47-48 reSer to the victorious angelic hymn, while 49-50
to the poet's present hymn, bringing back again the theme of his
vow of silence, and to his request to Christ to let him be His hymn-
singing lyre. It is worthy to note that on~€pOV introduces
symmetrically~n the one hand the two four-line parts of the Easter
narrative and on the other the two couplets: one with the angelic
and the other with the poet's hymn.
Finally, lines 51-52 serve to close the hymn bringing back the
first subject of Praise: the relationship of Mind and Logos (5), and
expressing the poet's wish to praise the Spirit in another hymn if
the latter so wishes.
From this analysis it appears clearly that every particular
section of the hymn follows logically and naturally the preceding
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one so that the hymn cannot but form a unity which is further
supported by the various cross-references within bhe poem.
The apparent lack of unity in the hymn is due, I think, to the
fact that the hymn consists of two sets, each including a three-fold
hymn-division, so that Introduction A (1-4), Praise A (5-31) and
PrayerA(32) is followed by Introduction B (33-38) - which may be
better called a 'link passage' - Praise B (39-50a) and Prayer B
(50b). The hymn closes with a couplet (51-52) which somehow serves
to join the two sets together. It appears therefore that Gregory's
rhetorical training helps him to break schemata (i.e. the tradition-
al three-fold division) and handle his hymns with freedom.
This poem may be characterized as a hymn of praise, since
Prayer A and B are restricted only to one line,or less, each (32, 50b)
and contain only one reque~t each. These requests derive naturally
from the content of Praise A and B respectively and are thus sub-
ordinate to them. Besides, the closing lines (51-52) may be taken
as an indirect promise of the poet to praise the Spirit in a future
hymn. Having these. two features. the poem resembles in structure the
Homeric hymns which, after the usually extended Praise close with a
farewell expression, a request and a promise for another hymn.
A paraphrase of this hymn appears in Codd Ma, D and Vb (see
above p.72f.)~ Of these that of Cod Vb is available to us and has
been used occasionally in the commentary to illustrate,or support,
the interpretation of various difficult points. The paraphrase omits
a number of lines (41-46), possibly because of the scribe's careless-
ness, or because there was insufficient space left for this purpose
in the MS; yet it treats the poem as a single unit.
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I. Introduction A (1-4)
1. XP~OL£ &va~: The same invocation introduces 1.1.36. See the
note ad loco
npWLOV may refer to Gregory's break-
1ng of silence, or, in a way, correspond to a~Lhp In£~La / (~~~w) in
line 51f.,although the latter expression may also refer to the previous
lp£~a (51). In the latter case npwLov is used following the custom of
G~ hymnographers usually to accompany the name of the addressee by 'a
npwLo~-expression when more than one deity is invoked: Hom. hymn.
A 11 8 / " , , \ .'~ .15 f.: a~ L £n£~ op
'l' A' '\" "au nLW L£ xa~ ApL£~~V ~ox£a~pav. Such, or a simila~ expression is
used also when the poet plans to proceed from the hymn of a particular
deity to another one: Hom. hymn.9.8f. On these and other types of
expressions with IPWLO~ see Keyssner p.11f., 15, 17f. and 19.
1. Aoyov ~~p~ 6wxa: Cf. carm.2.1.43.1 (1346):/ noO 6£ Aoyo~
IL£PO£VL£S; ES ~€pa, Eur.. ~.1154f.: Aoywv 68 napax€A£uo~a owv/ a-
~p~ ~£p6~£vov oCX£La~ and Procl. hymn.7.6:/ ~n6' aULws av~~o~o~v E~6v
~OL£ ~O~ov Eao~~, which are, however, only pure verbal parallel
expressions. The rendering of En£L Aoyov ~£p~ 6wxa/ 6nva~ov xaLEXwv
. ,\, , , '\ '"1n the paraphrase of Cod. Vb is: £I£~ LOV Aoyov £S ~axpov xaLaoxwv £-
, , )no OLo~aLWV in ~.2.1.34.208 (1322 . The syntax of ~~£yy£o~a~ with
an acc. of a person and alo with gen. seems to combine those found in
P· ( ) .' T" ' ,1nd. Olymp.1.36 ed. Snell-Maeh1er, 1971 : u~£ aVLa~ou, o£ ... ~~£y-
F;o~a~ and 6.12ff. : a~vos ..• Sv Ev6~xas/ alo yAwooas "A6paoLos ... h
'A~w~apnov/ ~~~yF;aL" Both Pindaric passages and that of Gregory,
mentioned above, show that the verb is used in the sense of 'celebrating'.
The same verb is repeated in line 33 but in its more common sense~ 'to
speak' .
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3. , , t t \ ,aYVOLaLOV ~EpnO~ ayvov ~VO~: According to the rendering of
the paraphrase in Cod. Vb, ayvoLaLou ~EpnO~ refers to Gregory himself,
while ayvQv ~UO~ (in apposition to LevoE AOYOV) refers to the present
" ,\, ,.lhymn. The actual text runs: aE npwLov ano aLo~aLO~ ~~~y~o~a~ xa~apou
'..t (>., , " '..t"~EP~O~ xavapav ~ua~av E~ ~E~~~ LOUTO E~nECv TuVOE TOV AOYOV npoSaAAe-
~EVO~ QV ~O~ VOU~ EYEvvnaaLo. This is also Pellegrino's view when he
says (p.29f.): ' dove la sua poesia diviene veramente, corn' egli vuole,
" di santissimo sacerdote santo sacrifizio" (2.1.38. v.3)'. In this
,\ , , () ,way ayvov ~UO~ corresponds to ~aAua~a 37 . As Gregory s present hymn
is ayvov .euo~ so are vh is voriucr« (i.e. 'thoughts')during the same,or
another, vow of silence related in ~.2.1.83. 1-4(1428):
3 . .eE~~~ (sc. E~va~): Cf. line 33. The phrase, very common in
Greek literature (see LSJ s.v.), is used by Gregory, especially any
~ime he discusses dogmatic subjects concerning God's nature and
attributes. See for instance ~.1.1.2.13 (402), 2.2.7.51 (1555),
2.2.3.83 (1486),and 1.2.1.673 (573),1.2.2.449 (613)~ 2.2.1.355 (1476)
where he uses the phrase ou ~£~~~, ouo' Enf.o~xEv (cf. line 33). To
these one may add Synes. hymn.l.223,225: ou ~E~~~ E~nECv, (cf. Terzaghi's
note ad l££.) and Clem. Alex. Strom.iii.2 10.1 (GCS 2 p.200.14).
3f. E~ .e€~~~ E~nECv,1 LevoE AOYOV: The same phrase, but form-
ing a syntactical unity, is used parenthetically and in the same sedes
1n carm.1.2.1.674f. (573).
4. LevoE Aeyov npoXEwv: Cf. Bacchyl. 5.14ff.( Jebb ): E~EAE~
(sc. ~£vo~ which refers to Bacchylides himself) oEI yupuv EX aTn~Ewv
xEwvl a~vECv 'rEpwva. See also Pind. Pyth.10.56 (ed. Snell-Maehler,
1971) for the similar metaphor : npoXEE~V ana.
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4. n~ETEpO~O VCOD: The choice of vou~ (referring to the human
mind), together with that of the preceding A.6yo~, seems to have been
deliberate in order to pave the way to the content of Praise and,above
all,to be contrasted to ~EyaA.O~O NCOD ACYE (5). On n~EtEpO~ see above
the note on 1.1.34.15.
II. Praise A (5-31)
a) Invocation' I (5-12a): Christ's attributes and nature, mainly
~n relation to the other two persons of the Trinity
Lines 5-7: Christ's relation to the Father
5. n~Tpo~~E~ : 'you derive your light from the Father'. The
h· 'J' \, " Th h'parap rase ~n Cod. Vb has: w ... n~tpo~ €xA~~4~~. e present ymn ~s
the only citation of the epithet in Lexica. Gregory is fond of using
epithets in -~~n~ : nA.nO~~~n~ in line 18 and ~.1.1.4.80 (422), n~~-
~~n~ in 2.1.45.290 (1374), &pt~~~n~ in1.1.5.61 (429), Loo~~n~ in 2.1.
87.16 (1434), tpwoo~~n~ in 1.1.4.65 (421) and 2.1.99.2 (1452), 6~D~~-
n~ in 1.2.9.50 (671) and ou~~~n~ in line 8. See also Pellegrino p.87
on Gregory's coinages in -~~n~and above p.40f.
The idea of the.epithet may lie also behind Clem. Alex. Strom. vii.
2. 5.6 (GCS 3 p.6.1f.): OAO~ (se. Christ ) voD~, OAO~ ~w~n~tp~ov.
5. ~EyaAo~o NCOD ACYE: On the relationship between the Father and
Son as Nou~ and Acyo~ respectively see above the note on 1.1.33.3.
The Godhead is called vou~ ~EY~~ (great intellect} in carrn.1.1.5.
2 (424), whereas in 1.1.1.29 (400), De Virtute: 1.2.10.90 (687), 2.2.1.
68 (1456) God is simply called voO~. However, in the Arcana poems and
in the same sedes as ~€yaAo~o vcou one finds ~€yaAo~o ~€OD instead:
1.1.4.1 (415), 1.1.7.57 (443), 1.1.8,4,126 (447,456), 1.1.9.25 (458);
while in 1.1.2.7 (400), 2.1.1.100 (977) and 2.2.7.47,75,303 (1554, 1556,'
1574): ~EyaA.O~O ~EoD Acyo~ (or -~). See also Orac.Siby~. 1.53,324 and
8.284, and Synes. hymn. 1.177ff.
5.~EPtEPE ~~~ou Cf. carm.2.2.5.265f. (1540): / XP~Ot~V ~XO~~
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'..l t,en~wv nyntopa ... j
2.1.1.100f. (977): ~eyaAo~o ~eoD A6y~, O~ pa xaAUnte~j navta ~pevo~
SpOt~n~ Otpentov nOAue~6~a ~o~ovj. These two passages, also connected
with 1.1.29.2,4, help us to understand that by ~EPtEPE ~u~ou in the
present hymn the poet wants to show that Christ is beyond any ex-
pression made with human words. See also the metaphor in ~2.2.7.
47-9 (1554) cited below p.222 and the rendering in the paraphrase of
Cod. Vb: A6you navto~ un~ptEpe Behind the close position of A6YE
and ~u~ou one may discern a word play : Christ the Word cannot be ex-
pressed in human words.
6. ~wt6~ t' ~xpotatou ~w~ axpov: God is called axp6tatov ~w~ ~n
~.1.1.7.6f. ,50 (439,442), 1.1.4.25 (417), £E.40.5 (M.36.364B) and
££.32.15 (189D); and nnyn axpotatn oupav~wv ~aEwv in 2.2.1.186 (1465).
See also 1.1.32.3 and the note ad lac. The metaphor ~ws EX ~wt6~, used
to describe the relationship between the Father and the Son, was
established in the theological terminology having been introduced ~n
the Creed (see Sympo1.Nic. (325)p.44.13; M.20.1540B and A. Hahn, Sympo-
~, p .132, 135, 136, 1.38, 147 stc.).and has been widely used ever since
in the patristic literature (see Lampe s.v. and Theodorou p.261 n.201).
The relationship of all the three persons of the Trinity expressed in
terms of light is discussed in Gregory IS.£!. 31.3 (Gallay p.280; M. 36.
)
,,, " " t " ,136C : xnpuooo~ev, ex ~wto~ toO rratpo~ ~ws xataAa~SaVovte~ tOV y~ov EV
,
~WH tGJrrveu~aH, OUVtO~ov xa\'anEP~ttOV tn~ Tp~a6os ~eoAoy~av.
When Gregory calls Christ axpov ~W~ and the Father axp6tatov ~ws
he does not suggest any qualitative or quantitative difference between
the two persons of the Trinity, because both exp~e8sion8' are super1ati-
ves ~n sense, if not grammatically. The choice ofaxpo~ and
, ,axpotatOS
may have been made only for reasons of variation and metri gratia.
On the light images used by Gregory to define the nature of God
and the reLa t i.onshi.p between the persons of the Trinity see above p ,47.
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6 ' ,. ol"oyove 'only-begotten' It is Gregory's own coinage ~n-
vented possibly to replace the more common ~ovoyevn~ which is used in
~.1.1.1.2B (400) after Ev.Jo.l.lB, 3.16, IB etc. In or.30.20
(Gallay p~266; M.36. 128D-129A) Gregory explains why Christ is called
~ovoyevn~ as follows : "Movoyevn~" 6E, OUX OH ~6vo~ €:x ~6vou xa.l-~6-
" 'v' , 't"',vov, a.AA Otl" xa.l"~OVOtpORW~, ouX W~ Ta.crw~a.ta..Besides,o~o~ instead
of ~6vo~ is preferred for the construction also of o~OX~tWV in carm.
2.2.S.147 (lS32) ana 0~6al,,0~in 1.2.1.46 (S2S) and 1.2.S.11 (643).
7. etxwv a~a.vdtol"oTIa.tpOS: Christ is the image of the Father
according to Ep.1Cor.4.4 and Col.l.lS (see Deichgrgber p.182). The
same idea may be found in 2.1.45.32 (1356), 1.1.2.B (402) = 2.1.1.628
(1016) = 2.1.2.3 (1017) and 1..2.1.145f. (533).
a~dva.to~ is a universal epithet of Greek gods e.g. of Aphrodite
m Sappho fr. 1.1 (Page, S&A) and may be found in ~.1:2.15.2 (766),
2.1.1.132 (980) and Synes. ~.2.114 : / Ra.tPO~ a~a.v&tou. See also
above p . 26.
Cf. carm.l.l.l.31 (400) : (Christ is)/
Both ideas of line 7, namely that Christ is the image and seal of the
Father appear together in Q!_.29.17 (Gallay p.212; M.36.96C), where
~.6.27 is quoted as warrant for the cr~pa.y~~-appellation, in OT.38.
13 (32SB) = £!.45.9 (633C) and £E.30.20 (Gallay p.268; M.36.129B).
where the appellation dxwv is explaned as follows: "Etxwv" 6E, w~
The same theme appears
in the anaphora of Liturg.Bas. (Brightman p.322. 28-30): o~ (se. Christ)
,
tov TIa.t£pa.which seems to have been influenced by Athanasius hom.5 in
M () 61'" , ,t. 11:27 M.2S.217B. See also Synes. hymn.3. : W Ra.tpO~ cr~pa.yl,,~/.
,Ia.va.PXo~~s found also in 1.1.30.27 and 1.1.32.3, and is commonly
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used of God, especially in the Arcana poems: 1.1.1.25, 31 (400), 1.1.
2.19 (403), 1.1.3.76 (414), 1.1.4. 55 (420). See also 1.2.1.20 (523).
In the passages cited on 1.1.35.4: atr[oy£ve:.eAOV.the epithet is used of
the Father in the sense that He is not generated as is the Son who 1S
thus called apxn. As a negative epithet avapxo~ originated 1n Greek
Philosophy before it became a common characteristic of God. (See
Gottwald p.19, and above p. 48).
Line 8a: Christ's relation to the Holy Spirit
8. rrVe:u~aT~T~ Me:Y&A~: Cf. ~.1.2.1.28 (524):/ rrVe:u~aT~auv
~e:Y&A~ ( same sedes). ~Eya~ is a universal divine epithet (see above
p.26 ) used in the present hymns also in lines 5, 39, 52 of this hymn
and in 1.1.31.10.
This lS the only citation of the epithet in Lexica
and is formed to show that Christ and the Holy Spirit have the same
light, or that Christ is auve:xA&~nwv T~ ~e:Y&A~ rrVe:u~aT~according to
the paraphrase of Cod. Vb.
Epithets in auv- to refer to common characteristics, or activi-
ties of two deities were used occasionally in Greek pagan hymns :
see Orph. hymn.ll.9 and Keyssner p.129f.
.Lines 8b-12a Christ's relation to the Creation
, '.t8. e:uPWt;;6wv The epithet is used of Poseidon in Pind. ~.
8.31 (ed. Snell-Maehler, 1971), Oppian. Hal.l.74, 2.35 and Orph. hymn.
17 (2).6 (= Cod. Thryll. ed. Abel p.68); of Chiron in Pind. Pyth.3.4;
and of at.enp in Empedocles 135.1 (ed . H. Diels, PPF p.161). Gregory
uses also the more common u~~~E6wv e.g. in ~.1.2.1.6, 176, 367, 653
(522,536,550,572) and 2.1.34.77 (1313).
Divine epithets in -~E6wv are used in Greek pagan hymns, mainly
to describe the region of power or action of various Greek gods (see
Keyssner p .76) .
ne:Cpn~a 1S a new coinage used instead of
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the Attic nEpa~ or the epic nE~pap. I think that a~wv refers to the
world (cf. Ev.Jo.9.32 and Bauer s.v. 1~ ) as the Biblical: 0 a~wv 00-
TO~ or 0 vOv a~wv refers to the present world or age (cf. Ep.1Cor.
2.6, 1Tim.6.17). If this is the case, then the present passage may
be compared with or.30.15 (Gallay p.258; M.36.I24A) where Christ 1S
called: TO ntpa~ TWV YEVO~tVWV; or even with the Biblical expression
auvTtAE~a TOO aLwvo~ (e.g. Ev.Mt.24.3, 28.20) since Christ's second
coming will mark the end of the world.
Besides, in carm.2.1.45.31 (1355) Christ is a~wvo~ unEp~Ev;,
while 1n 1.1.1.27 (400) the Father appears a~wv' a~~~~ EXWV. A
possible Biblical source for the present idea, namely that Christ 1S
h d f Id b 21 6 " '''A' .... Tnteen 0 the war ,seems to e Apo c, .: EyW TO I\~a xa~ TO ~G,
n apxn xa~ TO TEAO~ (cf. ib.22.13, 1.8). The paraphrase of Cod. Vb
runs: 0 TOV aLwva nEp~EXwV ( cf. 1.1.30.22 and the note ad lac.).
This is another epithet used very frequently of
Christ see carm.1.2.17.31 (784), 2.1.17.17 (1263) and 2.1.34.109
(1315), in the same sedes in all instances. In Greek. literature the
~pithet seems to have-been used only in Oppian. ~.2.4, but not
as a divine one. In his epitaphs Gregory uses the same epithet with
men : ~.2(epit.).2.85.1 (M.38.54) = g 8.43.3 and 2(epit.).2.52.1
(36) = ib.1l6.1
9. 6AI3~66(j)PE:Cf. carm.!.!. 4.82 (422): ~ao~ 6AI3~66wpov/ which
refers to the Word of God and ib.83 : OA130V 6na~E~v said also of
Logos. As Sykes informs us, the epithet is also the reading of Cod.
Vaticanus Graecus 482 instead of a~oA66wpov of ~.1.1.3.5 (408) and
is found in L (Vari p.769) (see Sykes p.211). Finally, cf. AP 1.22.
3 : ona~E (sc. Christ) ... oAI3~o6wpov,apwYrlv /. In Greek pagan hymns
and prayers one finds the similar divine epithets: oAI3~06wTn~ (n -6w-
n~), 6ASo66Tn~ (n -66n~) and the feminir)eoMo6oTHpa. See e.g. hymn.
Jov.6 ap. Pap.Chicag. (Call. Alex. p.84), Carmina Populari~ ap. Stab.
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Ec1.Phys. i.2.31 (ptG iii p.681 Bergk) and the examples cited ln
Keyssner p.125 and 141. See above p. 26.
10. u<jJ~-&pov.': Cf. carm.2.1.1.200 (985): (Tpt..a6os;)... j u<jJL.':'
-&povou and 2.1.45.288 (1373). However, in 1.2.2.452 (614), 2.1.68.59
(1413) and ep.154 (Ga11ay ii p.45; M.37.260C) the epithet applies to
human beings (see Ga11ay, Langue et Style, p.76), whereas in 2.1.32.
34 (1303) to 6~){n . See also Nonn. par.Jo.12:26 (M.43.853C) where it
is used of the Father. The same epithet is used of KAW-&W ln Pind.
Isth.6.16 (ed. Sne11-Maeh1er, 1971) and of the Nereids in Idem Nem.
4.65.
Gregory's coinage v<jJL.-&6w){os;,in the same sense as the present
epithet, is used in 1.1.3.6 (408) of the Holy Spirit.
10. OUpaVL.E: Cf. ~.2.1.1.129, 175 (979, 983) where the
epithet is used of God. The same epithet is addressed to Zeus e.g.
m Callim ..hymn.Jov.55 (see McLennan's note adlQs.), Idem ~ ..52.3
(= AP 12.230), API 293.3 and Nonn. Dion.24.279; while in Pap.Mag.Gr.- - --
10. nava-&EvES; : .Cf. carm.l.l.3.5 (408) where it describes the
Holy Spirit and AP 1.101.4 and 27.1 'where in both cases it is addressed
to Christ. On epithets ln nav- or naV!O- used to .dascribe what Greek
gods possess or do in a great degree see above p. 26 . Such epithets
are conunonly used· to describe various characteristics of God also
(see the note on 1.1.35.1 : naVEn~a){OnE)'
Greek gods are nowhere described with nava-&EVns;- an epithet of
the Christian era ~ but only wiih ~Eya(Ao)a-&Evns; or nOAua-&EVns;: Pind.
01ymp.l.25 (ed. Sne11-Maeh1er, 1971) (Poseidon), Procl. hymn.6.2
(Hecate) and Aesch. ~.61 (Apollo). See also Keyssner p.52f.
10. ~a-&~a voou: Although ~a-&~a is used a few times in Gregory's
poetry : ~.2.1.17. 62 (1266), 2.1.27.6 (1286), 2.2.6.27 (1544), it
never applies to Christ as does in the present hymn; and therefore,
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the difficulty in understanding what Gregory means by calling Christ
the' breath of mind' remains. Neither does the paraphrase of Cod. Vb
: nVEu~a voO help us at all in interpreting the passage. However,
compared with Act.17.25 : aUTo~ (se. God) 6~60u~ naa~ ~wnv xa~ nvonv
\nvonv ~wn~ the phrase may mean that Christ gives life to the human
mind.'
vw~nTn~, as well as VW~EU~ - used of
Christ in ~.1.1.1.34 (401) and 2.2.3.4 (1480) - are both coinages
of Gregory's. The classical vW~nTWp is used twice in Nonn. Dion.12.
20 and 9.1 for Helius and Dionysus respectively. The same idea,
namely that Christ directs or governs the world, may be found in
535f. (850) and 2.1.1.573 (1013). Cf. also trag. anon. fr.472 (TGF,
2Nauck) and Cleanth. hymn.2,35.
11. ~EpEaa~E : . '~won&poXE' in the paraphrase of Cod. Vb. Cf .
.£!!.!!!.2.1.93.7(1448) and 1.1.3.6 (408) where the epithet is used of
God and Holy Spirit respectively. It is found also in ~.4.115
(Bernardi p.274f.; M.35.653B): 'OP~EU~ nap~Tw ... " ,~v •••• 6E1.,X{}~TO
~woy6vov TOO {}EOO xa~ ~EpEaa~OV (cf. Orph. ~.289 ed. Abel). As a
universal epithet it was used first for the life-giving powers of
earth (cf. Hesiod. ~eog.693, Ho~. hymn.Cer.450, hymn.Apoll.341 ) and
then applied to various deities : TIa~&v in Kaibel ~.1026.1, Eros in
Nonn. Dion.41.130, Helius in Orph. hymn.8.12 and Physis in ib.10.12.
See also Keyssner p.136f.
The Christian equivalent seems to be ~wono~6~ which is used twice
m ~onst.Apost.7.34.8, 8 ..12.33 of God and Christ respectively and was
established as an attribute of the Holy Spirit in the various Creeds
(see the note on 1.1.33.4 above p .113) .
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11f. 6n~~OEPYEf oVtwV, EaaO~EVWV Cf. AP 1.24 :/ EUV-\}POVE
(sc. Christ) ...f otXO~EVWV OVTWV TE xa~ £aao~€vwv Saa~AEuwv/. On the
enjambement at line 11 see above p. 45f.
6n~~OEpYE is used of Logos in or.45.7 (M.36.632A) = 2E.38.11(321C)
and or.34.8 (249A). The Platonic 6n~~oupy6~ (e.g. Tim.28a, 29a and
Rep_;530a), which is used in the present passage instead of the common
Biblical Xt~aTn~ , is found once in NT (Ep.Heb.11.10) and once in LXX
(2Macc.4.1), but is not used of the Creator. It was applied to God
the Creator first in Clem.Rom. 1Cor.20.11 (Lightfoo,t p ,74): 0 ~Eya~ 6n-
~~oupyo~ xa~ 6Ean6tn~ twV anavtwv (see Lightfoot's note ad loc.) and
then in various prayers in Const.Apost. 7.27.2, 8.21.3, in Serap. Euch.
1.1,9.1 and Liturg_.Jac. (Brightman p.32.16, 50.15). Apart from the
Platonic 6n~~oupy6~ , the epithet applies to Physis in Kaibel,~.1002.
5 and is connected with Zeus in Orph.fr.121.122 and 130 ap , Proel. in.
Tim. ii.95E and 137B respectively (ed. Abel).
The section we have just discussed (5-12a) recalls, as has been
noted in the introductory analysis of the hymn (above p. 205), the
.sty le of the maj ori ty vo f Orphic hymns. Such a style is exemplifie,d
also in the hymns of Synesius and that of Clement of Alexandria (see
above p. 32f. and p. 32 respectively) . Furthermore, it may be compared
both in content and style with the Praise part of the hymnodic epilogue
in ~. 2 .1.1.623-34 (1016f.). See also above the note on 1.1.36.19
b) Lines 12b-26: All the Creation taking part in the praise of
of Christ
12b-14: All exists for Christ
1 '\" ..L2. ao~ yap anaVTa n~AE~ : Cf. Pap.Mag.Gr.xii 250 (Preis.): a~
Cf. £!.45.30 (M.36.
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•~EW~ aou. The metaphor whereby Ch£ist appears to have laid the founda-
tions of the world reminds us of the Biblical one where God 1S said to
~E~EA~OUV Tnv ynv : LXX Ps.10l.26 (cf. Ep.Heb.l.l0), 1s.51.13, 48.13,
Job 38.4 etc. Gregory uses the middle form ona&~Evo~ as happens in
Homer (see Cunliffe s.v. ), although he makes use of the active OEE~V
(or EVOEE~V with tmesis) in carm.l.2.1.73f. (527): EV O£ ~&Aaaaav/
Cf. also carm.l.2.34.2 (946). On the
other hand, x6a~o~o ~E~E~Aa is used in the same sedes in 2.1.13.5
(1228), but refers to bishops.
, everything that exists (sc. in the
world) by your will', or in the paraphrase of Cod. Vb: eaa EaT~ aOUAO-
,~EVOU aoD, Behind ~EAOVTO~ one may discern the patristic teaching
on creition as the result of God's free will (see Basil. hex.l.7 in
Giet, SC, p.114f. j M.29.17C) in opposition to the Platonic view that
Cosmos comes into existence through necessity in the will of god
(see Plat. Tim. 47e-48a and Plot. Enn.iii 2.2. 34-36, and Theodoro~
p.250f. ). This idea may be attested also in Gregory's ~.1.1.4.
77 (422): / n~EAE (sc. God) ~EV VOEpaV aTnva~ ~ua~v and 2£.38.9 (M.36.
320C) = 2!.45.5 (629A), and seems to have been based on LXX Ps ..134.6:
also 113.11).
The phrase is reminiscent of
the Biblical metaphor whereby God appears to hold the world in His hand
: LXX Ps.94.4 : EV T~ XE~P~ aUTOU Ta nEpaTa Tn~ yn~. Gregory uses the
frequentative ~OPEE~V instead of ~EPE~V 1n order to underline the
continuation of Christ's action.
Cf. 2.1.3.4f. cited above p.198 and 2.1.43.26
(1348).
14. anAavEw~: The adverb, in the place of its cognitive adjecti-
ve (cf. Smyth ~097), is used to describe vEu~aa~v. By it the poet
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seems to emphasize the infallibility of Christ's commands.
Lines 15-26: The celestial bodies, 'heavenly minds' and man,
following the purpose for which they were created, participate in
Christ's praise
The praise of God by reference to various parts of creation,
particularly to the celestial bodies, is a common feature of Biblical
Psalms and prayers. See e.g. LXX Ps. 135: 5-9, 148. 2-4,7-12, the
hymn of the Three Holy Children (LXX Dan. 3. 52-88),
The feature appears also in 1.1.30. 5-12 (see below).
Lines 15-16: The sun surpasses the stars in brightness as Christ
the minds
The paraphrase in Cod.
t, , , (, , ,U4L6po~o~ aaTEpa~ anoxpunTEL TOU XUXAOU T~ unEpAa~novTL ov Tponov xaL
au TOU~ v6a~ unEpaaTpanTEL~ T~ anPOa~T~ Tn~ ~E6TnTo~ ~WT~'
15. ao~: The pronoun is used in anaphora in lines 15, 17, 19,
23 and 25 as happens with an~EpOV in 2.1.38.39,43,47,49. On the use
of anaphora in the present hymns see the note on 1.1.33.8.
15. "AvaF,,: On t'his divine epithet see the note on 1.1.36.1.
15. ~aE~wv u4~6po~0~: The epithet u4~6po~0~, also used in carm.
2.2.7.49 (1554), is absent from Lampe's Lexicon. and is mentioned only
in the Supplement to LSJ where it appears in Orph. hymn.19.1 and Ln
three passages from Nonnus's Dionysiaca, although Peek, Lexicon zu den
Dionysiaka des Nonnos s.v. cites four instances with this epithet. Of
these cases only Nonn , Dion. 38.310 has u4~6po~os ref e'r ri.ng to Phaetho
as happens in the present hymn. On the other hand, Bruchmann in his
~itheta Deorum, cites only our passage under Helius's epithet u4~6po-
~O~. The similar U4LX€AEU~0~ is addressed to Apollo-Helius in Mag.
hymn.ii.2.14 (Abel). Other compound epithets in -6po~0~ in Gregory's
poetry are: aE~6po~0~: 1.1.5.66 (429), aA~6po~0~; 1.2.9.106 (676) and
1.2.12.11 (754),. and nEp~6po~0~: 1.1.5.69 (429). See also van Li.empj,
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p.4af.
(Phaetho) 'causing the
fervid disk to rise up'. Gregory appears to use UREpTEAAEGV transiti-
vely and in the same syntactical way and meaning as avaTEAAEGV is
used, possibly influenced by Ev. Mt.S.4S : TOV nAGOV aUToO avaTEAAEG
(sc. God). See besides Hesychius s.v. UREPTEAAOVTES and LSJ s.v. UREP-
H~AAE~V. The verb, yet intransitively used, may be found in Gregory's
~.4.11 (Gallay i p.S; M.37.28A): TOV xopu~n~ (sc. St. Basil's head)
UKEPTEAAoVTa (see,.Gallay, Langue et Style, p.78f.); also in Eur.
Phaetho 6 (= fr.777.1, E, Nauck~ and Herodotus 3.104. However, the
choice of this verb instead of avaTEAAEGV is made not only metri gra-
tia, but, above all, in order to show the superiority of the sun over
the stars given with UREP- , as happens with uREpAa~REGV which is used
for the same purpose in .2!. 28.29(Gallay p .166 ;M.36.68C) -cited in the
following note - and is the rendering of our verb in the paraphrase
of Cod. Vb. Worth noticing is finally the rendering of UREPTEAAWV
16. v6as A feature of the present hymn is the extensive use
of terms originated 1n Greek Philosophy : apart from the relationship
between the Father and Son expressed in the pair N60S-A6yo~ (5).and
the use of 6n~Goupy6S (11) and epithets with a-privative (avapxos,
a~avaTos (7), a~apOTOS and u40s aaapxov (27», in the present couplet
Gregory compares Christ with VOES, which in line 23 are characterized
as oupav~wvES. The particular meaning of VOE~ is discussed in detail
on line 23. Finally, the comparison of the sun with god in lSf. is a
Common Platonic image: cf. Rep.S08c which is quoted by Gregory 1n the
passage from the second theological oration cited below ..
Christ's superiority over V6E~ reminds me of His supremacy over
angels stated in Ep.Heb.1. 4-14, particularly 4: ToaouT~ XPECTTWV YEVO-
_ , '\ tr , "'" "~EVOS TWV ayyEAwv oa~ 6Ga~OpWTEPOV Rap aUTou~ XEXAnpOVO~nXEV ovo~a.
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On the other hand, the same metaphor is used also when Christ,
the Word, is compared with the false words of the human mind in carm.
\ \ 6 ' - Cl. /' " ",' Cl. • II. '6 '.L "ntov nOAUE~ E~ ~uvov, toooov, ooov ~~EvWV Uo/~ po~o~ ~@t~p~~ ~AAOU~./.
These line. may abo' clarify the phrase ql€ptEPE ~u-&ou in line 5.
A similar aun-me t apho r is used by Gregory to show that the God-
head exceeds ta VOOU~EV~ and may be found in his second theological
oration: or.28.29f. (Gallay p.166f.; M.36. 68C-69A):
and further below
twV &AAOtP~WV (sc. Plat. Rep.508c). AUtO~ yap o<jJ~v q>Wt~-
~wv, ~onEp gXECVO~ vouv· ~UtO~ X~~ tWV OPW~€VWV gOt~ to
See also £!.40.5 (M.36.364B);
Gregory was fond of using sun-images in order to emphasize or
express more vividly his argumentation. Another such instance may be
found in or.45.2 (M.36.624Bf.) where the sun is compared to Easter
and the stars to the other feasts in order to show the greater im-
portance of the former feast.
In Greek poetry such a comparison of the sun with stars is used
~n Pind. 0Iymp.1. 7-12 (ed. Snell-Maehler, 1971) to show that the
Olympian games are the best of all. Finally, in an epideictic epigram
(~9.24) Leonidas uses the same metaphor to illustrate Horner's
supremacy over the other poets :
" \ I.f \ • \ , \ \ 'AOtp~ ~EV n~~upWOE X~~ ~EP~ XUXA~ OEAnVn~
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Lines 17-18: The moon changes its shape for Christ
17. ~~~VU~g~ This epic verb, found in the same sedes e.g. ~n
11.2.346, is nowhere in Homer used of the moon. However, see Ps-Mane-
'17. &~o~S~6~~: It is used in the same sedes in carm.2.1.51.5
(1394), while in 1.2.15.125 (775) and in the same metrical position
&~o~S~6ov is used instead.
17. 5~~~ TO vuxT6~: Cf. Alexis !!.89 (CAF, ii, p.325 Kock ):
vuxT6~ T~ 5~~a (also Aesch.Pers.428,Eur.lph.Taur.110) , Aesch. Sept.
390 : VUXTO~ b~~~A~6~ (sc. Moon) and Pind. Olymp.3.20 (ed. Snell-Maeh-
In carm.1.2.1.61 (526)
\Gregory uses another metaphorical periphrasis for the Moon : VUXTOS
&Y~A~~ which is used also in Orph. hymn.9.9 and Mag. hymn.5.3 (Abel).
18. nAna~~~n~: Cf. carm.1.1.4.80 (422) where the epithet refers
,
to VOgp~V ~ua~v (sc. angels). As a term to describe the full moon it
.~s commonly found in Philo Alex. e.g. iii, p.93.20f., iv, p.252.12 and
v, p.43.17,22 (ed. Cohn). See also Ps.-Manetho 1.208,245, 5.113,115,
Nonn. ~.28.232, 41.258, 48.323 and~. xlvi.13 (ed. Heitsch p.165).
Lines 19-20: The ~wo~6po~ XUXAO~ causes the change of seasons
, '\ ,The paraphrase of the couplet in Cod. Vb runs : au X~~ TOV ~wn~o-
T~.
Line 19: A variation of it may be seen in carm.1.1.5.46 (427):
See Sykes's note ad loco
The present couplet speaks about the changing of seasons caused
by the ~wo~oPOS XUXAO~ and the ~ETP~ of its xOpg~n. The obvious
meaning of ~wo~6po~ XUXAO~ is that of the zodiac.
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A doctrine common to the philosophical schools but clearly
stated by Aristotle was that by its annual,movement in the ecliptic
(o'rzodiac circle) the sun: 1-) generates light and heat (see De
Caelo ii 7 289a 31ff. and Meteorol. i 3 341a 19ff.), 2) is the
cause of generation (YEV€cr~~) and destruction (~~op&) (see De Gene-
rat. et Corr. ii 10, particularly 336a 31ff., Joachim's notes ad loco
(p.253ff.) and Meteorol.ii 2 354b 28ff.), and 3) causes evaporation
in summer and rainfall in winter (see Meteorol.i 9 346b 35- 347a 8).
In other words the sun causes the annual cycle of season~. This
doctrine is clearly stated in De Mundo 6 399a : nOp€UEta~ OE o~tta~
In two passages Gregory too appears to accept that the sun
causes the change of seasons. One is found in the second theological
oration, namely in or.28.30 (Gallay p.168f.; M.36.69B), and the
other in carm.1.2.1. 69-71 (527). The former passage runs:
See also Mason's notes ad loco The other text is: to[crLV (sc. n£A~-
See also or.20.11
(Mossay p.80; M.35.1077C) and or.33.9 (M.36.225B) where Gregory
speaks of wpwv nEp~tPOnaC and wpwv aAAaya~ respectively.
Furthermore the paraphrast in Cod Vb renders ~wo~opo~ (sc.
XUXAO~) as ~wn~opo~: ~wn + ~£pw (sc. XUXAO~).
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From the above I tend to believe that Gregory chose ~wo~opos
XUMAOS to mean the sun (i.e. the life-bearing disk and .at the
same time the zodiac (i.e. the animal-bearing circle ). That the
sun is a life-bringing disk may be seen for instance in Gregory's
second theological oration in a passage ( which is found only a
few lines before that already mentioned above ) where he characte-
rizes the sun by the epithets ~EPeoB~os and ~uo~~wos (i.e. in
Mason's own rendering 'bringing the means of life' and 'life-beget-
ting' respectively: see his note ad loc~). This interpretation
in also in accordance with Aristot: De Generat. et Corr. ii 10 336a
18 where the sun (as the efficient cause of geheration and destru-
ction) is called TO YEvvnT~MOV ('the generator'; see Joachim's
note ad loc..).
Let us now come to the meaning of llE1'pa XOPE~ns (sc. of ~wo~o-
POs MUMAOS). According for instance to Philo Alex. i.23.16f. (ed.
Cohn): nAavnTWv 1'E MaL anAavwv XOPECa~s ('the orbits/circling motions
of planets and fixed stars') and AP 7.334.2: E:-rEWVllE1'pa or ib.9 .
., 481.4: wpawv llE1'POV .(,the measure/duration of years or seasons' re-
spectively) the present phrase seems to mean the measure/duration of
the orbit/circling motion shared by the sun and the zodiac together.
The same interpretation is followed in a scholion mentioned in M.37.
Gregory's expression seems to have been
chosen to reflect llE1'pa in line 20.
Finally, with a poem like this (where the poet's primary
<
purpose is to praise Christ and not write an astronomical treatise)
one need not be surprised if the poet handles astronomical terms
with some flexibility. Besides, such handling is in accordance
with Gregory's general habit of deliberately using accepted techni-
cal terms in a different sense whenever by the resulting ambiguity
he wants to place particular emphasis on the subject he raises. An
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example of this, taken also from the world of astronomy, may be
found in carm.1.1.5.44 (427) where Gregory uses avacrt€pos (techni-
cally meaning 'starless' or'carrying no planet' ;see LSJ s.v.) to
characterize his Aci'Yo~('teaching') as 'free from any astrological
views' (see the note in Sykes ad loc.) since further below he goes
on to refute such views. Gregory's habit of changing the meaning of
words has already been seen in 1.1.36.8 : unocrx~a€~v and 2.1.38.16:
un€PtEU€~V (see the notes ad ~oc. and cf. also 1.1.29.10: cruv.e€~a
and ib. 14: aHAnCcrtO~).
Lines 21-22: Fixed stars and planets reveal the wisdom of Christ
21f. anAavE€S .../ acrT€p€~: This is another stylistic device
whereby the adjective and the noun it describes occupy each the first
sedes of the two lines in an elegiac couplet. See also above the
note on 1~1.35.9.
Line 21: A variation of it appears in ~.1.1.5.67 (429):
which refers also to the planets and fixed stars.
21. TE ... TE,: On this corresponsion (used mainly in poetry)
see Smyth 2973 and above p. 42.
21. anAaV€€S t€ nAavo~ t€: The same phrase is found in Ps.-
Manetho 1.4.
21. nAavo~ (sc. acrtEp€s): 'the planets'. The epithet in this
sense is used instead of the more common nAavnTa~ or nAaVnT€~ (sc.
acrT€P€S), both of which are used from Aristotle onwards (see LSJ s.
v. n>.avos).
Sykes on 1.1.5.67 (429)- cited
above - interprets naA~~nopo~ as ' a technical term in astronomy to
describe the actual or apparent motion of heavenly bodies "backward"
in the zodiac, 'i.e. from east to west' without providing any evi-
dence for this and by possibly regarding naA~~nopo~ to refer only
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to planets. However, the word is more likely to have been used
by Gregory to refer to both fixed stars and planets in the sense
that the former move from east to west and the latter from west to
east (see e.g. B.F.C. Costelloe-J.H. Muirhead, Aristotle and the
Earl:Ler Peripatetics, A translation from Zeller's Philosophy of the
Greeks, vol.1 (London: Longmans, 1897), pp.490ff.).
This late adverbial epithet is used by Gregory also in carm.
2.1.19.61 (1276) but in a different context. In the same metrical
position it appears in Oppian. Hal.4.529 and Nann. Dion.2.247, 692,
5.487.
,
21. &~aaOVT€~: The la' is long as happens in Homer: Od.10.99,
495 (both in the same sedes).
Line 21 is a spondiazon hexamerer, namely it has a spondee at
the fifth ·foot. In the present hymns there are four further such
instances (see below Appendix I, Table 3 ).
22. nya~En~ €LaG AOYo~ aO~Gn~: With this phrase the poet
should mean that by their movements the stars reveal the wisdom of
Christ. He appears·therefore to use the periphrasis €Lat AOYOS in-
stead of Ae:youat., possibly used in the same sense as 6t..nyda~al..in
the Biblical passage: / O~ oupavot 6l..nyouvTa~ 6o~av ~€OU ('the
heaven with its stars relates the glory of God') in LXX Ps.18.2
(see also the note on 1.1.33.2f.).
Lines 23-24: All the 'heavenly minds' who praise the glory of
the Trinity are Christ's own light
23. VO€~ oupavt:wv€~: 'VO€s: oupavl..ol.'is the paraphrase of it in;\
Cod Vb. See also the schol. on line 16: oupav~a~ 6uva~€I..S (M.37.
1326). For oupavt:wv Lampe s.v. cites only Orac.Sibyl.5.76 and
Gregory's ~.1.2.2.680( 631),where it refers to God. and renders
it as 'heavenly being'. See also 1.2.17.66 (786) where it is opposed
to ~vnTo~. ~herefore, oupav~wv as well as oupav~6ns; in 1.1.29.15
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are alternative forms of OUpdVLO~ (used in line 10'for Christ: see
the note ad loc.:and in 1.1.31.4 to denote anything pertainfung to
the sky) and have the same meaning. On the interchangeability be-
t '# '# d' #ween oupaVLO~, oupaVLWV an oupavL6n~ see also above p. 41.
As has been already observed (see above the note on 1.1.36.19:
voov nTEPoEvTa and 2.1.38.16 ) the present hymns show the poet's
preference for philosophical terms instead of the more accepted
Christian or Biblical ones. Consequently, I think that VOE~ oupa-
V~WVE~ in this hymn refer to the angels as Ta VOnTa in 1.1.34.2 do
(see the note ad loc.). Nou~ is used of the angelic intelligences
in a number of passages from Ps.-Dionysius the Areopagite: cf. for
-instance those cited in Lampe s.v. vous I.E., and Max. Conf. schol.
ad Cel.Hie~. 1.2 (M.4.32Af.): voa~ MaAoUOL Mat o~ nap' uEAAnaL ~L-
Besides, angels
had been alr.eady identified by Philo Alexandrinus and St Gregory of
Nyssa with the intelligible world (see I.P.Sheldon-Williams, 'He-
nads and Angels: Proclus and the ps.-Dionysius', Studia Patristica
xi (= TU 108, Berlin, 1972), p.71 and Gottwald p.29). There are a
number of passages in Gregory's own works where angels are called
VOE~: ca~.1.1.4.94 (423), 1.1.7.14 (439)= 1.2.1.32 (524), 1.1.8.62f.
(451) = 1.2.1.84f. (528): / oupavov EUPUV £XouaLv, ayvot VOE~, aYYE-
Anyov, ib. 695 (575) and ~.28.31 (Gallay p.172; M.36.72B): E~6{vaL
Cf. also ~.1.2.3.5 (633)
In ££.45.2 (M.36.625A) and ib.and De Virtute: 1.2.10. 100 (687).
5 (629A) = ~.38.9 (320C) angels are called VOEPO~ and VOEpa nVE~~a-
Ta respectively. See finally Synes. hymn.1.270-74 and Terzaghi's
note ad loco
minds' are Ch~ist's light. Angels are called ~dn aE~~wa in carm.
_....,..,'"......~
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2.1.34.207 (1322)J or even oEuTEpa ~wTa (see the passages quoted on
1.1.34.6: ltlJpOEt..S;),~.1.2.1.45f. (525): no£ ~aEt..Vns;/8AXEt..V
(sc. TOUS; ayytAolJS; ) EX Tpt..aoos;atAas; altAETOV, 1.2.3.9f. (633):/ oL
ltPWTOt..(sc. angels ) ~tPolJat aXTtva Tns; xa~apas; Tpt..aoos;,/ltVEU~aTa
xat ltUP, AEt..TOIJPyotTWV ~EOU ltpOaTay~aTWV/, ~.41.11 (M.36.444A):
e:AAa~<jJt..s;·... n ltapa TOU ayt:olJITvEu~aTos;and or. 6.12 (M.35.737B):
\ t ,OIJ ~WTOS; altalJyaa~aTa.
24. ~tAltOlJat..Tpt..aoos;oo~av: Cf. lines 47f., carm.1.1.8.63 (451) =
1.2.1.85 (528»and ~.45.2 (M.36.625A) where the angels are called
_'111 , ( f)" \,Tns; avw oo~ns; sc. 0 God EltOltTat..xat..~apTIJPES;. On ~tAltEt..Vsee
below the note on 1.1.29.1.
24' ,• €ltOlJpavt..ns;:It is used also of the Trinity and in the
same sedes in ~.2.1.87.16 (1434); while in 2.1.17.36 (1264) and
at the same metrical position oupavLn is used instead. This shows
that the preposition Eltt:does not add any particular significance to
the sense of this epithet (see also above the note on VOES; QUpaVLW-
VEs;:23)• The epic form oupavL-n is not used in Homer but appears
in Nonnus' s Dionysiaca (see also above the. notes on 1.1.34.3: aTnaas;
The epithet is used
once in NT of ltaTnp (Ev.Mt.18.35: a varia lectio ); while sltolJpavt..-
os; ~€OS; appears in Od.17.484 and in the plural three times in the
Iliad (see Bauer s .v.). The same epithet may be also the reading
of 1.1.34.13 instead of E~' oupav~o~o (which both MSS preserve:
see the note ad loc.).
Lines 25-26: Man is Christ's glory
25. aov SPOTOS; ..• XAtOS;: Cf. carm.2.1.19.47 (1275) where aov
XAtos; refers to Gregory himself.
25. 6V aYYEAov ev~ao' £~nxas;: Man is called an angel on earth
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in ~.1.1.8.68f. (452) = 1.2.1.90f. (529): aYYEAOV aAAovl EX x~o-
(M.36.321C-324A) :::£!.45.7 (632A): (se. Logos) ... Onl1I:..OuPyEi::TOV
26. V]..1VOnoAov: In line 50 and carm.2.1.21.10 (1280) the epi-
thet refers to Gregory himself and in 2.1.16.83 (1260) to other
people; while in 1.2.1.85 (528')= 1.1.8.63 (451) and 1.2.1.351 (548)
it refers to angels. See also Synes. hymn.4.25, Simonides fr.184.2
(PLG iii p.512 Bergk) and AP 4.1.13 (Meleat.) 7.18.6, 9.24.3 (Leon.),
The idea that man is placed on earth in order to praise God may
be seen also in Cleanth. hymn.37-39:/V]..1VOUVTE~ Ta cra Epya O~nVEXE~,
" - ~\ " \ , , , t (. b 6)OUTE ~EOL..~n XOL..VOVaU, V0]..10V EV OL..Xt;lU]..1VEL:V.cf. ~.' and Epi-
ctetus 1.16 (Schenkl p.55. 27-56. 4): TC yap aAAO O~va]..1a~YEPWV XW-
TOV·~E6v. See J. Adam, The Vitality of Platonism and other Essays,
edited by A.M. Adam·(Cambr.: Univ. Press, 1911), p.176 and below the
note on 1.1.31.9.
26. fu ~ao~: The phrase is addressed to Christ after Ev.Jo.8.
12. Christ is invoked as BCou ~ao~ and ~ao~ ]..1£ponwvin 1.1.36.28
and 1.1.38.6 respectively (see the notes ad lo~. ). Note that this
invocation is enclosed within the phrase an~ aYAaCn~ which refers
also to Christ and is deliberately chosen to oorrespond in sense to
this invocation.
The use of the interjection fu in this invocation complies with
the practice followed by the Greek tragedians (see above p .43f. )"
c) Lines 27-28: Incarnation
On Christ's incarnation as a subject of the Praise in 1.1.33.6
and 1.1 .35. 6~8 see above the notes ad loco
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The nature of the incarnate Christ is expressed in terms of a
paradox since He is at the same time&~ppoTo~ and epoT6E~~ (immortal
and mortal), acrapxo~ and crapxo~6po~ (with and without flesh).
The strong antithesis created
by the juxtaposition of the two contrary words is used to denote and
emphasize the dual nature of Christ as a god-man. The same effect is
produced in carm.1.1.9.42 (460): a~epOTO~ nA~E epoTm~E~~ and 1.1.18.
37 (483):/ ~nT£pO~ EX epOT£n~ ~EO~ a~SpoTo~. See also Synes. ~.
8.15: ~P6TEt..OV ~£pwv 6£~a~ (se. Christ).
On the universal divine epithet a~SpoTo~ see the note on 1.1.
Besides, epoT6E~ ~s a rare form of vocative instead of
epoT6EV (see KUhner-Blass-Gerth 118,5b and above p. 39 and 197).
However, the meaning of epoT6Et..~should be the same as that of ep6-
TEt..O~or SP6TEO~ following Gregory's general attitude of using
words with different meaning (see above p ,40 ). The same word
appears to be also the reading of Cod L in Nann. Dion.47.431 (ed.
Keydell): see LSJ s.v. The word ep6tEO~ (used of Christ) is
found in carlIt.1.1.~0.2(488) and 1.2.14.92 (762).
27. naAt..YYEv£~: The epithet is used in line 45 where it refers
to man's rebirth in Christ as it derives from naA~YYEvEcr~a which is
commonly used in this technical sense (see Lampe s.v.). However,
in the present passage the epithet is addressed to Christ and is
foUnd in a context where the poet speaks of Christ's incarnation.
Therefore, it is very likely that by calling Christ naAt..YYEV€~(with
~ second bir~h ) the poet refers to Christ's generation as a god-
man which took place in time (cf. ucrTatt..ov:28) and followed His
generation as Son of God before the beginning of time (see also
above the note on 1.1.35.4: aUToy£vE~AO~). Cod Vb gives the
paraphrase naA~v~wE , while the schol. in M.37.1328 has 6t..'E~E
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In Greek literature naA~YYEvnS is used once in Nann. Dion.2.650
and in Pap.Mag.Gr. vii.510 (Preis.).
27. u40s &aapxov: The phrase is deliberately formed to be con-
trasted to aapxo~opE (both found at the end of two successive lines),
and is used to the same effect as the antithesis ih line 27a.
Besides, it may be compared with carm.1.1.2.62f. (406):/ ~v (se.
xo~opos llEV, &-rap xat aWllaTOS ExTO~./ and with or.38.2 (M.36.313B):
o aaapxos aapxouTaL. See also ~.28.9 (Ga11ay p.116; M.36.36C)
where God is called aawllaTos, and Const.Apost.8.12.31: xaL 8aapxw-
~n 0 &aapxos. On aapxo~opo~ see Orac.Siby1.1.325 and Nann. par.Jo.
1:15 (M.43.752B).
28. UaT<hLov: It is used in the same sedes e.g. lim carm.1.2.1.
137 (533) and Ca11im. hymn.Apo11.79 (see William's note ad lac.).
28. ~vnTWv nnllaa~: It gives the reason which led to Christ's
incarnation: to release mortals from their sins. See also 1.1.35.6 •
the note ad lac. and Synes. hymn ..8.24.
d) Lines 29-31: The poet's personal devotion to Christ
29. aOL ~w, aot AaAEw: The phrase appears in 1.1.36.31 while
in carm.2.1.12.804 (1225) we have: / ~ (se. for God ) ~w, nv£w TE
\. \ c\ , ,xaL npos ov SAEnwllovov.
29. col, 0' Ellnvoos €L.llL~UnArl: Gregory is in the paraphrase
of Cod Vb a 'livihg sacrifice' (~uaCa ~waa) offered ~o Christ after
Ep.Rom. 12.1 (cf. LXX Ps.50.19).
~.2 (epit.).2.119.44 (M.38.74):
The same idea is expressed in
" , \. " /Ellnvoov LPOV En~. (said of Basil)
1
" , - , \ , \ ~ , -vos, n xa~aLpollEvOS, T~ xa~apwTaT~ xa~ AallnpoTaT~ xa~ llOVnV anaLTOU-
G:.xx Ps.
xT~aLV (Ep.2CQr.5.17), xa~ v£ov &v~pwnov, xat Ta Tot,aUTa TQ rpa~~ xa-
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A£tV ~LAOV and 2.2.1.23 (1453). On E~RVOO~ see or.43.5 (M.36.500C)
and Hftrth p.92; while for ~UnAn see carm.2.1 .1.333 (995), 2.1.13.
197 (1242) and Procl. hymn.5.12f. Besides, note that ~UnAn ~efers
back to ~UO~ (3). Gregory and his poetry are both a sacrifice
offered to Christ. As has been shown in the introductory analysis
the structure of this hymn is complex and with various cross-
references.
Line 30: In his poems Gregory appears an enthusiastic ad-
vocate of the ideal of poverty: see ~.1.2.17.5f. (782) and 2.2.
1.32 (1454), which he himself seems to have followed ~.1.2.15.
113f. (774) and 2.1.1.65-76 (975).
Line 31: It refers to the poet's vow of silence and it thus
brings back the main subject of Invocation A.
31. YAwaoav Eonaa: It is used in carm.2.1.83.1 (1428), 2.2.1.
67 (1456) and 2.1.37.5 (1324). In 2.1.]6.5 (132]) onoaL AOYOV is
used instead, while in or.2.71 (Bernardi p.184; M.35.480B) the poet
prefers the expression TO YAWOO~ 6£O~ov £RLTL~EvaL and in ~.12.1
(M.35.844B) TL~EvaL ~uAaXnV Tot~ X£LA£OLV (cf. LXX Ps.140.3).
Besides, in or.6.7 (M.35.729B) he uses the opposite expressions
YAwooav OnoaL and YAwooav AU£LV (i.e. 'to keep silence' and 'to
speak' respectively). The latter passage helps us to understand
~u~OV AU£~V of our hymn in the same sense as YAwooav AU£LV (i.e.
'to speak'). That YAwooav Eonoa and ~u~ov EAuoa should express
opposite meanings may be further attested from a~~6T£pa in the
following line.
Since YAwaoa and ~U~O~ are obviously associated with Gregory
one would expect ouaoL (as another part of the body) to be his too.
Consequently, the second hemistich would mean: 'I released speech
for my own ears'. However, such meaning has, I think, no sense.
Therefore, ouaoL should refer to others (possibly Gregory's fellow
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Christians), however harsh this may sound to us. The metrical re~
strictions may be one reason why the thought was forced in such a
way into the structure, although the obscurity of the whole phrase
may equally well have been deliberate. The meaning then becomes:
'I released speech for the others to hear'. Such interpretation
may be supported also by the fact that , since (as has been already
meritioned in the introduction to this hymn) Gregory's silence was
met with much criticism by his fellow men, one would expect him,
after breaking his vow, to answer their accusations. An intention
to do so is pronounced by him in one of the epistles he wrote
during his silence, namely epist.118.2 (Gallay ii p.11; M.37.213B):
'Ecr~wnncra ~EV E~auT~· AaAncrw 08 TOL~ aAAo~~ (cf. epist.108 (p.5;208A)
ep. 113 (p.7;209B) and ep.116.1 (p.10;213A)). Following this inter-
pretation the past form €Aucra in the hymn should have been used
instead of the future A~crW to express an action which the poet was
fairly certain he would do and therefore regarded as already done
(see Smyth 1934 and Kfthner-Blass-Gerth 386.11 ).
However, there,is a slight possibility that the whole phrase
is an early corruption (which took place in a non-surviving MS)
instead of ouaTa ~u~~ €Aucra (i.e. during my silence 'I released my
ears to the speech' sc.of others). In support of this inter-
pretation is one of the epistles (believed to have been written
during the period of Gregory's silence) ,namely epist.109 (Gallay
ii p.5; M.37.208B). The epistle is addressed to Cledonius and it
III. Prayer A (32)
32. ALcrcro~a~: See the note on 1.1.34.14: A~To~a~.
32. aAAd: This' conjunction is commonly used to introduce the
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Prayer (see above p. 30 ). The postposition of it is a rare
phenomenon and seems to have been done metr~ gratia. For postponed
&AAd in Callim. ~.Jov. see McLennan's note on 1.18.
32. 1tOpot-s;:Seethe note on 1.1.36.20.
IV. Introduction B (33-38)
Lines 33-36: The poet's resolve to speak only what is lawful
33 _I '" , ,• '&EY~O~~~, ~aa E1tEO~HEV: The phrase appears in the same
sedes in ~.2.2.7.21 (1552). For t1t(.O~HEVsee Cleanth. hymn:37.
In line 33 the two hemistichs express the same idea in a
positive and negative way respectively. The clarification of this
idea, namely that the poet will speak only what is permitted to him,
is given with the four metaphors: of the pearl, gold, rose and wheat
which follow·in lines 34-36. The first and fourth metaphors occupy
each a pentameter and the second and third share the two hemistichs
of the hexameter, giving thus to the section (34-36) a polarized form.
Line 34: The two hemiepe are opposite in sense while the four
w.ords they consis.t.of form a syntactical chiasmus~ a.-b-b-a.
34. ~\E~aw: The verb is accurately chosen to refer metaphorical-
ly to the poet "s flow of words which are compared to a pearl. In
doing so the poet follows the usage of P(.E~Vwith the only difference
that he uses it transitively (see LSJ s.v. 1.2). However, the
paraphrase of 'this verb in Cod Vb is lHA(.~O~~~.
34. ~~Py&pEOV: This is the only citation in Lexica and is
used instead of V~py~p~Tns;.
34. S&pSopov: Cf. carm. 2.1.61.6 (1405):EL 6' oov au YAWcrcr~,
The metaphor in line 34 whereby the poet decides to let flow
a 'pearl' (i.e. precious or useful words) and leave aside 'mud'
(i.e. useless or even bad words) in a way reminds us of the Biblical
ones: a) in Ev.~. 7.6 and b) in Ep.Eph.4.29. Pearl-metaphors,
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although used in a different context, may be found in AP 8.21.1f.
= carm.2( epit.) .2.63.1 f. (M.38 .42), ~. 33.1 (M.36.216A), or .37 .18
(M.36.304A) and epist.12.2 (Gallay i p.19; M.37.44C).
Line 35a: The gold-metaphor together with the wheat-metaphor
in line 36 may be compared with carm.1.2.1.696f.(575):/ xa~ OT&XUS
" '" ,E~OXOS EnAETO Xpuoos./.
Line 35b: The rose-metaphor is very beloved to Gregor~ since
it appears a number of times in his works :carm.1.2.3.71 (638):/ w~
POOOV EV &xclv~a~~, OUTW~ EV nOAAOLS 01PE~~ (sc. you the virgin), De
Vita Sua:2.1.11. 472 (Jungck p.76; M.37.1062): TPUYWV &x&v~as, oux
&naV~Lr,;wv pooa, De Virtute:1.2.10. 214-17 (695f.):
also 1.2.2.208f.(594), AP 8.98.6 = ~.2(epit.).2.19.6 (M.38.20)
. and epist.183.2 (Gal;I.ayii p.72;M.37 .297B): p60a E:~ &xav~wv,. w~ n
The phrases ws AEYouo~ and ws n napo~~~a (used in the above
passages) are suggestive of the proverbial origin of the rose-
metaphor. However, I have not been able to trace in the Paroemio-
graphers such or a similar idea. The metaphor may have been taken
from stock material used in the rhetorical schools as it is used
also in Nicephorus Progymnasmata ap. Rhet.Graec. i.511.24f. (ed.
Walz): pooa ~lAAWV TPUY~E~ &xav~wv oux EyLVWOXOV. Cf. Stephanus,
Thesaurus s.v. p6oov. The same metaphor appears in other Christian
writers as well: Basil. leg. lib. gent. 3(M.31.569Cf.) (see Ruether
p.165 n.2 ), Clem. Alex. Strom.ii.1. 3,3 (GCS 2 p.114.14f.) and
Amphilochius Seleuc. 61 (Oberg p.30 ; or ap. Gr.Naz. carm.2.2.8.61
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in M.37.1581).
The epithet is used by Gregory also in ~.
2.1.1.354 (996) to describe Babylon. Cf. Synes. hymn.1.16.
36. A£~O~':, The verb is used in the sense 'to pick for one-
self' as happens in e.g. Il.24.793 and Apoll. Rhod. Arg.3.807, and
is rendered in the paraphrase of Cod Vb as An~o~a~. Wheat-meta-
phors were a beloved theme in Greek pagan literature and a number of
proverbs resulted from this as one may see in LSJ s.v. xaAd~n. See
also AP 4.1.34 (Meleag.)
Lines 37-38: This hymn is the poet's first-offering to Christ
after he completed his vow of silence..
The same subject appears in one of the epistles which make
reference to the poet's vow of silence: epist.117 (Gallay ii p.10f.;
M.37.213A).: KaAO\) yap WO''f[E;P<lUOU 'f[a\)TCr~,o\hw on xat A&YW\) a'f[apxc1~
therefore very likely that the present hymn is the poet's actual
first words offered to Christ after his silence.
38. a'f[E;PEuyo~£~n: The verb (not cited in Lampe ) has the non-
classical meaning 'to utter' following that of the Biblical (&~-)e-
PE;~YEO'~a~ which is used in a similar context e.g. in LXX Ps.44.2
and 118.171 (see Bauer s.v. EPE;uYEO'~a~). The verb in this sense is
presumably a Hebraism as one may see from Ev.Mt.13.35 which is a
version of Ps.77(78).2 and uses lpE;uYEO'~a~, while the Septuagint
(LXX Ps.77.2) has ~~£YYE;O'~a~. Gregory uses in the same sense also
e~E;~£E;~V in carm.2.1.34.50 (1311).
,
V. Praise B (39-50a)
a) Lines 39-46: Narrative on Christ ':sresurrection
The same subject is used for the praise of Christ in 1.1.33.8f.
(see the note ad lac.).
39. O'n~EpO\): It is repeated for emphasis at the beginning of
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lines 43, 47 and 49 to introduce, first the two sections of the
Easter narrative and then the angelic hymn and that of the poet.
The same.word may show also the possible composition of the hymn
on Easter Day. See Gregory's oration On Easter: ~.45.2 (M.36.
A triple repetition
of this word may be seen also in Callim. hymn.Lavacr.Pallad. 45
(twice) ,47.
Christ's resurrection is the theme of the homily mentioned
above in the prooemium of which one reads: XpLaTo~ lx VEXPWV, auv-
vaTOS xaTaA1kTat" (~.45.1 in M.36.624B) .. Synesius's eighth hymn
has a similar subj ect matter and the similarities with this secti.on
will be shown below. On Christ ,.s descent into Hades see the note
on 1.1.35.9, ~.29.20 (Gallay p.222; M.36j01Bf.) and Orac.Sibyl.8.
310ff. and 1.377f.
39f. o~aLv b1Lx-&n,/E'YPETO: Cf. carm.1.1.2.78f.(407)i vExd-
., /" .Eaa!"v E~Lx-&n, E'YPETO 0 E~ vExdwv and the note of Sykes ad loc.;
2.2.7.174 (1564): / xa~ -&av£, xat VExdEaaL ~L'Yn and Apollinarius
Protheoria 88 .
40. -&av(hou X€VTPO\l aTC£axEoaa£: The metaphor is taken from
Ep.1Cor.15. 54-56 which in turn is influenced by LXX Os.13.14.
The phrase -&avaTou XEV1POV is used in carm.2.1.45.160 (1364) and
xevtpa ~OPOLO in 2.1.1.52 (974); while in or.45.22 (M.36.653C)
Gregory quotes part of the Pauline passage. On death images in
Gregory see J. Mossay, La Mort et l' AU-dela dans Saint Gregoire
de Nazianze, Un. de Louvain. Recueil de Travaux d' Hist. et de
Philol. 4, 34 (Louvain, 1966), pp.12-16.
41f. }(a~ pn~aTO: Cf. 1.1.33.8 and the note ad loc., Orph.
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Arg. 967 (Abel):/ pn~a.ora.l"(se. Tl"ancpovn,'AAnwrw, Me:ya.l"pa.)xe:ve:w-
va.~ &~e:~6nToI,,0Se:ps~pou/ and AP 1.119.24ff.
,
&~e:1,,6nTOU&1:60.0: Cf. AP 7.439.4 (Theodorid. ): &~e:1,,6nTCjl...
'At6~ , and for the same epithet hymn.Asclep. 8 (Heitsch p.171) and
Nann. Dion.43.420.
Cf. ~.2.2.7. 196-98 (1566):
~ayvnaaa. AC~O~ TOVOe:VTa.aC6npov./, Synes. hymn.8.17f., 24f., and
AP 1.56.
Note ~he polysyndeton in lines 40-42.
Lines 43-44: Cf. carm. 1.1.20.37f. (491), 1.1.22.20 (494), 1.
1.23.10f. (494).
43. EX TU~SOI"O ~opwv: Cf. carm. 2.2.1.251 (1469),2.1.45.185
(1366) and 1.2.15.133 (775).
43. ~e:p6Re:aa~cpa.av~n: The phrase appears in the same sedes in
Apoll. Met.Ps.117.52. On ~e:PORe:~see above the note on 1.1.36.12
Line 44: The triple anaphora of o~~ underlines the reason for
Christ's incarnation, crucifixion and resurrection: the redemption
of mankind.
45. Ra.Al,yye:Ve:e:~:As a technical term the epithet (or its
cognate noun ) usually refers to the effect of baptism on men. In
this sense it is found in carm.2.(epit.)2.24.6 (M.38.22) = AP 8.103.
6 and Nann. par.Jo.1:33, 3:6 (M.43.756B, 768A). See also above the
note 'in line 27.
However, compared to ~.40.2 (M.36.360C): TPl"aanV ye:vvnal"Vn-
va.aTaae:w~ (possibly of the dead), the epithet in this hymn seems
more likely to refer to the. third type of birth ithan to the second.
On the use of Ra.Al,yye:ve:aLa.:1)of baptism as a restoration or rebirth,
2) of second penance as a restoration and 3) of eschatological
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restoration see J. Ysebaert, Greek Baptismal Terminology, Graecitas
Christiancrum Primaeva, 1 (Nijmegen, 1962), pp.146-48.
45. EX ~avclTOLO ~Uy6VT€~: Cf. Il.20.350.
46. ace: The addition of this pronoun (if it is not a corru-
ption instead of a third person form) should have been made in
order to prepare for the change of the narrative style into the
second person style of the following section.
46. aUVa€LpW~€a~' : Cf. or.45.1 (M.36.624B) and ib.25 (657B).
The use of compounds in auv- to describe what Christians do together
with Christ is owed to St Paul: see Ep.2Tim.2.11, Eph.2.6. Such
compound verbs may be found in Gregory's carm.1.2.2.566 (623), or.
40.45 (M.36.424Bf.) and ~.1.4 (Bernardi p.76; M.35.397B). On the
syntax of such compound verbs with dative (exemplified also in
Gregory's epistles) see Gallay, Langue et Style, p.28.
Gregory refers to Christ's ascention
in carm.1.1.3.31 (410).
b) Lines 47-48: The hymn of angels
Gregory refe~to the hymn of angels at the event of Christ's
resurrection in or.45.1 (M.36.624B), where he tells us also that
the content of this hymn was that of the Gloria (in Ev.Lc.2.14).
47. a~YAn€L~~ The epithet is used to describe the angels in
carm.2.1.45.21 (1355), 1'.2.1.31 (524), 2.1.99.1 (1451) and AP 8.54.-- -
1 = carm.2 (epit.).2.97.1 (M.38.59). See also Apoll. Met.Ps.102.38
and AP 1.94.3. In carm.1.1.3.28 (410),however, it describes the
Spirit. As a stock epithet it was used in Greek pagan hymns: Hom.
hymn.32.9 and Apoll.40.
47f~ xop6~ ••• / aYY€ALx6~: Cf. 1.1.34.6 and the note ad loc.,
and Synes. hymn.4.18.
47. a~~Ly£yn~8v: The verb appears in the same sedes in Hom.
hymn.Apoll.273 and is used again by Gregory in carm.1.2.9.39 (670).
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In the paraphrase of Cod Vb it is rendered as KEp~xaCPE~. Angels
appear to participate in the victorious hymn on the occasion of
Christ's resurrection also in Synes.hymn.8.26f •
48. ., . ,u~vov En~aTE~~OV: 'a hymn of victory, or a victorious
hymn', and according to the scholion in M.37.1329:ru~vov En~vLx~oV'.
The present passage is the only instance, according to Lampe s.v .•
of 'this epithet which seems to have been constructed by Gregory in
the place of En~aT£~n~ following his habit of changing the declension
of various words (see above p. 41). Cf. Synes. hymn.8.40:/ EK~V~-
X~OV E~ ~EAO~ which supports the interpretation of our passage and
proves wrong the paraphrast in Cod Vb who renders EK~aTE~~o~ as EK~-
c) Lines 49-50a: The poet's hymn
49. nxov "EKVEuaa: This is rendered in the paraphrase of Cod
Vb as AOYOV aKnxnaa and, together with XE~AEa M •• Auaa~ (which cor-
responds to ~u~ov EAuaa:31 ), brings back once more the subject of
Introduction A: the poet's vow of silence.
49. ~E~U)(OTa XEt:AEa at.Y~: It appears in the same sedes in AP
8.4.3 = ~.2.(epit.)2.119.15 (M.38.73) and AP 15.40.6 (an epitaph
of the grammarian Cometas on the resurrection of Lazarus).
VI. Prayer B (50b)
50. aHa: See the note on 1.1.34.19.
50. U~VOKOAOV x~~apnv : Gregory regards himself as a musical
instrument destined to glorify God also in carm.2.1.34.69f. (1312):
.. J' \ " \' /., " ,.opyavuv £~~~ ~EOtO xa~ EUXPEXTO~~ ~£AE£at.v u~vOV avaXTt. ~EPW, L~.
91 (1313): Toaawv YAwaaav EXW )(t.~apnv and or.43.67 (M.36.585C): yC-
·6uva~EWS. Cf. also carm.2.1.45.156 (1364). The present request
may be compared to that in 1.1.31.12 (see the note ad lo~.)
VII. Ep~logue (51-52)
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Line 51: The poet offered his mind to the Mind (sc. the
Father) and his word to the Word (sc. Christ). The word-play in
the two different meanings of vous and A6yos is so obvious as not
to need any further comment.
51. EPe:~el: The poet avoided the doubling of 'p' metr~ gratia
(see above p. 39 ). The choice of this verb which is rendered in
the paraphrase of Cod Vb as'€~uael Xelt ~e:po~p~nael(cf. also the schol.
in M.37.1329) seems to have been made deliberately in order to
refer back to ~UnAn (29); while line 51 refers to the first subject
of Christ's praise (in line 5). See also epist.119 (cited above
P·203).
Line 51f. : The poet expresses his determination to make an
offering tb the Holy Spirit as well by composing another hymn
dedicated to Him.
51 • I \ ".elU'[ClP e:Ite:I.Tel: See above the note on ltPWTOV in line 1.
The addition of this phrase may be contrasted
to the practice of Greek pagan hymns when such or similar express-
ions with ~gAe:I.Vare used in order to express the free will of gods
to act, or fulfil a request: Hom. hymn. Ven .38 (Aphrodite): din: ~€-
AOI. and ,Procl. hymn.1.45f.: (Helius) !oABov .../ e:Cxe:~€AOI.~, 60S,
&Vel~. See also Keyssner p.84 and ~gAOVTOS in line 13.
Such feature appears also in Christian prayers: see e.g. Li-
) v, " 1turg.Jac. (Brightman p. 57.25f. : OTe:~e:Ae:I.SXell.ws ~~Ae:I.~. Cf.
LXX~. 50.18.
At the end of the commentary on 2.1.38 let us see some of the
features and particular characteristics of this hymn , leaving aside
those concerning its structure and the themes used in it, since
we have dealt with them in the introductory analysis of the hymn.
Of particular importance in this hymn is the extensive use of
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divine epithets: Some of these are the poet's own cOinages,
particularly constructed to describe minutely and in an accurate and
concise way various doctrines concerning Christ's characteristics
(mainly in relation to the othen two persons of the Trinity): naTpo-
~ags (5), O~OYOVE (6), au~~ags (8), atwvos nE~pn~a (9). Some are
particularly Biblical, or exemplify in early patristic texts : E~-
xwv (7), AoyoS (5), nava~€vns (10), ~aos (26), u~os aaapxov (27),
Other epithets are stock divine
epithets of the Greek pantheon and are either restricted to particular
gods (Eupu~g6wv (8) used mainly of Poseidon ,u~~~povos (10) of
KAW~W and Nereids, oupav~os (10) mainly of Zeus); or used universe
ally ( ~gyas:5, &~avaTos:7, ~EpgaSl.os:ll, "Aval;:15,aj.lSpoTos:27).
Finally, there are epithets first originated in Greek philosophy,
particularly the negative ones las avapxos (7), or even 6n~l.oupyo!>
(11). Other epithets and stock vocabulary used in Greek pagan
hymns, but describing other nouns are: ctyvoS (3),nya~gns; (22),
,
~lAnEI.V (24, 48), u~vonoAov (26, 50), &YAaCnS (26), €~aylws; (32),
The ornamentation of the hymn is rich. Apart from the epithets
already mentioned there are a dozen more. Of considerable importance
with regard to ornamentation are the four metaphors in lines 34-36,
the simile in lines 15-16, the image of the harmonious movement of
the celestial spheres (17-21), the periphrasis o~~a Tb VUXTOS (17)
the personification of the sun: Phaetho (15) and the vivid description
of Christ's resurrection and the events related to it (39-46).
To the above one may add various stylistic remarks (referring
particularly to the usage of rhetorical figures}, which have been
already made on individual lines.
All these features and characteristics, together with the
appearance in.the hymn of new or rare forms, heavy compounds and
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traditional vocabulary, give the hymn a solemn and elevated style.
A final word on the problem of the unity of the hymn~ As we
have seen both in the introductory analysis and the commentary on it,
the poem is unified by the various themes and cross-references which
appear in both sections: 1-38 and 39-52. Therefore, the apparent
lack of unity seems to be no longer valid.
Carro. 1.1 .31
The next poem to be discussed is 1.1.31, a short hymn of only
six elegiac couplets.
The MS tradition of the poem follows that of 1.1.33-35 with the
exception that it is found also in Cod Np (see above p ,68fJ .
Hence, the authenticity of the present poem is also in doubt.
However, the remarks already made for 1.1.33-35 to support their
authenticity apply also to 1.1.31, and so it seems unnecessary to
repeat them here.
The hymn begins with the Biblical expression 6o~a (se. £rva~)
which is repeated in line 2 for solemnity and stylistic purposes.
This expression, together with the closing request for a pure doxo-
logy, determines the characterization of the hymn as a doxology.
In the introductory 'couplet the poet refers to all the three
persons of the Trinity and, while the hexameter is shared between
the Father and the Son (who is King of all), the pentameter is left
to the Spirit who is described with the rare and late epithet navEu-
~n~o~ ('wholly blessed' in Lampe s.v.) and the liturgical one nav&-
y~o~ ('all-holy').
Praise (3-10) begins with a confession-like formula on the dogma
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of the tri-une God.(3a). The major part of Praise is spent on the
theme of the creation and preservation of the world, (often celebrated
in the Psalms), whereby God's power is manifested and extolled.
Although such a theme appears in most of the hymns under discussion,
this is the only poem where the creation is wrought by the Trinity
(conceived as a unity) and not by the three persons, each taken
separately (as in 1.1.30), or by one or more of them (as in 2.1.38
and 1.1.33), or even by the GodPead (as in 1.1.34). As will be
~
seen in the commentary, the expressions used (at least for lines 3-5)
echo passages in liturgical prayers. Furthermore, it seems worth-
while to notice that the first two couplets of Praise (3-6) refer to
God's works of creation; while the last two (7-10) to the response of
Creation to His works which is expressed in two hymns. In the first
hymn all Creation (naaa xT~a~~:7) celebrates God as the only C~use of
its coming into existence and of its preservation; and in the second
the rational natures celebrate. God as a great King and kind Father.
Compared to the fact that glorification of God is also the
subject of both Introduction and Prayer, the theme of creation in the
first part of Praise (3-6) becomes less important and is thus sub-
ordinate to the notion of glorifying God in lines 7-10.
The hymn of the rational natures makes the poet want to glorify
God, since he himself is a rational being. His desire is implicit
in the closing request to God the Father that he may glorify Him in
purity.
With the return in the closing couplet to the theme of Introdu-
ction: the glorification of God, the hymn acquires a ring form seen
also in "hymns 1.1.34 and 1.1.29. Besides, .the emphasis on the
notion of praising God (seen in the use of such verbs as: 6o~a (sc.
Elva~), 60~OAOYEGV, U~VEtv, aEC6E~v), leads us to characterize this
poem, not so much as being itself a hymn glorifying God, but as a
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hymn about the act of glorifying God.
This hymn may be compared in content with a short prayer entitled
EUxn Tn~ napaaTciaEw~ and found in the'Liturgy of St James (see
Brightman p.31. 15-23). The ,various similarities can be illustrated
only if we cite the text of this prayer which runs:
• _~' ", "T '\unapxouan~ xa~ o~a~poU~EVn~ ao~aLpETw~· TpLa~ yap EL~ ~EO~
navToxpaTwp oD Tnv oo~av o~ oupavot OLnYOUVTaL, n 6~ y~
, ". - , ~ ,~ , ,TE~ naVTOTE· OT~ aUT~ npEnE~ nuaa oo~a T~~n xpaTO~ ~EyaA~-
_f " , \ ,\ " , , -auvn TE xaL ~EyaAonpEnE~a vuv xaL aEL xa~ E~~ TOU~ a~wva~
As we see both texts,begin with the triadological doxology and
after the confession to the tri-une God, they proceed to the praise
of the Trinity by reference to the creation. But, while in 1.1.31
this consists of two parts: a) God creating the world and b) the
world glorifying God, the liturgical prayer refers only to the
second part, namely how the heavens, earth, sea and all the visible
and intelligible creation always reveal God's glory, dominion, power
and majesty. Finally, both texts close with another doxology.
Another point to make here is the fact that eleven out of twelve
verses are paroxytone. This feature is common in the hymns under
discussion and, not only shows that they belong to a late period of
Greek literature, but also marks the gradual change from the heathen
metres (which are based on the quantity of the syllables) to the
rhythmic verse of Byzantine period (whf.chLs based on the position
of the grammatical accents in the line). See also above p. 61f.
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I. Introduction (1-2): Glory to the tri-une God
The phrase is repeated at the
beginning of line 2 as happens with aot Xap\,,!; (sc. e:Lva\,,)in 1.1~34:see
note ad lac.- -- The Biblical origin of the phrase may be attested, not
only from its occurrence in the Gloria (ap. Ev.Lc. 2.14), but also
from the phrases oouval" or EVe:YXe:tv oo~av which are used quite often
in'the Septuagint version of the Psalter: see Ps.65.2, 113.9 and
95.7, 8. Other doxological verbs used by Gregory are: oo~a~e:I"V in
carm.1.2.3.1 (632), 1.1.30.42, and OO~OAOye:tV in line 12 of this
hymn. The common doxological formula whereby most of the Christian
prayers and'homilies end' is discussed below in the note on 1.1.3i.
49f. Finally, the use of both oo~a (sc. e:lva\") and oo~oAoye:tV in
the, present hymn justify its characterization as a doxology or
glorification as does also Cod. W (see the tit. in 'apPJir.critic.').
1. TIaTP~ : ' On this common title of God see the note on 1.1.34.
14 and 1.1•35 •1•
The epithet (found once in LXX Ecclus,.50.15)
refers to Christ also in carm.1.2.1. 455, 708 ('556,576) and in Li-
turg.Mar~. (Brightman p.132.15); while, as a theological term for
both God and Christ, it has been widely used in patristic literature
(see Lampe s.v.).
In pagan Greek hymns this epithet or thefeminine na~8~aCAe:\"a. is
addressed as a divine epithet to various gods: Zeus in Orph. ~.
73.3 and Alcaeus fr. 308 2(b) (ed. Lobel-Page, PLF), and Artemis in
Orph. ~.36.11 (see also Keyssner p.45f.).
In Christian poetry it is used (as Golega informs us: Golega
p.63 ) about twenty five times in Apoll. Met.Ps. e.g.74.2, 112.6
(both in the same sedes); cf. also Nann. par.Jo.1:23 (M.43.753B) and
AP 1.97.3 (where, however, it seems to refer to the emperor Justinian).
On the epithets in nav- (which are used in the hymns under
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discussion) see above the note on 1.1.35.1: navEnLaxone.
The same idea, namely that Christ is the King of all may be seen
also in 1.1.30.21; while the same is said of the Godhead in 1.1.33.1=
1.1.34.1 (see the note ad loc.).
2. navEU~n~~: This is a rare epithet and the various Lexica
cite it in texts later than Gregory's age. See e.g. Ps.-Dionysius
Areop. Coel.hier.7.4 (M.3.212C): navE15~n~ov {}wPXLav and paraphra~.
Pachymer. (236B).
2. navay~~ : As a term used of the Holy Spirit the epithet
appears frequently in the formulaic triadological doxology whereby
a number of prayers in the Liturgy of St James and that of St Mark
end: Liturg.Jac. (Brightman p.31.13): T~ navaYL~ aya{}~ ~wono~~ xa~
o~oouaL~ aou nVE15~aT~ (cf. pp.32.13, 22, 41.21, 43.17 etc.) and
Liturg.Marc. (Br. p.122.5, 123.30). However, the first instance in
patristic writings of this epithet (yet referring to God) seems to be
Clem. Rom. 1Cor.35 (Lightfoot p.108): see Lightfoot's note ad loco
and ib.58 (L. p.169). See also Const.Apost. 8.12.29 and DeichgrH-
ber p.99.
II. Praise (3-10)
This phrase is a concise declara-
tion of the triadological dogma and is expressed with some degree of
didacticism, a characteristic of Byzantine hymnography (see above the
note on 1.1.33.3b).
The subject of the tri-une God is largely discussed by Gregory,
not only in his orations (above all the five theological treatises),
but also in his poems (see Trisoglio, Forma Futuri, p.737 n.153).
Some of these passages are cited below to show verbal similarities
with our hymn. These are: De Virtlite: carm.1.2.10.992 (752): / El~
• -, , " 60 (413) / • , ,EX TPLWV {}EO~ TE xa~ XO~VOV aESa~, 1.1.3. : EX ~ova6o~ Tp~a~
, \ot ~ ''T. (),. 'Y ,EaT~, xaL EX TpLa6o~ ~ova~ ao{}~~, or. 39.12 M.36.348C: EL~ ouv {}EO~
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E:V TPI.OI. J((ll, Ta Tpea lv, wone:p e:cpal-le:v,ib.ll (345D): (\Ev yap E:V TPt.,-
, ,., ", tI () ,ot.,vn ~e:OTn~ xat.,Ta Tpl.a e:v, or.34.9 24gB: npOOXUVWl-le:v TnV l-l~av E:V
Tot~ TPI.O~ ~e:oTnTa, ~.40.41 (417B), 2!.26.19 (Mossay p.270; M.35.
1252C) and or.29.2 (Gallay p.178f.; M.36.76Af.). On the trinitarian
dogma according to Gregory see Kell!, Earl~ Christian Doctrines, p.
264ff., G.L. Prestige, God in Patristic Thought (London, 1952), p.
260f. and P1agnieux p.246ff., 301f., 441ff.
The expression e:L~ ~e:o~ (which is very common in Gregory's
Arcana poems :1.1.1.25 (400), 1.1.3.75,76 (414), 1.1.4.3,39 (416,
418)) may be traced on the one hand in Greek philosophy back to
Xenophanes fr. 23 (ed.,H.Diels, PPF p.42), and on the other in the
Bible: Ep.Jac.2.19 (see Deichgr!l.berp.115f.). See also Ps.-Phocx::
lidea 54 (PLG ii p.89 Bergk), and Orac.Siby~.2.126, 3.11 and fr.1.7.
Furthermore, the same expression ( followed by a relative clause
which refers to the creation as happens in our hymn) is used in
Soph. fr.1126 (Pearson): e:[~ EOTtV ~e:6~,/ O~ oupavov T' €Te:U~e: xa~
1
yatav l-laxpav/ novTou Te: xaponov o~6l-la xav€l-lwv SCa~./ and Orac.Sibyl.
fr. 3.3: / aAAa ~e:o~ l-lOVO~ e:L~ naVUn€PTaTO~, 8~ ne:no~nxe:v/ oupavov
(see also ib. 1.8, 3.35, 543, 786 and 8.375).
3b-6: Creation and preservation of the world
On this subject see the notes on 1.1.33.3f., 1.1.34.2f. and 2.
1.38 • 12b-14.
" "3. 0 s e:xrvcc n&vTa: Cf. 1.1.33.3b, 1.1.30.13 and 1.1.32.
9. In line 7 God is called xTCoTn~ as happens in Synes. ~.3.16
(see Terzaghi's note ad loco where references to other passages are
cited) •
. Lines 4-5 : Their content, standing in apposition to nAnO€ Te:
1. A.C. Pearson, (The Fragments of Sophocles, vol.iii (Camb.,1917),
p.174) seems to be right to cast doubts on the authenticity of
this fragment by suggesting that it " reads like a Hellenized
paraphrase from a Hebrew prophet of the Old Testament".
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RaVTa (3), reminds us of a passage in the anaphora of the Liturgy of
St Mark (Brightman p.125.25ff.) : aoL T~ RO~naavT~ TOV oupavov xat
T~ EV T~ oupav~, ynv xat T~ EV TO YO, ~aAaaaa~ Rnya~ nOTa~ou~ A~~va~
xat RaVTa Ta EV aUTot~, and a similar one in Epist.Diognet. 7.2
" " ,xa~ Ta e:vTO ~aAaaar;l. The two passages seem to be based on LXX Ps.
145.6, 2Esd. 19.6 and !p-oc.14.7. Finally, note the word-pattern in
line 4 : a-b-a-b (where we have two pairs of words with parallel con-
,
struction) and the polysyndeton in line 5.
The phrase is in the same sedes in
Ps.-Manetho 1.206.
Cf. 1.1.33.4 and the note ad loco Besides,
o ~woyovwv (referring to God) may be found in.Pap.Mag.Gr. iv.1162;
in 1282 and vii.530 it is used of the sun. See also Orph. hymn.38.3.
where.KoupnTe:~ are called ~~oyovo~ Rvo~a~, and van Liempt p.47.
Lines 7-10: The Creation and particularly the rational natures
'praise God
A similar subject appears in Gregory's or.44.11 (M.36. 620B):
nap' ~v tyw (se. Gregory) TO u~ve:tv Aa~Bdvw. See also 2.1.38.23-
26 and the notes ad loco
Line 7 : The image of the Creation praising its Creator goes
8 5 " " (back to the Old Testament : LXX Tob.. : e:u~oynaaTwaav ae: sC. God)
... RiiaaL a~ xT~ae:~~ <10U (cf. lb. 15) and Job 38.7 :/ OTe: tye:vn~naav
&<1TPa, ~ve:aav ~e: (se. God) ~wvO ~e:yaAr;lRavTe:~ &yye:AO~ ~ou.l. An
elaborate example of this image may be the whole of Psalm 148 where
in line 5 we read : a~ve:adTwaav (se. all the parts of Creation) TO
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However, this is not the only poem to follow the
Biblical practice, since ,this may be seen also in Synes. hymn.1.
343f. :./Lot nana cp{PEt./aLvov aYrlPwv'/ which is followed by an
enumeration in thirteen lines of the various elements of Creation,
all in apposition to navTa.
7. aocpov: The addition of this epithet,made to describe the
Creator, is in accordance with e.g. LXX ~.9.2,or Ps.103.24 : na-
VTa lv aocp~~ £no~naa~ (which is used in Liturg.Marc. (Brightman
p. 126.2)). Cf. 1.1.33.3 : an~ aocpCn~ and the note ad lac.
7. HT~aLS ~pv~aEt.E; Cf. 1:1.4.1 (415). On ~PVECV as a
common verb for introducing Greek pagan hymns see above p.23.
The same verb is used in 1.1.29.2 and in o~her Christian hymns :Clem.
Alex. hymn. Christ. 8 ape Paed. (Heitsch p.158), Synes. ~.1.210f.,
2.80, 82, 87, 3.1, 8.3 etc.
Line 8 All comes into existence and is preserved because of
God who is the first cause (n npwTn aCTLa), since He is also n
ltpWTn oua~a or cp~at.~(cf. £E.28.7 (Gallay p.114; M.36.33C) and ib.
31 (p.172;72A)). The present passage may be compared to De Virtu-
te carm.1.2.10. 942-45 (748):
, \ ,,' ", " 'SEOV TO pn aESEt.V ~EV EaT OAOWTaTOV,
• ., •• s: , , tt,pno aLTt.av Tt.V Et.uEvat. ltpWTnV OAWV,
On the theme of God as the first cause see also ~.28.13 (Gallay
p.128; M.36.44A), ~.31.14 (Gallay p.302; M.36.149A), ib.30(p.336f.;
168C) and Moreschini p.1385)
8. pavov The addition of the word is made in order to em-
phasize God's powe~, and by doing so the poet follows a common
practice of Greek pagan hymns in which expressions with povos are
regularly used (see above p ,29 ). Such expressions are found
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also in NT and are used of God or Christ: Ep.1Tim.1.17, Judae 4.25
(see DeichgrHber p.101). They are found in 1.1.30.26 and 1.1.29.4,
-,
5 too.
Cf. Const.Apost.7.35.10 : croe
8.37.6 and or.28.13 (Gallay p.128; M.36.44A): €QlLe:-
1.1.30.12 man is called AOY~XOV ~wov (see the note ad lac.). Here
Aoy~xn cpuO'~!)may apply to mankind and angels alike.
It is worthwhile to mention that the poet chooses appropriately
the content of both hymns (one in lines 7-8 and the other in 9-10)
to match with the relatioship with God of those who offer them. Thus,
in the former hymn all 'creation (possibly the irrational) cannot but
unconsciously celebrate its Creator as the only Cause of its
existence and preservation. On the other hand, the content'of the
latter hymn (i.e. that God is great King and kind Father) is in
accordance with the more personal relationship of rational beings
with God who is Himself rational and may consequently be known only
by them.
In distinguishing the two hymns in this way the poet appears to
follow similar ideas in Greek philosophy e.g. the Stoics (see below
the notes on 1.1.30. 10-12).
The expression with 6~a naVTO!) is
equivalent to those with ae:~ or 6~nve:xE!) which are found in 1.1.33.
11 and 1.1.34.10 respectively (see the notes ad lac.), and serves
the same purpose :it underlines the devotee's ceaseless hymn. Such
an expression appears in 1.1.30.37 too and is occasionally used in
Greek pagan hymns : Cleanth. hymn.14 and Soph. !j_.705 (see Keyssner
p.34 ). Examples of the same expression may be found in the Psalms
too: LXX Ps.33.2, 39.12, 17, 69.5, 70.6, 14, 71.15, and Orac.Sibyl.
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fr.1.17 (see Smolak p.446 n.64).
On aE~oELv (as a verb used to introduce hymns) see above p.23.
As in 2.1.38.25f. (see the note ad loc.) so here the only
reason for man's existence is to praise God. This is also the
primary duty of man according to Xenophanes fr.1.13f. (ed. H.Diels,
PPF, p.35):/ xpn 08 npWTOV ~EV ~EOV V~VEtV su~pova~ &vopa~/ EU~nuoL~
This is a LXX expression and is used
primarily in the Psalms which celebrate the kingship of God :LXX Ps.
46.3, 47.3 and 94.3. Cf. besides Orph. hymn.Prooem.37 (Asclepius),
Pap.Mag.Gr.iv.243. and Orac.Siby1.3.499,616. The same phrase appears
in Gregory's ~.7.17(M.35.776C); while SaoLAEu~ TWV OAWV is used in
~.2.61 (Bernardi p.172; M.35.472Af.), and the invocation ndvTwv SaoL-
AS\} in 1.1.33.1 (= 1.1.34.1): see the note ad lac. and Gottwald p.24.
Cf. Clem.Rom. 1Cor.56 (Lightfoot p.165.19f.)
and 1.1.34.29a.
Note the verbal and structural correspondence between the two
couplets: 7-8 and'9-10.
III. Prayer (11-12): A request to the Father to grant the poet
Line 11 :
the ability to glorify Him appropriately
With the polysyndeton in this line the poet wants to
underline his wish to glorify God with the entire of himself,
However, the four words used in the line were not chosen at random,
since they may be grouped into two pairs: one with parallel ideas
(nv€\}~a - ~uxn), and the other with opposite ones (YAwTTa - oLdvoLa).
Cf. 1.1.34.24 : xpao~~ xa~ XECAEoL and the note ad lac.
12. 06~ : On requests with this verb see the note on 1.1.34.
26, and Smolak p.435 n.36.
12 \. ,• xaL S~OL : The function of this phrase is the same as that
of xayw,in 1..1.34.14 : as in the latter hymn the poet wants to join
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with the heavenly choirs in their hymn to God, so in this hymn he, as
a rational being, wants to imitate the example of the rational
natures in glorifying God.
Cf. ~.1.2.1.2 (521):/ EX
similar request closes th~ hymnodic epilogue in carm.2.1.1.634
(1017): (xaC ]JOt.5n:aaaov). " J:.' ,U]JVOt.sa£ uLnV£x££aat. y£pat.p£t.v!.See
also Synes. hymn.1.60-71: eva aot. ~Oxa! xa~apa n:a~Ewv,1 .../(68) xa-
~ap~ YAwaa~/ yvw~q ~. oa~q/ TOV 6~£t.AO]JEVOV/o]Jvov an:oLa~./. An
elaborate example which shows with the repetition of xa~apos (or -
-pws) seven times the importance of purity (since it is the pre-
supposition for praising God properly) is Serap. Euch.10. 1-2:
xaL n:avTwv TWV ... xa~apws En:t.xaAoU]J€VWV,0.... YLVW-
Cf. LXX Job 16.18 which is used in Liturg.Marc. (Brightman p.135.13).
On the subject of purification see the notes on 1.1.34.21 and 26, and
1.1.32. 45-46.
The patristic verb 60~OAOY£CV appears in Serap. Euch.13.1, Li-
turg.Jac. (Brightman p.50.13) and the Morning hymn. ap. Const.Apost.
7.47.2.
12. ITaT£p The invocation calls back to n:aT€pa (10)and ITatpC
(1). See also above the note on this invocation in 1.1.34.14.
The short elegiac hymn we have just discussed is the only hymn
from the present group which is not written entirely on the 'du-Still,
but on the contrary th~ Introduction and Praise are built on the
ler-Still and. only the two-line Prayer is in Idu-Still. Thus, the
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hymn appears to comply with the practice commonly followed in the
Homeric hymns.
As has been said in the.introductory analysis the hymn may be
characterized as a doxology. Besides, the similarity in the sub-
ject of the first and last couplets gives the poem a ring form.
The addressee of the hymn in the Intoduction is all the three
persons of the Trinity; while Praise is devoted to the Trinitarian
God and the request is made to God the Father. The themes used in
the Praise are both commonly found in Christian hymns and prayers,
and are based mainly on the Bible.
The transition from Introduction to Praise and from there to
Prayer is made asyndetically.
In 1.1.31 there are various featUres common in hymns as : ana-
phora (oo~a:1,2),expressions with Ra~(3,6,7),~ovo~(8),o~a RavTo~
(9), epithets in Rav~ (1,2), verbs of singing (7,9), an imperative
of o~oova~ (12) and the patristic verb oo~oAoy€tv(12).
Finally, one may observe that the elegiac couplet with its
symmetrical form, added to the balanced subject division of the hymn
(Introduction: 1 couplet, Praise:2 x 2 and Prayer: 1), helps the
poet to build a well-constructed hymn in which the rhetorical figures
are plentiful: isocolon, ~o~oioteleuton (4a, 4b), polysyndeton (S,11),
anaphora (10a~10b), alliteration of 'R' (used six times in Sf.),
chiasmus (10) and repetition within one line of words from the same
root (7: xTCoTnV, xTCcr~~).
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III.4. Carmina 1.1.30 and 1.1.32
The next poems to be discussed are 1.1.30 and 1.1.32. Both may
form a group, not only because, as we have seen above, they follow a
similar MS tradition, but also because they are written in short
verses: the former in anacreontic and ionic dimeters with two ex-
ceptions and the latter in a non-quantitative metre (see above p.55f~).
Their metrical form appears to affect their style. While in the
hexameter and elegiac hymns (already discussed) the epic forms
archaisms, 'heavy compounds and rare words are abundant and determine
their solemn and elevated style, 1.1.30 and 1.1.32 do not contain
such forms, but rather expressions from koine and the imperial period.
Such expressions give them a style which is closer to the ordinary
speech and is thus similar to that of the various prose liturgical
hymns and prayers. Besides, as is discussed in.the commentary on
these hymns, their similarity to other early Christian hymns and
prayers in terms of themes and expressions used in them is greater
than that of the hexameter and elegiac hymns. Therefore, Krumbacher's
observation about the dualism in style of Byzantine hymnography may
equally well apply to that of the two categories of hymns in the
present research: the solemnity and elevation of style in the
hexameter and elegiac hymns is replaced by simplicity and 'vulgarism'
in those written in short lines (see K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der
Byzantinische Litteratur von Justinian bis zum Ende des estr8mischen
Reiches : Handbuch des kl. Altertums-Wissenschaft ix.1 (Mftnchen,
1891), p.340).
Carm. 1.1.30
Let us now come to 1.1.30. This hymn is the only one of the
present group. to have been analysed and commented (see K. Smolak,
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'Interpretatorische Bemerkungen zum Hymnus ITpo~ ~EOV des Gregor von
Nazianz', in Studi Classici in Onore di Quintino Cataudella, edited
by Univ. Catania, Fac. Lett. e Filosof., vol.2 (Catania: Edigraf,
1972), pp.425-48).
In my analysis of the content of 1.1.30 I follow Smolak in
general lines without going into as much detail as he does since
isuch a treatment of subdividing the major sections of 1.1.30 is , I
think, mechanical and superflou~ and involves the risk of over-
schematization and at the same time of splitting into parts what is
in actual fact a unity.
The poet begins the hymn with an address to the sole-ruler,
.king and lord in order to grant him the ability to praise Him
properly (1-3). As Smolak observes (p.427f.), the structure of
line 4 with 6~' ~v leads over to the following section (5-12), with
which it forms a structural unity; while at the same time its content
with UllVOS and (lrVOS connects it to the introductory section :cf.
In lines 5-12 6~' ~v is used six times in anaphora, introducing
each time a different object (animate or inanimate) in the chronolo-
gical order of its creation : &YYEAo~, (l~mVES, ~~~O~, aEA~vn, &aTPa,
Behind this arrangement Smolak (p.427) discerns the Neo-
platonic order of : 1) xoallos vontos (5-6), 2) xoallos (l~a~ntos (7-9)
and 3) man (10-12) by regarding (l~mVES as hypostatized beings (p.438f.).
The refutation of such an interpretation is made below in the note on
,- The ultimate purpose of this section is to praise God by(l~WVES.
reference to the task each part of the created order is destined to
fulfil. As has been said in the case of 2.1.38. 12b-26 (which is
built on the same principles) the praise of God by reference to the
various parts of 'Creation is particularly Biblical and is exemplified
in the Psalms.and other hymns and prayers of'OT.
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The following section (13-15) introduced by yap explains why
the various parts of creation praise God : God created everything
giving it order and preserving it with His providence.
Line 16, as Smolak also observes (428), serves the same double
purpose as line 4 : a) it completes the act of creation according to
the Biblical exposition of it by adding that it took place only by
the word of God and b) it leads over to the content of the follow-
ing sUbsection (17-21):the characteristics .and participation of
the second person of the Trinity (significantly here called Logos) in
the creation of the world.
In lines 22-24 the poet refers to the work of the Holy Spirit
(to protect and preserve everything). So, while the first major
part of Praise (4-12) refers to the Godhead, the second (13-24) is
shared among the three persons of the Trinity: a) the Father (13-16),
b) the Son (17-21) and c) the Spirit (22-24).· Extending his
observations further Smolak (p.429) sees a thematical correspondence
between: 1) lines 13-14 and 20, and 2) 15 and 22-24.
The reference separately to the three persons of the trinitarian
God leads over to the third part of Praise (25-35) which is devoted
to an exposition of the nature and characteristics of the Trinity
expressed in a series of epithets and participial phrases in the mode
of the Orphic hymns on the one hand and of the Synesian on the other.
The three-fold Praise is followed by the Prayer (36-49) which is
addressed to the Father as does that in 1.1.34 and 1.1.31. It begins
and ends with the common request for mercy, while the rest of the
petitions (for forgiveness of sins and cleansing of the poet's con-
science ) are interrelated since they all aim at making the poet able
to praise God and Christ properly.
Finally, the hymn ends with a formulaic doxology (50-51) which
derives from its Biblical counterparts.
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As has been seen from the analysis of the hymn there is fluent
transition from one section to another without sometimes clear demarc-
ations (cf. lines 4 and 16). Nevertheless, subdivisions are made
below in the commenta~y but are intended only to facilitate the ex-
position of the material.
It has been noticed by Wilamowitz (Sitz. Berl. Akad.,t (1907), p.
279) that the structure of this hymn with the anaphora of 6~' QV
(seven times) and the parallel cola (xo~~aTa) is similar to that of
Synesius's hymns. These similarities explain why this hymn (together
with 1.1.32 ) has been appended to various early editions of Synesi-
us's hymns (see above p. 86f. ). Besides, a number of expressions
used in the present hymn may be found in Biblical prayers, for in-
stance that of·Simon the high priest in LXX 3Macc. 2.2ff. Intro-
" ()1e:;UTaXTWS; 1. , Simon"s prayer includes expressions such as: Baal..A€U
T~ ~A€os: aou (19). All these expressions, as well as the anaphora
of au in 3-9, find their parallels in the present hymn. However,
in general the two texts differ, not only because 1.1.30 refers most-
ly to the Trinitarian God, while the Biblical.prayer to the Godhead,
but also because Simon the archpriest prays on behalf of a community
and therefore his petitions are expressed in the plural, while 1.1.30
is a private hymn addressed to God by an indivitual about his own
particular needs.
1. The text of line 1 is not found in Swete's edition of LXX,
but in that of A. Rahlfs .
. .'
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I. Introduction (1-3): The Sole-ruler is implored to grant the
poet the ability to praise Him
1. of- The emphatic position of the second person pronoun
(here referring to the Godhead) at the beginning of hymns, or a sect-
ion of them, maybe seen in 1.1.32.1,19,21,33,39 (but ouv oot:) and 46,
Mag.hymn.Typhon (ed. Heitsch p.185f.) = Pap.Mag.Gr.iv. 261-7~ in which
crE·is in anaphora in the first ten lines, and Synes. hymn.e.g. 1. 12-
14,23,25-27,191-96 and 2. 1-4 (see above the note on 1.1.33.1).
1. a~~~Tov: On this universal divine· epithet see the note on
1.1.34.6 and the examples cited in Smolak p.435 n.39.
In line 26 this title refers to the Trinity. In
Greek pagan literature it mainly refers to men (cf. Solon fr.9.3 (West)
and Theogn. 52). As a divine epithet ~ov~pxn~ seems to have replaced
~&vapxo~ which is used in Aesch. Prom.324 of Zeus and Pap.Mag.Gr.xii.
264 of god (cf. also Smolak p.435 n.37). The latter epithet (Le.
~&vapxo~) is found once in LXX 3Macc.2.2 (in the prayer to God by
Simon mentioned above in the introductory analysis of 1.1.30); and
thereafter in a prayer from the Clementine Liturgy in Const.Apcst.8.
11.2 (Brightman p.12.11), and in Orac.Sibyl.3.11,704.
Line 2 : At the beginning of his hymn the poet asks God to
grant that he may praise Him. Similar requests may be found in 1.1.
( ) 5'··'·35.2 see the·note ad, loco , Hom. ~.10. : oo~ 0 t.uspococcv aol.,-
onv (cf. Hesiod. Theog.104) and Synes. ~.7.47 : u~vou~ &v~Y€l.v e~-
eou, although in the last two passages the requests appear towards
the end of each hymn. The present request paves the way to the
Praise which follows and both of them anticipate the Prayer.
On requests with o&~ see the note on 1.1.34.26.
The late Greek verb &vu~V€CV which is used also in 1.1.34.11,
Nonn. Dion.24.328, 31.66 and the Appendix to AP 6.261.18 (ed. Cougny,
1890 p.519) does not appear to have been used in order to begin any
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Greek pagan or early Christian hymn as is the case with the common
verb d.e:~6E:l.v'(see above p , 23 )., The latter verb is found.in 1.1.
33.11, 1.1.34.10 and 1.1.31.9. The close position of verbs of sing-
ing may be seen also in 1.1.31.7,9 , Cleanth. ~.6 and Clem. Alex.
hymn.Christ.7f. ap. Paed. (ed. Heitsch p.158).
3. aV(lXT(l On this universal divine epithet see the note on
1 ,'1 .36.1 •
3. oe:a1tOTnV This is another universal divine epithet, used
of IIla.nyGreek gods (see above p , 25 and Eur. Hippol. 88), and often
found in the Magic papyri (see T. Schermann, 'Griechische Zauberpapy-
ri und das Gemeinde- und Dankgebet im I. Klemenshriefe', TU 34. 2b
(Leipzig, 1909), p.22f.). As a Biblical epithet (see e.g. LXX 1Esd .
4.60, Ecclus.23.1, the Nunc dimittis in Ev.Lc.2.29 and Act.4.24) it
has been widely used in Christian literature: Clem.Rom. 1Cor.7 (see
Lightfoot's note ad loc.), and in the liturgical prayers and those
found in the Apostolic Constitutions and Serapion's Euchologion.
In these three introductory lines the poet praises God by re~
ference to His kingship and lordship seen in the three epithets he
uses. These themes are commonly found both in Greek pagan hymns and
the Biblical Psalms and prayers.
II. Praise (4-35)
As is noted in the introductory analysis this may be divided
into three sections: a) 4-12, b) 13-24, and c) 25-35.
a) 4-12: The Godhead is praised by reference to the work each
par~ of creation is destined to fulfil.
Line 4: Cf. LXX 3Macc.7.16 : EV (lCVOI.~X(lt 1t(lV~e:AEaI.VU~Vol.~
e:UX(lpl.aTOUVTe:~T~ ~e:~, Clem.Alex. hymn. Christ. 54f. ap. Paed. (ed.
Heitsch p.159): (lCVOU~ d.~e:Ae:t~,/u~vou~ d.TPE:Xe:t~/and ib.7f.
The juxtaposition of u~vos and (l~VO~ may be found also in the
Evening hymn !lp. Gonst.Apos~.7.48.3, and in Serap. Euch.13.1. Both
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words are defined in Gregory's ~.1.2.34.143f. (955f.) which Smolak
mistakenly regards as inauthentic (p.437), possibly having confused
this poem with ~.1.2.32(916-27): rvw~~x~ o~aT~xa - first disputed
by Davids (see Davids pp.51-55 and Lefherz p.71f.). The two defini-
As has been maintained the repetition of various predications
(here o~' QV is repeated seven times) is a characteristic of Hellenic
and oriental texts alike (see Norden p.168ff., particularly p.175
where reference is made to our hymn). Besides, on the feature of
anaphora in the hymns under discussion see above the note on 1.1.33.8.
OL.' QV Cf. Hesiod. Oper.3: / QV TE o~a which is used in
anastrophe and refers to Zeus (see West's note ad loc., and Norden
p.259 n.1). A quadruple anaphora of this expression is found in
Anacreontea 36. 7-10 (PLG iii p.319 Bergk): (ava~8A~o~EV oe Baxxov)
Auna,/ o~' ~v Euva~ET' av~a./ and a triple in a passage from a tomb
inscription mentioned in Philostratus Vita Apollonii 4.13 and referred
to by Norden p.50 n.4: va~ rraAa~noE~, o~' QV AOyO~, o~' QV Mouaa~, o~'
" , ,OV EyW. An elaborate example from Patristic literature (though of
a slightly later period than Gregory's) is a prose nymn to the
Virgin Mary by Cyril of Alexandria which is found in his homiliae di-
versae 4 (M.77.992Bf.) and is formed mostly of eighteen cola, each
beginning with o~· ~~ or o~· nv. Cf. finally, Ep.Heb. 2.10.
Line 5: Cf. or.7.17 (M.35.776B): aYY8Awv ... xopE~av and
Gottwald p.47f. for other references to XOPE~a from Gregory's orati-
ons; also Synes. ~.9.92, 4.18f., 2.1.38.47f. and the note on 1.1.
Line 6: Cf. Aesch. Suppl.574ff.:/ (o~') a~wvo~ XP8WV anauatou/
ZEU~ ( )/ ....afJ£v€L./, carm. 1.2.14.40 (758):/ al,wv ou cpfJ~vufJwvwhich
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refers to the eternity of the next life and 1.1.4.63 (420):/ a~woLv
X£V£OLOLV unEpTa~os E~8aoLA£uwV,/ (sc. God) where a~wv£s X£V£OL is
interpreted by Sykes (see his note ad loc.) as 'ages devoid of tempo-
ral events' and is considered as equivalent to the singular a~wv.
'eternity'. Gregory defines eternity in ~.1.2.34.14 (946) as :
/ a~wv, oLcloTn~' axpovws a£t pEOV,/ and describmit in more detail in
or.38.8 (M.36.320Af.) = ~.45.4 (628C): AGwv yap OUT£ xp&vos, OUTe
Xp&VOU T~ ~EpOS· OOOE yap ~£TpnTOv· aAA' on£p n~tv 6 xpovos nALou ~o-
P~ ~£TPOU~£vo~ (cf. Ps.-Plat. definit.411b). TOUTO TOtS &CO~O~~ a~-
WV TO ou~nap£XT£~VO~£VOV TOtS ooa~v, O~OV T~ XPOV~HOV H~vn~a Hat O~-
dOTn~a; see also 2!.29.3 (Gallay p.182; M.36.77A) and Gallay's note
ad loco
As is mentioned in tne introductory analysis, Smolak considers
the plural aLwv£s as hypostatized beings and suggests that Gregory
must have been influenced by Greek magic papyri to include them in an
otherwise orthodox poem. In these papyri God is said to reign over
aLwV£g and the Demiurge is called A~wv a~w~os. However, he admits
that perhaps Gregory might have found in the Biblical expression Sa-
O~A£US TWV aLwvwv (Ep.1Tim.1 .17) which is a doxological predication
of God, justification for using the plural aGwv£~ in this hymn. The
same scholar then goes on to cite two passages 'from St Ignatius of
Antioch where aLWV£g appear in his view to have an astral character
(p.438f.).
It is true that the plural aLWV€S ('aeons') as hypostatized
beings/powers had considerable importance in: a) Neoplatonism (see
e.g. Procl. Inst.Theol. 53 ed. Dodds and his note ad loc.), b) Herme-
tic literature and Magic papyri (see Le R.P. Festugiere, La Revela-
tion d' Hermes Trismegiste, vol.iv (Paris,1954), chapter viii:' Aion
dans les textes Hermetiques', ~h. ix:' Aion en dehors de l' Herm~tisme',
pp.152-99), and c) Gnosticism (see Hippol. haer.vi.29.3ff.(GCS 3 p.
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155f.) and RAC's.v. Aion I p.200ff.).
It is also well-known that on a number of occasions in his
works Gregory made serious attacks on Gnosticism. See for instance
~a~OUOL xaL TL~WOLV, ~.36.16(233C): ~e~~ovTa~ (sc. the flock of
carm.2.1.11.1165ff. (Jungck p.110; M.37.1109):/ o~ TQV Bu~ov L~Ynv
., , f t~os TOU Mayou. For ur her instances and a discussion on Gnosticism
see Jungck's note ad loco
In view of the above criticism by Gregory I cannot accept that
the plural a~wves here are meant by Gregory to be ,considered as
hypostatized beings; nor that they found their way into the hymn
because of the influence either of any of the above texts, or part-
icularly of the magic papyri (as Smolak claims). The reason why I
reject this view is because references to a~wves are found outside the
areas covered by these texts: in the Bible there are such references
which not only were accepted by the early Church, but were even in-
troduced in liturgical prayers and various confessions. I am refer-
ring particularly to two passages from the epistle to the Hebrews :
one in 1.2: o~· 00 (sc. of the Son) xa~ £no~noev (sc. God) , .TOU!> aL-
wvas ; and the other in 11.8: IT~OTE~ VOOU~EV xaTnpT~o~a~ TOUS atwvas
The former was introduced for instance in the Anaphora
of Liturg.Bas. (Brightman p.325.22f~ and the latter was incorporated
in various Creeds (cf. Hahn p.143 and 145).
Despite the ambiguous meaning of a~wvES in the two Bibiical
passages (Bauer s.v. a~wv 3.interprets aLwvES as 'the worl~ as a
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.spatial concept and Westcott on Heb.1.2 simply 'the world'(see hi.snote).
these two passages could have led Gregory directly or indirectly
through the intermediary of liturgical prayers and confessions -
which should have been familiar to him - to include a~wvE~ in his
poem.
Therefore, both Ep.1Tim.1.17 (mentioned already by Smolak) and
the two passages from the epistle to the Hebrews provide not a
possible (as Smolak wants to believe) but a certain justification for
Gregory's use of the plural a~wvE~ here. Besides, Ep.Heb.1.2 seems
to be also the source for Gregory's or.39.12 (M.36.348B) where the Son
is called no~nTn~ Xpovwv (here Xpovo~ must have been used instead of
a~WVE~ of the Biblical passage).
To come now to the meaning of aLwv£~ in our passage: the word
in the plural may mean generally either 'the world' as a spatial con-
ception' ( as the two passages to the Hebrews mean according to Bauer
s.v. aLwv 3.); or 'ages'/'generations' as segments of time (see Bauer
s.v. aLwv 2.).
1
Here aLwv£~ are described as anauaTo~, an epithet
which, according to"the above two interpretations, seems to me to
mean 'keep going' (but not necessarily 'never ending').
If now, as Sykes suggested (in his note on 1.1.4.63(420) which is
cited above), the plural aLwv£~ in our hymn stands for the singular
a~wv ('eternity':see Bauer s.v. aLwv 1.), then anauaTo~ should mean
'going on for evermore' .
The position of a~wvE~ second in the list: after angels (who
are created, according to Gregory's ~.38.9f.(M.36.320C-321A) = or.
45.5f. (629A-C) before the material world; see also Lampe s.v. ayy£-
AO~ II.B.3 and Trempelas, 6oy~aT~~n, vol.i, p.412f.) and before the
celestial bodies and man is appropriate to their sense in the above
three interpretations.
In whichever way we interpret ,_a~wv£~ one t.hing remains clear:
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the passage (5-9) (where most of the verbs are omitted and the action
in each sentence is implied by the ' adjecti~es used in it is not
didact±Cj' but is intended simply to praise God. Therefore, it seems
to me fairly certain that even Gregory himself did not have a speci-
fic meaning for ~~wve:~ in his mindi:when he composed this hymn.
Line 7 Cf. Synes. hymn.5.2 : ~aA~v a~Epa ~poAa~~e:~ (also ib.37).
Line 8 Cf. 1.1.36.9a and the note ad loc.., or.28.30 (Gallay
~ , ,TuS, xa~ opo~ou~. The phrase opo~os cre:Anvn~ may be found in Ps.-
Plat. Axioch.370b, while in Mag.hymn~Pantocrator. 13(ed. Heitsch p.
180) = Pap.Mag.Gr. xii.251 we find :~nvn~ Te: op6~o~. Cf. Pap.Mag.Gr~
xiii. 575. In Christian texts the phrase may be seen in Epist.Diogn.
7.2 (Marrou, SC, p.68) and Synes. hymn.1.31. Cf. also Orac.Sibyl.
3.221.
Lines 10-12 : ,The list of the various parts of Creation, given
in a chronological orde~ ends with a reference to man, who, as the
king of earthly creation, had to be left last. Such an idea is
expressed in Gregory's ~.44.4 (M.36.612A): "Eoe:~ yap wcr~e:p Sacrl"AeL
~acr~v non 6opu~opou~e:vov and Const.Apost. 7.34.6. Man comes last
also in the equivalent section in 2.1.38.15-26. But, while there
man's task is to sing the glory of Christ (see the note ad loc.),
here man's work (which is an ability bestowed on him: £AaXe:v) is to
think of /contemplate (voe:tv) God, since he is a rational being.
Smolak compares in p.440 n.52 this epithet with
Const.Apost.3.7.6, Serap. Euch.1.3 and Orph. hymn.55.28.
Line 11 : Smolak (p.440) quite unjustifiably sees a parallel to
this line in Cleanth. hymn.4f.: ~e:oD (corr. Pearson) ~~~n~a AaxovTe:~/
~OUVOI" and Gregory's ~.1.1.8.91 (453): nye:crt:nvVOe:PTl\!AaXe:v (sc .
the soul), by suggesting hazardously that in line 11 voe:tv replaces
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O~VEtV. I think that if the poet's intention in lines 10-12 had
been to underline man's primary duty to offer hymns to God (as he
does in 2.1.38.25f. and 1.1.31.9f.), he could have stated it more
clearly.
Line 12: The explanation why ma~ can 'think of /contemplate'
God is found in his rationality. The Aristotelian definition that
man is a 'rational animal' (AOY~XOV ~wov) :see fr.192.(Rose,1886)
may be found also in the Stoics : e.g. Chrysip. fr.390 (Arnim SVF
iii p.95.10) ~nd Philo Alex. ii 182.18 (Cohn-Wendland). Later
it became a common tapas in Patristic literature (see Lampe s.v.
AOY~XO~ A. and Smolak p.441 n.53). This expression is used quite
often in the prayers of Const.Apost. e.g. 7.34.6, 38.5, 8.37.5 and
b) 13-24 Participation of the three persons of the Trinity in
the creation and preservation of the world
The same subject appears in 1.1.33. 1-4 and 1.1.31. 3-6 (see the
notes ad lac.).
Lines 13-16 :.Creation, order and providence over the world
13. yap: Section 13-24 is the ground for the previous section
(4-12) : all the'parts of creation praise God because He is their
Creator. On the introduction of Praise by yap see the note on 1.1.
35.3 and the examples cited by Smolak p.441 n.54.
, , ) " "13.(au yap EXT~aa~ Ta naVTa: Cf.Apoc.4.11, 1.1.33.3 and 1.1.
31.3 (and the notes ad lac.).
14f. napEXwv .0. auvEXwv: This is an example of the use of
participial predications for the praise of gods (see Norden p.166ff.,
201ff. and above p. 25 ) . However, such predications are rarely
used in our hymns see two further examples in the same hymn in
lines 33f.
Line 14,: The order in the creation is underlined in De Virtute:
>~~ .•
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carm.1.2.10.944f. (748):
cppaOTtjixa1. AOYqJ TnpoullEva, ib.186 (694) and in more detail in or.32.
7f. (M.36.181B-D) - a homily on Moderation in Disputes:
, "" J::. '0.." 6 ' ,Ta~E~ TO. naVTa vLEXOOllnvn xa~ 0 ~axoOllnoas Aoyos·( ••• )
Finally, the order in the creation which is governed by providence
(cf. line 15) is the subject of or.16.5 (M.35.940B):
'~" -" ,oTaTouvToS, xaL TO aUTollaTov TaUTa CPEPE~, Ws OOXEt TO~S 0.-
1 _ 1
oucpwS CiOcpo~S .•.
, , -, , ", - \WS llOVqJTqJ XLvnoaVTL YVWPLllOV, OUTW xaL llETaxwELTaL xaL llE-
All these passages show to some extent a dependence on the Platonic
notion of T&~LS in the Cosmos : see e.g. Tim.30a ,52e, Leges 898a-b
and cf. Gorgias 504a-d and Epinom.982a 7.
Smolak (p.441) notes that T&~~S (as well as npovoLa: 15) is a
1. Gottwald (p.27) thinks that aoocpws oocpots refers to Aristotle,
who, according to Epiphanius Haer.iii.2.9.31 .in Doxograph. p •.
59~ appears to have said: cpop~ TLVt aAoYqJ cpEPEo.(7a~wg ~TUXEV .
(sc. Ta xaTw.(7Ev Tng CiEAnvns). However, I could not trace such
a passage in Aristotle's works. Yet, I think that only ~o au-
TOllaTov TaUTa ql€PEL' (which is separated from the rest of the
passage by Gregory's view in ws ••. €n~OTaTouvToS) is what Gre-
gory assigns to the 'un-wise wise one', possibly the Greek physi-
cal philosophers (notably the atomists) as Aristotle seems to
.suggest:h De Phys.195b 31-198a 13 on spontaneity (-ra aU'tcflla't'ov).
,.-
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philosophical term, without however giving any evidence for this.
He cites only Athenagoras Legat.10 (Ooodspe.ed, Die Altesten Apologeten,
p.325; M.6.909B): 0 no~nTn~ Ma~ on~~oupyo~ Moa~ou ~EO~ o~a ToD nap
, '-£v aUTql
Ma1 TnV TO~TWV £uTa~Lav, in order to show that the order in the
world was the work of Logos', the second person of the Trinity. Such
a view is expressed also by Gregory in or.32.7 (M.36.181B) which is
cited above in the same note. 'Iheidea of ta~~~is recalled by that in 20.
Line 15: Gregory calls God in or.28.6 (Gallay p.110; M.36.32C)
na\ITwv no~nn.Mnv TE Mal.aUVEMHMnv atTLav and' in ~.1.1.6.3f. (430)
atT~avl no~nnMnv TE Ma~ aU\lEMT~MnV oAwv (a passage alluding to AriA
stot. De Mundo 6.397b). See also ££.31.29 (Gallay p.334; M.36.165C)
vhere the Holy Spirit is said to auve:Xe:~vnavTa (the actual text is
cited below in the note on line 22). Mason, commenting on the first
passage, provides for comparison Ep.Col.1.17: Ta naVTa EV aUT~ (sc.the Son
of God) aUV€aTnMEV (but the verb here is auvLaTavaL and not auvl-
XE~V) . A more appropriate Biblical passage is LXX Sap.1.7 (which
both Gallay and Mason mention when commenting on the third Gregorian
passage above).
A similar idea may be found in Xenophon Cyrop.8.7.22: (sc. o~
On auvEXELV Smolak (p.442) cites Pap.Mag.Gr.xiii.844 and vii.530:
the invocation to the sun:o Ta oAa auv€xwv Mat ~~oyOVWv.
15. T~ npovoC~: Gregory wrote two poems On Providence carm.
1.1.5 and 1.1.6 (424-38). It is surprising, however, that the word
npOVOLa is used in them only once in 1.1.6.7 (430). The definition
of npovoLa according to Gregory appears in carm.1.2.34.265 (964): n
6' (~c. EaTtv) o~aMLa~o~ (a hapax meaning according to Lampe s.v.
'guidance'), ~ ~€PEL TO nav ~E6~. On the subject of Providence see
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npovoLq. ToD
no~~cravTo~ O~O~XOU~EVOV, or.2.35 (Bernardi p.134; M.35.444A): Tn~
" , , .e , 6 ('Ta naVTa cruvoEoucrn~ TE xa~ o~E~ayoucrn~ npoyo~a~, ~.1 .5 M.35.
940B) which is cited in the note on line 14, or.32.27 (M.36.205Bf.)
and De Virtute: ~.1.2.10.188 ($94).
The subject of providence in Greek philosophy (e.g. Plotinus and
the Stoic Epictetus ) is discussed by Sykes on ~.1.1.5. See also
Gottwald p.27f. for various references to Stoic philosophers.
Line 16: ef; the Biblical expression xa~ E~nEv (sc. 6 .~E6~)-
, " . LXX G 1 3 d P 32 9 ,\,. \"xa~ EYEVETO ln e.g. en. • an ~. .: aUTOS E~nEV, xa~ EYEVn-
t" , \" ( )~ncrav, aUTOS EVETE~AaTO xa~ EXT~cr~ncrav = Ps.148.5 . The same Psalmic
passage is used by Gregory to support his view in or.20.9 (Mossay p.
74; M.35.1076B): AOY~, ~ncrC, to nav un€crtncrE (sc. God) xa~ eouAn~a-
t~. The close position of AOYov (16) and Aoyo~ (17) may be explain-
ed in terms similar to those for the choice of the by-name Aoyos in
1.1.33.3 (see the note ad loc.). Thus, it is not a mere word-play,
but, ..on the contrary, it has been cleverly used by Gregory to make
a theological point~
As has been said in the introductory analysis to the hymn, line
16 serves the double purpose of: a) expanding the subject of creation
in lines 13-15 by ~dding how it took place and b) leading over to
the content of the following subsection (17-21). Thus, it links these
two parts'. Its importance in the structure of the hymn is obvious
and totally disproves both Scheidweiler's and Musurillo's suggestions.
The former claims that line 16 must be omitted because it repeats
what has been said in line 13; while the latter thinks that a line
(which should refer to the union of the Father and the Son in the
creation of the world) has been lost immediately after line 16 (see
above p. 57).
Lines 17~21: Son's nature in relation to the Father and His
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participation in the creation of the world
Line 17: Cf. 1.1.33.3: ~EO~ y~o~6 ao~ Aoyo~ and the note ad
.iee.
18. 6~00~a~0~: In ~.31.7 (Gallay p.288; M.36.140D) and or.30.
20 (G. p.268;129B) Gregory states the consubstantiability (TO 6~oo~-
a~ov) of the Son with the Father. The cognate noun 6~ooua~OTn~
appears in £E.40.41 (M.36.417B) ~EOV Ta Tpea (sc. Kpoa~Ka) auv ~A-
AnAO~~ VOO~~Eva, EXELVO 6~a Tnv 6~00ua~oTnTa, TOUTO 6~a Tnv ~ovapxC-
avo
The epithet was first used in Greek philosophy: e.g. Plot. Enn.
iv.4.28.55, 7.10.19, Porphyrius pe Abstinenti~ 1.19.1 and Syrianus in
Metaph. (= Comm. in Aristot. Graec., vi.1, p.129.3); in Hermetic
literature: Corp.Herm.i.10 (ed. Nock-Festugiere p.10); and in Gno-
sticism : see Lampe s.v. II.A. Later it was brought into prominence
in the patristic literature by the disputes with which the Council of
Nicaea was concerned (see Lampe s.v. II.B.). Its introduction into
the Creed may be seen in Symbol.Nic. (325) (Opitz" Athanasiuswerke
iii p.44.14; M.20.1540B). See also Hahn p.135, 138, 141, 143 etc.
The Sam. is 6)iLOTt..~0~('equal in
honour') to the Father. The subject of the 6~oT~~Ca or TO 6~OT~~OV
of God, and particularly of the Spirit,is often discussed by Gregory:
or.29.2 (Gallay p.178; M.36.76B), or.31.12 (G. p.298;145D), 2!.32.5
(M.36.180A), ~.34.11 (252B) and or.31.12 (Gallay p.300;M.36.148A).
The epithet is used in Il.15.186 where Poseidon claims to be 6-
~OT~~O~ with Zeus; in Nann. Dion.7.103 to show the relationship of
Dionysus' to the other gods and in Theocr. Idyl. 17.16 where Ptolemy
Philadelphus is compared to the gods. other epithets in 6~0- or auv- '
are occasionally used in Greek pagan hymns to describe the relation
between two gods, or between a god and his followers (see Keyssner
p .129f. ).
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Line 20 : The poet uses the Biblical xTCse~v (13) for the
Father, EqJapllose~v(20) for the Son andltepl.Aallsave~v (22) for the
Spirit (in all cases the verbs are connected with ltaVTa) , not mere-
ly for reasons of variation, but above all to show the different
function of each person (see above the note on 1.1.33. 3b-4).
Smolak (p.441) compares this line with Cleanth. ~.20 : e~s;
Finally, the addition by the editio princeps
(ed. 1568) of 'v' EqJEAXVOTl.XOVwas necessary ~o restore the metre.
Line 21 : CI'. 1.1.33.1 = 1.1.34.1 : ltaVTWV Bao~Aeu, 1.1.31.1:
ltallBao~AnL (said of the Son) and the notes ad loco
Note the syntactical chiasmus in lines 20-21.
Lines 22-24: Nature and function of the Holy Spirit
22f. ltep~AallBavovo~ ltaVTa/ UAy~ov ITveulla: Behind this passage
one may discern a reference to the notion of the presence of God and
particularly of the Holy Spirit in the universe. This notion is
based on certain Biblical passages. : e.g. LXX Jer.23.24 and Sap.1.7.
See Moreschini p.1385f. where this idea is traced in Gregory and
other preceding Fathers. The sense of our passage may be illustrated
with or.28.8( Gallay p.114; M.36.33D) :
and EE.;1.29 (Gallay p.334; M.36.165C): (sc. the Holy Spirit) ltaVTa
ltAnpoDv, ou ltAnpOUllevov, ovvl-
XOv, ou ovvexollevov.
The latter passage justlfies Smolak's observation (p.429) that
there is a thematic correspondence between lines 15 and 23-25.
~, .. '
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Besides, the Spirit is called 0 nAnpWV Ta n&vTa in a prayer address-
ed to Him at the beginnig of the Third Hour (see Horologion d 1 ).~ ~ ..
Finally, passages from Greek and Datin writers alike, in whfuch
the similar Stoic idea, namely that god imbues and fills everything,
is discussed, are cited in Gottwald p.23 to show the Stoic origin of
the Gregorian passages mentioned above. However, such a view is
challenged by Moreschini (p.1386).
23. TO -I1e:r.ov: It is added possibly to support the divine
nature of the Holy Spirit which was a controversial matter in Grego-
ry's times. See for instance Gregory's or.39.12 (M.36.348C): (TO
" ) 1 '\ \ J: - •OTI. (sc. because He is -I1e:Ug,)(av lln uO)(TJTot~ cL-I1e!OI.~
and the entire of his fifth theological oration on the Holy Spirit.
Line 24: On providence see above the note on line 15.
c) 25-35: The nature and functions of the Trinity
25. Tpl.&Ba ~waav: The phrase stands for the equivalent
common Biblical expression ~e:os ~wv (e.g. in Ev ..Mt ..16.16, Act_.14.
15), which is used also in Nonn. par,Jo.1:50 (M.43.760A).
Line 26 : It is an emphatic pleonasm. The whole verse is
contrasted to Tp~&Ba of the previous line. On the subject of the
tri-une God see above the note on 1.1.31.3a. Further relevant
passages to this subject are: De Vita Sua: carm.2.1.11.658f.
(Jungck p.86; M.37.1 074) :'/nws n llovas TPI.&~e:~·, n TP~as n&At..v/ E-
(Mossay p.198; M.35.1221C): Nuv BE B~Baa)(e: ToaOUTOV e:CBe:val.llOVOV,
In the above passages Gregory tries to explain the tri-une God
in terms of a paradox which in the Synesian hymns degenerates into
mere word-play. See for instance his ~.1.210ff.: 'Yllvw ae:, llovctS'/
~llVW ae:, TP~d~·/ llOV~S Et TPl.aS ~V,/ TPl.as Er llovas ~v,/. The same
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subject appears also in Ps.-Dionys. Areop. ~iv.nom. 13.3 (M.3.980D-
981A) and 1.4 (589D-592A).
26. }.IOVOV On the use of expressions with }.IOVOSto praise
gods see above the note on 1.1.31.8.
26. }.Iovc!pxnv: Cf. line 1 and the note ad lac.--
27. cpUCrt.vatpElttOV Cf. Philo Alex. i.174.16: , ,to }.Ie:v{}e;tov
" .. and iii.294.7: (' , to) " "atpe:lttOV e:yw sc , o {}£ S atp£lttOS wV. The unchange-
I
ableness of the nature of God is expressed)in Basil. Eunom.2.23
Ggesboile, SC, p.92; M.29.621C): tnV atP£1ttov xat avaAAot:WtOv oucrt:a.v
and other passages cited in Lampe S •.V. atp£1ttOS. Smolak p.443 n.58
quotes a passage parallel to the present one from Chrysostom. hom.3.4
in Rom. (M.60.415): 0 {}£os, n ... aTpElttOS cpucrLS. Besides,
t.he Sort is not TPElttOS according to Symbol.Nic.(325):(see Hahn
p.161 and Opitz, Athanasiuswerke iii p.45.3 ..
In Greek pagan literature atP£ltTOS is used of Motpa. in Nann.
Dion.12.144, 25.365 and Kaibel ~.507.2, though in a different sense.
cpucrLSis repeated in anaphora in the following line. On the
divice of anaphora· in the hymns under discussion see the note on
1.1.33.8 oLa.
"27. ava.pxov Cf. 2.1.38.7 and the note ad lac. The epithet in
the sense of 'without beginning' may be seen e.g. in Const.Apost.8.
37.2 : 0 avapxos {}EOS xa\. aTE:AEIJTnTOS and in a confession cited in
Hahn p.178.
Line 28 Cf • .£!:.31.8 (Gallay p.290; M.36.141C): (o~ }.InoF!.••
and below the extended note on God's ineffability in 1.1.29.2,4.
This line may be compared also with Synes. hymn.1.221:/cpucrLs acp{}e:y-
XTOS/, ib.236f.:/ acp{}EYXtEYOVE/ ltaTPOS acp{}lyxTOU/, 2.91 and Orph.
fr.132.2 (Kern) = fr.305.2(Abel).
Line 29.: As it stands thE line literally means (Trinity, I
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shall call you) 'a mind full of wisdom and beyond man's reach'.
However, if aV€~LXTOV stands here instead of aVE~Lx~OU according to
the figure of hypallage (see Smyth 3027) the meaning becomes: 'a
mind of unattainable wisdom' • The,former interpretation makes the
line similar to line 30, whereas the latter with line 28.
In either case it is clear that the point made in this line is that
God~Mina)is beyond man's reach. This idea is expressed in similar
terms in a confession cited in Hahn p.178 : (sc. God) 00 ... TO U{-
In favour of the second interpretation (i.e. that with hypalla-
ge) is carm.2.1.45.192 (1367): xpunTov En~ S€V~O~ EXEL (sc. God) 00-
~Ln~ which seems to allude to Ep.Rom.11.33f.
God (here the Trinity) is called Mind - after the common philo-
sophical idea - also in £r.28.13 (Gallay p.126; M.36.41C). See on
this the note on 2.1.38.5.
aV€~LXTO~ is a fairly rare epithet used in Julian. orat.3.26
(82d): ed. Bidez, BL, p.157 to describe the ~UOL~ of deities.
Line 30: 'a ceaseless power over the heavens'. Greek gods
were occasionally called xpaTo~: Aesch. Sept.127: (Athene) fu 6LOY€-
v~~ ~LAouaxov xpaTo~/, Supp~.525f.: (Zeus) TEA€WV/ TEAELoTaTov xpa-
TO~ and Orph. ~.12.5 (Heracles). More often they were praised
for their xpaTo~ or xapTo~ : Archiloch. 88.1f. (PLG ii p.408 Bergk):
.,. , \" , /' 0' " , I , ,/ W ZED, naTEp ZED, OOV UEV oupavoD xpaTo~, au EPY En av~pw-
nwv op~s/ (see also above p.29).
Examples of this idea in early Christian hymns are: Synes. ~.
3.62:/ XaCPOLS, fu naLoos (sc. Son of God) xapTos/ and 7.49f.: (bC)
... XciPTEta~ (sc. Christ) .•• ~uvonoAEuow. Besides, xpaTos appears
in the formulaic Biblical doxology with which 1.1.32 ends (see below
the note on 1.1.32.49-50).
31" '-• aTEp .apxns : Cf. avapxov in line 27.
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31. aREpavTov: As Smolak notes (p.443 n.58) the epithet is
used in Homiliae Clementinae 16.17 and 17.9,10 (M.2.380A,392C,393B)
of God or His ouaLa. See Lightfoot's note on Clem.Rom. 1Cor.20.8
(p.72). Here the epIthet q:,robablyina temporal sense) describes }(PCl-rO!;.
The Trinity is an 'infinite power', a notion which seems to
This passage is the only citation in
Lexica of (Xxat,aO'}(ChnTOSwhich Lampe a.v, renders as 'not to be gazed
on' • The Trinity thus is called auyn (an alternative for the Bibli-
cal ~W!; in Ev.Jo.8.12 though it is used of Christ) on which one can-
not gaze. Such a notion may be compared to Ep.1Tim.6.15: (God) •o
, ,~ ",. '" , ,", #~W!; O~}(WV aRpoa~TOV ov O~OEV OUOE~!; av~pwRwV OUOE ~OEtV ouvaTa~
(cf. Ev.Jo.1.18 and Ep.1Jo.4.12) on which Synes. ~.1.197f.: (ad sc.
God) ~W!; }(puRT6~Evovl ~o~a~!; aUyaL!; seems to be based (cf. Idem 1.
118-25 and 158f.).
The same notion may be seen in Orph.fr.65 (Kern) and Pap.Mag.Gr.
xii.230.
Line 33 Cf. carm.1.2.1. 176f. (536): (sc. Christ) , , ,RaVT E~O-
ERLO'}(OREand the note ad lac.
The idea that God sees everything appears both in the Bible: LXX
and Esth.5.1 (= D.2); and in Greek
pagan literature: Soph. Elect.175: 1 ZEd!;, O!; E~OP~ RavTa }(a~ }(paTd-
VE~· I, Archiloch. 88.1f. (cited above in the note on line 30) and
Xenophon Cyrop.8.7.22. See alsoOrac.Siby~.fr.3.42 and from early
Christian literature: Clem. Alex. Strom.vii.2. 5,6 (GCS 3 p.6.2) _
the passage alludes to Xenophanes fr.24 (Diels, Vorsokr. i p.135) _
Clem. Rom. 1Cor.59 (Lightfoot p.174) and AP 1.117.2 where Christ is
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The ideas .expressed in lines 32 and 33 are polar in sense to
each other and the juxtaposition of them may be seen in a number of
2passages: 1) Eur. fr.1129 (TGF, Nauck p.713) ape Clem.Alex. Protr.
vi.68.3 (GCS 1 p.52.8f.): ~€OV OE notov, €~n€ ~o~, VOnT€Ov;/ TOV
, , • - ,',' , 2)nav~ opWVTa xaUTOV. Oux OPW~€VOV, Orph.fr.245.9f. (Kern) = Orph.
fr.5.10f. (Abel): OUO€ T~~ aUTov (sc. ~€ov)/ €~oopa~ ~vntwv, aUT~~ O£
ye:'navta~ opciTat" Orph.fr.247.11f. (Kern), 3) Orac.Siby1.3.12: (ao .
God) aOpatO~ 6pw~€vo~ aUtO~ anavta/, 4.12, fr.1.8, 4) Pap.Mag.Gr.xiii.
63f., 572f. and 5) Kerygma Petri ape Clem.Alex. Strom.vi.5 39,3 (GCS
2 p.451.9).
Lines 34-35 They expand the idea in line 33 and may be com-
pared to Ep.Heb.4.13~ See also Clem.Rom.1Cor.28.3 (Lightfoot p.92)~
which is a loose quotation from LXX Ps. 138. 7-10,and Pap.Mag.Gr.iv.
1120 : anc yn~ .•• axpt, TWV n€patwv Tn~ aSuaaou (cf. ib.1210).
III. Prayer (36-49)
The transition to the prayer is made asyndetically (see above p .30).
Line 36 = Line 48.
36. I1cXt€P See the note on 1.1.34.14.
36. ~A€W~ ye:vou ~o~: On the common requests for mercy which are
used in the hymns under discussion see above the note on 1.1.33.5.
The expression ~A€W~ y€v€a~a~ is used quite often in the Biblical
prayers: LXX Dt. 21.8, 4Macc.6.28 and Num.14.19. It is also
addressed to Hermes in Pap.Mag.Gr.v.420 .
Note that in 1.1.29.15 the epic and lyric form ~Aao~ is used,
while here the late Greek form ~Ae:W~ was preferred instead. Thus, in
both cases the poet appears to obey the laws of form and style.
Cf. 1.1.31'.9 and the note ad lac.
o€8aa~a to mean 'worship' (see Lampe s.v.). However, since tOUtO
denotes something in hand, I think that TO a€Saa~a TOUTO refers more
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possibly to Gregory's present hymn (which is written in honour of
God and may thus be described as a sort of worship/adoration of Him).
In this case line 37f. appears to repeat in other words the introdu-
ctory request in line 2, and thus it may be compared to the requests
in 1.1.35.2f. and 1.1.31.11f. Such a correspondence between ~€pa-
and avullv€tv - a€L6€~v (2) was noticed also by Smolak ( 447).. p. .
Lines 39-41 : A request for forgiveness of sins and cleansing
of the poet's conscience
Line 39: Cf. Procl. hymn.1.35 : MaL].lE Ma~npov a.].lapTa6o~
although it is used in a different sense.
Line 40f.
5.7 (for the use of £MMa~a~P€~v)J and 1Tim.3.9 and 2Tim.1.3 (which
, , )both refer to Ma~apa auv€~6na~s • The last two Biblical passages are
used in Serap. Euch.27.2 and 11.3.
Note the~eference for TO auv€~6oS ('conscience', used only in
writers of late antiquity: see LSJ and Bauer s.v.) instead of
n auvEL6na~s of the·above Biblical passages.
Lines 42-47: The poet expresses in three purpose clauses the
reasons why he made his previous requests in order to glorify God,
praise Christ and beg Him to receive him as a servant in His kingdom.
That forgiveness of sins and a clean conscience are prerequisites for
glorifying God properly has already been seen in 1.1.31.11f. (see the
note ad loc.). However, these purpose clauses may serve also the
same purpose as the one in 1.1.34.24, namely be a sort of promise
which the poet will fulfil if his previous requests receive a
favourable answer from God the Father (see above the note on 1.1.34.
24) .
42. 6o~aaw On this verb see above the note on 6o~a (sc. €lva~)
in 1.1. 31.1.
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42. TO ~€tov: Note the use of this common philosophical term
(instead of the more general TbV ~€ov).
Line 43: The allusion to Ep.1Tim.2.8 : BO~Ao~~~ oov Ipocr€UX€-
poet departs from his model when he chooses the more common femine
form n ocr~~instead of n ocr~osof the Pauline passage (cf. Bauer s.
v. and Blass-Debrunner-Funk 59.2). See also Athenagoras Legat.13
Goodspeed, Die Altesten Apologeten p.328; M.6.916Bf.).
Our line may be compared to or.33.3 (M.36.217A):'T~vas €UXO~~-
This way of praying by raising the hands to heavens is ·both
pagan and Christian (see above the note on 1.1.34.14 and Origen.
orat.31.2 (GCS 2 p.396. 2-6), Clem.Alex. Strom.vii.7 40,1 (GCS 3
p.30. 19-25) and Lightfoot's note on Clem.Rom. 1Cor.29.1 in p.93).
Examples of it appear in Isyllus paean Apoll.-Asclep.13 (Coll.Alex.
p.133):/ X€tpas avacrxovTES ~aM&pEcrcr~vES oupavQv €Upu[v)'/, II.18.75
(for other examples' from the Homeric epics see Beckmann p.70 n.3)
and Orac.Sibyl.3.559, 591, 4.166.
44. €UAoyncrw : Cf. 1.1.32.1 and the note ad lac. Note the
variety of terms especially chosen to describe the various ways of
man's communication with God: €UAOy€tV (for a hymn of praise), 00-
~&~E~V in 42 (for a doxology) an~ ~M€T€~€LV in 45 (for a petition).
See also above p. 31 To these one may add avu~v€tv, aE~O€~V (2),
u~VOS, aLvos (4) and oo~a, X&p~s (a thanksgiving) in 50.
45. yovu M&~nTwv ~METE~crW: This should be another purpose
clause with ~va omitted, possibly metri gratia. On the Biblical
posture of supplication by kneeling down (LXX 1Par. 29.20, Ep.Rom.11.
4, Ep.Eph.3.14) see above the note on 1.1.34.14f. ~ yovu M&~ntw /
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LXETEuaw: This verb of praying may be found in both Greek
pagan and Biblical/ Christian prayers: Pind. paean 9.8 = fr.52K
(ed. Snell-Maehler, 1975 p.46), Eur. Hec.97, Ion 454 for the formet
category of prayers and LXX 3Macc.6.14 (cf.Ps.36.7, 2Macc.11.6) ,
Const.Apost.8.6.7 and Liturg.Jac. (Brightman p.53.15), for the
latter.
This is a correction of the editio princeps of the
poem (ed. 1568) instead of the reading OTE of all Codd • The error
is a dittography of OTE in the following line.
46. OOUAOV: The usage of the word in the sense of ·god-
fearing people as servants of God is particularly Biblical Ep.1Petr.
2.16, Act.4.29, LXX Ps.26.9 (see Bauer S.v. 4.).
In this sense it has replaced ~EpaRwv already seen in the hexa-
meter hymns: 1.1.34.20 (see the note ad loc.).
This is a correction of the editio
princeps (ed. 1568) needed, not only for syntactical reasons (since
purpose is usually denoted with future participles: see Smyth 2065),
but also to restore.the sense (since the second coming is usually
associated with Christ: see above the note on 1.1.36.16).
Line 48 = Line 36.
Line • 49 .~ Cf. ~.1.1.34.27b (and the note ad loc.), LXX Sap.
Besides, on the Biblical phrase xap~v EUPEtV see for instance LXX Gen.
6.8, 18.3 and ~cclus.3.18, and from NT Ev.Lc.1.30 and Act.7.46
IV. Final doxology (50-51)
The same feature of a final praise appears in 1.1.34.29f. and
1.1.32.49f. (see the notes ad loc.).
50. "OTI. : See the note ~n this) above on 1.1.34.29.
50. xap~~ ao~: Cf. 1.1.34.1,2,12,29,30 and 1.1.33.1 where the
phrase ao~ xap~~ is used instead (see the note on 1.1.33.1).
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Line 51 : A variant of the atwv-formula may be seen in 1.1.32.
50 and 1.1.34.30 (see the note ad loc.).
As a conclusion instead of summing up the various fearures of
the poem (as I normally do for each hymn) I would like to make a
comment on Smolak's conclusions about this hymn.
Firstly he detects that the hymn must have been influenced
either directly or indirectly by the hymn to Zeus by Cleanthes.
Most of the similarities (Smolak mentions in his article)
between the two texts are related to features of form and content
which appear generally in any Greek pagan hymn and are not restricted
particularly to the hymn of Cleanthes. See for instance his notes 36,
40 and p.436f. Therefore, when our poet makes use of them, he simply
follows the custom of any Greek hymnographer and not that of Cleanthes
specifically.
Besides, of the few cases left, (in which the two texts are com~
pared in terms of similarities in philosophical ideas) some com-
parisons made by Smolak seem to be contrived: they show, I think,
apparent (but not real) similarities between the two texts. See for
instance above the notes on lines 10-13.
That the two texts inevitably in some (but very few) cases have
such similarities is easily explicable: not only the philosophical
hymns in general,' but ail:.sothe magic papyri, Orphic hymns and fra-
gments, and Hermetic literature: a) occasionally touch ideas conA
cerning the nature and characteristics of a monotheistic conception
of god (see above p.18ff.) : and b) contain requests of a moral
character (s.eeabove p , 31 ). All these are features also of
Biblical and other early Christian hymns and prayers and consequently
of our hymn.
Smolak's second conclusion is that the magic papyri exercised an
,-~.-
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influence upon the language and form of thIDshymn (more than they
did upon the hymns of Synesius and Proclus).
Again, I would argue that Smolak was misled in reaching this
conclusion for reasons that I state below.
As has been said in the introductiorrto 1.1.30 and 1.1.32, the
metre of both hymns and the resulting simplicity of their style make
them resemble in language and form the Biblical hymns and prayers.
Such a view is; I think, sufficiently proved by the many Biblical
expressions quoted in the commentary on these hymns.
It is also well-known that there are marked similarities between
the language of the Bible and that of the non-literary papyri (in-
cluding the magic ones). Not wanting to go into detail I refer
the reader for instance to J.H. Moulton-G. Milligan, The Vocabulary
of the Greek Testament illustrated from the Papyri and other non~
literary Sources, (London, 1930). cr. also T. Schermamt/'Griechische
Zauberpapyri und das Gemeinde- und Dankgebet im I. Klemensbriefe', TU
34. 2b, which reaches similar conclusions but from a different start-
ing point.
Therefore, it becomes clear that the dependence in language and
form of this hymn upon the magic papyri is, in my view, only apparent
and results from the close connection of both texts with the Bible.
Smolak's argument that the magic papyri had an influence on this
hymn greater than that on the Pro clean and Synesian hymns is self-
evident in the case of the Proclean hymns, which have a completely
pagan content. However,the hymns of Synesius have more similarities
w.i~ththe magic papyri. but, as'i.nGregory':s case, they seem s~mply to
reflect the same notions (see Terzaghi' s commentary on Synes. hymn. passf.m).
To come now to his third and final conclusion with which
r wholeheartedly agree: 'the hymns 1.1.31 and 1.1.34 from the
point of view·of interpretation have the right to be regarded as
28)
genuine works of Gregory' (p.448). Such a view needs no further
support here since it has been dealt with in the concluding remarks
on all the disputed hymns (i.e. 1.1.)1, 1.1.33-35).
CarIil.1.1.32
This hymn, together with Exhortatio ad Virgines: carm.1.2.3 .
. --
(632-640),is the only poem of the Gregorian poetic corpus written in
non-quantitative metre which a number of scholars has tried to explain
and set under various rules without however finding any convincing
solution to the problem. This peculiar metrical structure of the poem
led some of them to cast doubts about its authenticity and date it
instead at a later period, although the external evidence leaves only
very little room for such disputes (see above pp.75ff. ). However,
the metrical structure of the hymn had one positive effect: it attract-
ed the interest of some scholars to produce a better critical edition
of it, than that in the Patrologia Graeca, based on a wider range of
MSS (see above p.86f.).
The hymn is addressed to Christ as are also 1.1.36, 1.1.37, 1.
1.38 and 2.1.38, although the last six lines refer to the tri-une
God. In the first six introductory lines Christ is praised with
reference to His characteristics in relation to the other two persons
of the Trinity: a) as Logos and Light of God the Father, and b) as
the Dispenser of the Spirit. The first two by~names are common and are
found elsewhere in the hymns under discussion, but the second appears
only in this hymn (see below the notes ad loc.). However, the pre-
dominant idea of this section (as for the rest of the hymn too) is
that of 'light' (),5-6), which is here used metaphorically to show the
relationship between the three persons of the Trinity.
In Praise (7-32) the poet refers to the works of Christ in re-
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lation to the world and man. These are: a) The creation of cosmic
light (7-12), b) the enlightenment of man's mind (13-18), c) the
creation of celestial bodies and the administration of the harmonious
succession of night and day (19-24), and d) the administration of
man's works during night and day (25-32). As happens in the intro-
ductory invocation (1-6), in all these four subdivisions the idea of
light (expressed in the word ~ws and its cognitives and synonyms)
is central and is used successively in a literal or metaphorical
sense. More precisely, in sections (a), (c) and th~ first four
lines of (d) it is used in a literal sense, while in the rest in
a metaphorical.
In the Prayer (33-48) firstly Christ is implored to grant the
poet 'light'sleep so.that he may offer Him his nocturnal hymns imitating
the angels (33-38); secondly the poet wishes that his thoughts at
bed may be pious and his dreams free from any sinful illusions (39-
44); and thirdly he expresses his great desire that his mind (even
without his body) may speak to the tri-une God (45-48). All these
requests are commonly found in early Christian evening hymns and
prayers (see below).
The hymn closes with a final dmxology which is a form of the
common clausula for the majority of Christian hymns and prayers
(49-50).
As we see from the above, the hymn may be divided into eight
sections each consisting of six lines except for the fifth which has
eight lines. The clear demarcations between these sections (each of
which refers to a different subject) may be seen also from the fact
that the first, fourth, sixth and seventh sections begin with a
second person personal pronoun, while sections two and three with the
relative pronoun os.
The hymn'is carefully and symmetrically structured so that the,
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syntactical order in a section may correspond to that in the follow-
ing one with the same or reversed ratio of lines. This may be seen
in sections (2) and (3) which both consist of one or two relative
clauses (os) followed by two positive purpose clauses (~va), but in
a reversed ratio of lines: (2): 2 + 4, (3): 4 + 2 (see below the note
on line 18). The same may be seen also in sections (6) and (7) _
which correspond antithetically to each ,other: each begins with a
main clause in two lines (introduced with au ~EV and auv ao~ Bi re-
spectively) and is followed by two negative clauses in two lines each
(introduced with ws ~n - ~nT~)and ~n6e - ~n6e respectively).
Section :(4)contains two parallel clauses in two and four lines
respectively (both introduced with a~). Section (5) - the only eight-
line Unit - includes two antithetical main clauses in two lines each
(T~ ~ev - T~ Be) followed by one four-line purpose clause. In the
last section the four~line main clause (where ao~ appears only at the
beginning of the second line) is followed by a two-line relative
clause.
In the MSS the'hymn is entitled Bo~oAoy~a (€~t xO~Tns), or u~vos
All these three titles are justi-
fiable: the first because the hymn ends with a doxological formula
and the other two because al1 the requests are appropriate only in
evening prayers. But as the hymn begins. with the verb EUAOYE~V I
would rather prefer to characterize it EUAoy~a (i.e. a hymn of praise).
(see below the n~te on line 1).
Another point to mention here is the fact that a version of a few
lines from the Prayer (33-38, 41-42 and 45-46) is incorporated in a
prase prayer under the title: El.S T6V K~pl"ov n~wv 'Inaotlv Xpl"aTOV,
l.XETnpI"OSxat xaTaVUXTI"Xn, which is found in a modern Prayer Book
and is assigned by its editors to Gregory (see rrpoaE~XEa~E published
by '~wTnp', fourth edition (Athens, 1974), pp.63ff.). Unfortunately,
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and despite my effortst I have not been able to investigate the origin
and authenticity of this prayer which, as far as I know, is not in-
cluded in the Migne edition of the Gregorian works.
This poem is not the only example of an evening hymn in which
one finds on the one hand light-images used for the praise of Christ
(or of God in general) and on the other requests appropriate to it,
since in the adoration of the early Church there were a number of
such evening hymns and prayers chanted or recited during evening
services, namely during the Office of Vigils or that of To M~xpov or
From these we may refer for instance to the
seventh prayer in the Office of Vigils part of which runs as follows:
ayaYEtv. (•.• ) xat cos "tI C\,', _ ,TOV ~nvov, ov E~S avanaucr~v T~ acr~E-
, -" , . \ - ," - - , ,""VUXT~ TOU ovo~aTOS crou xa~ T~ ~EAET~ TWV crwv EVTOAWV xaTau-
ya~6~Evo~, ~V &yaAA~dcrE~ ~uX~S c~avacrTm~EV KP~S co~oAoy~av
(see Goar, Euchologion p.29f.); also to a prayer addressed to Christ
from To M~xpov 'AK6cE~Kvov (part of which is cited below in the note
on lines 41-44) and to the Candle light hymn ('EK~AUXV~OS Euxap~OTC-
~ : see W. Christ - M. Paranikas, Anthologia Graeca Carminum Christi-
anorum (Lipsiae,1871), p.40 and J.B.Pitra, Analecta Sacra, vol.1
(Paris, 1876), p.lxxiii).
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I. Introduction (1-6): Invocation to Christ and praise of His
nature and characteristics
On the use of OE (or aoC) at the
beginning of hymns see above the notes on 1.1.33.1 and 1.1.30.1;
while for Mat vuv see 1.1.36.33 and 1.1.38.5.
The verb EUAOYEtv is used in ~.1.1.30.44 andOrac.Sibyl.4.25,
but not in Greek pagan hymns. It has a Biblical origin as it is
commonly found in such hymns and prayers, especially at the beginning
of Psalms: LXX Ps.33, 102, 103; and is then used in various early
Christian hymns: The Morning Hymn ape Const.Apost.7.47.2 and The
Evening HYmn ape ib.48.2' Its appearance here determines the chara-
cter of the present hymn which may thus be called EUAoy~a. This type
of hymn·is equivalent to the pagan hymns of praise (see Haldane p.103).
2. Xp~aT€ ~ou: This title is used in 1.1.35.1, 1.1.36.1,31, 1.
1.37.2, 1.1.38.6, 2.1.38.1,37,39 and 1.1.30.44; while the addition of
the first person pronoun gives a personal character to the hymn and
marks the poet's devotion to Christ.
2. AOYE ~EOU :' On the by-name Aoyo~ see above the note on
1.1.33.3.
This credal formula is discussed above ~n
the note on 2.1.38.6. A similar formula is used by Gregory in carm.
1.2.1.20-24 (523f.) where the generation of the Son from the Father
is described as : EM ~EV avapxou/ rraTPo~ y~o~&va~, ... w~ EM a€AaO~
O€Aa~ EpXELa~, while in or.45.9 (M.36.633C) = or.38.13 (325B) Logos
is called TO EM TOU ~WTO~ ~w~. The same credal expression may be
found in Nonn. par.Jo.1:1 (M.43.749A).
3"• avapxou : On this epithet (here describing the Father) see
the notes on 2.1.38.7 and 1.1.30.27.
4. Mat rrVE~~aTo~ Ta~~a: 'and despenser of the Spirit' •
Various pagan· divinities were praised for being Ta~Ca$ : Dionysus in
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Soph. Ant.1154, Poseidon as Tajlt:a!;TPt.at:vn!;in Aristoph. ~ubes 566,
Zeus as TWV jleAAOVTwvl TajlCa!;in Soph. fr.531 (Nauck2 TGF p.259) and
Helius as nupo!; Ta~Ca!; in Nonn. Dion.12.36 and 23.240 (see also
above p. 29).
In carm.2.1.45.31 (1355) Christ is called ~Wn!; Tajlt:n~. See
also or.40.29 (M.36.400C): aUTO!; (se. Christ) yap Mat TaU na~etv ~V
ga~T~ Ta~Ca!;, wanep Mat Tn!; yevvnaew!;, ~.5.1 (Bernardi p.294; M.35.
665A): onws av, ... , T~ TexvCT~ Aoy~ OOM~ Mat TajlC~ TWV njleTEpwv and
Kertsch p.136 n.3. On the contrary, in ~.2.1.13.2 (1227) bishops
God is called TapCas, among other appellations, in a prayer in
Const.Apost.8.11.5 and a number of times in the hymns of Synesius: 2.
182 (cf. Terzaghi's note ad loc.), 1.35f. and 693f.
When Gregory calls Christ the dispenser of the Spirit he does
not refer to the Eternal Procession of this Spirit, since
this is caused only by the Father according to his ~.20.11 (Mossay
p.78; M.35.1077C): ITve'ujlaTO npoCov Ex TaU ITaTPO!;, ~.2.1.1.630
(1017):/ ITveO~a ~' ~ naTPo~ev ela~, ~.31.8 (Gallay p.290; M.36.141B)
and or.39.12 (M.36.348Bf.). On the contrary, I think that the present
passage, compared to Ev.Jo.15.26: 0 napaMAnTO!; ~v EYW (se. Christ)
nEjl~W, refers to the mission of the Spirit in the world. On the
progression of the Spirit see P.N. Trempelas, ~oyjlaT~Mn, vol.1, second
edition (Athens,1978), pp.278-98 and J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian
Doctrines, fifth revised edition (Lbndon,1977), pp.258-63.
Lines 5-6 : Gregory was fond of using light images to describe
the relationship between the three persons of the Trinity. From the
innumerable passages we cite only those which have verbal similari-
ties to the present one. These are: carm.1 .2.1 .29 (524):1 Et!; ~€O!;
EV Tp~aaotaLv avoLYOjlEVO!; ~aEeaaL/, 1.1.4.65 (421) ~ 2.1.99.2 (1452):
1 Tp~aaO,aou!;, ~~OTnTO!; Ojlov aEAa!;, 2.1.88.174 (1442): (~Eou)1 ~aou!;
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EVOS tP~A~~~OUS/, 2.1.87.16 (1434):/ ~cro~~ous Tp~aoos Aa~~~s, De Vita
Sua: 2.1.11.1948 (Jungck p.148; M.37.1165):/ €V~~ tP~as ~ou X~~ to
a~yxp~tOV a€A~S, 2.1.16.29f. (1256): Tp~as ... n uovdce nr oc (a hapax)
/ A~~~o~lvn tp~acrots xaAAe:a~v, 2.1.17. 36-38 (1264): Tp~aoos &nte:t~~
/
C\ " _" " / (... e:v~~os e:vTP~crcro~s~~~puy~~a~v ~ao~e:o~a~. , 2.1.34.78f. 1313),
1.1.3.71 (413),2.1.85.14 (1432), or.40.5, 41 (M.36.364B, 417C), or.
44.3 (609B), or.32.21 (197C) and ~.14.4 (M.35.856B).
II. Praise (7-32): Works of Christ in relation to the world
a) 7-12 : Creation of the cosmic light
This subj eet is discussed Im Kertsch pp. 152-59.
Lines 7-8: This couplet seems to be based ortEp.2Cor.4.6: 0 ~e:-
OS 0 e:L~WV 'Ex axotous ~ws Aa~~e:~, and may be compared with or.5.31
(Bernardi' p.356: M.35.704B): Aoy~ to aX&Tos €Auae:, AOY~ to ~ws u~e:atn-
u~~at~t~~, although the latter passage is used in a metaphorical
sense.
The two lines are parallel in structure : pronoun + verb + object,
and polar in sense as happens also with 25f.-2~f., 35f.-37f. and
41f.-43f. Such a rhetorical device - common in Greek prose - became
relatively more important in later Greek literature and may be com-
pared with the feature of Earallelismus membr~rum of Hebrew and
oriental, or orientalized Greek texts as is for instance the Septua-
gint. But, while the latter feature in the view of many scholars
became a primary characteristic of Byzantine hymnography (see Mitsakis,
passim) , for the case of Gregory I believe that the appearance of
parallel or antithetical cola in his poetry is owed to his rhetorical
training in Athens. (see above p. 46).
The same device appears very often in the hymns of Synesius: 1.
191-96, 25-27J 280-83, 555-59, 2. 1-4 and 3.24f. and that of Clement
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of Alexandria.
The creation of the cosmic light is discussed in~.44.3f.
(M.36.609C-612A):
In this passage where the Platonic terminology is obvious (see above
the note on 1.1.30.14) it is made clear that Gregory differentia-
tes the creation of cosmic light from that of the sun and by doing so
he follows the Biblical exposition of the creation as this is related
in Genesis. The same orlder appears in our hymn as well: first comes
the creation of cosmic light (7f.) and then that of the various
celestial bodies (~wcrLnpcr~v:19); also in or.40.5 (M.36.364C): Olea
1. 66-69 (527):
, \'.1 " 0.- , .oupavov acrT£pu£vTa xuxhwcrao, vau~a ~£y~crTOV,
(which alludes to Hesiod. Theog.116, 127). On the subject of
creation in general see above the notes on 1.1.33. 2-4 and 1.1.34.2-3.
The image of light succeeding darkness is used metaphorically in
or.45.15 (M.36.644A).
7. O~ : .On the relative style of predications see above the
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note on 1.1.34.2; while on the feature of anaphora (here o~ is
repeated at the beginning of lines 8,13) the note on 1.1.33.8: oLa.
8. uREaTnaa~: Apart from the passages cited above, this verb
is used in the same context in2£.45.6 (M.36.629C) = or.38.10 (321B),
~.20.9 (Mossay p.74; M.35.1076B) and or •.16.5 (M.35.940B). See also
Kertsch p.157 n.4.
Line 9: It gives the reason why cosmic light was created first.
This is illustrated further in carm.1.2.1.66f. (527) which is cited
in the note on lines 7-8.
On the use of expressions with Ra~ in the present hymns see
above the note on 1.1.33.1.
Lines 10-12 :
ov xal, TOV VUV opw].le:vov TOUTOV xoalJov 1(OL..naa~ •••• Cf.the note on1.1JQ.14.
The ~mphasis, placed on the antithetical pair: aaTaTov - aTna~~
and the parallel one: xoa].lov - e:uxoalJ~av, may be seen in other Grego-
rian passages similarly constructed ~.2.1.46.14 (1379): axoaj.lov
u>'n~ xoa].lov:e~nxe: (se. Christ) >,oYqJ. Cf. also 1.2.1.65 (527).
The same contrast may be seen in a non-quantitative hymn
attributed to Clement of Alexandria and edited by St~hlin at the end
of the scholiaon the Paedagogus (GCS 1 p.340.19f.):/ O>'OV'Te: xoa].lov
t , " , ,Apost. Canst. 7 .34.1: 0 01,,0.Xpl"aTOU ••• xcou nce s rn axaTaaxe:uaanx.
This verb is used with reference to creation also
in 1.1.34.3 (see the note ad lac.). .:
b) 13-18 : Enlightenment of man's mind with reason and wisdom
Line 13: Cf. 2!.2.76 (Bernarldi p.188; M.35.484B): (se. God) O~
VOUV ~WT(~e:L.., and De Virtute: carm~1.2.10.959 (749):/ O~ VOUV ao~(~e:L...
The closest Biblical parallel to the present passage seems to be
Ep.Eph.1.18 where God is implored to grant 1(e:~WTl"a].lEvou~ TOU~ O~~a.AlJOU~
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Tn~ xap6~a~ (sc. of the Ephesians). Cf. also LXX 2Esd~.9.B and Ev.Jo.
1.9. Again, in our passage the influence from Greek philosophy is
obvious in the poet's preference for vou~ instead of o~~aA~6~ or
xapo~a of the above Biblical texts. (On this see above the note on
2.1.3B.23b). Cf. also Plat. Rep.50Bb-509a.
God appears to illuminate also the rational natures in Gregory's
~.40.5 (M.36.364B): 9Eb~ ~€V €aT~ ~W~ ... naan~ ~wT~aT~xov AOY~Xn~
~uaEW~. Interpreting Ev.Jo.B.12 Origen uses the same idea in his in
Jo.1.25 (GCS 4 p.31. 17-20; M.14.6BC): 0 o£ aWTnp, ... ~WT~~E~ OU aw-
", , 6' ", v, "" v~aTa aAAa aaw~aT~ uva~E~ TOV aaw~aTOV vouv, ~va W~ uno nA~ou ExaaTO~
right in noticing that Gregory follows the example of Alexandrian
Fathers in his use of light images, then this passage from Origen
may have been Gregory's source here (see Kertsch p.157 and n.3).
Lines 15-16 Theodorou interprets these lines by saying that
Christ makes man ' E~xova ~EOO xat a~vo~~v &naan~ on~~oupyCa~'. (see
Theodorou p.263). Hence, he seems firstly to take man and not vouv
&v~pwnou as the object of ~EC~ (possibly according to the figure of
synecdoahe ); secondly to regard xaL xaTw as referring also to Aa)Jnpo-
TnTO~ as Tn~ avw does (following thus the interpretation of the Bene-
dictine editors: see the note on line 16 in M.37.512); and thirdly
to interpret n avw Aa~npoTn~ as 'God', (n) xaTw (Aa~npOTn~) as the
'creation/world' and man as an image of both. On the other hand, the
Maurist annotator refuses to accept that xaTw refers to Aa~npOTnTo~
because it is not accompanied by the article Tn~ as avw is (see the
note on line 16in M.37.512). Since man is generally regarded only
as image of God and not of creation too, I would accept the view of
the Maurist annotator, namely that xaTw does not refer to Aa~npOTnTO~,
,
and rather that xat!'.Ls used with 'XCfliw~Ek,~1 in the sense: 'even/also
placing (sc. nan) down' (on earth).
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16. , ,E V){OVa Man is an image of God: LXX ~.1 .26f!.7i, Ep.1Cor.11 .7
(cf. also Ep.Col.3.10) as is also Christ (see 2.1.38.7 and the note
ad loc.). This idea is used a number of times in Gregory's poems:
carm.1.1.8.74f. (452), 1.2.1.96f. (529),2.1.45.8,9,67 (1354, 1358),
and 2.2.6.89 (1549). However, the obvious preference for philosophi-
cal terminology in this hymn ~eads Gregory to present instead the
mind of man as the image of the 'splendour above' (i.e. God). The
idea that man is an image of god appears in pagan texts as well (see
, , )Bauer s.v. E~XWV •
Line 17 It seems to be based (at least verbally) on LXX Ps.
35.10: EV T~ ~WT~ aOD (sc. God) o4o~E~a ~W~ which is used also in or.
40.34 (M.36.408C). The same Psalmic passage has inspired the last
prayer of the first Hour which is addressed to Christ as: ~W~ t~ ~~~~-
and includes the request to Him : an~E~w~nTW E~' n~a~TO ~W~ TOU npo-
aWTtOD aOD, ~va EV aUTfij04W~E~a <pw~ TO cl1tpoavrov(see Horologion ad loc:.).
Cf. ~.2.1.45.38 (1356), or.20.1 (Mossay p.58; M.35.1065A): ~wTt
TtpOaAa~SaVOVTa <pw~r.£E.32.15(M.36.192A) and Moreschini pp.1358f.,1363ff.
This line is reminiscent of the common philosophical view that
'TO ~~O~OV ~€pETa~ Ttpo~TO O~O~Ov' (see Theophrastus De Sensu 1.1f.
. i
(ed. E. Wimmer p.321) and Empedocles fr.90 (H. Diels, PPF, p.140)).
Lines 17-18: They may be compared to ~.39.2 (M.36.336C): ~v'
~a ·TEAE~OV, TEAE~OD ~WTO~ YEvvn~aTa. To this we may add a passage
from Symeon the New Theologian cited in Theodorou p.44 : METct TOU ~E~-
Line 18: After calling God and angels the first and second
~~~E~~E~~E~2~~~~ly, Gregory goes on to name man the third light in or.
1. Or. more likely, the doctrine of cognition by assimmilation as in
A;istotle's De Anima.
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See also _2E • .39.20 (.360A). The idea that man is light :is foundmt only:in
the Bible (see e.g. ,Ev.Mt.5.14), but goes even back to Homer: see Od .
16.2.3...;though riotcarrying itsphd.Loeophi.cal,serme '-'and Bauer s ,v. qJw~.
While in the previous section (7-12) the relative clauses (7,8)
occupy two lines and the purpose ones four (9-12), in this section
(1.3-18) the ratio is reversed: one relative clause in four lines
(1.3-16) and one purpose clause in two (17-18).
c) 19-24: Light proquced by celestial bodies to distinguish
night from day
Lines 19-20: 'you decorated the sky with various lights'. The
word qJwaTnp is used in the Biblical exposition of creation in LXX Gen.
1.14,16 where it appears to be restricted only to the sun and the moon,
while in this passage it is more likely to include the stars too,
since it is characterized by nOLMCAo~, an epithet which implies a
var±ety of celestial bodies and not only two. The same word may be
found in Orac.Siby1.8.341, 2.186,200, 3.88.
MaTauyd~ELV is a late Greek verb used in the Septuagint in Sap.
17.5 and ~.6.39.
6 6 IIII.~ ".,.Line 21: Cf. 1.1 ..3.2 a8 VuMTa MaL n~ap and the note ad loco
Lines 21-2.3 : au ... ETa~a~: The succession of night and day may
be seen in Oomparatio Vitarum: carm.1.2.8.178 (Werhahn p.27; M.37.661):
n~{pa and 2£.32.22 (M.36.200C): MOLvn
On the equal interchange of night and
day see Eur. Phoen.541ff.
On nn~w~ see above the note on 2.1.38. 19-20.
23f. v6~ov ... qJLA~a~: The metaphor whereby the night and day
appear as personified beings to give way to one another obeying the
law of brotherly love and friendship may be compared to similar ones
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found in Greek philosophy: e.g. Plat. Gorgias 507e-508a (which re-
calls the ~LAoTn~ in Empedocles fr.17 (Diels,PPF, p.112)); cf. also
Heraclitus fr. A 14.a (Diels, Vorsokr., i, p.147.17f.).
A similar metaphor is used by Gregory to show the relationship
of the various virtues in ~.45.13 (M.36.641A): TOV TWV apEtWv MUMAOV
d) 25-32: Man's works during night and day
Lines 25-28: This passage consists of two pairs of lines
th ..." - f:.' " "antithetical to one ano er: T~ ~EV - T~ vE, Enauoa~ - nYELpa~.
The Biblical overtones of this passage, as well as of lines ..~21-
24, may be easily discerned if one takes into account another passage
in Gregory's or.32.9 (M.36.184Bf.) which is obviously based on LXX Ps.
103 (known as the Prooemiac Psalm and read at the beginning of the
Office of Vigils: see Goar, Euchologion, p.2 §20 and p.23 n.20).
This passage runs as follows:
, """ # , "nAnpOU~EVOV, OUTE OEAnVnV EV n~Ep~ nupOEuouoav .... Eno~n-
'1 '" ,\ \, '" '"n~~pa, ... MaL av6pwno~ EnL tnV EpyaoLav EnELYETaL MaL aAAn-
The above text alludes to LXI Ps.103.19 and 23 (which is rendered by
Apollinarius in Met.P~.103.50 as : (sc. avnp) / EonEPLnv Ma~aTo~o TS-
AO~ nOTL6sy~€vo~ wpnv. See also the passage from an evening prayer
in Const.Apost. 8.37.2: (sc. 0 6EO~) ... 0 nOLnoa~ n~tpav npo~ EPya
The idea that night is the time for man to have a rest from daily
!
work is common in Greek literature too. See e.g. Quintus Smyrnaeus 7.
672:/ vo~, n T' av6pwnoLoL' AUOLV Ma~citOLO cpe:pouoa/,10.437,and cf.
Alexis fr.240.9 (CAF, iij p.385 Kock) where uYnvo~ is called SPOT€~WV
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novwv n~uaTnp and Orph. ~.85.5.
26. nOAu~6x~ou: It is used again in carm.1.2.1.725 (577) and
1.2.13.7 (755) connected with y~t~ and ~wn (i.e. the poet's life) re-
spectively. See also Procl. hymn.2.19.
Lines 29-30 Gregory may have used aMoTo~ here in the sense of
a.~~PTL~ as he does in 2_!.30.20 (Gallay p.268f.; M.36.129Bf.) where
expl.afndng Christ's appellation as cpi.ii~ he identifies aMoTo~ wHIt ayvol.~
and a.~~PTL~, and cpi.ii~ with yvwa~~ and SLO~ 0 EV~EO~. Besides, in ~.18.
28(M.35.1017D) he uses the expression TO aMoTO~ Tn~ a.~~PTL~~, and in
_£!'.45.15(M.36.64~) he calls the present life as·'vu~ TOU n~p6VTO~
SLou ; while in or.40.13 (376B) he uses: n vu~ Tn~ a.~~PTL~~. On this
see Kertsch p.156 n.2 and Theodorou p.506f. Accordingly, n~Ep~ (30)
should be the eternal day (i.e. the eternity). The closest Biblical
passage to this meaning of n~Ep~ here is Ep.2Petr.3.18 where the
phrase n~tp~ ~Gwvo~ ('day of eternity') may be interpreted as the day
which itself constitutes eternity (see Bauer s.v. n~Ep~ 3.b.S .also
Apoc.22.5 and C. Spicq, Les Epitres de Saint Pierre, Sources Bibliques
(Paris: Gabalda, 1966), p.264f.). However, the metaphorical use of
n~€p~ for eternity is possibly of the Patristic era (see Lampe s.v.2.b.).
Lines 31-32: Meyer suggested in his apparatus criticus of the
this hymn that these lines should be omitted, in spite of the fact
that they are found in all the MSS (W. Meyer, Die zwei rhythmischen
Gedichte des Gregor von Nazianz, p .152) •Although Meyer's suggeSion ma;ybe
supported by tnefactthat these twolines extend the rorna.lsix-line rhythmical
uni~ these lines are needed by the sense: lines 25-28 refer iD 'thepair.'ni.ghb-
day'in a literal renseand Jines 29-32 to tilesame pair in a metaphorical sense.
Note the anadiplosis n~e!p~v,In~e!p~v (JOf.), a typical feature
of the solemn style of hymns and prayers.
The epithet aTuyvo~ describes vus also in LXX Sap.17.5.
III. Prayer (33-48)
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The transition to the Prayer is made with ~tv.
a) 33-38: A request for a 'light' sleep
Lines 33-34: In a letter to Gregory St Basil uses the phrase
unvo~ O£ xou~o~ xat €UanaAAaXTo~: epist.2.6 (Courtonne BL p.12; M.32.
233A). In his Epitheta Deorum Bruchmann does not mention EAa~pos'
(or any other similar word) as an epithet of vYnvo~; nor does Stepha-
nus' in Thesaurus s.v. unvo~, although he mentions a number of other
epithets commonly associated with sleep. The closest passage to
the present one seems to be 11.10.2: ~aAax~ '0' unv~; while the
opposite epithet Sa~u~ is used in AP 14.128.4 (Metrod.). However,
Greek pagan gods were implored (as is Christ here) unvov Ent SA€~a-
po~~ SaAA€~V (or x€ue~v, or even En~x€U€~v): see Od.16.450f.: unvovl
nouv Ent SA€~apo~cr~ SaA€ YAauxwn~~ 'A~nvn.1 and cf. 12.338.
Lines 35-36 The reason why Gregory begs for a 'light' sleep
is to be able to offer nocturnal hymns to Christ. In homil.5.4 (M.
31.244Cf.) St Basil advises his fellow Christians to divide night
time between sleep and prayer: ~€P~~€cr~w cro~Tn~ VUXTO~ 6 xpovo~ €L~
Tn~ £ucr€S€~a~. Nocturnal hymn-singing was Gregory's habit as he him-
self tells us in ~.2.1.34.169f. (1319): u~vo~~ navvux~o~a~1 crtnAW-
~nv. Such was also the custom of the Psalmist: LXX ~.118.62, 91.2f.
and 133.2.
This expression is used in carm.2.1.20.
2 (1279); while in 2.2(epit.).78.3f.(M.38.51f.) = AP 8.35.3f. one
finds : u~vnT€~pavl YAwcrcravinstead.
Lines 37-38 : The two lines repeat the idea of the preceding
two lines and are similarly constructed - yet with some variation:
w~ ~n+ infinitive (35f.), but ~nT€ + optative (37f.).
As a substantive &VTC~WVOV is a technical term used for the
antiphonical singing of Psalms in Church (see Lampe s.v. &VTC~WVO~ 2.
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and Mitsakis, Byzantine Hymnography, pp.53ff. for a discussion on the
origin and development of such singing). Here it is used as an ad-
jective describing ltA&a~a to denote that Gregory in his J::vmn :is responsive
to that of the angels, since both human beings and angels have hymn-
singing as their main task (see above the note on 2.1.38.26: U~VOltO-
AOS).
b) 39-44 Request for 'pious' thoughts
39. auvao~ According to Mommsen's investigations Gregory
follows his contenporarfes in using prepositions with sparingness
('Oligoprothesie': see T. Mommsen, Beitrage zu der Lehre von den
griechischen Pr!ipositionen (Berlin, 1895), p.235f. and p.318 n.20
where he gives other instances in Gregory's poems of a~v with person-
al substantives in dative).-
40. ETa~£Tw: This is a common Biblical verb: LXX 1Par.29.17,
28.9, Ps.7.10 and Jer.17.10.
Lines 41-44: What the poet wishes positively in the previous
two lines (namely to make only pious thoughts at bed) he expresses it
negatively here where he wishes that he may avoid examin~ng any-
thing impious of the day and his dreams may be free from any sinful
illusions. All these requests are commonly found in early Christian
evening prayers. Apart from that cited in the introduction to this
hymn we may here refer to two prayers from the Office of Vigils. The
first ( entitled Evxn TnS xEepaAoxAl.at:as)is found in Goar, Euchologion,
p.32 and reads: ovs (sc. TOUS aous oO~Aous) o~aepuAa~ov ... xaT~ TnV
t, \ \ - ~ " '\" ..a."ltctpouactvEaltEpaV XctLTnV ltpOaLOUaav VUXTa alto ltaVTOS EX~POU, ana na-
~U~naEWV ltovnpwv. The second is in Goar, p.36 in which similar
requests are expressed: altOaTnaOV OE aep' n~wv It&aav epavTaaCav altPE-
eUxns .... ·From To MLXPOV 'AltOOELltVOV is taken the following part
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of a prayer in which Christ is implored: 6wpncra~ n~tv .•. unvov
n~tv Tnv crnv6o~oAoy~av xap~cra~ •... Fop other requests for a
sinless nightin,~evening prayers see Const.Apost.8.36.3, 37.3, and cf.
Behind these lines one may even discern the standard philosophi-
cal view that dreams reflect events of the day (see e.g. Aristot. De
Somnis chapter 3 and Costelloe-Muirhead, Aristotle and the Earlier
,Peripatetics, vol.2, p.76f.).
Note the emphatic antithesis in the juxtaposition: n~{pas vu~.
The verb EA{YX€~V is used in the sense 'to examine' (see Lampe
s.v, B.) or more likely' to find out'.
Lines 43-44 'Let not the illusions of the night disturb my
dreams' . The verb ~po{€~V is used not in its classical meaning but
in the sense 'to disturb' (see Lampe s.v.).
c) 45-50: Request that the poet's mind may communicate with
God and final doxology
Lines 45-46: ·These lines may be compared to a number of other
Gregorian passages which are related to the notion of the purifica-
tion of mind and body as the prerequisite for the contemplation,
vision and knowledge of God (discussed also in the notes on 1.1.34.
21b,26 and 1.1.29. 14b-15a). The Platonic and Neoplatonic termino-
logy used in them has been noticed by various scholars: Gottwald p.
43f., Pinault p.. 195ff. and Moreschini pp.1358-62. From these I
choose: or.2.7 (Bernardi p.96; M.35.413Bf,) ~ ~.20.1 (Mossay P.56
) " , '~1 - 1', "M.35.1065A: Ou6€v yap €UUX€~ ~ou .TO~OUTOV o~ov ~ucraVTa Tas a~cr~~-
This passage, together with or.28.12 (Gallay p.126;
".r-' .•.
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Moreschini ~p.1358-62) with Plato's Phaedo, particularly 65a-67d.
Gottwald (p.46) cites some further passages worth quoting here: or.12.4
(M.35.848A):lOV voDv e:~s E<XU10V av<xxwpna<xl.x<xl.auaTp<xq>nv<xl"ano TWV
<x~a~nae:wv,waTe: O~l.Ae:tVaXnAl.OWTWS ~e:~ and or.26.7 (Mossay p. 242;
M.35.1237A):
and he sees
some connection of these texts with Plat. Rep. 50009 and Numenius fr.
11 (E.-A.Leemans, p~131.11) ; while Theodorou (p.509) sees in the
former passage an influence from the Plotinian mystio philosophy.
However, the addition in line 45 of x<x~ ('even': see LSJ s.v.
B.5 ) leads me to believe that the poet here does not refer simply
to the purification of mind from the abstractions caused by the body
or flesh (or even from the distractions of the sensible world as is
seen in some of the above passages), but rather to the common philo-
sophical view 'that during sleep the mind remains awake and separate
from the body (cf. e.g. Aristot. De Anima iii.4-5(429a10-430a25), Ross's
note ad loco and Costelloe-Muirhead,Aristotle •••, ii, p.93ff.).
Line 46: The expression npoaA<XAe:tvT~ ~e:~ ('to address God',
i.e. 'to pray to God': see Lampe s.v.1.) apart from the passages
cited above, may be seen in or.Zl.19 (Mossay p. 148 ; M.1104A): o~
VCl"S npoaA<XAoUVT€S x<xt T~ ~e:~ (said of the hermits and monks) and
in Clem.Alex. Strom. vii.7 39,6(GCS 3 p.30.15ff.) which is cited
below in the note on 1.1.29.10b; while the equivalent 1tpOao~~Ae:tv
T~ ~e:~ is seen in some of the above Gregorian passages and in those
quoted in Lampe s.v. 6.f.
Lines 47-48: Although the rest of the hymn refers to Christ
this does not prevent the poet from closing it by addressing God in
this common trinitarian formula.
,.......,.. .
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Lines 49-50: Final doxology
Such doxologies are to be found in the prayer of Manassis 15
(Swete, OT, iii p.826): OT~ OE U~V€C nao~ n OUV~~LS TWV oup~vwv, X~~
OOU EOTLV n OO~~ €L~ TOU~ ~LWV~~. &~nv, very often in the prose hymns
of NT: Ep.Rom.11.36, 1Tim.1.17, 6.15, 1Petr.4.11, Apoc.1.6, 7.12 (see
on this J. Marty, Rev.Hist.Phil.Rel., 9(1929), pp.253ff. and E.F. von
der Goltz, Das Gebet in der ~ltesten Christenheit (Leipzig, 1901),
pp.157-60); and at the end of most of the Christian hymns and
prayers: hymn in Trinitatem 24-28 ap. Pap.Oxyr.1786. (ed. Heitsch p.
160), p.ymn in Christum 6 ap. Pap.Berol.Mus.8299 (Idem p.161), The
Morning and Evening Hymns ap. Const.Apost.7.47.3 and 48.3 respective-
1y and ib.8.13.10. Similar ddxological formulae are also used
to end various homilies: see e.g. Gregory's or.31.32 (M.36.172B), or.- --
45.30 (664Bf.) and or.36.12 (280C). See finally, the notes on 1.1.. -
34. 29b-30 and 1.1.30. 50-51.
The necessity for a final doxology (yet in prayers) is under-
lined by Origen in his Orat.33.6 (GCS 2 p.402.32ff.;M.11.561A): €u-
,
n~U€LV Tnv EuxnV, U~VOUVT~ X~L oo~a~ovT~ TOV TWV OAWV n~T{p~ OLa '1-
50. &~nv: Greek pagan hymns and prayers end occasionally with
a conventional wish which serves the same purpose as the Amen: Soph.
OT 1096f.:, ~nL€ ~otS€, OO~ oEI T~UT' &pe:OT'ELl1.1 and Aristoph. Pax
453 : n~tv 0' &Y~~~ YEVOLT' ( see RAC s.v. Amen vol.1, c61s 378-80).
As a conclusion to this poem it would be appropriate, I think,
to discuss the problem of its authorship. As we have said above the
authenticity of this hymn (and that of ~.1.2.3) has been challenged
by various scholars primarily on grounds of its peculiar metrical
structure.(see above pp. 58ff.). A summary of the arguments expressed
until 1958 in favour or against the authenticity of 1.1.32 may be
found in Lefherzp.69f.
From the examination of the MS tradition of the hymn (see above
pp. 75ff~ we have seen that our hymn is included not only in poetic
but also in prose MSS and that a version of it is found'in Syriac and
other MSS. Generally the external evidence supports the authentici-
ty'of the hymn, although a slight possibility for the opposite re-,
mains in the fact that among the texts in which 1.1.32 is included
and which constitute the appendix to the Gregorian orations in the
prose MSS one finds inauthentic works (e.g. the episl1e 243). Despite
the support from the external evidence of the authenticity of this
hymn and the rejection by Werhahn of the opposite views of Keydell,
the former scholar insists on keeping the hymn in the category of the
dubious poems until further and fuller investigation on it is under-
taken (see Werhahn, TU 92, p.343f.).
In the commentary we have seen a number of expressions and ideas
which find their parallels in authentic Gregorian works so that
Keydell appears to be wrong when, suggesting the inauthenticity of this
hymn, he notes that it has nothing in common with Gregory's thought
or style (see Keydell, BZ, 43 (1950), p.337). These similarities
are, I think, sufficient to support the authenticity of 1.1.32.
It is true that, apart from Christ's appellation as ta~~a~, the
entire poem is similar in themes and structure to other early
Christian hymns (particularly in the use of EUAOYE~V, the final
doxology, the various requests, the parallel or antithetical cola
and other rhetorical figures). However, this is not sufficient
reason for placing the hymn at a later period (around A.D. 600),
since in it the obvious preference for philosophical terms (instead
of those commonly accepted in Christian usage), together with the~
careful ,arrangement of the various themes, iS,as we have repeatedly
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seen a beloved Gregorian custom which in turn gives the hymn such a
character as to differentiate it from the more vulgar style of the
anonymous early Christian hymns.
Besides, ~he fact that the hymn is written in non-quantitative
metre and in a style somewhat distant from that of the hexameter'
and elegiac hymns, in my view) does not cast doubt on the authentici-
ty of the poem, but, on the contrary, this should be seen to be in
line with the techniques used by Gregory in verse-composition (which
are observed a number of times in the commentaries on the hymns under
discussion and in Appendix III). As Gregory did not compose poems
only in common Greek metres (hexam., iamb.,eleg.), but also in
hemiambs (~.2.1.88 (435)); or in a combination of iambic trimeters
dimeters and monometers (1.2.24 (790-813Y; see also West, Greek
Metre p. 175f. and 183 n,66), Tam rot convinced inat he could not','h9.vemtten- ,
also in non-quantitative metre (since the feeling for quantity had
2already started to become weaker: see West pp.161-63).
On the other hand, the reason provided by Keydell (BZ,43, p.
337) that in GregorY's poetry which was destined to replace the
pagan one non-quantitative poems have no place is in my view not a
strong one, since Gregory wrote poetry also for consoling himself
in his old age and 1.1.32 (as a personal evening hymn) could have
been composed precisely for this reason (see above p.38).
Finally, both the external and internal evidence seem to
support the Gregor.ian authorship of this hymn, although the problem
stil remains with regard to the metrical structure of 1.1.32.
------~-----------1. On the, various metres used by Gregory see Wyss, Museum Helveti-
cum,.6 (1949), 203f.
2. .As we have seen above (pp.32ff.) most of the so-called quantita-
tive early, Christian hymns (e.g. the hymn to Christ by Clement
of Alexandria) which are even earlier than Gregory's do not strict-
ly follow accepted Greek metres, but rather show tendencies of
non-quantitative poetry.
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III,5. Carm. 1.1.29
This poem which is better known as a Neoplatonic Hymn to God has
.attracted the greatest interest among the hymns examined in the present
research, ever since Jahn disputed its authenticity as early as 1838
(see A. Jahn, LesefrUchte altdeutcher Theologie und Pholosophie (Bern,
1838),' p.19). The Neoplatonic elements in it and the fact that it
is found in a Proclean MS (Monacensis gr. 54?) led Jahn to attr'lbute
it to Proclus (see A. Jahn, 'Hymnus in Deum platonicus, vulgo Grego-
rio Naz. adscrtlp'tusnunc Proc1o platonico vindicatus', in Eclogae e
Proclo de Philosophia Chaldaica sive de Doctrina Oraculorum Chaldai-
corum (Halis Saxonum: Pfeffer, 1891), pp.49-??).
The opinions of later scholars were divided some followed
Jahn's thesis, some criticized it and retained the Gregorian author-
ship, while others suggested an attribution to any Neoplatonist, or
even to Ps.-Dionysius the Areopagite. A summary of the various
opinions provided till the early fifties to defend this or that view
may be found in Lefherz p.68f. However, all the opinions provided
were primarily based on internal evidence, yet not systematically
examined.
- The first who focused his attention on the external evidence was
Werhahn. His investigation of the surviving MSS with Gregory's poems
revealed that bur hymn is found not only in one group of Gregorian MSS,
but also in a Pro clean and two Ps.~Dionysian MSS. The results of
his investigation were announced at the fourth International Confere-
nce on Patristic Studies which took place at Oxford in 1963 (see
H.M. W&rhahn, 'Dubia und Spuria', TU 92 p.345f.).
In his communication Werhahn expressed doubt5 similar to Jahn's
on the authenticity of the hymn. Yet, he too based his remarks on
partial evidence, and therefore his view should be given no greater
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weight than the earlier opinions, even if it seems to have been
accepted as authoritative by later scholars.
Here I am going to examine these MSS , together with Vaticanus
Palatinus gr.39, (s, xv) which came to my attention in the course of
my research but is not mentioned by Werhahn. Such an examination
cannot be the final word on the problem either, since. despite my
efforts,it was impossible for me during the course of this research
to visit the various libraries and have an autopsy of the MSS in-
volved. However, the descriptions of them in the various catalogues
and, the readings of the hymn which have been available to me, partly
on photostats or photographs and partly through Professor Sicherl's
first collation (kindy sent to me), would, I think, help us in reach-
ing a further step towards finding a possible solution to the problem
of authenticity.1
As I have shown in a communication presented at the Ninth Inter-
'national Conference on Partistic Studies (which took place at Oxford
in September 198)), these MSS may be classed in two different groups:
one (~) containing 'ten MSS where the hymn appears among Gregory's
poems and the other Ja) containing a Proclean and three Ps.-Dionysian
MSS (see above pp. 81ff 0, ) •
The text of the hymn in group a, omits lines 8-10; while that in
group S retains them, but reverses lines 3 and 4, and follows three
major different readings : un&pXE~S, nOAJAAoYE, unEp~avEas instead of
'Hal. OUOEV (12), navwvu].Ie: (13), une:pve:~Eas (14), of the te:xu of group
a respectively. The discussion of these textual problems appears
below in the commentary.
On grounds of their similarities, at least in the main three
1• I do hope aoon after the completion of'this research to have the
opportunity of visiting these libraries so that firmer con-
clusions may be drawn on this matter.
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readings (mentioned above), the MSS of group a, (where the hymn
appears alwa~s among Gregory's poems) seem to descend (though not
directly) from the oldest, namely Cod. Vh. Therefore, the results
from the oxamination of this MS with regard to the authenticity of
1.1.29 may apply also to the rest of the MSS of this group.
Cod. Vh consists of an anthology of works from Gregory, Ps.-
Dionysius the Areopagite and Maximus the Confessor. The hymn is
Werhahn says (TU 92 p.345), possibly by confusing it with that in
Cod. Vk (see below). It appears at the beginning of the section
which includes an anthology of Gregory's hexameter poems. The section
is entitled i'~1ta".\}~alla:Ta Ex TW" hw" 10'0 (h~ou rpnyopCou TOU 9e:OAO-
you and is placed after a long section (ff.130-165v) which contains
Gregory's epistles, and before another one (ff.172v-181v) including
an antholQgy of his iambic poems. Since the description of the MS in
"Devreesse's Catalogue (see R. Devreesse, Cod. Vat. Gr., vol.ii, pp.
294-80) and the photostat of the folio containing the hymn show that
the hymn is clearly'not a later interpolation by another scribe, we
must accept its Gregorian authorship unless of course such an inter-
polation took place at an earlier stage in the transmission of the
hymn-in a non-survivi,ng MS. On the present MS evidence of group a
1.1.29 is attributed to Gregory.
To turn to the MSS of group a and first to the Pro clean MS (Cod.
Ms): From I. Hardt's description of Cod. Ms in his Catalogus Codicum
Manuscriptorum Graecorum Bibliothecae Regiae Bavariae, vol.5 (Munich,
1812), p.366 we learn that the hYmn is written on a parchment sheet,
while the Procle~n text covering the rest of the MS is written on
paper. Fur-thermore, the photostat at my disposal of this parchment
sheet shows that the hymn is anonymous and bears no title. Finally,
Saffrey has claimed that the hymn was written by a second hand, that
]07
of Cardinal Bessarion (see H. D. Saffrey, 'Notes autographes du
Cardinal Bessarion dans un manuscrit de Munich' Byzantion,35(1965),
p.538; cf. also Idem-L.G. Westerink, Proclus. Theologie Platonicien-
~, vo1.1 (Paris,BL, 1968), pvcxxr}.
From the above it is more than obvious that the hymn is a later
interpolation and that the possibility of its attribution to Proclus
is; if not impossible, at least improbable. Another reason which may
also exclude such possibility is the fact that the extant Proclean
hymns (addressed to particular Greek gods and not to the transcend-
ent god) are completely different in content and structure from 1.1.29.
The possible reason why Bessarion added the hymn in the Proclean
MS is, I think, because it has some similarities with Proclus's
philosophy and not because he believed it belonged to Proclus.
Of the remaining three Ps .,-Dionysian MSS of this group (L, e. S)
Cod. Vk (the oldest MS of the group), according to GianneIa's descri-
ption (see above p , 8] ) is partly of the eleventh and partly of
the thirteenth cerrturfes , Here, the hymn is found in r.88v, and
(again according to, Giannelli) is written by a different hand, that
of a fourteenth century scribe. rut is preceded by t~o empty folia
(f.87v, 8Sr) which mark the end of the first section of the MS. This'.
section contains the De divinis Nominibus (ff.8v_86r) and.« prologue
to Ps.-Dionysius's works by Maximus the Confessor (ff.86v_87r). From
the photostat I have of f.88v I see that the hymn is cited anonymous-
ly and carries the title E~~ TO nept ~ECWV ovoyaTwv. From this we
may infer with Werhahn (TU 92, p.345) that the addition of the hymn
at the end of the first section was possibly made in order to provide
a sort of poetic summary of the Ps.-Dionysian work with the same title;
Despite the poem's misleading title, the preceding empty folia and the
,fact that 1.1.29 is written by a later hand, strongly favour the view
that here too the poem is a later interpolation and, consequently, its
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attribution to Ps.-Dionysius remains groundless.
The other two Ps.-Dionysian MSS on grounds of their similantymthe
readings of Cod. Vk seem to descend (if not directly) from the latter
MS. In one of them, namely Cod. Lr, the hymn is entitled ELCXO~ €L~
TO R£PL ~£~wv 6vo~aLwv and is placed at the beginning of the section
which follows the Ps.-Dionysian works and contains scholia on them
(see above. p. 83 ). The reason which led the copyist to preface
these scholia with 1.1.29 is possibly the same as that which led to
the interpolation of the same poem in Cod. Vk. Therefore, the
appearance of the hymn in this MS must be explained quite independ~
ently from its authorship.
Finally, in Cod. PI 1.1.29 appears {according to H. Stevenson's
description of the MS in his Codices Manuscripti Palatini Graeci Bi-
bliothecae Vaticana~ (Vatican, 1885), p.21 and the photostats I have),
between the De divinis Nominibus (ff.81-138v) and De mystica Theolo-
gia (ff.139v onwards) in ff.138v_139r and is entitled TOU ayCou 6~o-
vucrCou .\j~vo~~£to~ o~a. nCxwv npwi:xwv. I gather from the photostats
containing the hymn· that it is written by the same hand as the rest
of the MS (so that there seems to be no possibility of the hymn having
been interpolated). Besides, its attribution to Ps.-Dionysius, I
believe, must be due to the scribe of Cod. PI himself {who took it
for granted that sinpe the hymn appeared in the Ps.-Dionysian MS he
was copying from, it must have come from Ps.-Dionysius's own pen,
even if in the MS he was copying from the hymn appeared anonymous.
To conclude: it looks as if in the case of group a the
attribution to Gregory of the poem (i.e. its 13-line form) relies
entirely on the degree of accuracy of the scribe of Cod. Vb to include
the poem among Gregorian works. On the contrary, in the case of
group B there are two possibilities: either the poem (i.e. its 16-
lin~ form) has no authorship connection with that in group a (in which
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case its author - possibly a Neoplatonist or a Christian Neoplatoni-
zing - will remain anonymous till more evidence, if eve~ comes to
light); or it came from the Gregorian 13-line form,in wfuich case the
differences between the two forms are likely to have been caused by
scribal activities (i.e. of interpolating lines 8-10, reversing lines
3 and 4 and replacing the original readings of the 13-line form by a
;gloss or similar word).
The first possibility, namely that more than one hymn and several
authors lie behind the two forms of 13 and 16 lines respectively, is
supported by the fact that two short versions of the present hymn are
found: one as a Christian epigram in AP 1.102 and the other in two
forms in Olympiodorus's Commentary on Plato's Gorgias : a) in Gorg.
4.3 (Westerink p.32. 22-24) and b) ib. 47.2 (p.243. 21-22).
In order to facilitate the discussion on them it was thought
necessary to cite the text of all three versions. Thus, the Christ-
ian epigram, 'taken from P. Waltz's edition of Anthologie Grecgue,
vol.1 (Paris:BL, 1928), p.40 reads
The text in the work of Olympiodorus is that of L.G. Westerink in his
Olympiodori in Platonis Gorgiam Commentaria (Leipzig:T, 1970).
The first form of in Gorg.4.3 (Wester. p.32. 21-24)= Olymp. a runs:
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The second version of Olymp. in Gorg.47.2 (p.243. 19-22)= Olymp. b
is:
, , 'v
20 xa~ ~na~v T~S EV U~V~·
All the three versions, as we see, are cited anonymously. Besides,
the Christian epigram and Olymp. a begin with the opening line of the
present hymn but have two slight differences : KAEOV for ~E~~S and
~EA~W for ~EAKE~V of our hymn.
In the same commentary by Olympiodorus there are two variations
of another verse,also taken from an anonymous hymn to God : one in
Gorg. prooem.8 (p.7.15) and the other in ib.16.1 (p.93.9). In its
context the former reads (p.7. 12-15)= Olymp. c
.. \aUTOV
15 'E~ 00 KavTa KE~nvE, au o· OUOEVOS ouvExa ~OUVOS·.
and the latter (p.93. 7-9) = Olymp.d
The earliest version of this line seems to be the verse which is
quoted twice - again anonymously -by Asclepius in his Commentary on
Aristotle'·s .Metaphysics. The first is : in Metaph. (Comm. in Aristot.
Graec., vol.vi.2 (Berlin, 1888), p.20.27f.) and runs:
\ , 't _ '" , ,o~o KayxaAws ~na~v €XE~VOS EX aEO KaVTa Kg-
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27. EXEtVO~] nescio quis Orphicus
and the second in ib. (p.123.14f.):
15 EX€tVO~) nescio quis; cf. p.20, 27.28
A variation of the first hemistich of these lines is found only
a few lines before the 2-line version in Olympiodorus (see Olymp. b
to 1" , ')line 18: €~ 00 RaVTa R€~UX€V •
Whether of 'course this single verse in its various forms,and
the variation of its first hemistich form part of Olymp. a or b is
not certain, alThough the close position of this hemistich with Olymp.
b might suggest such a possibility.
What is however clear from the above exposition of the short
versions of 1.1.29 (and may be drawn also from its MS tradition) is
that the hymn was circulated among both pagan (and more precisely
Neoplatonic) and Christian authors.
In order to explain the existence of so many versions,in my
paper (which will be published in due course in the Proceedings of the
Oxford Conference) I maintained the theory of variatio, a ~vice so I~
1commonly used in Hellenistic and late-Greek epigrams. Following
. .this theory I suggeted that the opening line of the present hymn was
likely to have originated in a Neoplatonic environment and later to
have been taken by Christian writers.
Provided that the information derived from the various MSS is
correct, one must, finally, not overlook the fact that Gregory lived
earlier than either Ps.- Dionysius, or Proclus, Olympiodorus and
even Asclepius (all people associated with the hymn) and that, there-
1. See e.g. W. Ludwig, I Die Kunst der Variation im hellenistischen
Liebesepigram', Entretiens Hardt, vol.xiv (1968 ) , pp.297-334and Sonya Lida Taran, The Art of Variation in the Hellenistic
Epigram, Columbia Studies in class. Tradition, vol.ix (Leiden:
Brill, 1979).
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fore he should be considered the first possible author of the hymn
(at least of its 13-line form).
We may now tUrn to analyse the content of 1.1.29. The hymn
begins with the invocation to God ~ ndVTwv £n€XE~Va ('you who are
beyond everything') .the meaning of which is discussed in detail be-
low ad loco .My view expressed in this discussion is that when the
poet uses this epiclesis he means that God is beyond knowledge and
expressio~ and not that He is transcendent in the Neoplatonic sense
by being situated in the outermost sphere of cosmos. In support of
my view is also the fact that by calling God ~ ndvTwv €n€XE~Va (an
expression standing in the place of the non-existent proper name of
God, or one of His common titles) the poet fittingly anticipates his
view expressed below in the same hymn that God is without any name by
which to be called upon (see &xAnCcrTo~:14 and the note ad loc.).
The rhetorical question which follows (1b) serves the same
purpose as this epiclesis and to some extent is added by the poet: a)
as his self-justifi'cation for using this epiclesis and b) in order
to anticipate the main subject of the hymn : the incomprehensibility
and ineffability of God.
These two themes are treated first in lines 2-5 (which are in
reality a development of line 1b) and then in lines 13b-15a . Lines
2-5 are carefully structured aridwell balanced, since they may be
divided into two couplets (A,B), each line of which deals with one of
the two themes: 1) God is ineffable (A1,B1) and 2) God is unknowable
(A2,B2), arranged in a parallel order (A1-A2-B1-B2). Besides, the
strong trochaic eaesura breaks each line into two hemistichs: a,b
(where b always gives the reason for the ±deas expnessed in a ).
Finally, although the two couplets (A,B) contain the same themes (1,2)
they are expres~ed with some variation: in A1,2 with a rhetorical
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question and a yap-clause while in B1,2 the definition by negation
in the first hemistich is followed by an EnE~-clause.
Apart from the above observations on the.stooctUIl.6and themes
used in lines 2-5 one may add the var~ous rhetorical figures : ana-
phora (nw~:2,3, ~ouvo~:4,5), homoioteleuton (2a-3a, 2b-3b, 4a-5a,
4b-5b), and polyptoton (AOYO~-AOy~:2, vOo~-vo~:3).
features of Gre.gory's poetry (see above p. 46).
All are common
The reference to God's creation in lines4b and 5b leads onto the
following two lines (6-7): All (sc. the creation) praises God. Such
a notion whereby the whole of the creation responds to its Creator
by addressing a thankful song of praise to Him appears in 1.1.31.7-10
where it is discussed in detail (see the notes ad loc.).- --
The structure of this couplet with the anaphora of naVTa and the
homoioteleuton follows that of lines 2-5. To these features one may
add the fact that the poet states the content of naVTa in two pairs
each including antithetical terms: a) AaA£ovTa - 00 AaA€OVTa and b)
VO£OVTa - ou vo£ovTa. Both pairs are deliberately chosen so that the
former corresponds to AaAEtTa~ (4) and the latter to VO€tTa~ (5);
also the former recalls the theme of God's ineffability (2,4) and the
latter His incomprehensibility (3,5). In other words God is ineffa-
ble and incomprehensible because He is the Cr.eator of all that~a)
can be spoken of, or thought "and b) have or have not the ability to
speak or think. So, although the poet in lines 4-7 appears to play
with a limited number of verbs used in various forms: active (positi-
ve or negative) and passive, in reality every word he writes is
cleverly chosen to serve the main subject of section 2-7.
Let us come now to lines 8-10 which are m~ing from the MSS of
group a. Two possibilities may explain such an omission: a) lines
8-10 are a later interpolation in the MSS of group a and therefore
do not belong. to the original hymn, or b) they form part of the
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original hymn, but were lost well before the earliest extant MS of
group a.
Before examining these possibilities with regard to the inter-
nal evidence it seems important to say a word about the extant
editions of the hymn (see above p. 87f.).
All of them attribute the hymn to Gregory and follow the read-
ings of group a, but include lines 8-10 (which as has been said are
"missing from all the MSS of this group). Besides, the text of the
hymn in the earliest extant edition (that of Canter in 1567) was
based, as Canter tells us (see ed. 1567~ p.219) on a very old MS
containing Gregorian poems (which was at that time in the possession
of Levenlavius). Jahn (p.50f.) casts some doubts as to whether the
hymn was really taken from this Gregorian MS and whether it was
.written by Gregory. However, his doubts do not prevent us from
suggesting that this MS of Levenclavius (or any. other car.rying such
a text of 1.1.29 as described above) is very likely to have been
earlier than the extant MSS and belonged to group ~. The appearance
of lines 8-10 in this early MS support the second possibility, namely
that these lines form part of the original hymn but were lost some
time before the earliest extant MS.
Let us now discuss the content of lines 8-10 with regard to the
rest of the hymn.
The interpretation of these lines is discussed in detail in the
commentary ad loco Here it will suffice to give briefly their con-
tent. These'three lines refer: a) to the great desire and pangs of
all for God, b) to the prayer of All to Him, and c) to the silent
hymn which All offer to God realizing that they are God's own
'creation/composition' (ouV~E~a:l0).
As they standI these lines (particularly 9-10) appear to repeat
to some extent the content of lines 6-7. Besides, their structure
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differs from that of the rest of the hymn in the use of enjambement
in lines 8f. and 9f. Such observations may be used to support the
possibility of interpolation. ' However, as will be shown below, a
closer examination of these lines will prove that they could well be
part of the hymn.
The apparent repetition of the content of lines 6-7 in 9-10 can
be 'easily explained. Lines 6-7 refer, as we have seen, to the hymn
of All creation: rational (voeovTa, AaAlov,ret) and irrational (ou vol-
OVTo., DU AaAeOVTa). On the contrary, lines 8-10 refer only to
animate beings (or,better, to rational beings: voeovTa in 10). There-
fore, section 6-10 seems to correspond to 1.1.31. 7-10 where, as we
have seen, the first couplet refers to the hymn of all the creation
and the second to that of the rational natures. Besides, in both
poems the two hymns are offered as a response to God's creation (see
the note on 1.1.31. 7-10). According to this interpretation andVTwv
(8), and ndvta (twice in line 9) should refer to all rational beings
only and not all the creation as ndvta and oaaa do in lines 6~7 and
4-5 respectively. That only rational beings show great desire and
suffer pangs in the search for God may be seen for instance in Gre-
gory's or.28.13 (cited below in the note on n6~o~:8).
The conjunction yap (8) is used to join the content of lines
8-10 with that of 6-7 and explain why the vo~ovTa (7) praise God:
becaus~ as rational beings, they all have common desires and suffer
pangs for God. Besides, the fact that they are rational beings
explains why they alone pray to God. And, finally, using their
reason they know that they are God's 'creation/composition', and as
a result praise Him. The characterization of their hymn as silent
is, I think, made only to be contrasted to AaA£t (or even to AaA.€-
OVTo. in line 6).,
To come now to the rest of the hymn and first to lines 11-13a:
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they describe God'in relation to All. All remains in God and All is
directed towards God who is the end of All. Then (12b-13a) in terms
of a paradox God is at the same time One and All and Nothing - and
not One and not All. The anaphora of cro~ in the two hemistichs of
line11, the polysyndeton in line 12 and the use of antithetical
words in line 12f. are the main features of this section.
With lines 13b-15a the poet returns to the subject of lines 2-5
(God's ineffability and incomprehensibility) which he expresses here
with two rhetorical questions only. God is &xAnCcrTo~ (cannot be
called/named: see below adlo~handyet He is nnvwvu~os ( has every
name). His anonymity is contrasted to His 'having every name'. The
subject of God's incomprehensibility lies behind the second rhetorical
question. each word of which is cleverly chosen (see below the dis-
cussion ad loc.). However, in these lines the two themes at.enot
simply repeated, but, I think, are expressed in such a way as to show
that the poet has made his greatest and final effort to name/express
or understand God but did not manage to do so. Therefore, aware of
his lack of ability'he asks for God's mercy and repeats his introducto-
ry epiclesis (since throughout the hymn he did not manage to find any
other proper way of invoking God).
The repetition of the first line at the end gives the hymn a
ring form, while, as is seen from the above analysis, all the sections
of 1.1.29 seem to flow naturally from one to another. A main chara-
cteristic appearing throughout the hymn is the extensive use of
second person pronouns (14"times) and of ndV'rn (or annvTn) ~,2 •
Finally, we may conclude by observing that the word-play is the
primary feature of this hymn as it is composed throughout with a
limited number o~ words arranged in such a way as to make the main
point of the hymn, namely that God is,and will remain 0 ~dVTWV eni-
x€~vn ( 'the One beyond human expression and understanding').
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I. Introduction (1)
1. W navTwv EnEx£~va 'oh you who are beyond everything' . In
the introduction to the hymn I have maintained the theory of variatio
in order to explain the existence of more than one version of this
hymn and suggested that the opening line seems to have originated in
a Neoplatonic environment before it was taken over by Christian
writers.
For a Neoplatonist this introductory epiclesis to God would
obviously refer to the notion of God's transcendence, since for him
God is understood as 'something extra, something outside and beyond,
(•..) ~omethingJ which is left over, which remains outside and
transcending our systematization and classification of the cosmos'
(see A.H. Armstrong, The Architecture of the Intelligible Universe in
the Philosophy of Plotinus: An Analytical and Historical Study
(Amsterdam: A.M.Hakkert, 1967), p.5, although the author here refers
to the Plotinian One). However, for Gregory (if he is the writer of
this hymn), or any Christian, such an interpretation would be, I
think, unacceptable~ This may be shown for instance by Gregory's
acceptance of both the transcendence of God and His appearance/imma-
nence in the world (see the passages cited below and on the rejection
of immanence by Neoplatonists the note on Procl. Inst.Theol.30 by
Dodds). Therefore, the meaning of this epiclesis for Gregory is, I
think, different, even if he happened to take it from Neoplatonism.
The content of the hymn as a whole will help us to decide what precise-
ly Gregory means by this epiclesis.
As is noted above in the analysis of 1.1.29, the general subject
of the hymn is God's incomprehensibility and ineffability (the latter
idea expanded by.the paradox that God has all names and no name). Had
the poet chosen any other expression from those commonly used in
Christian hymns and prayers to address God, this would have been, I
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think, inappropriate to the general theme of the poem, since such an
expression would to some extent have ~cribed God (either His nature,
or His characteristics). The only way the poet could make an address
to God and not describe Him was to use this general epiclesis fu navTwv
£nlx€~va (i.e. )ou who are beyond any human understanding and express-
ion) •
Having established the meaning of this epiclesis, in the follow-
ing lines I shall refer briefly to the development of the Neoplatonic
notion of the transcendent God, insisting particularly on expressions
similar - yet only verbally - to the present epiclesis, and give some
Christian texts (though later than Gregory's) where such expressions
are found,only in·order to show the wide range of texts using such
expressions and, consequently, to justify Gregory's readiness to use
in a hymn (possibly intended only for private worship) this Neoplato-
nic expression without fear of being misunderstood by his contempora-
ries - as he has been by some modern theologians (see Lefherz p.68f.).
The idea of trancendence is first hinted at in Plato Rep.509b :
TOU cXya-&oO..• ETl, .tnE!x€~va Tii~ ouat:a~, reaches its fullest' develop-
ment in Plotinus in expressions e.g. EX€tvo (sc. TO npWTOV) €nlx€~va
TWV n&vTwv in Enn.v.4.2.39f. (cf. v.3.13.2;which Norden p.78f. regards
as the origin of our expression), and then is used as a doctrine by
later Neoplatonists such as Proclus ~ see his Theol.Plat.2.12 (Saf-
frey-Westerink p.73): TO appnTOV TOU ndVTWV EnEx£~va -&£OU and the
passages cited in Jahn p.65 and L.J.RQsan, The Philosophy of Proclus
(N.York:Cosmos, 1949), p.54. Similar expressions are found also in
Chtistian WlI'.iters influenced by Neoplatonism such as . Ps ,-Dionys ius
the Areopagite: see his Epist.2.1 (M.3.1068A): t, "o naVTWV €n€x€~va,
epist.4.1 (1072A) and Div.Nom.11.6 (956B); and Synesius: see hymn.1.
,~'."'Likewise, Origen in Cels.vii.38 (GCS 2 p.188.11) calls God: €1tE-
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XE~V~ VOU X~~ ova~~~ (cf. vi.64 (p.135.4)); while Elias of Crete, the
ancient scholiast of Gregory's orations, uses phrases such as: ~A€WS
801B) when commenting on or.20.9, and :Tn~ ay~~~ X~~ unEpoua~ou X~~
navTwv £nExE~v~ x~t aAnnTou Tp~a60~ (802A'and 811A), a comment on or.
20.10 and or.29.13. For other passages from Christian authors see
Lampe s.v. £nEKE~v~.
Such an idea is hinted at in Gregory's writings, although, so
far as I know, he nowhere uses the phrase 0 navTwv £nEX€~V~. See e.g .
.
n~vTos ~nEP~Ev/ ~VTOS £wv, De Virtute:1.2.10.958f. (749):/ os navT~
, , , 'c' \ "" '~"" " ,~n T~ ~~AOV X~~ unEp TnV oucr~~v ~YE~V ~UTUV, n OAOV EV ~UT~ T~~EV~~
TO Elv~~, n~p' 00 X~~ TOtS &AAO~S (cf. Gottwald p.23) and ~.2.76
(Bernardi p.188; M.35.484A): (sc. ~E6s) O~ EV T~ n~vT~ T~6E X~~ TOU
,. " ~\ , J' " \" ',"n~VTO~ EcrT~V E~W, o~ X~AUV EcrT~V ~n~v X~~ ~vw n~VTO~ X~AOU, o~ VOUV
In these passages Gregory,
by contrasting God's transcendence to His appearance in the world,
appears to accept both ideas (in their Christian meaning of course).
Finally, the expression that God is un€p &n~vT~ whereby the second
theological ,oration ends (~.28.13 (Gallay p.174; M.36.72C)):tn'theview
of Fernandez could be said that it substitutes the more philoso-
, I" " (phi cal and poetica n~VTWV EnEXE~V~ see Ferriandez, Emerita 36
(1968), p.243f.).
An exclamatory phrase to begin a hymn may be found in e.g. hymn.
Apoll.1 (Heitsch p.168): TQ ~£y~ nacr~(v) Xap~~ BPOTotcr~V.
Line 1b The reason why the poet addresses God by the general
invocation Zi navTwv £n£xE~v~ is given in the rhetorical question whibh'
stands in the"place of a negative statement: 'because there is no
_".".'
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other lawful way of praising you'.
A number of Greek pagan hymns begin (as does the present) with a
rhetorical question: Ca11im. hymn.Jov.1ff. : TL MEV ... CtEt:OEL.V;'(cf.
McLennan's note ad 10c.), hymn.De1.1f., Pind. fr.89a (ed. Sne11~
Maeh1er, 1975) (see Norden p.152 for other examples in Pindar), hymn.
Fortunam 3 (Heitsch p.172) and Mesom. hymn.Adrias 1ff. (Idem p.28).
The rhetorical question becomes a device for praising God and may be
compared to the use of negative sentences for the same reason (see
above the note on 1.1.37.1). Both ways serve the 'hyperbolic' style
of hymns as do various other features, for instance the use of com-
pound epithets in nav- or naVTO- (see Keyssner pp.28ff.).
On the phras.e .t}€l-II,g(sc . ElvaL) see the note on 2.1.38.3. Here
we may add that the hymn to Zeus by C1eanthes, after the introductory
salutation to the god (with a XatpE-formula), is followed in line 3
by a clause with .t}€~Lg(sc. €~VaL) which serves the same purpose as
\, ~ ,the present one: O€ yap naVT€OOL .t}E~Lg.t}vnTotOL.npooauoav.
The verb may be found in 2.1.38.24,48, 2.1.22.12
(cited above on p.196), ~.2.1.34.71,75,77,85,87 (1312,1313),1.
1.8.63 (451) = 1.2.1.85 (528) and 2.1.45.26 (1355). It is used also
in Synes. hymn.1.21,271,278, 2.7,26, 3.55 etc. and Anonym. hymn.Dion.
1,26 (= AP 9.524.1,26 or in Abel, Orphica, p.284f.). As a verb of
celebrating it could be used to introduce Greek pagan hymns (see
above P- 23) •
The two versions in Olympiodorus and·the Palatine Anthology
(cited above p. 309 ) have nA€OV and ~€A4w instead of .t}€~Lgand
~€An€LV of the present hYmn.
In his edition of this hymn and after the first line Jahn
completely unjustifiably and without any MS evidence adds line 2 of
Olymp. a which is cited on p. 309 (~ee Jahn, p.76). However, this
line, as wel~ as that in the Anthology version (which has E~ovo~nvw .
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instead of u~vonoAEoaw) has no structural connection with either line
1 or lines2ff. of our hymn (each of which consists of two distinct
hemistichs). On the contrar~, the Olympiodorus and Anthology lines
may be compared in structure with the sentence in line 13f.: nw~ ...
Jahn's innovation is further extended when he adds after
line 10 the single line from the Asclepius version (cited above p.310f.).
The verbs E:~OVO~(l~VEL.V(of the Anthology version) and U~V01tOAEt5-
E~V (of Olymp. a and b) are both used by Dioscorus in one of his verse
encomia: No 6.13,15 (Heitsch p.136). For the latter verb see also
Apollinarius rrpO~EWp~(l108, Met.Ps.9.4, 20.27, 21.45, 103.71 etc.
and Golega p.44 for examples in other authors.
As has been said in the introductory analysis of 1.1.29. the
hymn acquires a ring form with the repetition of line 1 at the end.
Hymns 1.1.34 and 1.1.31 are also ring compositions. Similar ring
compositions may be found in Procl. hymn.6. 1-3 = 13-15, Anacreon~a36.
1-2 = 26-27 (PLG iii p.319 Bergk) and LXX Ps.8, 117, 103. Other types
of line-repetitions in Gregory's poems may be found in Appendix III.
II. Praise (2'-15a)
a) 2-5 : Ineffability and incomprehensibility!unknowability of
God. Description of God by negation
bine 2b A similar question used possibly to show the poet's
embarrassment/hesitation as to how he should praise the god is: nw~
T' ~p a' u~vnaw n&vTw~ EUU~VOV E:OVt(l;in Hom •.hymn.Apoll.19, 207. See
also Callim. hymn.Jov.4 and McLennan's note a~ loco
The use of five questions in the hymn (1,2,3,13,15) may place it
in the category of o~(lnOpnTL.XO~ u~vo~ (see above p.27).
U~Vna€L: See above the note on 1.1.31.7.
Note the variations of the Anthology. version and Olymp. a and b
'.nw~ A6y~ ~€A4w aE(3), 1tW~aE A6y~ ~€A4(l~~~ and TC~ O£ AOYO~ ~€A4E~
aE respectively.
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Mommsen observed a three-syllable 'sigmatismus'
in this and the following line which is 'mild' (gemildert) as one
such syllable is the ending of a verb and between the second and third
there is a punctuation mark (see Mommsen, Griechischen Prapositionen
p.670f. and 723).
Line 2b: ,See above the note on 2.1.38.5: ~EPTEPE ~U~OU.
This passage, together with line 4a refers to the notion of God's
ineffability. This notion is usually connected with the conceptions
of God's unnameability and incomprehensibility (which are expressed
in lines 3,5 and 13b-14a respectively). To save repeating the same
texts, a survey of the-passages dealing with these ideas will be
given below (dl~ine 5a). Here we may confine ourselves to a reference
to &ppnTO~ which is used as a divine epithet of Persephone, since as
an underwor-Ld deity her name was too dangerous for pronunciation
(see Haldane p , ·lf6). The same epithet is used of various deities
six times in the Orphic hymns (e.g. 6.5, 30.3) and of Zeus in Arat.
Phaenom.2. Cf. also Procl. hymn.1.14 and Pap.Mag.Gr.xii.171.
The verb is used in Gregory's carm.2.1.45.19
(1355): a~pncr~~ &V~XT~ ~E6v, 1.1.4.11 (416), and 2.1.32.14 (1301).
See also Procl. ~.6.9.
3. v6~ .•. AnRTo~: Cf. or.38.10 (M.36.321B) = ~.45.6 (629C):
The Anthology variation: (tou) ouo£ AOYCjlREPI..Anua'Vand that of
Olymp. a and b : (ton) 000£ v6~ REPI..AnnaV may be compared - yet in
2 <\ 0\ ,1 \ '0 'wording only - to Plat. Rep.5 9d: ~ n AUYCjl~EV X~1.. I..~VOI..~AnRT~,and
..'
Empedocles fr.2.8 (H.Diels, PPF, p~106):/ O~TE vaCjlREPI..AnRTd.
In spite of the fact that the reversal of lines 3 and 4 (follow-
I
ed by the MSS of group ~) produces a more attractive and smoother
syntactical arrangement for lines 2-7, it cannot be accepted because
it spoils the, symmetrical structure of the section (explained in
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detail above in the introductory analysis to 1.1.29). Lines 2-7
consist of three pairs of lines each of which may be compared in
structure with Callim. hymn.Jov. 87-88 and hymn.Apoll.26-27 where
anaphora exists both at the beginning and end of the two lines in
each pair (see also McLennan's note on Callim. hymn.Jov.87).
4. ~ouvo~ For the significance of the use of expressions
with ~ovo~ in hymns see above the note on 1.1.31.8.
4. &~p~aTo~: The epithet (a variant of ouoEvL pnTo~ in line 2)
is used by Gregory in ~.2.1.32.56 (1305) to refer to the Trinity:
the oua~~ of the Trinity (see above the note ad loc.). The epithet
is not cited in Bruchmann, Epitheta Deorum,under any Greek pagan god.
Howeve:r, Hesychius s.v. "ACPP~TTO~ regards this as a by-name of Hecate
(see Haldane p.116,n~1).On the contrary, the equivalent &~.eq'){'ro~
appears in the Magic papyri (e.g. Pap.Mag.Gr.xiii.983) and the hymns
of Synesius: ~.1.221 (see Terzaghi's note ad loc.) and 236-37.
Line 4b: This phrase, together with the parallel one in the
following line, refers to the creation of the world, which consists
of allil.that can be spoken of (oaa~ A~Ae:t:-r~G) and all that can be
thought of (oaa~ VOe:CT~G). The reason why the poet states the con-
tent of the creation in these terms is, as has been noticed in the
introductory analysis of 1.1.29, to contrast God the Creator with His
creation: God the Creator is ineffable and incomprehensible, while
His creation is 'effable' and comprehensible, and at the same time to
explain why God has these qualities.
The poet uses here TLXTe:I"V to describe the act of creation in-
stead of the Biblical XTL~e:I"V which is found in 1.1.33.3, 1.1.31.3,
1.1.30.13 and 1.1.32.9. Thus, he appears to imitate the practice of
Greek pagan hymns in which gods are said to give birth to everything.
However, the common verb used in these hymns is not t~'){'rELv(which
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nowhere seems to have been used in the sense of 'producing the world')
but YE:vv1iv(possibly metri gratia). See for instance Orph. hymn.55.5
(Aphrodite): YE:VV~S O£ Ta n&VTa. More examples of this verb or its
cognitive nouns and epithets may be found in Keyssner pp.20-22.
5. ayvwO'ToS The notion of the.unknown God (expressed here
in ayvwO'ToS) has been the subject of Norden's monograph on Agnostos
Theos in which it was maintained that neither the expression ayvwO'TOS
~E:&S nor the idea it represents is genuinely Greek (see particularly
p.84 and 109). Besides, Dodds tried to show that in Neoplatonism the
meaning of the doctrine of the unknowableness of God is quite differ-
ent from that in Gnosticism (see E.R. Dodds, Proclus. The Elements
of Theology, second edition (Oxf.,1963), 'Appendix I', pp.310-13).
Whatever the case may be, for our purpose it is sufficient to mention
simply the various areas where this notion (together with that of
God's incomprehensibility in line 3 and His ineffability in lines 2
and 4) appears, insisting above all on expressions similar to the
present ones. Most of the passages cited below have been collected
and discussed by various scholars: Norden, particularly pp.69ff.,
Terzaghi on Synes. hymn.2.227, Le R.P. Festugiere, La Revelation d'
Hermes Trismegiste, vol.iv, (Paris, 1954), pp.1-140; and in relation
to Gregory: Gottwald pp.17-19, Moreschini pp.1370-74, Theodorou pp.236-
39, Fern~dez.,Enterita,36(1968), 236-45, Pinault, pp.61-1 ~O.
These ideas are first hinted at in Plat.Tim.28c: TOV ~EV OOV nOL-
and Epist.vii.341c: pnTOv yap ouoa~m~ EO'TLV. Later they appear in
Albinus Introductio in Plat.10.4 (ed. Louis p.55): "ApPnTOS 0'
xa~ T~ v~ ~&v~ AnnT&S and 'in Neoplatonism: Plot. Enn.v.3.13.1~ appn-
TOV T~ ~An~E:C~ (sc. TO EV), v.5.6.12: ouo£ ovo~a aUTou AEYE:L and
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vi.9.4.11f.: 6~oouoE pnTOv, OUo£ ypanTov. However, Plotinus does
not use ayvwaTos. Finally, they culminate in Procl. Theol.Plat.iii.
7.12 (Saffrey-Westerink ),:appnTos llEV nanl., AOYIflxal.acppaaTos, ciyvw-
aLOS O£ naaJ;]yvwa~~ xal.,aAnnos, .Inst.Theo1.162 (Dodds p.140.33-142.
yvwaTov and Theol.Plat.ii,11 (Saff .-West. p.65 .13f.). Further
examples from Proclus are cited in Jahn p.66f. and 68.
The same ideas appear in Philo Alexandrinus :iii.219.14f.(Wend-
AnnTOU ~~ou, 159.5,13: to OV appntov EaT~v and Hal.llnv E~ appntov,
Hal.,anEP~vonTOV Hal.aHataAnntOV, 39.13: appnTOv yap to bV and ii.70.
16f.: 0 0' apa ouoE T~ v~ HaTaAnntOS (althoug~ like Plotinus, Philo
does not use ayvwaTos). On unknowability in Philo see H.A. Wolfson,
Philo, second revised printing, vol.ii (Camb. Mass.:Harv.Un.Press,
1948), pp.94-164.
These ideas are not absent from the Hermetiq and Gnostic litera-
ture either: a) Corp.Herm.i.31 (Nock-Fest~giere): aVEHAaAnt~, appnT~,
a~wn~ cpwVOUll~V~(see the note of Nock-Fest. ad loco 'where further
examples on appntos are cited), vii.2: ou yap EaT~v aHouaTos (sc. 0
,\ , 9" 1 '" "',~~os), OUo~ A~HtOS, X. : 0 yap ~~uS ... OUt~ A~y~taL OUT~ aHOU~TaL
and 5 where aA\1nTOV is used for TO HdHos TOU aya~ou; and b) Const.
Apost.6.10.1 where Gnostics are reported to call god appnTov and a-
yvwaTov and Clem.Alex. ~.v.11, 77.2 (GCS 2 p.377.24): UllvouvTas
(sc. aYY~AouS) ~~ovappnTov u~~aTov (a passage taken from the Apoca-
lypse of the Gnostic Sophonias).
The same ideas either through the mediation of Philo, or direct-
ly from Neoplatonism have been introduced into Christian literature,
although a reference to the phrase 0 ayvwaTo~ ~~OS appears in St Paul's
speech on Areopagus (Act.17.23) and appnTOs is used again by St Paul
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to describe pn~aTa (Ep.2Cor.12.4). We may here refer to: Synes.
hymn.2.132f.: v6o~ appnTou/ TCxTe~ oe naTpo~,/ and 227-30: naTep a-
~/' " / " .I /" ,YVWOT~ naTep appnTe, aYVWOTe VO~, appnTe AOY~,/ (see Terzaghi's
extended note ad loco for various passages on these ideas taken from
the magic papyri, Platonic and Neoplatonic philosophers, minor late
Latin poets, gnostic and Christian writers). On appnTo~ see also
Ori'gen. Cels.vii.43 (GCS 2 p.193f.), De Principiis 4.4.1 (GCS 5 p.
349.20f.), Didymus De Trinitate iii.2.1 (M.39.788A) and Lampe S.V.
The same ideas are common in Ps.~Dionysius the Areopagite, whose
philosophy, according to S~heldon-Williams, 'approximates very closely
i
, I
to that of Proclus (see I.P. S~heldon-Williams, 'The ps.-Dionysius
I
and the Holy Hierotheus', Studia Patristica viii (= TU 93, Berlin;
1966), pp.108-117; cf. Plagnieux p.332 n.192): div.nom.1.1 (M.3.
)
,," 1 ' " t, , 'Cl.' '....., ~588B : appnTOV Te AOY~ naVT~ TO unep AOYOV ayavov, ... xaL vou~ avo-
nTO~ xa~ AOYO~ appnTO~, 1.5 (593Af.) where God is described as aAn-
aXAnTO~ (which is interpreted in Max.Conf. schol.div.nom.
. TL and may be compared to aXAnLoTo~ in line 14 of our hymn) and unep-
wvu~O~; while in 2.4 (641A) God's nature is a~.(1€yxtO~. See also epist.
3 (1070B): xat Aey6~evov (sc. TO ~uOTnp~OV '~noou) appnTOV ~€V€L, xat
, "voou~evov aYVWOTOV.
In the School of Alexandria Plat. Tim.28c, together with the two
Biblical passages cited above, be~omes a regular starting point for
any discussion on the ideas of incomprehensibility and ineffability
of God. See for instance Clem.Alex. Strom.v.12 78.1 (GCS 2 p.377.25
25ff.) and 79.1 (p.378.14ff.). ~ number of examples from pagan and
Christian literature which make use of the Platonic passage are
mentioned in J. Geffcken, Zwei griechische Apologeten, Sammlung
Wissenschaftlicher Kommentare zu griechischen und rBmischen Schrift-
stellern, reprint from the Leipzig-Berlin: Teubner, 1907 edition
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(Hildesheim-N.York: Georg Olms, 1970), p.174f.
Finally, the incomprehensibility of God - yet mainly expressed
in the epithet axaTaAnnTos - is the subject of five homilies by John
Chrysostom edited by A.M. Malingrey and R. Flaceliere in Sources
Chretiennes 28, second edition (Paris, 1970) with an introduction by
J. Danielou on the history of this idea until Chrysostom's time (pp.
15-29). See B. otis, Dumbarton Oaks Papers,12(1958), p.108 n.30.
We now turn to Gregory's works where a number of parallel
passages are found dealing with both ideas (which are expressed in
various developing stages). These are: or.40.5 (M.36.364B): 8€oS
pnxsv , n Qlwvn lt€pl.€AaS€V, or.45.3 (M.36.625C-628A) = £!:.38.7 (317Bff.):
, '-' ., '. "", ", C' 'Tv'" I.. nTOV aUTOU ~ovov, n ·alt€LpLa ••• n OAOV aAnltTOV ~V ~V The incompre-
hensibility of God is discussed at length in the second theological
oration having as its starting point Plat. Tim.28c: ~.28.4 (Gallay
oe aouvaTwTEpoV. In paragraph five (p.108f.;32B) God's nature is
described as &AnnTos and altEpLAnltTOS (which is interpreted by Elias
of Crete as aXaTaAnltTOS : M.36.770A); while in paragraph eleven (p.
122;40B) the idea of incomprehensibility is given in a short state-
134;48C) . In£!.31.8 (Gallay p.290; M.36.141C) the nature of God is
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called appnTO~ xaL U~€P AOyOV. Finally, both ideas given with some
flexibility may be seen in~.2.1.87.13f.(1434): I ~nTEp £~n, T~ ~
~€W;I and De Virtute:1.2.10.934-36 (747f.): ~EO~ vOEtTa~ ~€V T~a~v,
t' , _, t' , J:.. ' J:. ' , , , 1;. ,E~ xa~ ~ETP~W~I U~ OUuEVO~ uE ~pasET OUu ., I " ,.aXOUETa~, oaov ~EP EaT~,
The question whether Gregory based the exposition of both ideas
directly on Plato (as his reference to Tim.28c in ~.28.4 leaves us
to believe},orindirectly through .his acquaintance with the School 0:11•
Alexandria contributes little to the problem of authenticity of the
hymn, since in either case the hymn could have been easily written
by Gregory. The dependence of Gregory's second theological oration
on Clem.Alex. Strom.v.12 (GCS 2 p.377.25ff.) was pointed out by H.
Pinault, pp.73-82. Cf. also Otis, Dumbarton Oaks 12 (1958), p.108 nJ1.
b) 6-10: All the creation in relation to God
Lines 6-7: All the creation praises God
On the notion of the creation (~dvTa:6,7) praising its Creator
see above the notes· on 1.1.31. 7-10.
6. ~ctVTa It corresponds to oaaa (4,5) and is contrasted to
~OUVO~ (4,5).
~EOV Op~p~oLa~v u~voL~,I, Apoll. Met.Ps. e.g.18.2, 25.23 (both in the
same sedes), Anacreontea48.3(PLG iii p.325 Bergk) and Nonn. Dion.e.g.- - --
48.197. Besides, the same verb is used by Marinus (a pupil of Proclu~
in an epideictic epigram referring to the latter and found in AP 9.197.
5 (same sedes),
Cf. Gregory's .~.2.1.45.349 (1378),2.1.1.634
(1017), Orph. Arg.619 (Abel) and Apoll. Met.Ps.e.g.4.10, 21.47 (all
in the same sedes).
On the structure of lines 6-7 see the introductory analysis to
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the hymn. Here, it seems necessary to point out that such techniques
as those used in these lines are common in Gregory's style. .see for
instance the antithe~ical juxtaposition of active positive and passi-
ve negative forms· of the same verb inor.41.9 (M.36.441B). See also
Ruether p.59ff.,70ff. on figures of language and thought respectively.
Besides, the same feature, whereby the content of R&vTa is stated
by two antithetical words, may be seen in 1.1.33.1f. (R&VTWV: oupavo~-
oupavov - ya'Cav)•. In all these cases the poet chooses the antithetical
pair in connection to the general context of each hymn and not in
order to describe exactly the full scale of R&vTa.
Lines 8-10: The possibility that these lines may be a later
interpolation in the hymn is discussed in detail in the introductory
analysis to the hymn.
8. ~vvo~ ... ~vva~ The epithet is used four times at the end
of ~.1.1.9. 97-99 (464) to produce the same effect as here:/ ~v-
. The double repetition of this epithet within the same line is featured
also in Hesiod. fr.1.6 (Merkelbach-West), Apoll.Rhod. Arg.3.173 (cf.1.
336,337), Theocr. Idy1.7.35 (see Gow's note ad loc.) and Oppian.
8. T£ ... O£: For this irregular corresponsion (instead of the
more common TE ... T£ or TE ... xaL) see J.D. Denniston, The Greek
Particles, second edition (Oxf., 1954), p.513. See also above the
note on TE ... TE in 2.1.38.21.
8. RO~OL: The word, together with €~€OL~ (which is similar in
sense), appears in Moreschirii's view to be a technical term in Neo-
platonic philosophy, used to describe the great desire of the purified
soul to ascend to"God (see Moreschini p.1369f.; cf. Gottwald p.39).
An example of.this is Plot. Enn.i.6.7.
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In Gregory it is used for instance in carm.1.1.7.10 (439): W~ ME
paVLWV, ~ ..2B.13 (Gallay p.12B; M.36.44Af.): tEnEt E~~ETaL ~EV naGa
TEP'OV nOt..ECTat.,nAOUV and ~.32.15 (M.36.192A).
Examples with n6~o~ or nO~ECv from the Platonic Theology of
Proclus are collected i~ Jahn p.69. Here we cite only Procl. hJ~n.
2.5:' n6~wv eXvaywyt.,aMEvTpa AaSOUGat../(sc , (jIuxaO.
8. WOCVE~ : Delfgaauw (p.14B) sees under the whole verse(B) an
allusion to Ep.Rom.B.22 where the world - inanimate creation -
appears to 'groan and suffer' with mankind: naaa n MTLaL~ auvaT£V&~£t..
Mat auvwo~vEt.,. However, if lines B-10 belong to this hymn, such a
meaning for WOCVE~ is not suitable to the general context of lines
6-10: the relation of All with God and the prevailing notion of All
praising God. Jahn, on the other hand, influenced by the Neoplatonic
. overtones of the whole hymn, interprets woCv£~ in connection with no-
~O~ as meaning 'great love' (Lebenswehenin p.69). The word in this
sense may be found in Plat. Phaedrus 251e 5: wOLvwv £An~£v (sc. (jIuxn),
.Epist.ii.313a 5 and Rep.490b 7 (on which Plot. Enn.v.3.17.16 and
later Procl. Theol.Plat.ii.B (Saffr.-West. p.57) are based).
This word is used, I think, in the same sense as the participle
a~aoa~ouaa 6f ~2B.13 which is cited in the previous note.
B. anavTwv: This, as well as the two navTa in the following
line, refers (as I have maintained above in the introductory anal~is
to the hymn) to .all rational beings (voEovTa:l0).
, , ,9. a~<pt.,aE 'about you'. The object of the longing and great
desire of all rational beings is expressed with a prepositional phrase.
9. GOL Another characteristic which marks the
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relation of all rational beings with God is that they offer prayers
to Him.
9f. , ,e:LS;ae: .,u~vov Note another preference of the poet for
prepositional expressions to denote this time the person to whom the
hymn of All is addressed. The significance of the use of such ex-
pressions in this hymn is discussed below in the note on aot EV~ in
line 11.
10. auv.ee:~a None of the meanings provided in LSJ s.v. is here
appropriate. On the contrary, the word appears to mean 'creation',
according to Delfgaauw (p.148), or 'composition', according to Lampe
s.v. The attitude of the poet to use this word with a different
meaning is in accordance with Gregory's tendency to use words with
different meaning (see above p. 41).
With this meaning the whole sentence (9f.) becomes: 'to you All
(rational beings), realizing that they are (se. ovta) your creation
/composition, 'say' 'a silent hymn'.
10. (~avta) vOEOVta AaAe:C: This juxtaposition recalls (~avta)
vo€ovta (7) - AaAEOVta (6) which might be further internal evidence
for regarding lines 8-10 as part of this hymn.
10. AaAe:t a~yw~e:vov u~vov: This oxymoron may have been formed
to recall the one in line 6 : ou AaAEOVta ALya~ve:~ (although this is
less stressed).
In Gregory this type of oxymoron seems to be common. See for
instance carm.2.1.12.364 (1192):/ a~y~ 8owvte:s;, xav ooxw~'e:v ~n AEye:I.,V/"--..-
and other passages from poems and epistles related to Gregory's vow of
silence (see above p.203f.) : 2.1.34.1f. (1307):/ "Iaxe:o YAwaaa ,CAn·
and (though in a different context) epist.112.1 (Gallay ii p.6; M.37.
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~C6~ AaAou~£vOv, and epist.111 (p.6; 209A): xo~v~ TOV ~£ov ~oo~£~a,
the best parallel seems to be ~.44.11 (M.36.620B): navTa ~£ov U~VEt
A similar oxymoron appears in other Christian writers : Synes.
6' , I' \, \hymn.2. 80-8: y~vw O£, ~axap, xa~ 6~a ~wva~,1 u~vw OE, ~dxap,1 xa~
6~a'o~ya~· I ooa yap ~wva~,1 Tooa xat o~ya~1 atE~~ VOEpa~.1 to which
Terzaghi ad loco adds Clem. Alex. Strom.vii,7 39,6 (GCS 3 p.30.15ff.):
Finally, in a liturgical papyrus (Berol.pap. 9794) God is called o~-
wn~ ~wvou~e:ve:(see C. Wessely, Les plus anciens Monuments du Christi-
anisme ecrits sur Papyrus, vol.ii, in Patrologia Orientalis 18(1924),
p.431 line 51f.). The same expression appears in a similar prayer
in Corp.Herm.i.31 (cited above p.325; see also note 76 of Nock-Festug.
on Corp.Herm.i.30).
c) 11-13a: God's nature and characteristics in relation to All
11. oo~ £v~ : ,The alternative reading £V~ produces a remarkable
contrast with. navTa as both words are juxtaposed. Such a contrast is
, th' (). ( ) d ' ,. ,in harmony wlth ose ln ~ouvo~ 4,5 - naVTa 6,7, an xa~ £~~ xa~
naVTa (12). However, the use of the preposition EV~ (in anastrophe)
seems to be necessitated by the syntax of ~EVe:~V (see LSJ s.v.), In
, n .this way the prepositional expression OOIl£v~ may be compared to those
in line 9: a~~LOE and £~~ OE,and add a further internal evidence that
lines 8-10 form part of this hymn.
Using these prepositional phrases to express various relations
of All with God, the poet consciously or not seems to follow a
general attitute, appearing for instance in the stoic-gnostic order:
~E o~ - ~v ~ (or 6~' o~) - £~s 5v (sc. 6 xoo~os' yCyve:Ta~) (see H.
D8rrie,'Pr~positionen und Metaphysik', Museum Helveticum 26 (1969),
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pp.217-28 and W. Theiler, Die Vorbereitung des Neuplatonismus,
second edition (Berlin-ZUrich: Hildebrand, 1964), pp.31ff.) and in St
Paul's epistles (Rom.11.36, 1Cor.8.6 which Norden believes to have
been influenced by Stoicism: see Norden p.240ff.).
Cf. carm.1.1.5.2 (424):/ voD~ ~eya~
(sc. God) EVTO~ anavTa ~EPWV and the rest of the passages cited above
in 'the note on line 1a in which the transcendence of God is opposed
to His immanence in the world; also Corp.Herm.v.10 (Nock-Festugierer.
naVTa 08 E:Voot:(see Festugiere , La Revelation d' Hermes Trismegiste,
vol.iv, (Paris,1954), p.69 n.2), Clem.Alex. Paed.iii.12 101.2 (GCS 1
)
, _ t , I ,. " ." \ , vp.291.9f. : naVTa T~ ev~, ev ~ Ta naVTa, o~ OV Ta naVTa ev (sc. E:aT~),
and Marc. Aurel. E~~ €aUTOV iv.23.2: EX aoD naVTa, E:Voo~ naVTa, e~~
This idea, namely that everything remains within God may be com-
pared to that in 1.1.30.22f.: the Holy Spirit contains everything (see
the note ad loc.). See also Apoll. Met.Ps.118.166:/ yata, ~axap,
a.n'aUTov (see the note of Dodds ad loc.) and Orph. fr.168.10 (Kern) =
Orph. fr.169.5 (Kern):/ naVla yap E:VZnvo~ ~eyaA~ laOe aw~aT~ xetla~/.
The above passages show that the idea in line 11a was widespread and
common to different areas.
Line 11b : The idea of this hemistich may be illustrated with
a passage which describes the relationship of All with God in carm.1.
2.2. 454f.(614): (naVle~ yap €VO~ YEVO~: cf. Arat. Phaen.5) .../ naVTe~
(compared to veue~v eC~ lLva of this Gregorian passage) should, I
think, mean 'rushing quickly towards somebody' (see LSJ S.v. ~oa~w A).
With this meaning this verb may be contrasted to ~EveLv of the first
hemistich. The above Gregorian passage helps us also to trace for
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line 11 a possible source in (or at least a connection with) the
famous passage in St Paul's speech on Areopagus: EV a6t~ yap ~W~€V xa~
X~vou~€~a xat Ea~Ev (Apt.17.28). See also Ps.-Dionysius Areop. div.
nom.13.3 (M.3.980B): £V ~ (sc. ~€~X~ EVOtnt~) ... navta £at~ ... xat
Cf. 2.1.38.9: (sc. Christ) '-a~wvos;
n€~pn~a and the note ad loco
The notion that a deity is the beginning and end of all has come
from religion but philosophy, as Keyssner observes (p.15), developed
it so that it was spread further. Its appearance in Greek pagan
hymns may be seen in: hymn. in Fortunam 11 (Heitsch p.172):/ navtwv
yap apxav xat tEAOS; a~ev €x€~S;, Orph. hymn.4.2 (Uranus) = 15.7 (Zeus):
apxn navTwv navTwv T€ T€A€uTnl and Mag.hymn.Selene 35f.(Heitsch p.
In Greek philosophy this notion may be traced in Plat. Leges iv.
715e-716a which, according to Procl. Theol.Plat.vi.8 (Portus,1618 p .
. 363), is based on O~ph. fr.21 (Kern). Cf. also Orph.fr.21a and 168
and the note of des Places on Plat. Leges iv.716a. Later, it appears
in the Neoplatonist Iamblichus (e.g. Protrepticus c.iv ed. Pisteli
p.23.3ff.) and finally, in Procl. Theol.Pla~.ii.8 (Saffr.-West. p.55.
12) and iii.? (p.29.15f.), as Jahn already observed (p.?3).
Jahn (p.73) suggests a correction of €rS;
into EV (without any MS authority) in order to correspond to the
neuter form EV in the following line.
This expression may be compared with Synes. ~.1.180-82: €V
EV T€ npo navtwv,1 and 199-201: EV xaL
, It' ,t 'I"s:." InaVTa, €V xa~ €aUTO, €V u~a n~VTWV .. Terzaghi (pp.87-89), comment-
ing on the first passage, gives - after Norden (pp.247-49) - the .
history of the phrase £V €lva~ Ta navta in Greek philosophy - begin-
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ning from Heraclitus fr.50 (Diels, Vorsokr. i p.161) - Orphicism,and
Apocryphal/Gnostic and Hermetic literature. However, this phrase is
quite different from that in Synesius (i.e. ~V Mat n&VTa), since in
the latter phrase EV and n&vTa are both qualifications of God and
their connection produces a paradox; while in the former EV is a
\, ,.qualification of Ta naVTa, as naVTa lS a qualification of 0 E~~ in the
opposite expression n&vTa oVTa TOV Eva in Corp.Herm.Xvi.3.
The Synesian passage in turn differs from the present one in the
use of EV instead of El~. Nor is the passage mentioned by Norden
(p.184 n.1) from the Stoic Senecas: (sc.deus) salus est omnia (Natur.
Quest. 1.praef.13) an exact parallel to the present phrase, as
Festugiere rightly comments (see Festugiere, La Revelation, vol. iv,
p.69). The latter scholar prpvides further expressions for compari-
son taken from Hermetic literature (e.g. Asclep.20) and Philo Ale-
The present expression, as Festugiere has a]ready observed (p.69),
, " " "must be seen in its contrast to line 13a: OUX EV EWV, ou naVTa (and,
may I add, to Mat ouoe:v:12) as used simply to emphasize that God can-
not be conceived (or described).
12 xat OVOEV This is the reading of all the MSS of group a.,
while group S has vn&pX€~~. In order to obtain a better philosophi-
cal meaning in line 12b with the triple polysyndeton and avoid the
hiatus caused by un&pXE~~, I think that the reading of group a is
preferable.
Lines 12b-13a The similarity of this passage with Plot. Enn.
1 1 \ Cl, \ ou·.c:.~ g,,,. ~pxn' y).,p ....~" ...ev ou·, • , " ,v.2 •• : To EV naVTa Mal.. o e, <ov u. u. "u.v. v naVTa, a/\/\ E-
ME~VW~ navTa has already been pointed out by P. Henry and H.R.
Schwyzer ad lac. (see also Moreschini p.1386). However, this is a
purely verbal similarity because the ideas in both texts are differ-
ent: in Plotinus the One (TO EV) is compared to navTa (All); while in
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our passage God is paradoxically at the same time One, All, Nothing,
and the opposite of these.
d) 13b-15a : God is both navwvu~o~ and aXAnCoTo~, and incompre-
hensible
This section expands further the subject of God's ineffability
and incomprehensibility discussed in lines 2-5.
13. navwvu~e: This is the reading of group a and as a lectio
difficilior (this is the only citation in Lexica) must be preferred
to nOAuAAoye of group 8.
In the meaning 'having all names' it is precisely contrasted
with aXAnCaTo~ in the following line, which here has the meaning
'without any name' (see below the note ad loc.). The alternative
reading nOAuAAoye ('multinominis') of group S seems to have been a
gloss which eventually substituted the original word (since in some
MSS it appears as a marginal or linear note).
The subject of the polynomy of pagan gods (expressed in our hymn
with navwvu~o~) features nearly in every Greek hymn (see above p.
27). In these hymns, however, the common epithet used is nOAuwvu~O~
which first appears twice in the Homeric hymn to Demeter (18,32),
very likely as an epithet of Pluto (see the note by Allen-Halliday-
Sikes on hymn.Dem.18). Later we find it in the philosophical hymns:
Cleanth. ~.1 (Zeus)( on this see Adam, The Vitality of Platonism,
pp.119-21) and Procl. ~.2.1 (Aphrodite). Finally, it applies
quite often to various deities in the Orphic and Magic hymns: Opph.
~.45.2 (Dionysus) and Mag.hymn.5.20 (Selene) (ed. Abel). For
further examples see Keyssner p.47.
14. aXAnCOTOV: In LSJ s.v. we find passages which use the
epithet (as a compound from a + xAe~w) in the sense 'not closed or
fastened'. However, its contrast withnQVwvu~o~ (13) shows (as is
also mentioned in Lampe s.v. ) that it should mean 'without name'.
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It is therefore used here as a compound from a + xaAEw. This shows
that the poet follows a custom common to Gregory, namely he uses
words (appearing in Greek literature) with a different meaning (see
above p. 41 ). Ps.-Dionysius the Areopagite uses in the same
sense the similar epithet aXAnTo~ : div.nom .•1.5 (M.3.593B).
In line 13f. the poet expands the subject of God's ineffability
(2,4) by stating another paradoxical view : God is at the same time
navwvu~o~ and aXAnCaTo~ (i.e. has every name, and no name). These
ideas are discussed in Ps.-Dion.Areop. div.nom.1.6f. (M.3.596A-C)
~ressed in the terms: TO rtOAUWVU~OV (sc. Tn~ ~E6TnTo~) and TO avw-
VU~ov alternatively. The author explains the latter term by basing
it on LXX Gen.32.29 and Jud.13.18. Besides, Maximus the Confessor,
when commenting on the above passage (in M.4.208C) says: avwvu~ov
, '- 1" t " • , , AnavTa E~ aUTOU E~va~, w~ aUTO~ EaUTOV E~nYELTa~. s we see, this
passage bears some relation to our line 12f.
As has been already noticed above, the word-arrangement of nw~
aXAnCaTov; (13f~) may be compared to line 2 of the Anthology and
Olymp. a and b versions.
14b-15a: This is another rhetorical question with the inter-
rogative pronoun {T~~) postponed as happens for instance in Callim.
hymn.Jov.1.92•
With this rhetorical question the poet expresses that it is im-
possible for any 'heavenly mind' (v6o~ oupav~on~) to penetrate the
veils above the clouds (unEpvE~Ea~ xaAunTpa~), or the veils appearing
above (unEP~avEa~: the reading of group B xaAunTpa~). Since in line
13f. the poet expands with the paradox: navwvu~o~ - aXAn~aTo~ the
first idea of section 2-5, namely God's ineffability, it is, I
believe, quite certain that .with this metaphor (14b-15a) he wants to
do the same with the second idea in section 2-5, namely God's incom-
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prehensibility. This may be seen from the fact that in line 2 God
is incomprehensible only to voo~ (most likely the ordinary human
mind); while here, God is incomprehensible even to voo~ oupavL6n~
(i.e. to a heavenly mind, or a mind pataining to heaven). It is
obvious that oupav~6n~,was added by the poet deliberately to illustra-
te the expansion of this idea : God is incomprehensible not only to
voo~ but even to v6o~ oupav~6n~ (the exact meaning of the express-
ion is given below). This impossibility in understanding God is
expressed with the metaphor of the veils which in the MSS of group a
are characterized as 'found above the clouds' (unEPVE~€a~) and in the
MSS of group S as 'appearing above' (unEp~av£a~: see LSJ s.v.). I
think that this metaphor is not perfect if these veils are not
characterized as 'found above the clouds' , because otherwise they
could be penetrated by any heavenly mind (through its own heavenly
nature) . Therefore, the reading of group a is preferable to that of
group S. Gregory uses unEpvE~Et;v in various metaphorical meanings
in carm.1.2.2.6 (578), or.43.64 (M.36.581A) and De Vita Sua: 2.1.11.- -
- 413 (Jungck p.74; M;37.1057)
Let us now attempt to find the exact meaning of voo~ oupav~6n~
and unEPvE~£a~ xaAvnTpa~. Provided that the hymn is written by
Gregory, voo~ oupav~6n~ may be interpreted as either' a purified
human mind' (i.e. free from the bonds of flesh: see above the note on
1.1.32.45 and that on 1.1.34.21b), or 'an angel' 'since VOE~ oupav~-
WV£S in 2.1.38.23 refer also to angels, as I maintain in the note
ad loco where I also note the interchangeability between oupav~o~, ou-
pavCwv and oupavC6n~ ~,without any particular difference in their
meaning (see on this also the note on 2.1.38.24: £noupavCn~). The se-
cond interpretation may be supported by a passage from Gregory's
second theological oration , addressed to his audience and used to
show that it is impossible for anybody to know God: or.28.3 (Gallay
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'\ , " ,_"", "AU TnV ~ucr~vU~nAOTEpOV n~WV ~, xa~ EyyUTEPW ~EoD, nAEov anEXE~ ~EoD
TannvoD xal-xchw ap~~OVTO!; xpa~aTO!;.This:isalso the view of
Delfgaauw (p.151), based on paragraph 4 of this oration (p.108;32A).
In its . ' ,literal sense unEpVE~n!; xaAunTpa is a veil above the
cloud and if one takes the cloud as the first veil, the veil above it
should be the second. Therefore, in knowing (or seeing) God there
are two hindrances. Such an idea may be seen in Gregory's De Virtu-
te: carm.1.2.10. 954-57 (749): (sc. God)
According to this passage it is not possible for anybody to see God
because of the double veil which covers Him (5~nAoDv crxEna!;:957)and
which consists of:a) the crxcho!;:954,or z;o~o!;:955(Le. the first
'veil') and b) the ~w!;:954 (i.e. the second 'veil': 6EUT{p~ npOaAn~a-
n:956). A passage from Gregory's second theological oration may
help us to determine the meaning of the first 'veil' (i.e. of crxOTO~,
z;O~O~). According to this - or.28.12 (Gallayp.124; M.36.41A)-what
stands in the w'ay of man in his attempt to understand God is: •o crw-
WV. He then goes on to interpret LXX Ps.17.12: (sc. God) xa~ t~ETO
crXOTO!;anoxpu~nv aUToD (which seems to be a very close parallel to
line 954b of the above De Virtute passage) as Tnv n~ET{pav naxUTnTa.
In other words the first 'veil' hindering the view or knowledge of
God seems most likely to be man's body (crw~a : in its unpurified
status), or flesh (crapO (see on this the scholion by Elias, of
Crete on Qr:28.12 in M.36.775C-776A). Such an idea may be seen
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in a number of Gregory's passages: ~.28.4 (Gallay p.108; M.36.32A):
npoa&EL Kat Tb naX~ToOTO aapK~ov np~s T~V TOO &An&oOs KaTav6na~v, De
Virtute: ~.1.2.10. 90-94 (687): . ,oual"a
EL ~EV TEAELWS TOtS &VW (se. angels), O~OE &EOS,
or.2.74 (Bernardi p.186; M.35.481Bf.):
Tes nEp~KEL~EVOS ET~ TOV X&TW ~O~OV Kat TnS aapxos Tnv naXUTn-
Ta 5A~ vot xa&apws €nOnTEUaEl" voOv 5Aov xat ~~ynaETa~ TOtS £aTW-
" ~ , -" \~, 1 '"al" Kal" aOpaTOl"S EV TOl"S aaTaTOl"S Ka~ vPW~EVO~S; MuA~s yap av T~S
or.39.8 (M.36.344A), carm.2.1.1.204f.(985): aTEv&xw o· uno aapxt na-
, ,t \ , , , (. XE~~,/ TnV pa ao~ol" xaAEouaL voou ~o~ov, 2.1.87. 21-24 1434f.):
" , t" , ,,, "l"Auos E~Epuaas, ES SLOV aAAov ayol"S,
and possibly De Virtute: 1.2.10. 937f.(748). Nowin the above passa-
ges the various words used for the body or flesh: vt~os, vE~€An, npo-
SAn~a, axoTos and ~o~os (on this see also Gottwald p.36).
Having established the sense of the first 'veil' we now turn to
the second 'veil' which, as we have seen, the first De Virtute-passage
calls ~ws (or OEUTEPOV np6SAn~a). Since God is Light, or source of
light, or He dwells in light (cf.Ep.1Tim.6.16, LXX Ps.103.2), the
second 'veil' seems to be nothing else than God's nature itself. So
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applying the De Virtute scheme to our passage it becomes quite
obvious that the first veil (i.e. V€~O~ which is implied from vnEP-
VE~n~) should be the unpurified body and the second (Le. vnEpVE~n~
, 1)){aA.UnTpa God Himself who is not accessible to any 'heavenly mind'
(VOO~ oupav~6n~). Following this interpretation our passage may be
compared to ~.2.76 (Bernardi p.188; M.35.484A): aL ){a~apa~ ~uaE~~
, , ' c,,, , ~"~OA.~~ Xwpouaa~ ~EOU Aa~npOTnTa ov aSuaao~ ){aA.UnTE~,ou a){OTO~ ano-
){pU~n, ~WTO~ OVTO~ TOU ){a~apwT&ToU xat anpoa~Tou TOC~ nA.E~Oa~V where
xa~apaL ~uaE~~ are interpreted by Bernardi ad loco as referring to
angels following or.28.31 (Gallay p.172; M.36.72B).
The idea of line 14f. may be compared also with Ps.-Dion.Areop.
,
mystic.theol.1.3 (M.3.1000Bf.) where the explanation why God is at the
same time noA.uA.oyo~and &A.oyo~ (i.e. described with many, or no
words: see Max.Conf. ~chol. ad loc.(M.4.420B)) is given as follows:
6~~ Tb navTwv aUT~v (sc. T~V aya~nv navTww a~T~av) vnEPoua~w~ vnEpxE~-
2
, 'Y " , ,UEVnV E~va~, xa~ ~ovo~~ •.. Ex~a~vo~EVnV , \ , IE~~ TOV yvo~ov E~a-
Finally, the idea that God is covered by His own light may be
seen in Synes •.~.1.158f.:/ XE){aA.U~~€VE vou/ t6~a~~ auyat~/ and
195-98:/ au TO ~a~VOUEVOV,/ au TO )(pUnTO~EVOV,/ ~w~xpunT6~EVOV/ ~6L-
a~~ auya'C~,/.
III. Prayer (15b-16)
On the use of the common request for mercy in
pagan and Christian hymns alike see above the note on 1.1.33.5. This
expression is used for instance in carm.2.2.3.161 (1491) and 2.1.1.
402 (1000). See also carm.2(epit.~.2.102.7 (M.38.63) = AP 8.76.7,
------------------
1. I speak of one such veil because I do not think that the plural
vnEPvE~Ea~ ){aA.UnTpa~bears any particular significance in meaning.
2. For yvo~o~ in'a similar context see also epist.5 (1073A).
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Orph. hymn.17.9 (cod. Thryllit. in ed. Abel), Arist6cles hymn.Cer.-- -
ap. Aelianus De natura animalium 11.4 and Apoll. Met.Ps. 24.23, 50.
1•
Line 16-= line 1. A renewed invocation in the Prayer or at
the end of the hymn was a common feature in Greek pagan hymns (see
above the notes on 1.1.34.14 and 29f.).
To conclude our examination of 1.1.29 we may refer once more
to the problem of its authenticity.
The preliminary investigation of the MS tradition led us to two
possibilities: a) the hymn (at least its 13-line for~may belong
to Gregory and b) behind the various forms of the 'hymn may lie more
than one hymn and several authors.
The examination in the commentary of the various ideas of 1.1.
29 has revealed their connection, not only with Neoplatonism and
Christian authors influenced by it, but also with other trends
current in late antiquity which are related to a monotheistic con-
. ception of God and feature in Hermetic, Orphic, Stoic, Philonic and
Gnostic literature, so that the hymn may be characterized as an
example of the syncretistic attitudes of the period. However, the
hymn does not propagate any ideas of the above theosophical and
philosophico-religious systems, since, as we have illustrated in the
introductory analysis to the hymn, the poet uses them all in contra-
diction to each other producing thus various paradoxical statements
(about God's nature and characteristics), only for the purpose of
showing that none of these ideas is sufficient to define God who is
beyond man's reach.
The comparison of the hymn (its 16-line form) with Gregory's
works (made in the commentary) has shown many affinities between
them in ideas,- if not expressed always with the same words - some of
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which cannot be illustrated fully and interpreted satisfactorily,
unless they are related to various Gregorian passages. Besides,
the careful structure of the hymn (illustrated in the introductory
analysis to it) is in accordance with the various techniques we have
,
seen Gregory repeatedly using in his verse-composit~on.
Finally, the absence from the hymn of words commonly associated
with the Christian tri-une God (e.g. Tp~a~, TIaTnp, y~&~, TIvEu~a) need
not be a point· against Gregorian authorship, since they are also
absent from the main body of Gregory's second theological oration,
only to be found twice : once in the exordium where Gregory invokes
the assistance of the Trinity, and once in the peroration in the
Tns ~~a~ €V Tot~ Tp~crt ~E&TnTos (~.28.31 (Gallay p.174; M.36.72C)).
Furthermore, the words TO ~EtOV or 0 ~E&~, used in this oration, have
been substituted in our hymn by the second personal pronoun (used 14
times) and the general introductory invocation ~ navTwv En€XE~Va
(whic~ as we have said, are cleverly used by the poet in order to
. avoid naming and thus defining God, since this would have come in
contradiction with the main themes of the hymn). The similarities
of the themes appearing in both texts have led Delfgaauw (p.113) and
Fernandez (p~41) among others to consider the hymn as a poeti~
summary of this oration.
From the above I believe that we have enough evidence to con~
sider the hymn as written by Gregory, most probably at one of the
moments when his tendency to appear more 'Greek' than 'Christian'
was at its most.
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Appendix I: Metre
Table 1: Caesura and Diaeresis
..
,
Poem No_oH ltnes 'Iroch. 3rd Strong 3rd Strong 4th Bucolic ICaesura Caesura Caesura )iaeresis
!
:1.1.33 1~) 6 5 - 7 I
1.1.34 30 13 17 - 17 I
1.1.35 13 9 4 - 6
1.1.36 ·33 24 9 - 26
1.1.37 7 6 1 - 4
1.1.29 16 13 3 - 11
1.1.38 6 (3}' 1 2 - 3
2.1.38 52 (26) 23 3 - 22
1.1.'31 12'(6) 3 '3 - 6
Totals 145 98 47 - 102
% 67.59% 32.41%
/
Table 2 The liseof the long Monosyllables
Poem No of lines 1 I~ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
I
1.1.33 11 4 - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - 6
1.1.34 30 ~1 - 5 1 - 6 6 1 4 - -. - 34
1 .1.35 13 3 - 3. - - - - - ;G - - - 8
1.1.36 33, 8 1 6 3 - 2 - 1 9 - - - 30
1.1.37 7 3 - 1 3 - - - - - - - - 7
1.1.29 16 9 - i5 1 - 1 7 1 2 - - - 26
1.1.38 6 (3) a 1 2 - - - - - 2 - - - 7
2.1.38 52 (26) 11 2 5 1 - 1 2 2 1 - - - 25
1.1.'31 12 (6) 2 - '3 1 - 2 - - 1 - - - 9
Totals ~L..5 ~3 L..81 10 12 16 5 21 1152- - -
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Table 3 Proportion of Dactyls and Spondees
1 , 2 3 4 5
Poems Lines/Feet D S ,D S D S D S D S Total
1.1.33 11 ' 55 9 2 6 5 8 3 6 5 11 - 40 15
1.1.34 30 150 25 5 21 9 23 7 24 6 28 2 121 .29
I
1.1 .35 13 65 10 3 7 6 13 - 9 4 13 - 52 13
1.1.36 33 165 25 8 23 10 27 "- 6 30 3 33 - 138 27
1 .1.37 7 35 5 2 3 4 6 1 5 2 6 1 25 10
1•1•29 16 80 12 4 10 6 13 3 13 3 16 - 64 16
1 . 1•38 6(3) 15 1 2 3 - 2 1 3 - 3 - 12 3
~.1.38 52(26) 130 18 8 21 5 23 3 23 3 25 1 110 20
1.1 .31 12(6) 30 5 1 3 3 3 3 ' 3 3 5 1 19 11
Totals 725 110 35 97 48 118 27 116 29 140 5 581 144
% 80•14119 .86
Table 4: Number of Lines containing 5 Dactyls, 1,2 or 3 Spondees
,
Poems Lines 5 Dac. 1 SP. 2 Spon. J S'Qond.
11 3 3 3
I 21.1.33
1.1 .34 30 9 13 8 -
1.1.35 13 3 7 3 -
1.1.36 33 11 17 5 -
1.1.37 7 1 2 4 -
1.1.29 16 3 11 2 -
1.1.38 ;6(3) 1 1 1 -
2.1.38 52(26) 11 10 5 -
1.1.31 12(6) 2 - 1 3
Total 145 44 64 32 5
% 30.34 44.14 22.07 3.45
. .-' .
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Table 5 Proportion of Dactyls and Spondees in the Pentameters
1st hemist. 2nd hemis
foems Lines/Feet 1 2 1 . 2 Total 4 D.1Sp. 2Sp.
D S D S D S D S D S
1.1.38 6(3) 12 3 - 1 2 3 - 3 - 10 2 1 2 -
2.1.38 52(26) 104 17 9 20 6 26 - 26 - 89 15 11 15 -I
1.1 .31 12(6) 24 4· 2 I) 1 6 - 6 - 21 '3 '3 '3 -
iTotal 140 24 11 26 9 35 - 35 - 120 20 15 20.
85.'7114.29%
Table 6 Position of the final Accent
Poems Lines Ultimate Sv-L Penultim. SvL Antenenult. SvL.
I.
1.1.33 11 6 5 -
1.1.34 30 4 19 7
1.1.35 13 3 8 2
1.1.36 33 5 13 15
1.1.37 7 1 4 2
1.1.29 16 3 13 -
1.1.38 3 - 2 1
2.1. 38 26 5 10 11
OJ; 1.31 6 - 5 1
Total 145 27 ~8~62%) .79j ;1. ~1.8%). 39<26 ;90%)
.1~t He)1iepes 2nd Hemiepes
Poems Lines Ultimo Penul,1:- Anten. Ultim; ·Penult. AntenATI.
1.1.38. 3 1 2 - - 3 -
2.1.38 26 4 20 2 - 22 4
1.1.31 6 2 4 - - 6 -
~otal 35 7 26 2 - 31 4
% 20% 74.29% 5.71 % 0% 88.57 % 11.43%
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Poems Lines Ultimate Syll. Penultim. ~ll:- Antepenult. s-i.
1.1.30 51 3 41 - , 7
,% 5.88% 80.39 % 13.73%
1.1.32 50 14 35 1
% 28% 70% 2_%
Table 7 Position of the final ~ccent in 1.1.32 according
to the ~ength of its Cola
First Colon Second Colon
Final Accent 7 syll;' -8 sylL - 9 syl1. 7 syll. 8 syll. 9 syl.
Ultimate Syll. 8 2 - 4 - -
Penult. Syl1. 9 4 2 18 1 1
Antepen. S_yl. - 1 -'- - - .,.
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Appendix II Table of Editions
I
Auth. Editor Place Publisher Date 1 1 2q 1 1..30 1 1 12 1 1.31 1.133 .1.34 1.1.35 1.1 36 2.1.'38 1.1.37;1.1.38101101
Aldus Manutius Venice * *Gr.- L Greg. Aldus Manutius 1504
Gr -L Greg. Basel J. Hervagius 1550 52 54
Greek Syn. Guliel. Canter Basel Joan. Oporinus 1567 220
Gr - L Syn. Fr. Portus Crete [Geneva] Henr. Stephanus 1568 164-169 188 -191
(1 .- 28)
? ?Latin Greg. Jac. de Billy Paris Joan. Benenatus 1569
Gr - L Syn. Paris Joan. Benenatus 1570 101-104 116f.
(1-28 )
:3Latin Greg. L~wenklau Basel J. Hervagius 1571 1019 1012 1054( 1-50) <
II II II II II II 972 975f. 2
Gr - L Greg.Jac. de Billy Paris Joan. Benenatus 1575 ·406f.('Lat. )
Latin Greg.Jac. de Billy Paris Nic. Chesneav 1583 ? ?
Gr -L Syn. Stepha Myliander Rostoch Henr. Stephanus 1586 E v_ E v E v_ F r3 4 8 1
Gr - L Greg.de Billy-F. Morel Paris Cl. Morel 1609-11 252 185f. (1-28) 127f. 131f. 2
II II II II II 1630 (om.6)I
I
.
II II II Cologne M.G.Weidmann 1690
Gr - L Syn. Gl'r.PortusCrete Paris Cl. Morel 1618 166-171 190-19.3
r·M.Zimmermann G4v- G7r
(1-28) D3v-DS'Gr -L Greg. Lunaebur g M. Lamprecht 1647 H v--H7v
5(1-28)
Gr - L Greg. J. Tollius Tra .aiRhenum Francr; Halman 1696 96-99 96f. 94f. 94-97 92-95
(1-50) 165 170Greek Greg. L.A.Muratorj Patavia 1709
Gr - L CoIl. Andr.Gallandius Venice Joan. Baptista 1770 446 A-E ~5E-446A 444 445 444C-D 6
Gr - L CoIl. J.Fr.Boissonade Paris 1825 161ff •
Gr - L Greg. D.A.B. Caillau Paris P. Desparres 1840 287 287f£. 291 289f. 292f. 293f£. 295 295ff. 897ff. .:297 297 2
Gr - L CoIl. J.- P. Migne Paris 1862 507f. 508-10 511-14 510-11 'j514 515_;J'i·517f. 518-20 1J1325-2<;520f. 521f. 37
Greek CoIl. Cbrist""ParanikE:s Leipzig B.G. Teubner 1871 24 23f. 29(1-28) 24-26
Gr - L CoIl. J.B. Pitra 1884 xlvif.
Greek Call Joh.Sakkelion Athens 1890 23
Greek A.H. Jahn Halis Saxon. 1891 76
;.
* The edition is without pagination.
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Appendix III Gregory's Techniques in Verse-Composition
Some of the techniques Gregory followed in composing his poems
are:
1) The composition of poems with the same subject but different
metre: ~.1.1.5, 1.1.6 (424-29, 430-38): De Providentia,~.1.2.9,
1.2.10 (667-80, 680-752): De Virtute and carm.1.2.26, 1.2.27 (851-54,
854-56): Ets €uytvn ouatponov. The first poem of each pair is in
hexameters, while the second is in iambics. In ~.1.2.35, 1.2.36
(965, 965f.):Ets n€vCav ~~Aoao~ov, and ~.1.2.37, 1.2.38 (966,967):
, " ..LE~s tnV uno~ovlf~ the first poem of each pair is in iambics and the
second in elegiacs. Finally, in ~.1.1.36, and 2.1.3 (1020f.) - a
hJmn and a prayer before a departing journey - the first poem is in
hexameters and the second in iambics. As Wyss observes, this
technique (namely the composition of poems on the same subject and
different metre) was a beloved practice in schools from the Helleni-
stic period onwards1•
2) The beginning of two poems with the same verse: ~.2.1.10.
1(1027): ITpos10US tns Kwvatavt~VOUnOA€WS ~EpEas xat autnv tnv nOA~V,
and carm.2.1.13.1 (1227): E~s enaxonous begin with:
')'/"'1 CI." ., • _ 2
~6 vua~as nE~nOVt€S ava~~axtOUS, ~EpnEs
3) The begi~ing of two poems with similar verses: i) carm.2.1.
87. 1-2 (1433):
------------------------------
1. See B. Wyss, 'Gregor von Nazianz. Ein griechisch-christlicher
Dichter des 4. Jahrhunderts' ,Mus.Helv.,6(1949), 177-210 (p.189).
2. Repetitions of lines within the poems have been collected by
Werhahn, Eoyxp~a~s eCwv, p.7 n.5. To these we may add: carm.
2~1.22.13 (1281) = 2.1.92.1 (1447),2.1.13.1(1227)=2.1.10:111027),
1.1.7.8-12(439)=1.2.1.15-1~523) and 1.1.7.13-16(439f.)=1.2.1.31-
34(524). Similar repetltlonsappear also in Gregory's orations and
have been attested by Sajdak (J.Sajdak, 'Nazianzenica, part I',EOS,
15 (1909), 123-29 (p,124) . -
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and~.2.1.92. 1-2(1447):
ii) carm.2.1.75.1 (1422): 9pnvo!;; npo!;;Xpl.OTOV
OC~Ol., OTEVOO~al. T~ SC~· xat TO nA£ovl (~wns napnA~EV)
and iii) a)'~.1.2.17.1 (781): ~l.apopwv a~wv ~axapl.o~oC and b) carm.
2.1 .28.1 (1287): •EAEX£.l.axdv
An elaborate example of variation of whole poems offers a group
of four short poems: ~.1.2.20, 1.2.21, 1.2.22, 1.2.23 (788-90).
This can be sufficiently illustrated only if we cite their texts.
1) ~.1.2.20 (788): TIEpt no~ou
-Tpl.nAOUV TO X{VTPOV. E~ O€ xat XdAAOU!;; X£~WV,
2) carm.1.2.21 (789): TIEP\,~avdTou <Pl.AOUU£Vwv
3) carm.1.2.22 (789): TIEP~ <pCAWV TWV un xaAWV
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4) ~.1.2.23 (790): E~S TO ~UTO
The art of variation may be seen also in a number of Gregory's
epitaphs and epigrams (particularly when they refer to the same
person): see M.38 cols 11ff. Besides, the variation in ~.1.1.37
and 1.1.38 is discussed above pp .189f.f.,'192ff.respectively 1 •
4) A final technique in Gregory's verse-composition is the re-
petition within the same poem of a line (as a refrain after an equal
number of lines) with its second hemistich changed: ~.2.1.78
(1425f.). Here the first line reads:
and is repeated in lines 5 and 9 ending in: Tota6€: }(a-&~I.P€:a~a\l; in
line 13 ending in: npos -&€:o\)ata\) op~, and in the last line (17)
----------------------
1. On the art of variation as a particular feature of Hellenistic
poetry see above p.311n.1.
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Appendix IV Table of Main Features of the 'Gregorian' Hymns
Poem
1. 1. 33
I N T ROD U C T ION . P RIA I S E P RAY E. R------~~----~---+------~~~~~~------~--------r_----------~,------------~!------------
Xpuo r of
cally
(3-11)
Transition;Verbs/Requests:New Address
'as ynde t i r
!
cally
(5)
New Praise Promise Doxology
.ee:~a TpL.cl~ (5) ",incarnation
(5) (6) -crucifixion
.r es ur r ec t i.on
victory over
death (6-11)
Addressee Epithets/By-names, Verb Transition Themes
,
OOL. creation
1.1. 34
vaL.)
(2) (2-4)
va~(14)
~AAcl( 19) (14)
OclOU (20) (19)
LAao~ ~ooo
(19)
- ,Xe:ue: lle:vo~,
.eapoo~ (23)
oo~ (26)
(15)
. , ,
w~ aya.eo~
(29a)
"o<ppa ..• II01L.
, ,ae:L.OW
(1) (1) (1)
"og - c;:reation
(24) (2~b-30)
(2) (2b-3) .
1.1. 35
,OOL.
vo c )
yap (3) andirect praise B~ (2)
- scene of the
throne
(4-13)
of Father and
Chris t (3b-5)
lincarnation -
:releasing man
from dearhf 6-9)
xap~z;e:o (2)
1.1. 36
(1) (1) (1,2)
IIcl1e:p nave:n ~o}(one: (1)
(1)
XPL.01£ (1) OS (1) Christ is bene- aHcl (19) E:A.ee!(19)
factor and the aAAcl_}(a~
~ay (lb-2) vvv (33)
.Exodus journey
NT events(l2-18
nopoL.~ (20)
&yOL.~ (33)
(hooOCllTlV)
('27)
s~ou <pclO~~8) tion to
oo~ (31-32) Christ
~ ava XPL.OT£ (26-32)
llclxap (19)
(31)
poet's devo-
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- -- -_-----_ .._-_ ---_ .._-_--.-- ._--_- -- --_._ ------. __ .. _--_._------- _---:._---- -,.~--.-.--------- --.---- --0-----.- -
Addressee ~pithets/By-names
I
Verb Transition Themes tI'ransition Verbs/Requests New Address New Praise Promise Doxology IPoem
xpl"od (2)
i
avat; (2) " (2) aHd (4 ) J[{J.1 no I,,~(4) "Avat; (6) -1.1. 37 I - o~ - Chris t 1S be- -- --
nefactor and ~ CS}
I
nop{)l,,~
I
the way (2-_3) " (6)- Cl.yOl.,~
Xpl.,(J1£ , llE:pOnWV (6 ) in Je- c H~ (5)1.1.38 (6 ) <paos; - - Christ xaL. vUv - - - -
!wish history(l-4 (5)
2.1.38 ~pl.,O'£ (1) avcxt; (1) hp~£yt;o].l , asyndeti- .A , aAAa (32) ACOaOl-lCXl.,(32) ("Avcx~) (15) - - -- Ch ri.st s na-
(2) cally t ur e and attri- <lAAa (50 ) nopol.,S; (32) XPI"O',£ (37)
(5) but es (5-12a) " (50)EXOCS;
All creation
praises Christ
(l2b-26)
Incarnation
(27-28) -
poet's devoti-
tion (29-31)
B
Easter narra- .
tive (.o9-50a)
SEQ (1) ,Q ITCl.1"P~(1) b,6t;a(d- asyndeti- , I1.1. 31 -~ Trinity is one asyndeti- COS; (12) OE, l1a,Ep(12) - - -
Y~Q (1) 1Wj.J Sao l.,Afi l.,(1) vci, ) (1,2) cally god (3a) cally
(3) IIT\.I E:Ullan , (2) creation and (11)ncxvE:VcpnllqJ
(2) , (2) preservationnavaYl"qJ
of worldO-lO)
LE (1) a q>,\h..r ov , (60S) , 6l.,, v of cre- asyndeti- i:Ae:W~ " "1.1.30 POVCXPXT)V aVV- 0'11 parts ye:vou ITaLE:p (36,48) -- I"va ... 60- OLI" ...
(1) llVE'CV, , (5 ) tion (5-12) cally aPELPOVa- (36~48) ~aow (42)
" 6E011:chnv E~6E:I,,\I(2) creation(l3-16 (36 } BeSs; (38) " , (50-51)avax,a, l..va... EV-
(3) Christ's natu p~4ov (39) Aoynow(44)
(17-21) " (49) (~va) .re E:VPOl l..)tE:-
-Holy Spirit rE:uow (45)
f??_?/"_)
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----- --------- ---------~,-------- ---------------- ------+--------- -- ----------------------- -- ---------------------- -- --- -- -- ---------
1.1.32
Transition Verbs/Requests New
I
I
1
Address_-4_~N~e~w__ ~pr~a~l~·s~e~~p~r~om~is~e~~D~o~x~o~l~Og~Y_1~p_o_e_m_ ~_Ad_d_r_e_s_s_e~ithets/By-names
I - Trinity( 25- 35)1-----+------+--------+----------- ---- -I----===::..L-.:..::.;::__:-=+ _
Verb Trans i,tion Themes
Xo uo r e u ov (2)
(1)
man's mind
(13-18)
Celes t ial bo-
Night-Day
(21-24)
Man during nl-
(4) dies (19-20)
1.1. 29
____ ~ ----+--- -----+------- __~---- __~~g~h~t~-day(25-32)
(1) cally b i l i.ty and In- cally
(UJ-l\lTlaEI" ) (1) comprehens ibi- (15)
(2) lity (2-5)
-
(Al"ya(vH) -God rn relatior
(6) to Creation
(YEpa(pEL) (6-13a) .
(7 ) -God's ineffa-
'- bility and
incomprehensi-
bility
(l3b-15a)
(1)
--------+----~I-----------'------------------------------- ---
(47-48)
~l) (41-42)
J-ln68 ••• .epo-
£LTW (43-44)
(46 )
(15)
-Cosmi,c light J-lEV (33) ScC\Aol,,~(33)
0-12)
En li.ghlereerrtof hal;Elw (40)
asyndeti- - God's ineffi- asyndeti- rAao~ ECn~
au (33) 1~ TIalp( .. ,
•• aJ-lrlv
(49-50)
--
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Editions of Gregory's Works
a) Poems
Jungck = Gregor von Nazianz, De Vita Sua, edited by C.Jungck,
Wissenschaftliche Kommentare zu griechischen und late i-
nischen Schriftstellern (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1974)
Knecht = Gregor von Nazianz, Gegen die Putzsucht der Frauen, edited
by A. Knecht, Wissenschaftliche Kommentare zu griechisch-
en und lateinischen Schriftstellern (Heidelberg: Carl
Winter, 1972)
Werhahn = Gregorii Nazianzeni, ~~yxp~o~~ SCwv, edited by H.M.
Werhahn, klassisch-philologische Studien, 15 (Wiesbaden:
otto Harrassowitz, 1953)
b) Orations
Bernardi = Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 1-3, edited by J.Bernardi,
SO 247 (Paris, 1978)
= Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 4-5, edited by J.Bernardi,
~ 309 (Paris, 1983)
= Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 27-31 (Discours Theologi-
ques), edited by P.Gallay, SC 250 (Paris, 1978)
Gallay
Mason
Mossay
= The five theological Orations of Gregory of Nazianzus,
edited by A.J.Mason, Cambridge Patristic Texts (Cambridge:
UriIv. Press, 1899)
= Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 20-23, edited by J.Mossay,
SC 270 (Paris, 1980)
= Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 24-26, edited by J.Mossay,
SC 284 (Paris, 1981)
c) Epistles
Gallay = Saint Gregoire de Nazianze, Lettres, edited by P.Gallay,
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Bude, 2 vols (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1964-67)
= Gregoire de Nazianze, Lettres Theologiques, edited by P.
Gallay, SC 208 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1974)
Modern Authors and EditoDs
Abel = see above the list of Abbreviations (b): Orph.~.
Adam = J.Adam, The Vitality of Platonism and other Essays, edited
by A:M.Adam (Cambridge, 1911)
Adami = F.Adami, 'De poetis scaenicis graecis hymnorum sacrorum
imitatoribus', JahrbUch.fftr ~lassische Philologie, suppl.,
26 (1901), 215-62
Allen-Halliday~Sikes = see Abbreviations (b): Hom.~.
Ausfeld = C.Ausfeld, 'De graecorum precationibus quaestiones', Jahr-
bucllifftr~lassische Philologie, suppl.,28 (1903), 507-47
Bauer = W.Bauer, A Greek~English Lexicon of the New Testament and
Other Ear.ly Christian Literature, translated and adapted by
W.F.Arndt and F.W.Gingrich, fourth revised and augmented
edition (Cambridge: Univ. Press, 1957)
Beckmann= P.J.T.Beckmann, 'Das Gebet bei Homer' (inaug. doctoral diss.,
Univ. W~zburg, 1932)
Benoit = A.Benoit, Saint Gregoire de Nazianze, sa vie, ses oeuvres
et son epoque, reprint of the 1876 Paris edition (Hildes-
heim: Georg Olms, 1973)
Blass-Debrunner-Funk = F.Blass and A.Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the
New Testame.nt and Other Early Christian Literature, trans-
lated and revised by R.W.Funk (Cambridge: Univ.Press,1961),
cited by paragraph
Brightman = see Abbreviations (d): Liturg.
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Bruchmann = C.F.H.Bruchmann, Epitheta Deorum quae apud poetas graecos
leguntur,. supplement 2 to Ausffthrliches Lexikon Griechi-
schen und RBmischen Mythologie.edited by W.H.Roscher)
(Leipzig, 1893)
= F.Cairns, Generic Composition in Greek and Roman Poet~
(Edinburgh: Univ.Press, 1972)
Cairns
Christ-Paranikas = Anthologia Graeca Carminum Christianorum, edited
by W.Christ and M.Paranikas (Leipzig: Teubner, 1871)
Costelloe-Muirhead = B.F.C.Costelloe - J.H.Muirhead, Aristotle and
the Earlier Peripatetics, a translation from Zeller's
Philosophy of the Greeks, v61s 2 (London: Longmans,1897)
,Cummings = J.T .Cummings, ,.A Critical Edition of the Carmen de Vita
Sua of St Gregory Nazianzen' (unpublished Ph.D. diss.,
Univ. Princeton,1966)
Cunliffe = R.J.Cunliffe, A Lexicon of the Homeric Dialect (London:
Blackie, 1924)
Davids = H.L.Davids, De gnomologieen van Sint Gregorius van
Nazianze (diss., Nijmegen - Utrecht, 1940)
DeichgrHber = R.DeichgrHber, Gotteshymnus und Christushymnus in der
frtlhen Christenheit. Untersuchungen zu Form, Sprache und
Stil der fr'flhchristlichen Hymnen, Studien zur Umwelt des
Neuen Testaments, 5 (GBttingen: Vandenhoeck - Ruprecht,
1967)
Delfgaauw = B.Delfgaauw, 'Gregor von Nazianz. Antikes und Christli-
ches Denken', Eranos, 36 (1967), 113-63.
Dodds = see Abbreviations (b): Procl. Inst.Theol.
Dubedout = E.Dubedout, De D. Gregorii Nazianzeni Carminibus (thes.
faris, 1901)
Egan = J.Egan, 'The knowledge and vision of God according to
Gregory Nazianzen. A study of the images of mirror and
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Fernandez = Marcos N.Fernandez, 'Observaciones sobre los Himnos de
Gregorio Nacianceno',Emerita,36 (1968), 231-45
Funk = see above Abbreviations (d): Const.Apost.
Gallay, Langue et Style = P.Gallay, Langue et Style de Saint Gregoire
de Nazian21e dans sa correspondance, Collection de Philolo-
gie Classique, 1 (Paris: J.Monnier, 1933).
Gallay, La Vie = P.Gallay, La Vie de Saint Gregoire de Nazianze (the&,
Univ.Lyon, Lyon-Paris: Emanuel Vitte, 1943)
Goar = Euchologion sive Rituale Graecorum, edited by J.Goar, re-
print of the 1730 Venice edition (Graz, 1960)
Golega = J.Golega, Der Homerische Psalter. Studien fiber die dem
Apollinarios von Laodikeia zugeschriebene Psalmenparaphrase,
Studia Patristica et Byzantina, 6 (Ettal, 1960)
Gottwald = R.Gottwald, "De Gregorio Nazianzeno Platonico' (inaug .diss.,
Breslau: H.Fleischmann, 1906)
Hahn = A.Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole und Glaubensregeln der alten
Kirche, third edition by L.Hahn (Breslau: E.Morgenstern,1897).
Haldane = J .Hal.dane,"The Greek hymn with special reference to the
Athenian drama of the fifth century', 2vols (unpublished Ph.
D. diss., Uni v. London, 1963)
Hanssen = F.Hanssen, 'fiber die unprosodischen Hymnen des Gregor von
Nazianz', Philologus, 44 (1885), 228-35
Heitsch = see above Abbreviations (a)
Henry = R. de Lima Henry, The late Greek optative and its use in
the writings of Gregory Nazianzen, Catholic Universtty of
America, Patristic Studies, 68 (Washington,D.C.,1943)
Hftrth = X.Hftrth, 'De Gregorii Nazianzeni Orationibus Funebribus',
Dissertationes Philologicae Argentoratenses Seiliectae, 12
(Argentorati: C.r.Treubner, 1908), 1-160
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Jahn = A.H.Jahn, 'Hymnus in Deum Platonicus vulgo Gregorio Nazi-
anzeno adscriptus nunc Proclo Platonico vindicatus', in
Eclogae e Proclo de Philosophia Chaldaica sive de Doctrina
Oraculorum (Halis Saxonum: Pfeffer, 1891), pp.49-77
Kaibel = see Abbreviations (b): Ep.
Kelly, Creeds = J.N.D.Kelly, ,Early Christian Creeds (London: Longmans,
1950)
Kelly, Doctrines = J.N.D.Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, fifth re-
vised edition (London: A.-D.Black, 1977)
Kern = see Abbreviations (b): Orph.fr.
Kertsch = M.Kertsch, 'Bildersprache bei Gregor von Nazianz. Ein Bei-
trag zur sp~tantiken Rhetorik und Popularphilosophie, Grazer
theologische Studien, 2 (Graz, 1978)
Keydell = R.Keydell, 'Die Unechtheit der Gregor von Nazianz zuge-
sc~benen Exhortatio ad Virgines', BZ, 43 (1950), 334-37
Keyssner = K.Keyssner, Gottesvorstellung und Lebensauffassung im
griechischen Hymnus, Wftrzburger Studien zur Altertumswissen-
schaft, 2 (Stuttgart: W.Kohlhammer, 1932)
Kroll = J.Kroll, Die Christliche Hymnodi$ bis zu Klemens von
Alexandria, second reprint edition (Darmstadt,1968)
KUhner-Blass-Gerth = R.Kfthner, Ausffthrliche Grammatik der Griechischen
Sprache, ,vol.1 revised by F. Blass and vol.2 by B. Gerth
(Hannover, 1890-1904), cited by paragraph
Lampe = A Patristic Greek Lexicon, edited by G.W.H.Lampe (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1961~
Lefherz = F.Lefherz, 'Studien zu Gregor von Nazianz. Mythologie,
"Uberlieferung, Scholiasten' (inaug. doctoral diss., Bonn:
Rheinische Friedrich Wilhelms- Univ.,1958)
van Liempt = L.van Liempt, 'De Vocabulario Hymnorum Orphicorum atque
Aetate,' (inaug. doct.diss.,Acad. Rhenotraiectina,Purmerend:
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Lightfoot = see Abbreviations (d): Clem.Rom.
McLennan = Callimachus, Hymn to Zeus. Introduction and Commentary,
edited by G.R.McLennan (Rome: Ateneo & Bizzarri,1977)
Maas = P.Maas, Greek Metre, translated by H.Lloyd-Jones (Oxford:
Clarendon Press,1962), cited by paragraph
Meyer = H.MeYElr, Hymnische Stilelemente in der frllhgriechischen
Dichtung (diss., Wilrzburg: K.Triltsch, 1933)
Meyer W.= W. Meyer, 'Die Zwei rhythmischen Gedichte des Gregor von
Nazianz', in Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur mittellateinischen
Rhythmik, vo1.2 (Berlin,1905), pp.141-52 (and pp.48-51)
Mitsakis = K.Mitsakis, BUl;;C1.V1'l"vn ·YlJvoypCl.CP~C1., vol.1: ·Alto TT1\) KCl.l"vn
Mommsen = T.Mommsen, Beitrage 'zu der Lehre von den Griechischen
Prapositionen (Berlin: Weidmann, 1895)
Monro = D.B.Monro, A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect, second edition
revised and enlarged (Oxford: Clarendon Press,1891), cited
by paragraph
Moreschini = C.Moreschini, 'II Platonismo Cristiano di Gregorio Na-
zianzeno', Annali den'a r. scuola normale superiore di Pisa,
Classe d-iLettere e Filosophia,serie 3, 4.iii (1974), 1347-92.
Musurillo = H.Musurillo, 'The Poetry of Gregory of Nazianzus',
Thought, 45 (1970), 45-55.
Nissen = T .Nissen, 'Die Byzantinisch:m Anakreonteen', Sitz-ber. Bayer.
Akadem.Wiss. ,Philos.-hist. Klass .Abteil.,3 (1940)
Norden = E.Norden, Agnostos Theos. Untersuchungen zur Formengeschi-
chte religiBser Rede, second reprint edition (Leipzig-BeIiin:
B.G.Teubner, 1929)
Otis = B.Otis, 'Cappadocian Thought as a coherent System' ,Dumbmton
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Pellegrino = M.Pellegrino, La Poesia di S. Gregorio Nazianzeno
(Milan, 1932)
Pinault = H.Pinault, Le Platonisme de Saint Gregoire de Nazianze.
Essai sur les relations du Christianisme et de l' Helleni-
sme dans son oeuvre theologique (thes., La Roche-sur-Yon:
G.Romain,1925)
Pitra = J.B.Pitra, Analecta Sacra, vol.2 (Typis Tusculanis,1884).
Plagnieux = J.Plagnieux, Saint Gregoire de Nazianze Theologien,
Etudes de Science Religieuse, 7 (Paris:Ed.Franciscaines~951)
Quandt = see Abbreviations (b): Orph.hymn.
Ruether = R.R.Ruether, Gregory of Nazianzus. Rhetor and Philosopher
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969)
Sajdak = J.Sajdak, 'Nazianzenica, pars I', EOS, 15 (~909), 123-29,
= ---- 'Nazianzenica, pars II', EOS,1~ (1910), 87-93
Sinko = T.Sinko, De Traditione Orationum Gregorii Nazianzeni I,
Meletemata Patristica ii (Cracow, 1917)
SIl),olak
,= K.Smolak; 'Interpretat6rische Bemerkungen zum Hymnus ITpoS;
-lJEOV des Gregor von Nazianz', in Studi Classici in Onore di
Quintino Cataudella, edited by Univ.Catania Facol.Lett. e
Filos., vol.2 (Catania: Edigraf, 1972), pp.425-48
Smyth = H.W.Smyth, Greek Grammar, revised by G.H.Messing, third
printing (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press,1963), cited by
paragraph
Smyth, Greek Dialects = H.W.Smyth, The Sounds and Inflections of the
Greek Dialects: ~ (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1894), cited
by paragraph
Stenzel = J.Stenzel, 'De ratione quae inter carminum prooemia et·
hymnicam graecorum poesin intercedere videatur' (diss.,
\Breslau, 1908)
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Stoppel = P.Stoppel, 'Quaestiones de Gregorii Nazianzeni poetarum
scaenicorum imitatione et arte metrica' (inaug. diss.,Acad.
Rostock: Typis academicis adlerianis, 1881)
Sykes = D.A.Sykes, 'Poemata Arcana of St Gregory Nazianzen' (un-
published Ph.D. diss.,Univ.Oxford, 1967)
Sz~verffy = J.Sz8verffy, A Quide to Byzantine Hymnography. A classi-
fied Bibliography of Texts and Studies, Mediaeval Classics:
Texts and Studies, 11 (Brookline, Mass.-Leiden: Classical.
Folia editions, 1978)
Terzaghi = see Abbreviations (d): Synes.hymn.
Theodorou = A.Theodorou, "H E~xov~xn-au~SoA~xn &vaAoy~a TOU ~WTOS EV
(1976), 28-44, 235-72, 500-30
Trempelas = P.N.Trempelas, 'ExAoyn "EAAnVl.Xn!;'Op.(}o6o~ou'Y~voypacpt:-
~, second edition (Athens: Soter, 1978)
________ " 6oy~aT~xn ~ P.N.Trempelas, 6oy~aT~xn Tn!; 'Op~o6o~ou Ka~o-
A~Xn!; IExxAnat:a~, second edition (Athens: Soter, '1978)
Trisoglio = F.Trisoglio, "La poesia della Trini ta.nell' opera lette-
raria ,di S. Gregorio di Nazianzo', in Forma Futuri. Studi
in onore del Cardinale Michele Pellegrino (Turin, 1975),
pp.712-40
Veitoh = W.Veitch, Greek Verbs, irregular and defective, their Forms
Meaning and Quantity, new edition (Oxford: 'Clarendon Press,
1871)
Vogt = see Abbreviations (b): Procl.hymn.
Wellesz = E.Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music and Hymnography,
second edition (Oxford, 1961)
Werhahn TU 92 =~.M.Werhahn, 'Dubia und Spuria unter den Gedichten
Gr~gors von Nazianz', Studia Patristica, 7 (= TU 92, Berlin,
1966), pp.337-47
West = M.L.West, Greek Metre (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982)
Wifstrand = A.Wifstrand, Von Kallimachos zu Nonnos, Publications of
the New Society of Lettres at Lund, 16 (Lund: Gleerup,1933)
Wilamowi tz-Moelle,ndorff = U. von Wilamowi tz-Moellendorff, 'Die Hymren
des Proklos und Synesios'·,Sitzungsber. Berlin. Akad.,i
(1907), 272-95
Wyss = B.Wyss, 'Gregor von Nazianz. Ein griechisch-christlicher
Dichter des 4. Jahrhunderts', Museum Helveticum, 6 (1949),
177-210
= 'Zu Gregor von Nazianz', in Phyllobolia fUr Peter
von der Mfthll (Basel: Benno Schwabe, 1946), 153-83.
Ziegler = K.Ziegler, 'De precationum apud graecos formis quaestiones
selectae' (inaug. diss., Breslau, 1905)
